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HEARING ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
STRENGTHEN THE JOB TRAINING PARTNER.
SHIP ACT

THURSDAY, MAY 9, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 1:05 p.m., Room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl C. Perkins [Chairrnanl
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Andrews, Gunderson,
and Molinari.

Also present: Representative Good ling.
Staff present: Omer Waddles, staff director; Pat Fahy, senior leg-

islative analyst; Deborah Katz, office manager; John Fitzpatrick,
clerk; Tracy Hatch, minority professional staff member; and Beth
Buehlmann, education coordinator.

Chairman PERKINS. I'd like to call this hearing to order since the
Secretary of Labor has arrived.

Good afternoon, and welcome to the Subcommittee on Employ-
ment Opportunities' hearing on proposed amendments to improve
the Job Training Partnership Act. While I welcome each witness, I
especially want to welcome my friend and former colleague, our
new Secretary of LL'uor, Lynn Martin. This is the Secretary's first
appearance before this subcommittee, and % e look forward to her
testimony on the administration's proposal to amend JTPA.

Over the last couple of years, there have been numerous propos-
als to runend this program. While separate versions of' amendments
passed both the House and Senate last year, I am committed to
taking a renewed look at all proposed amendments beginning with
today's hearing.

Since JTPA's enactment into law in 1982, there have been count-
less articles and reports criticizing various aspects of this program.
Many of these criticisms have revolved around "creaming" and tar-
geting issues. In general, the JTPA program has been accused of
serving the "most likely to succeed" and not those "most in need"
of services. In addition, some reports have claimed that the most
comprehensive training services have been provided to the most job
ready and not the least skilled. Numerous reports have also
charged State and local JTPA programs with widespread waste,
fraud, and abuse.

(1)
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The general Accounting Office and the Department of Labor's
Office of the Inspector General are here today to discuss their most
recent investigations into these issues and to make recommenda-
tions to address them. One point that has been repeatedly empha-
sized in these reports is the lack of Federal and State oversight and
guidance for these programs. I believe that the Congress and the
administration are in agreement on the need to increase oversight
of this program, and I look forward to working with each of our
witnesses as well as my colleagues on the subcommittee and the
Committee on Education and Labor to draft amendments to JTPA.

I know that each of us here today is committed to improving
JTPA and to ensuring that we make this a strong, viable program.
Currently, jTPA serves only about 5 percent of the eligible popula-
tion. If we are ever to solve the overwhelming problems of unem-
ployment, poverty, crime, dependency, and utter hopelessness
among so many in our Nation, we must provide better opportuni-
ties and alternatives for productive employment.

JTPA is somedmes called the "second chance" system for drop-
outs, the poor, and the uneducated; however, for many youths and
adults, JTPA is the "last chance" to attain the education and voca-
tional skills necessary to be productive contributors to our society,
not dependents on it. JTPA, when at its best, can provide the tools
necessary to lift people out of poverty and despair.

This week in our Nation's capital, we witnessed an example of
what happens when frustrated, poor, and unemployed people are
deprived of adequate opportunities to provide for themselves arid
their family. For this segment of our population, the work place
offers little more than dead-end jobs with less than poverty wages.
This pent up frustration and hopelessness led to an explosion of
random violence. I wonder how much of this rioting could have
been prevented had basic skills and job training been available to
all those in need instead of only the 5 percent it is now reaching.

We as a Nation can and must do much more to address the pov-
erty, unemployment, and despair that exist in every community in
our country. JTPA has the potential to provide meaningful employ-
ment opportunities to the most disenfranchised segment of our pop-
ulation.

As the new chairman of the Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities, I am committed to improving and expanding JTPA to
address the desperate needs of the disadvantaged in our Nation. I
look forward to hearing the testimony of each of our witnesses here
today.

Mr. Gunderson, do you have an opening statement?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I am going to be

brief and ask unanimous consent that a long statement might be
inserted in the record.

I want to join with you in welcoming our friend and former col-
league. I was almost going to say "former friend and colleague,"
and I was going, "Wait a minute." I understand the proper roles
here between the two agencies' levels of Government, but we want
to be careful about that.

We are delighted you are back and look forward to the outstand-
ing leadership that you can and will provide at the Department for
US.

7
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There is 01 e area that I would like to focus on in opening re-
marks, howeverand it may be a difference in tone, because I
think that when all is said and done, Chris Perkins and Steve Gun-
derson will be on the same side and the same side, hopefully, of the
administration in a bipartisan bill. But I would like people in this
room to understand that there are some of us who believe that we
are simply trying to make a good program better, and I simply
reject much of the discussion that has occurred in this country over
the last few years about how bad the job training program is.

This program was created with the intent of having local flexibil-
ity to respond to the unique job training needs and emergencies of
diverse areas. Chris and I come from rural areas. We ought to have
very different service delivery areas and job training programs
than exist in New York City or Miami. I have witnessed in my dis-
trict just in the past few months the closing of the largest manufac-
turing facility in my district with some 4,000 jobs being laid off.
Under this program, Secretary Jones and others were able to re-
spond, and respond quickly and affirmatively, so that we could
move in with discretionary funds to provide the kind of emergency
training that was needed.

So I am more than happy to work with everyone in this room to
make a good program better. I am not interested in dismantling,
rewriting, or rejecting the foundation under which the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act exists today.

With that, I look forward to the efforts, Mr. Chairman, and cer-
tainly our first witness. Thank you.

[The prepac d statement of Hon. Steve Gunderson followsd
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The Honorable Steve Gunderson
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
Hearing on Proposed Amendments to JTPA

May 9, 1991

Opening Remarks

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am personally pleased that we

are holding this hearing today -- and I'm sure many if not all

of those here share that sentiment. It is certainly more than

time for us to move ahead with these amendments, that we

strengthen and "fine-tune" the Job Training Partnership Act, and

that we put to rest once and for all the impression that has

been left in the public's mind that this program is "the next

Savings and Loan scandal."

We began the process of amending JTPA in the last Congress.

Regrettably, our efforts did not meet with success, despite

continued attempts to reach comoromise both within the House and

between the two bodies of this Congress on key issues. After

the disappointment of last year, I am pleased that both Chairman

Perkins and Chairman Ford have pledged to work witn myself and

Mr. Goodling to cooperatively and carefully craft a bipartisan

proposal which will address the needs of the JTPA program and

its participants.

As we work to craft our amendment package, there are several

key issues which must be addressed:

Are those most in need of JTPA services being

effectively targeted? How should we determine "most in

need?" I feel strongly that the "most in need" are

those with skill deficiencies which too often present

insurmountable barriers to employment, not those who

simply fit a certain "demographic profile."

9
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o How can we best ensure the fiscal integrity of the JTPA

program? Do we need to craft and statutorily impose

JTPA-specific piinciples for administration and

accounting? Will simply adopting the OMB Circulars

meet our purpose? Is some hybrid of the two the best

solution? What are the impacts for the system of these

various proposals?

o How can we best promote the continued cooperation and

conversation between the various lumen services

providers who work with JTPA's eligible population?

o How can we best serve the youth who come to JTPA?

Should we consolidate all youth services into one

year-round program or should we retain the successful

summer youth component of JTPA as a separate and

distinct program?

o How should we handle State set-asides? Should this

money be reallocated? Should new purposes be

emphasized or required? Are these programs meeting the

needs they were intended to address?

Clearly, there are many questions which need to be posed and

answered, and many different proposals to be e.Aluated and

melded to arrive at the best response for the JTPA programs.

This hearing is just the first step. I am sure that the

testimony from our distinguished witnesses this afternoon will

help us frame our debate and spur us to move quickly with

legislative action.

I thank the Chairman.

0
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Steve, for those excellent com-
ments.

Madam Secretary, once again we would be pleased to hear from
you.

STATEMENT OF HON. LYNN MARTIN, SECRETARY OF LABOR, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, WASHINGTON, DC, ACC() APANIED BY
ROBERTS T. JONES, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF LABOR FOR
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

Secretary MARTIN. Thank you. Current friends, thank you.
I am pleased, of course, to be here to discuss how we can make

the JTPA more effective in meeting the needs of the least skilled
and most economically disadvantaged youth and adults.

As Secretary of Labor, I have, and I would hope every Secretary
of Labor would have, a goal of ensuring that America has a quality
work force second to none. One means of achieving this goal is to
increase the number of American workers who benefit from train-
ing or work-related education. We are hearing talk of that in the
President's Strategy for America 2000. Another way is to upgrade
the quality of our training and worker-related systems, a key com-
ponent which is the Second Chance System, and that, of course, is
JTPA.

It has been an excellent program which, in many ways, has re-
ceived the acclaim it deserves because there have been some re-
markable successe . Its record in placing participants in jobs is un-
paralleled. I, as a Member of Congress, just as Congressman Gun-
derson, and I know you, too, Congressman Perkins, have stories
about JTPA.

Rockford, Illinois had a small program for high school dropouts.
It was called Martin House. I must tell you quickly it was named
for Martin de Porres, not for me. It served the most disadvantaged
segments of the Rockford commurity. Two-thirds of those who
went through the program were placed in jobs or went on to fur-
ther training.

But we can make JTPA better and we can make it more respon-
sive to the labor market needs of the 1990's.

After 10 years of operation, it is time to reassess the program
and to make Aleeded changes. We ni?ed a broad bipartisan consen-
sus on those changes, and I think that has emerged. The consensus
was evidenced last year by the passage of the amendments in the
House. Only two Members in either the House or the Senate voted
hi opposition.

Then there was, indeed, a slight problem, as you know, the rush
to adjournmentlet's suffice to call it thatso that a few minor
differences weren't resolved. I .ion't think any of us want that to
happen again. It is my conviction that we can make a difference
and we can pass the right kind of legislation in both Houses and
have it signed. That will enhance the integrity of the program and,
I hope, make it even more effective.

In some respects, the bill that we will submit will be similar to
the bill submitted in 1989. But we have incorporated some new fea-
tures that were part of continuing negotiations with the staffs and
with the Members who, I think, have come up with some excellent

1 1
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ideas. We have also incorporated some features that were included
in the House bill and in the Senate bill last year. I hope that that
combination is a winning one, and we look forward to making sure
that the final product reflects the knowledge of this committee and
the help of the House.

The bill is baeed on five prinziples: First, we maintain the suc-
cessful cornerstone of the current program. While the bill does talk
about changes, the basic structure of the delivery system is kept,
particularly the public/private partnership. I believe that has been
a critical part in obtaining not just the success but the job place-
ment percentages. We want to continue to tap the energies and tal-
ents of those who have be(..n responsible for the success, and that is
States, private industry councils, local officials, and others. They
will continue to be responsible. States and local delivery areas will
continue to have flexibility to design programs tailored to their in-
dividualized markets. The system of performance standards, which
helps to ensure accountability, also remains an integral part of the
program.

The second principleand, Mr. Chairman, you alluded to this in
your opening remarksis improving targeting on those most in
need or most at risk. One of the critic;sms of JTPA has been that it
is not focused on those who really have and are facing long-term
failure in the job market. Our proposal responds to the criticism in
several ways: by revising the eligibility criteria to assure that
JTPA serves those with particularly significant barriers; by chang-
ing the funding allocation formulas to redirect funds to areas with
greatei numbers of the disadvantaged population; and by authoriz-
ing a new Youth Opportunities, or YOU program. We have got to
have those acronyms to make the program work. YOU is targeted
on areas with high poverty and would stimulate community-wide
action to improve the opportunities for youth. Targeting would be
further enhanced by establishing separate programs for youths and
adults.

The third principle is achieving human resource program coordi-
nation. That is kind of a bureaucratic way of saying we have to
make it work better. The bill would establish specific requirements
for linkages with other programs, such as JOBS, to avoid duplica-
tion and enhance service delivery. It would eszablish a new State
Human Resource Investment Council to oversee the State level co-
ordination of Federal human resource programs. Moreover, we will
propose to increase the impact of the current education coordina-
tion grant authority by focusing on two critical needs: school-to-
work transition and adult literacy.

The fourth principle is enhancing the quality of the program
itself. We believe that that can be done by providing more inten-
sive and comprehensive services to participants We will require
that all participants be assessed to determine their skill levels,
Deeds, and interests. On the basis of that assessment, a service
strategy would be developed. The SDA's would be asked to offer ap-
propriato service options so that participants' needs can be individ-
ually met. To clarify expectations and enhance accountability, local
programs would provide achievement objectives for participants.

Compared with the current program, our proposal would also
provide for more intensive services. It would place increased em-

12
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phasis on the acquisition of basic and occupational skills, and it
would allow follow-up assistance for one year after a participant
enters the labor market. Finally, summer jobs for youths would be
integrated with longer-term education and training services.

A fifth and obviously extraordinarily important principle is fiscal
accountability. As you are aware, some aspects of JTPA have re-
ceived criticism from the Department of Labor's own Inspector
General, the GAO, and the press. Our proposal contains provisions
to respond to what is often legitimate criticism of the program. We
would require that the governors establish and implement procure-
ment standards for JTPA to ensure accountability and to prevent
fraud and abuse. We would also ensure that compliance with the
standards is closely monitored and that when and where a problem
arrives corrective action is promptly taken or sanctions are ap-
plied. Other provisions, such as those requiring the charging of ex-
penditures to appropriate cost categories and restricting the use of
program income, would also promote fiscal integrity.

Mr. Chairman, I know that Congress has a full agenda of labor
and human resource issues, but it is important that we don't delay
consideration of these amendments. I believe there is a consensus
in favor of these changes to JTPA that could mean and should
mean prompt action. We must hold the Second Chance job training
system accountable to the highest standards of excellence and in-
tegrity. By so doing, we increase the opportunities avaiiable to oor
economically disadvantaged to attain independence and to improve
the work force itself.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I bring with me today
one of the experts in the field, Assistant Secretary of Labor Bob
Jones. He or I will be happy to respond to any questions thui, you
have, and I repeat again our desire to work closely with the sub-
committee, the full committee, the House, and then the Senate to
make sure we have quick and bipartisan passage of this necessary
set of amendments.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Lynn Martin follows:]

13
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STATEMENT Or
LYNN MARTIN

SECRETARY OF LABOR
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

U.S. OF REPRESENTATIVES

May 9, 1991

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before some of

my former colleagues to discuss how we can make the Job Training

Partnership Act (JTPA) more effective in meeting the needs of the

least skilled and most economically disadvantaged youth and

adults.

As Secretary of Labor, one of my goals is to ensure that

America has a quality workforce which is second to none. Jne

means of achieving this goal is to increase the number Jf

American workers who benefit from training or work-related

education, as proposed in the President's AMERICA 2000 Education

Strategy. Another means is to upgrade the quality of our

training and work-related education system, a key component of

which is our principal "second chance" job training program --

JTPA.

JTPA has achieved remarkable success. Its record in placing

participants in jobs is unparalleled. We can, however, make JTPA

even better and more responsive to the labor market of the

1990's. After nearly ten years of operation, it is time to

reassess the program and make some needed changes.

14
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A broad, bipartisan consensus has emerged on tho changes we

need to make to JTPA. This consensus was evidenced late last

year by the passage of JTPA amendments in the House and Senate

with only two members voting in opposition. Unfortunately, ar

impasse over the impact of funding formula changes, the press of

other business, and the rusu to adjournment did not allow

sufficient time for differences to be resolved. We must not lose

another opportunity to improve JTPA. We must act quickly to

revitalize JTPA, elevate it to a higher standard of excellence,

and enhance the integrity of the program.

The proposal we will transmit is in many resdects similar to

the bill submitted by the Administration in 1989. We have also

incorporated some features that were included in the House and

Senate bills passed last year, and have made several important

changes based on discussions with our Inspector General,

representatives of the JTPA system, and Congressional staff.

Our bill is based on five key principles. First, we would

maintain the successful cornerstous of the current JTPA progr1m.

is important to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that while our bill

proposes important changes to JTPA, we would retain the basic

structure of the delivery system -- particularly the public-

private partnership -- that has been, in our view, a critical

factor in the program's success. We want to continue to tap the

energies and taleants of those ceno have been responsible for this

success -- Stateri, Private Industry Councils, local elected

officials, and others. Private Industry Councils will continue

2
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to be responsible for planning and oversight of JTPA programs.

States and local service delivery areas will continue to have the

flexibility to design programs tailored to their labor markets.

The system of performance standards, which helps to ensure

accountability, also remains an integral part of the revised

program.

Our second principle is ,imp_r_okngatjnggnt,LQ,vtarre most in

peed or at-tisk. One of the major criticisms of JTPA has been

that it has not focused on those most at-risk of long term

failure in the job market. Our proposal responds to that

criticism in several ways: by revising the eligibility criteria

to ensure that JTPA serves those with particularly significant

barriers to employment; by changing the funding allocation

formulas to redirect funds to areas with greater numbers of the

disadvantaged population; and by authorizing a new Youth

Opportunities Unlimited (YOU) Program, targeted on areas with

high poverty, that would stimulate community-wide action to

impr(v, opportunities for youth. Targeting would be further

enhanced by establishing separate programs for youth and adults.

Our third principle is achieving human xesource proaram

coDrdination. This will be promoted in many ways. The bill

would establish specific requirements for linkages with other

programs, such as JOBS, to avoid duplication and enhance the

delivery of services. It would establish a new State Human

Resource Investalent council to oversee state-level coordination

of Federal human resource programs. In addition, we will propose

3
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to increase the impact of the current education coordination

grant authority by focusing it on two critical needs: school-to-

work transition and ad'Ilt literacy.

A fourth principle is enhancing program quality. This would

be accomplished by providing more intensive and comprehensive

services to participants. We would require ttat all participants

be assessed to determine their skill levels, needs and interests.

On the basis of that assessment, a service strategy would be

developed. Service Delivery Areas would be asked to offer

appropriate service options, so that a participant's needs can be

met. To clarify expectations and enhance accountability, local

programs would provide achievement objectives for participants.

Compared with the current program, !An- proposal also would

provide for more intensive services; it would place increased

emphasis on the acquisition of basic and occupational skills; and

it would allow follow-up assistance for one year after a

participant enters the labor market. Finally, summer jobs for

youth would be integrated with longer-term education and training

services.

A fifth and final principle is increasing accountability.

As you are aware, some aspects of JTPA have received criticism

from the Department of Labor's Office of the Inspector General,

the General Accounting Office and the press. Our proposal

contains provisions to respoha to legitimate criticisms of the

program. We would require that the Governors establish and

implement procurement standards for JTPA to w.sure fiscal

4
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accountability and prevent fraud and abuse. We also would ensure

that compliance with the Standards is closely monitored

and that where problems arise, corrective action is promptly

taken or appropriate sanctions are applied. Other provisions,

such as those requiring the charging of expenditures to

appropriate cost categories and restricting the use of program

income, would also promote fiscal integrit;

Mr. Chairman, I know that the Congress has a full agenda of

labor and human resource issues to address this year, but it is

important that we not delay consideration of these amendments. I

believe there is a consensus in favor of these vital changes to

JTPA that should enable prompt actio.t. We must hold our second

chance job training system accountable to the highest standards

of excellence and integrity. By so doing, we increase the

opportunities available to our economically disadvantaged to

obtain economic independence and improve the skills and

productivity of our workforce.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I would

certainly be happy to respond to any questions that you or other

members of the Subcommittee may have.

5
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Madam Secretary.
Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a number of questions, so you may want to hall me when

my time is up, and I will continue in the next cycle, or whatever
the case might be.

Chairman PERKINS. Take your time, Steve.
Mr. GUNDERSON. First of all, Madam Secretary, there have been

a number of allegations raised against JTPA programs as you men-
tioned in your accountability standard with large amounts of
II questioned expenditures cited." Can you follow through with us
and share with us the final resolution of some of those audits. You
can take a particular State, for example, if you wanthowever you
would like to do that.

Secretary MARTIN. Sure.
Mr. GUNDERSON. But there seems to be a problem between alle-

gations and reality here, and I would like to understand how you
handle that.

Secretary MARTIN. Two ways: One, say something we all already
know, and that is, sometimes there is more interest in the allega-
tions than in what finally happens. The percentage of fraud in
JTPA is estimated at less than 1 percent. So I just want to set the
record straight. That doesn't mean that there haven't been some
problems, some of which are addressed in this bill and others of
which are being addressed through the rule-tr aking process. In
other words, it would have been less than responsible of the De-
partment of Labor to not attempt to take care of some of those sit-
uations by the rule-making process, and we are doing that right
now.

I will also point out that, with any audit, the final determina-
tions of the audit and the review are always publicly available, and
I think that is important to note.

Do you have any more comments on the audits, since you have
been so integrally involved in all of those, Bob?

Mr. JONES. I think that a general rule is that the questioned
costs, usually on average, result in something around 50 percent
actual disallowed costs when we are finished and all is said and
done. They range from as low as 5 or 6 percent of the questioned
costs up to about 50 percent, and the case that people speak of
most often, I guess, is Oregon, which was $54 million questioned
and ultimately $3.2 million of actual disallowed costs that were, in
fact, collected back, most of the rest of it being documentation that
was later found or clarified or records that were found and/or cost
category judgments where things were moved from one category or
another. 13ut the actual cash collected back was $3.2 million.

Mr. GUNDERSON. One of the apparently more recent decisions by
the administration focuses on the use of the OMB circulars. Do you
want to comment on exactly where that is and what you see the
implications of that being for States and SDA's?

Secretary MARTIN. I think we have reached considerable agree-
ment finally on this delicate issue. It may be an agreement that
satisfies no one totally but I think does answer what is important.
May I first suggest that JTPA is slightly different than other areas
where circulars are used, but the goals of the circulars and the
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goals of the accountability that we want for JTPA are the same. So
the bill that we will be bringing to you has agreement from OMB
about how we will achieve that goal. Again, since negotiations have
occurred on every level with thisagain, our Inspector General,
this Secretary, the members of the administration, I think, are all
seeking the same goal, and I hope we have at least got a measure
of consensus now.

Mr. JONES. I think that certainly we are all in agreement on the
issues that need to be addressed, and in the legislation that will be
placed in front of the committee within the next couple of days we
address each of those areas. Circulars will not be applied in that
legislation based on the thesis that this is still a program with local
flexibility that is not necessarily standardized across the board.

However, every provision in those circulars that has any direct
applicability to the issues that have been raised by the Inspector
General, GAO, and other such reports has been applied and, in
many, many cases, applied in substantially more detail and further
than the circular itself would lay out.

There are two problems generally with the circulars. One is that
significant parts of the circular simply aren't relevant. They are
standardization for standardization purposes and deal with report-
ing and prior approvals, things that just aren't in the program and
don't result in much improvement.

Secondly, they frequently don't go to what the prob!em has been.
We have not exactly determined, for example, that State policy in
procurement is the problem. What has happened is, the States
haven't carried out their own policies, managed them at the SDA
level, and then monitored it and enforced those policies. This legis-
lation will contain veij specific provisions in those areas far
beyond what the circulars nave in them.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Actually, Mr. Secretary, that is part of my con-
cern.

You mention in your statement, Madam Secretary, on page 4,
"We would require that Governors establish and implement pro-
curement standards for JTPA to ensure fiscal integrity." It was not
even a conservative Democrat on this committee, it was one who
would certainly put himself even more in the liberal category, and
that is not meant in any way as a negative statement, but Pat Wil-
liams has sat on this committee and on the full committee many
times and said the one problem we have with JTPA is that all the
regulations, rules, and mandates, and paperwork that we eliminat-
ed at the Federal level have been duplicated twice over by the
States.

I have a real concern that what you are ,oing to do here is end
up creating a federally funded, State regulated program that is
going to eliminate much of the flexibility that we still are trying to
seek at the local level. What kind of assurances can you give me
that tnat won't happen in this process?

Secretary MARTIN. You mean aside from, "We're from the Gov-
ernment, and we're here to help you?"

We are trying to move on that path, and it is a delicately bal-
anced one, and we welcome, first of all, the committee's input. We
have been talking to the staff and to the committee all through
this process about making sure, on one hand, the principle of fiscal
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accountability is kept and, on the other hand, the principle of local
flexibility and some local decision making, reallyempowerment
kept on the other. We think we have reached that balance.

In other words, you can't just say, well, we are not going to do
anything and it will all work out, or, conversely, that from here we
will impose this overwhelming set of criteria that will just make
the program fall under its own weight, and we wind up spending so
much money on the accounting part of it that we won't help the
kids we are trying to help. I think we have hit the middle ground,
and we welcome your looking at it and seeing if there is something
better.

The reason I think we have met the middle ground is, no one
likes it a lot and no one can think that there is a slightly better
way that brings the parties together. So I think we may be at one
of those moments on this part of the bill, and, believe me, every
single part of what you are saying is also partially true, where we
think we have hit that balance.

The guaranteeI don't think we come with this kind of bill with-
out the guarantee, that we feel so stronglythat is, the Depart-
ment of Laborabout JTPA and our determination to make it a
full success that that guarantee for the young people that may be
helped is so real, we don't want to overburden it. I hope you feel
we have hit the middle ground, too.

Mr. GUNDERSON. You call for the establishment of a new State
Human Resource Investment Council. Last year, in the reauthor-
ization of Vocational Education, we tried to do a statewide coordi-
nating council and we failed miserably in that regard. I would be
curious as to what programs you intend to include under yours,
and I would really like some encouragement, because I think I sup-
port this concept. Why do you think we are going to be successful
here when we weren't last year?

Secretary MARTIN. Because we are putting you in charge of it,
Congressman.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I told you I failed.
Secretary MARTIN. Well, one cannot always guarantee success,

but one should still try for the best things.
Bob, are you getting the list?
Mr. JONES. Yes. Basically, the core, as you know, is JOBS, voc-ed,

JTPA, and then there is the employment service, and there are
several other pieces.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Do you include adult education, too? That was
in last year's plan--adult education, vocational education, job
training, Wagner-Peyser, part F of title IV of the Social Security
Act.

Secretary MARTIN. Right.
Mr. JONES. The second part of your question is a tough one for

all of us, but I would suggest that, given the President's education
agenda and the broad agenda that this committee has even dealt
with on integrating services in a variety of ways continues to in-
crease the atmGsphere in which a number of proposals will be
coming along focused this way. So we just assume that the atmos-
phere is worth continuing to raise this issue whether it is in this
bill or another bill, as you have shared, at the State level. I don't
think people care an awful lot about which program those services

21
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come from, and getting them together to plan together is an impor-
tant thing to do.

Secretary MARTIN. I understand, Congressman, that there are
some groups that, for whatever reason, feel less comfortable with
this. But I would also add that when the Congress and the Presi .

dent looked at changes in budget formulation, that acted as an ad-
ditional incentive to make sure we are able to do this. Them is a
limited resource here called money, and if we don't spend it as well
as we know howand that means not necessarily separate castles
but kind of a joint defense herethen we aren't serving the people
that all of us claim to want to serve, so we have got to try and it
just seems to me the temperature is a little different out there. We
will see.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Let's hope.
My final question, Mr. Chairman, focuses on the area of summer

youth programs. It is no secret, at least to Mr. Jones, that I and
Chairman Hawkins last session both felt very strongly about the
summer youth program. You are again advocating that this pro-
gram ought to be consolidated with a year-round youth prograi.i. I
guess I am giving you an opportunity now to convince me that you
are right and we are wrong.

Secretary MARTIN. Secretary Jones.
Mr. JONES. I seldom get it from both sides.
I think that there was a very constructive dialogue with this

committee last year when we made this proposal to you and the
chairman at that time on the necessity to not simply address only
employment for 7 or 8 weeks during the summer but to address the
needs of these young people on a broader base, through whatever
mechanism. Our proposal is to set up a year-round youth program.

One of the discussions in this committee was to link the two in
one way or another. I think that it is the substance here that is
important more than anything else. We just can't continue to put
these folks through summer programs without addressing what we
know are employment barriers down the road. That is more true
today than it was a year ago as we sat here. It is true in the whole
education debate. Whatever mechanism we choose to employ to ad-
dress that, I think it is important that we do and not just walk
away from it.

Secretary MARTIN. Although I am certainly willing to keep the
good humor, it still remains an important issue, and I have come
not to disbelieve in summer youth programs, because they have a
niche. But as a former teacher I have come increasingly to believe
that that drop in achievement in August in some ways makes them
far less useful. Some of these kids are more and more at risk, to
use the current terminology, and really require this.

So understanding the political impli.mtions, in this case the as-
sistant secretary is absolutely right. The substance is correct, and
we should be talking and moving on it. As you look at it, we all
know that bills are adapted and changed, and certainly both of us
understand that. But this really does have some substantive issues
that are politically difficult but are real, and the more I look at
these programs, the more convinced I become.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. The only concern I think we have is that the
year-round program may result in the elimination of a lot of
summer programs.

Secretary MARTIN. It is expensive, but the other thing you are
going to find out when you look at thisand I would be less than
responsible if I didn't tell youis that we are finding we have to be
more intensive, not less intensive in our work with these individ-
uals, and that very inti3nsity is more expensive.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson.
Just following up on that briefly, can you tell us the total

number of youth that would be served in title II(a) and II(b) in your
proposal compared to the total now served based on level funding?

Secretary MARTIN. Sure. I am not going to beat around the bush
with this oneokay?because there are a few clever ways I could
state it, but why don't we get right at it.

Half a million in the year-round program. That is more than are
now enrolled but is less than the total would have been if we had
kept the summer youth program and a year-round program. In
other words, I am not going to make you fish for that answer.

If we had done it the old way, we would have served more, we
just don't think as wisely. Five hundred thousand. If you did it the
other way, 648,000. We don't think it ends up we truly serve them.

I hope that is at least, as I say, II( nest. Maybe it is not what
people would like to hear, but that is the honest answer on it.

Chairman PERKINS. Okay. I just wanted to get that while Steve
was talking about it.

Secretary MARTIN. Yes, it is true.
Chairman PERKINS. MS. Molinari, do you want to ask some ques-

tions right now?
Ms. MOLINARI. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Okay. Then I will go on with some more that

I have in my mind.
Secretary MARTIN. Sure. Please, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Well, I see Mr. Andrews is here. I will ask

himdo you have any questions that you want to ask?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, I do.
Chairman PERKINS. Okay. Please go ahead.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary MARTIN. Hello,
Mr. ANDREWS. Madam Secretary, I apologize for not being here

for your entire time.
I am very interested in the Job Training Partnership Act be-

cause my experience before I came here was as a county official
which was one of the grantees, a local employment and training
conter, and one concern that was brought to our attention is the
inadequacy of administrative cost availability for the local grantee.

I met with the grantees in the three counties that comprise nr.,
Congressional district, and theie was a twofold concern. One is that
the quantity of dollars available for the administrative activities of
the grantees is insufficient, and two is that, as more mandates pile
up, as flexibility becomes less for the local grantees, it becomes
even more difficult to achieve those administi ative objectives.

I wonder if you could respond to those two concerns.

2 3 k
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Secretary MARTIN. Yes. First, we have tried to retain flexibility
within our constraints. As you know, to have a successful program,
it must also be fiscally responsible. We, too, heard some of the
same complaints on dollars. You will find that in the bill there is
an increase for administrative costs to 20 percent. I suppose, on the
one hand, one can argue someone always wants a little more, but
we think that was a direct answer to some very legitimate prob-
lems, as you know from being a former county official.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you. Let me ask you a related question.
The county officials in New Jersey, the part of the State I repre-
sent, were interested in being involved in what you might call a
competitive evaluation situation, where the size of the JTPA grant
would be tied to the quality of performance of the local grantee.
Given what I would call, to borrow from Olympic diving, a difficul-
ty factor, clearly it is a lot more difficult to place an 18-year-old
unwed mother who is a high school dropout than it is a 35-year. old
mechanical engineer. If there could be some ailowance for the diffi-
culty in the job market for that, my local grantees express a great
desire in having a new means of evaluating local grantees that
would be performance based where, if they do a better job placing
participants, they would receive a relatively higher grant share in
the next year, and the further concept we 1,alked about was almost
banking your JTPA allocation. So, in effeU, the Department would
set up a line of credit almost for the local grantee where you could
draw upon future years' outlays if there was an immediate need,
provided that you met the kind of quality criteria we are talking
about. How would you respond to something like that?

Secretary MARTIN. The first part of the idea was so good, we put
it in the bill.

Mr. ANDREWS. You have been reading my mail again?
Secretary MARTIN. We did; we did. Actually, we just said, if we

can hang around Congressman Andrews' office we can--
Mr. ANDREWS. That is right. I wondered who that was, and now I

know.
Secretary MARTIN. Lurking. So there is performance data that

will be used, and we tried to do it in such a way so you didn't get
into that very argument, and part of it was to answer the questions
of "creaming." So these things are tied together.

The second part of your question about being able to bank future
allocations, I think, gets us into other problems of a different
nature. So without commenting bad or good, I am just saying I am
not sure about even the legality.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me give you an example of what I mean. In
my district, there was a major plant closing. Campbell Soup Com-
pany closed a plant in March of 1990 which had 950 workers. The
JTPA program in the county of Camden is a very successful and
well managed one given the high quality of local leadership in the
last few years.

Secretary MARTIN. It has lost some by it, but others have gained,
yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. There was an immediate need which was served
by a discretionary grant. The Secretary made a discretionary
grant. But there was an immediate need for a very high level of job
training overnight because 950 people were out of work on a
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Monday morning. There was some interest, and, instead of waiting
for the discretionary grant dollars to come through--and they did
not come through, I believe, ur.til October, after a March lay-off
and Cie county being able to say because we have a good track
record, because we have had successful audits, have not demon-
strated any fiscal irresponsibility we can draw down on some exist-
ing funds already committed to us to meet this discretionary iieed
and ther use the discretionary funds to replenish the other ac-
counts later onin other words, give the local unit the ability to
respond to its more immediate needs.

Secretary MARTIN. Without commenting one way or another and
seeing some problems that some of you who have been involved in
the budget and appropriating process may be aware in doing some-
thing like that, we will be happy to take a look at that. It is cer-
tainly a creative idea.

Mr. ANDREWS. Fine. One other question, and I appreciate the
specificity of your answers. Obviously, you have been on this side of
the table much more than some of the others that we ask questions
of.

Secretary MARTIN. Maybe I should learn to just say, "Sir, that is
fine. We will see."

Mr. ANDREWS. That is right. That would be the answer I usually
hear.

The third question is, what kind of interaction are we anticipat-
ing between the jobs program, the welfare reform program, and the
ongoing JTPA effort?

I will tell you that among the most successful examples of JTPA
activity I have seen locally are those where the New Jersey welfare
reform program, a program called REACH, has been married insti-
tutionally and programmatically with the existing JTPA effort.
What kind of provisions are we going to make for that?

Secretary MARTIN. Actually, in my opening statement, I specifi-
cally was able to talk about how we think there has to be at least
an engagement between them if there cannot always be a full mar-
riage, but there has to be, and that multiplicity of services ends up
being good for the person one is trying to help but good for the pro-
grams, and there has to be that. So in the bill we actually speak to
that.

Now other members of the panel point out that supporting that
doesn't necessarily mean it happens, but you happen to be abso-
lutely right. There have to be those kinds of marriages; and I
would like to compliment Assistant Secretary Jones who I think is
working very hard to make sure that is happening in part of the
bill.

Mr. ANDREWS. I would also mention, he was kind enough to pro-
vide for me very early on this year a briefing, I think prior to your
appointment, about that, and I appreciate that as well.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Andrews.
Ms. Molinari, do you have anything at this time?
MS. MOLINARI. No, thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Okay. Madam Secretary, if I could just ask

you a couple of questions, and I realize you are on kind of a short
leash here, but while you're here--
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Secretary MARTIN. A A. art leash?
Chairman PERKINS. Nothing personal.
Secretary MARTIN. I know.
Chairman PERKINS. In terms of some of the money that we are

talking about for the program, last year, based on passing a budget
contingent with the 1)resident's plan, they were talking about a
$300 million increase. This year I notice it is pretty much level
funded. What sort of plans do you have in terms of working out
priorities with OMB to see some increases here either supplement-
ing this year or in the fiscal year 1993 budget?

Secretary MARTIN. Again, I return to the agreement passed by
the Congress, and that does limit our ability. In effect, it limits
what you can do in a supplemental, as you know.

I passed this on to you, Mr. Chairman, yesterday in the middle of
a committee meeting. One of the members of that committee in the
other body suggested a $50 billion increase, which is almost twice
what my entire Department does now in everything. Assistant Sec-
retary Jones, as I recall, was for that. Although I was going to add
on to the building, reason brings us to. We are beginning to devel-
op the 1993 budget within the Department. This is an extraordinar-
ily important part of the program, but I cannot ..ell you, nor should
I, that there is suddenly going to be more money this year; there is
not; the budget agreement precludes that.

Chairman PERKINS. Madam Secretary, I understand some of the
problems that we all face. This program did not receive an infla .

tion increase this year.
Secretary MARTIN. There are other areasand I am not going to

go into them, but we lost $400 million in administrative costs in
the budget passed by the Hotse for unemployment insurance,
which I still don't understand. How we can talk about increasing
unemployment and cutting it back by $400 million?

I can just assure you of this. I will, as a relatively new Secretary
but someone pretty familiar with the budget process, be working
very diligently to make sure these programs get as much as they
are able. This is a good program; it is just a doggone good program.
No one is ever going to get all that they want, but it is a good pro-
gram, and I would like to see it at the appropriate funding level.

Chairman PERKINS. I just want to encourage you to try to fight
with OMB to place it a little higher on the list of funding prior-
ities.

Let me ask you a little bit about how you think we can best
serve some of the most at risk populations. There was a GAO study
that said that only around 12 percent of the dropouts that were
served actually were given any sort of remedial education along
with it. Now according to some of the drafts we have seen, you
seem to be moving towards addressing some of the problems that
you have there. I would like you to elaborate a little for us, if it is
not too much trouble.

Secretary MARTIN. No, it is not at all.
Chairman PERKINS. How do you think we should be approaching

this?
Secretary MARTIN. I am going to give the 20 seconds and let Bob

go on with it, but it is desperately important that we do that.
kliscal accountability is partially a driving force here.
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Let me also assure you that making sure we are just not doing
the same things for a nice group but not the real group that we
should be helpingI am determined that that not happen, that the
targeting be real and that we, as difficult as it is, try to break that
cycle.

If Bob will go onI think in the series of amendments we will be
offering, that I hope will enjoy your support, we address at the
problem.

Mr. JONES. The issue is addressed in two significant ways, both
on the targeting side. The new eligibility criteria state you not only
have to be disadvantaged but, also, a set percent both of youth and
adult have to be either FA hool dropouts or have one of a series of
other very specific deficiencies. In the case of youth, 6J percent
must he out of school. So the bill is very targeted on that group.

Perhaps more important, however, is, having said that, when you
get over to the services side, assessment is required and we require
that services meeting the needs identified in that assessment be
provided. So if it is a dropout who, in fact, has an educational defi-
ciency, that is going to be dealt with before we wander off and put
them in OJT or something else.

Chairman PERKINS. I am not trying to get into the problem of
the OMB circulars, which was discussed earlier, but how do you
reward those SDA's that are going ahead and not just doing the
"creaming" but are using this approach and getting the most diffi-
cult to serve and giving them the remedial education?

Secretary MARTIN. Mr. Chairmanand I think we have dis-
cussed thisas you know, regrettably, I have another place that I
have to be. May I be excused to leave it in the good hands of Assist-
ant Secretary Jones?

Chairman PERKINS. Absolutely.
Secretary MARTIN. I hope to come back often. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Madam Secretary, we are pleased to have

you here, and we will look forward to having you with us again.
Secretary MARTIN. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
Go ahead, Bob.
Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, currently the performance standards

system is based on credits for service to the hard to serve and
higher levels of services.

Secondly, in this bill we now add into that system educational at-
tainment for adults, so that there is credit given, in fact, for serv-
ing them and for getting a grade gain, or however we measure
that, for service to those people.

The question then becomes, how much weight do you put on such
assistance?

Chairman PERKINS. Yes, it does.
Mr. JONES. We don't have a specific answer to that. It has

worked remarkably well and, as you know, is now a model for a
number of other programs. Clearly, all of us are going to have to
sit and look at it, as Mr. Andrews suggested, and ask whether we
can move more weight into ,hat system and give more credit.

I would add, what I just described in terms of eligibility for serv-
ice is relatively universal. We are going to move from a program
that had no definition beyond disadvantaged to very tightly con-
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strained definitions. So everyone is going to be serving that clien-
tele to that degree.

Chairman PERKINS. Included, I guess, in that was some sort of,
well, Brownie points for educational--

Mr. JONES. Gain.
Chairman PERKINS. [continuing] gain.
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. I noticed in reading the Inspector General's

report last night that he was opposed to that concept for adults.
How would you respond to that?

Mr. JONES. You know, one of the classic debates--
Chairman PERKINS. It was GAO. Excuse me.
Mr. JONES. Yesin this business, and we ourselves, as you recall,

3tarted this out, moving our credit to placement as the most impor-
tant outcome of any of these programs, and we have now backed
off into this educational gain for the very specific ree.son that we
have foundand the Inspector General has, in fact, criticized the
program for thisan emphasis on placement as a goal without
giving the services that increase people's long-term employability.

So I think the issue of making sure that we serve people in a
way that not only results in employment but gives them the ability
to use that employment and move up the line is every bit as impor-
tant as just a job.

I would be less than sanguine if I didn't suggest that this is a
very important issue that lies between JTPA and JOBS. The JOBS
legislation, as you may recall, says the first test is, put people in
jobs regardless of their needs, and we would argue that we need to
look at these two concepts as to which is a better payoff and which
is more important. We believe that educational gain is very impor-
tant.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Secretary, I think we are going to take a
little break here so that I can go to vote, and I will be back very
shortly. You are welcome to stay if there is not too much difficulty.

With that, we will take a very short recess.
[Recess.]
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Secretary, I appreciate your patience.

Let me ask you something about "on-the-job training." There has
been some legitimate criticism, I think, of some of the practices
that have been employed in the past on the OJT situations. How do
you think your proposed amendment on OJT is going to address
the reverse referral program?

Mr. JONES. Let me divide it into two parts. Number one, both
GAO and the Inspector Cmeral have raised these issues; they are
absolutely right. We have put privisions in the basic bill that limit
the time a participant can be in OJT, the time allowed for training,
and who can be in OJT that addresses each of their concerns.

The issue, as we know it, is an issue called brokering that has
popped up since last year's discussion. We have put some things in
this bill to deal with that issue to clearly identify who, in fact, is
the liable party and who is the referral party and whom the deci-
sions are to revert back to if, in fact, a problem occurs in the
system. We think these will address the problems we have had in a
couple of recent audits around these brokers. We have had a couple

21
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of serious problems. We think these provisions will address that di-
rectly.

Chairman PERKINS. In terms of some of the regulatory changes
that perhaps you are prepared to make before we see any sort of
new law that comes on the books, could you tell us what is in store
for us in the immediate future?

Mr. JONES. I think that the issues we published in the Federal
Register when we announced that cover each of the basic areas
that the Inspector General and the GAO have raisedfrom OJT to
the administrative proces% procurement, financial accounting, cost
categories, and a number of those areas.

Most of the language that was there and that we have dealt with
in the public discourse since that time is in our bill now. Our final
elecision as to what to do with that will depend on our sense of
which parts we think are best legislated and which parts we want
to address in the regulatory process. We intend to come to this
committee to make that decision and to share how we think that
ought to be worked out.

Chairman PERKINS. I appreciate that, Mr. Secretary.
Steve, do you have any more questions?
Mr. GUNDERSON. No, thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for your testimony,

Mr. Secretary, and we will be communicating again in the very
near future, I am sure.

Mr. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. With that, we would like to call on the next

panel: the Honorable Julian De La Rosa, Inspector General, De-
partment of Labor, accompanied by Gerald Peterson; and Franklin
Frazier, Director of Education and Employment, Human Resources
Division, GAO, accompanied by Sigurd Nilsen.

Gentlemen, we are pleased to have you with us today, and'I'd
like to recognize the Inspector General, Julian a La Rosa.

If you will just give us your statement, tnen we will be prepared
to go on to Mr. Frazier.

STATEMENTS OF HON. JULIAN DE LA ROSA, INSPECTOR GENER-
AL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR; ACCOMPANIED BY GERALD
PETERSON, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF
AUDIT; FRANKLIN FRAZIER, DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION AND
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, GENERAL AC-
COUNTING OFFICE, AND SIGURD NILSEN, ASSISTANT DIREC-
TOR FOR LABOR ISSUES

Mr. DE LA ROSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will attempt to summarize my statement and ask that the

statement, in its entirety, be entered into the record.
Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DE LA ROSA. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-

tee, thank you for inviting me to testify before you today in my ca-
pacity as the inspector general of the U.S. Department of Labor. I
hope that my comments about our experiences in reviewing the
Job Training Partnership Act as well as our suggestions for im-
proving its operation will be useful to this committee as it evalu-
ates the various proposals for amending JTPA.

4,!)
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I am accompanied this afternoon by Mr. Gerald Peterson, who is
the Assistant Inspector General for the Office of Audit, and he
brings with him, I should say, the historical and institutional
knowledge of our involvement in JTPA.

Before discussing our findings and recommendations, I would
like to express my appreciation to this subcommittee for its con-
tinuing interest and efforts to develop and support programs to
assist our most disadvantaged citizens to become productive mem-
bers of society. We are pleased to have the opportunity to work
with you and the subcommittee staff in this important endeavor.

I would also like to commend Secretary Martin for her leader-
ship in job training initiatives and to recognize the extensive effort
by the Employment and Training Administration, which has
worked with our office to improve the operation of JTPA.

My testimony today focuses on the results of our reviews of the
JTPA program, as well as our concerns for much needed program
improvements to increase accountability for the expenditure of pro-
gram funds. The suggestions are based on work we have done and
reported in semiannual reports to the Congress over the years. I
am providing specific recommendations for amendments to im-
prove accountability and also enable the program to accomplish its
mission more efficiently.

Specifically, I am asking the Congress to consider th ?. following:
first, to clarify its intent regarding the classification of JTPA as a
block grant; second, to adjust the program targeting to ensure that
the greatest number of the most disadvantaged are serv 1 by the
program, thereby creating the most productive return on the JTPA
investment; third, to bring cost accountability to the program by
eliminating the single unit charge allowance for performance-based
contracts and by assuring that procurement standards are adopted
to eliminate abusive practices; fourth, to create parallels between
titles II and III of JTPA by establishing in title II a fourth cost cat-
egory for employment assistance services and by having the limita-
tions on costs appl3 to SDA funds expended rather than funds
available; and, lastly, to eliminate confusion and improve account-
ability by providing definitions for the cost categories.

Nine years have now passed since the Congress enacted the Job
Training Partnership Act. With its enactment, the Congress sig-
naled a profound change in the way the Nation's employment and
training programs were to be designed and administered. For the
first time, emphasis was placed on the involvement of the private
sector in both its role as majority partner in designing local pro-
grams and as actual provider of training and services for partici-
pants. For the first time, governors were granted significant flexi-
bility to determine policies and procedures for implementing the
program in their States. Also, for the first time, the Congress stipu-
lated that the performance of service delivery training programs
was to be assessed against performance standards which were to be
based upon the private sector concept of the return on investment.
In this case, our investment is in human capital.

I wholeheartedly support these program design principles. How-
ever, as all too often happens, some of the design got lost in the
implementation, and the implementation of this program is a key
to understanding many of the problems we currently face.

3,4
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The JTPA statute contains no language disclosing congressional
intent that it is to be considered a block grant. However, titles I, II,
and III of the program were implemented as a block grant and con-
tinue to be treated as such.

Perhaps the most siKnificant aspect of the departmental adoption
of this block grant philosophy was the waiver granted to the JTPA
program from the administrative requirements of the OMB circu-
lars. These circulars govern cost, fiscal, and administrative princi-
ples for the majority of Federal grants and cooperative agreements
with State and local governments and nonprofit entities. They es-
tablish a uniform basis for the working relationship between these
entitiea in the expenditure of Federal program funds and they pro-
vide guidelines to address such issues as allowable costs, profits for
governmental and nonprofit organizations, use of program income,
real property acquisition and disposition, procurement, financial re-
porting, and grant closure.
JTPA regulations, issued in 1983 by ETA, contain some of the

circulars' normal requirements, but for the most part they de:Jr to
the governors in the establishment of basic program guidelines, in-
terpretations, and definitions.

It is important that the governors play a major role and have
sufficient flexibility in determining program policy and procedures.
However, in the JTPA program we believe that the pendulum may
have swung too far. The Federal entity in this partnership has not
fulfilled its responsibilities to establish fundamental parameters for
the program based upon statutory language. This has weakened
the Federal-State partnership, leaving the system without adequate
leadership. As a result, the program suffers from a serious lack of
uniform control and guidance.

OIG believes that adoption of the OMB circulars, through a re-
versal of block grant status for the JTPA program, would provide
uniform requirements througholt the JTPA system and address
most of the procurement, profit, cost accountability, and financial
reporting deficiencies reported by the Office of Inspector General
since the inception of the program.

In section 106, Congrezs stipulated that it viewed the JTPA pro-
gram not as an expense but as an investme -it in human capital.
The Congress further stipulated that its objective was to see that
there was a productive return on this investment. Congress defined
a productive return as being increases in participant employment
and earnings and a decrease in the amounts paid to participants
through welfare benefits.

In order to achieve this end, the Congress directed the Secretary
of Labor to establish performance standards to measure the sys-
ten 's accomplishments. There was to be, in essence, a new bottom
line for employment and training programs.

Our reviews have shown evidence of "creaming" in the JTPA
programthat is, serving only the easiest to place participants. We
found that approximately 60 percent of all JTPA participants had
graduated from high school and that about 60 percent of the em-
ployers who receive OJT training subsidies say they would have
hired the participant without the subsidy.

We do not believe this is what the Congress had in mind when it
called for a productive return on the JTPA investment. There is
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nothing more wasteful in the employment and training arena than
operating a program that trains people who only marginally need
training for placement with employers who would have hired and
trained the people without the program.

Mr. Chairman, the draft JTPA bills now under consideration rec-
ognize this program weakness and propose tighter eligibility crite-
ria to focus the program more precisely on those most economically
disadvantaged and skill-deficient participants, and we support this
and encourage you to make the necessary changes to direct the
program to those who need it the most. This is the surest way to
achieve the most productive return on tax dollars.

The second most critical issue after targeting is the adherence by
SDAs to the statutory limitations on costs as well as the system's
use of single-unit charging of fixed unit price, performance-based
contracts in order to circumvent this portion of the law.

JTPA requires the following: one, not less than 70 cents of every
dollar expended is to be spent on training; two, not more than 15
cents of each dollar on administration: and, three, not more than
30 cents of each dollar on a combination of administration and par-
ticipant support activities.

Unfortunately, in implementing the law, ETA inEerted into the
regulations a provision which has tended to mask true administra-
tive expenditures. This insertion allows all costs to be charged to
the training cost category if the agreement with the provider is for
training, is fixed unit priced, and calls for placement of the partici-
pant into the occupation trained for at a wage which is not less
than that which is specified in the agreement.

While seemingly innocuous on the surface, this regulation allows
all costs to be charged to training if fairly specific conditions are
met. However, ETA failed to specifically define "training." In prac-
tice, the JTPA system has grown to consider all manner of activi-
ties as trainingto the point where some of our audit work dis-
closed that the entire spectrum of SDAs' activities were classified
as training and were provided under a single fixed unit price con-
tract.

Beyond this obvious definitional problem, no uniform require-
ments exist for specific cost and price analyses to arrive at a fair
unit price. SDAs, in practice, have arrived at their prices in many
cases simply using what the contractor demands. This lack of cost
and pricing analysis becomes even more significant when you con-
sider OIG's audit findings that approximately 40 pei cent of all
JTPA funds are expended via noncompetitive sole source procure-
ments.

We believe that there can be validly written and properly per-
formed fixed unit price contracts. If these contracts are let competi-
tively, if good cost and pricing analyses are an integral part of es-
tablishing fair compensation for services, and if true risk is im-
posed upon the private sector contractor for the opportunity to
earn profits, this type of contracting can serve to achieve a better,
more effective JTPA deliverable.

Mr. Chairman, I have referred only to the private sector contrac-
tor as having an opportunity to earn profits. Governmental entities
should not need a profit motive to provide services for otherwise
eligible recipients. Accordingly, I am troubled with the idea that
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Governmental and nonprofit entities, 'who provide JTPA services
under any contracting method, should be allowed to generate prof-
its. Nonprofit operators, on the other hand, could be allowed an ad-
ministrative fee, as the OMB circulars would provide. Profits, how-
ever, defined as an excess of revenue over costs, should be available
only to the private sector and should be tightly controlled through
sound procurement practices over fixed unit price, performance-
based contracting.

Beyond the position that better procurement practices must le
instituted, single unit charging of the vast majority of fixed unit
price, performance-based contracts is also a problem. The single
unit charging allowance has negatively affected program oper-
ations, caused widespread circumvention of Congressional direc-
tives for minimizing administrative activities, and has been detri-
mental to JTPA participants by diverting resources that otherwise
would have been spent on their training.

Fortunately, most of the pending JTPA bills have provisions that
move toward establishing necessary procurement controls. Also,
these bills reassert the requirement that all costs are to be charged
to the appropriate cost categories, with one very limited exception.

We have a further recommendation that will bring greater cost
accountability to the program and bring JTPA titles II and III into
concert with each other. When JTPA title III, the Economic Dislo-
cation and Worker Adjustment Assistance (EDWAA) program legis-
lation, was enacted in 1988, the Congress established a cost catego-
ry for employment assistance services to segregate those funds
spent for services from those spent on direct training.

A common criticism of JTPA has been that the majority of its
training expenditures has actually been spent on assistance serv-
ices rather than skill-building training. Isolating these costs from
training costs will provide valuable oversight information for this
committee and for the Department of Labor on how funds are actu-
ally expended and will better assure that the program emphasis re-
mains on training, which is the most effective means to achieve
long-term employability and self-suffickmcy.

EDWAA also stipulated that the cost limitations were to apply to
funds expended rather than funds available, and unexpended funds
were subject to annual reallotment. Currently, title II cost limita-
tions are applicable to funds available for a given program year.
Because of the three-year life of JTPA funds and ETA's allowance
that unexpended title II funds be carried over from year to year
without reallotment and without tracking by year of appropriation,
there is no way to determine an SDA's compliance with cost limita-
tion requirements.

Applying the title III requirements to title II will provide the
Congress and the Department with a much clearer picture of how
JTPA funds are expended. Additionally, it will allow for unexpend-
ed funds to flow to those entities making greater use of jTPA
funds. Finally, if the "funds expended" language is coupled with a
requirement for ETA to track SDA expenditures by year of appro-
priation, it wili allow for an assessment of compliance with the
costs limitations that currently does not exist for title II.

In closing, I believe that JTPA has greater potential to create a
better and more productive life for the disadvantaged citizens that
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it was designed to serve. It also has the clear potential for deliver-
ing the productive return on its investment in human capital that
the authors intended. The legislative process will undoubtedly
result in adjustments to the program to increase its ability to ac-
complish these goals. To the extent that my office can continue to
assist this committee and your staff in that process, my staff and I
stand ready to help in whatever way we can.

This concludes my prepared statement and summary, and I
would be pleased to respond to any of your questions.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Julian De La Rosa follows:]
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STATEMENT OF
JULIAN W. DE LA ROSA
INSPECTOR GENERAL

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 9, 1991

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for
inviting me to testify before you today in my capacity as the
Inspector Gnneral of the U.S. Department of Labor. I hope that my
comments about our experiences in reviewing the Job Training
Partrership Act (JTPA), as well as our suggestions for improving
its operation, will be useful to this Committee as it evaluates the
various proposals for amending JTPA. I am accompanied this
afternoon by Gerald Peterson, the Assistant Inspector General for
Audit.

Before discussing our findings and recommendations, I would like to
express my appreciation to this Subcommittee for its continuing
interest and efforts to develop and support programs to assist our
most disadvantaged citizens to become productive members of
society. We are pleased to have the opportunity to work with you
and the Subcommittee staff in this important endeavor.

I would also like to commene Secretary Martin for her leadership
and job training initiatives and to recognize the extensive effort
by the Em;Iloyment and Training Administration (ETA), which has
worked with the Office of Inspector General (OIG) to improve the
operation of the JTPA.

My testimony today focuses on the results of OIG's reviews of the
JTPA program as well as our concerns for much needed program
improvements to increase accountability for the expenditure of
program funds. The suggestions are based on work we have done and
reported in semiannual reports to the Congress over the years. I

am providing specific recommendations for amendments to improve
accountability and also enable the program to accomplish its
mission more efficiently. Specifically, I am asking the Congress
to consider the following:

- - to clarify its intent regardinv the classification of
JTPA as a block grant;

- - to adjust the program targeting to ensure that the
greatest number of the most disadvantaged are served by
the program, thereby creating the most productive return
on the JTPA investment;

-- to bring cost accountability to the program by
eliminating the "single-unit-charge" allowance for
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performance-based contracts and by assuring that
procurement standards are adopted to eliminate abusive

practices;

-- to create parallels between Titles // and /II of JTPA by
establishing in Title II a fourth cost category for
employment assistance services, and by having the

limitations on costs apply to SDA funds expended, rather

than funds pyailable; and

-- to eliminate confusion and improve accountability by
providing definitions for the cost categories.

Mr. Chairman, nine years have now passed since the Congress enacted

the Job Training Partnership Act. With its enactment, the Congress
signaled a profound change in the way the nation's employment and
training programs were to be designed and administered. For the
first time, real emphasis was placed on the involvement of the
private sector in both its role as majority partner in designing
local programs and as actual provider of training and services for

participants. For the first time, Governors were granted
significant flexibility to determine policies and procedures for

implementing the program in their statvs. And, for the first time,
the Congress stipulated that the performance of Service Delivery
Area (SDA) training programs was to be assessed against performance
standards, which were to be based upon the private sector concept

of the return on investment. In this case, our investment is in
human capital. I wholeheartedly support these program design
principles. However, as all too often happens, some of the design
got lost in the implementation, and the implementation of this
program is a key to understanding many of the problems we currently

face.

The JTPA statute contains no language disclosing congressional
intent that it is to be considered a block grant. Furthermore,
this Committee's ranking members communicated their intent to
firmly establish the Federal government as a full partner in JTPA

in a letter to the ETA Assistant Secretary in February 1983.
Notwithstanding this notification, however, Titles I, II, and III
of the program were implemented as a block grant and continue to be

treated as such.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the departmental adoption of
this block grant philosophy was the waiver granted to the JTPA
program from the adminiatrative requirements of the OMB Circulars.
These Circulars govern coat, fiscal, and administrative principles
for the majority of Federal grants and cooperative agreements with
state and local governments and non-profit entities. They
establish a uniform basis for the working relationship between
these entities in the expenditure f Federal program funds and
provide guidelines to address such issues as allowable costs,
profits for governmental and non-profit organizations, use of
program income, real property acquisition and disposition,
procurement, financial reporting, and grant closure.
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I should point out that the Department of Health and Human Services
has directed that the JOBS program be covered by the OMB
Circulars. This is very significant from the standpoint that both
the JOBS program and JTPA are intended to establish linkages with
each other. To have them operating under dissimilar administrative
and fiscal guidelines will cause problems at the local level.

The JTPA regulations issued in 1983 by ETA contain some of the
Circulars' normal requirements, but for the most part they defer to
the Governors in the establishment of basic program guidelines,
interpretations, and definitions. It is important that the
Governors play a major role and have sufficient flexibility in
determining program policy and procedures. However, in the JTPA
program, we believe that the pendulum may have swung too far. The
Federal entity in this partnership has not fulfilled its
responsibilities to establish fundamental parameters for the
program based upon statutory language. This has weakened the
Federal-state partnership, leaving the system without adequate
leadership. As a result, the program suffers from a serious lack
of uniform control and guidance. OIG believes that adoption of the
OMB Circulars, through a reversal of block grant status for the
JTPA program, would provide uniform requirements throughout the
J1PA system and address most of the procurement, profits, cost
accountability, and financial reporting deficiencies reported by
OIG since the inception of the program.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to highlight what we consider to be the
most significant of our findings and our view of the extent to
which the draft JTPA proposals under discussion will correct these
problems. I will also provide our recommendations for additional
measures to better assure program integrity, accountability, and
success in accomplishing its mission.

The first and most critical issue is targeting. JTPA was passed in
1982 as a program designed to meet the skills training needs of the
most disadvantaged, in order to allow them to become employed,
productive members of society. The Act was replete with references
to this objective and, in many ways, provided directions on how the
program was to achieve this goal.

Section 106 of the Act did this in a way that was a significant
departure from social program legislation up to that time. In
Section 106, the Congress stipulated that it viewed the JTPA
program, not as an expense, but as an investment in human capital.
The Congress further stipulated that its objective was to see that
there was a productive return on this investment. The Congress
defined a productive return as being increases in participant
employment and earnings and a decrease in the amounts paid to
participants through welfare benefits. In order to achieve this
end, the Congress directed the Secretary of Labor to establish
performance standards to measure the system's accomplishments.
There was to be, in essence, a new bottom line for employment and
training programs.

Our audit of "Participant Training and Employment Services,"
released in January 1988, credited the established performance

37,
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measures as greatly influencing program operations. Unfortunately,
the influence of these performance measures was not in ways that
result in a productive return on DOL expenditures. For examp".e,
our audit found the ciAlection of placement data was influencing
the system to strive for placerents. In fact, we reported that
JTPA was achieving a 70% placement rate.

However, our reviews have also shown evidence of "creaming" in the
JTPA program -- that is, serving only the easiest to place
participants. We found that approximately 60% of all JTPA
participants had graduated from high school and that about 60% of
the employers who received OJT training subsidies say they would
have hired the participants without tt'e subsidy.

We do not believe this is what the Congress had in mind when it
called for a productive return on the JTPA investment. There is
nothing more wasteful in the employment and training arena than
operating a program that trains people who only marginally need
training for placement with employers who would have hired and
'rained the people without the program.

Mr. Chairman, the draft JTPA bills now under consideration
recognize this program weakness and propose tighter eligibility
criteria to focus the program more precisely on those most
economically disadvantaged and skill-deficient participants. We
support thia and encourage you to make the necessary changes to
direct the program to those who need it the most. This is the
surest way to achieve the most productive return on tax dollars.

We recommend, however, that performance standards also specifically
include measures of actual increases in employment and earnings of
participants, as well as measures of actual reductions in welfare
benefits received by participants. As currently written, the Act
does not specifically require that the standards include these
measures, although it strongly suggests these measures are
appropriate. The existing JTPA performance standards still do not
capture these basic measures, and because of their importance to
the return on investment calculation, we would recommend that
consideration be given to a statutory requirement in this area.

I should point out that we also would recommend that the Act be
amended to establish a national definition of placement. The
current DOL definition of placement, which allows extremely
short-term placements to be counted, results in wide variations in
what is reported as a program success.

In our view, the second most critical issue after targeting is the
alherence by SDAs to the statutory limitations on costs (outlined
in Section 108 of the Act), as well as the system's use of
single-unit-charging of fixed unit price, performance-based
contracts, in order to circumvent this portion of the law.

When the Congress passed JTPA in 1982, there was great sentiment to
make sure that thc. JTPA program, unlike CETA, was not going to be
subject to the criticism that too much of the program's funds were
being spent for administration, and not enough on actual training.
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To avoid this criticism, JTPA requires the following: (1) not less
.han 70 cents of every dollar expended is to be spent on training,
(2) not more that 15 cents of each dollar on administration, and
(3) not more than 30 cents of each dollar on a combination of
administration and participant support services.

Unfortunately, in implementing the law, ETA inserted into the
regulations a provision which has tended to mask true
administrative expenditures. This insertion allows all costs to be
charged to the training cost category if the agreement with the
provider is for training, ib fixed unit priced, and calls for
placement of the participant into the occupation trained for at a
wage which is not less than that which is spec.l.fied in the
agreement.

While seemingly innocuous on the surface, this regulation allows
All costs to be charged to training if fairly specific conditions
are met. However, ETA failed to specifically define "training."
In practice, the JTPA system has grown to consider all manner of
activities as training, to the point where some of our audit work
disclosed that the entire spectrum of some SDAs° activities were
classified as training and were provided under a single fixed unit
price contract.

Beyond this obviour definitional problem, no uniform requirements
exist for specific cost and price analyses to arrive at a fair unit
price. SDAs, in practice, have arrived at their prices, in many
cases, simply using what the contractor demands. This lack of cost
and pricing analysis becomes even more significant when you
consider OIG's audit findings that approximately 40% of all JTPA
funds are expended via non-competitive, sole source procurements.

Additionally, the terms "placement in the occupation trained for at
a wage not less than that specified in the agreement" have been
construed not to apply to all of the participants originally
contemplated under the contract. Contract requirements for full
performance have often been modified without basis, or were simply
ignored. In effect, SDAs accepted less than full performance in
such contracts, often refusing to consider them failed. Perhaps
this was because of the SDAs1 desire to have all costs under such
contracts considered as training costs, without segregation and
reporting of administrative activities included in their
performance.

With all these incentives for writing fixed unit price,
performance-based contracts, and with the SDA's having the ultimate
benefit of not having to charge any administrative costs for these
services, it is not surprising that as much as 70% to 80% of all
SDA funds are reportedly being spent via this contracting method.

We believe that there can be validly written and properly performed
fixed unit price contracts. If these contracts are let
competitively, if good cost and pricing analyses are an integral
part of establishing fair compensation for services, and if true
risk is imposed upon the private sector contractor for the
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opportunity to earn profits, this type of contracting can serve to
achieve a better, more effective JTPA deliverable.

Mr. Chairmln, I have referred only to the private sector contractor
as having un oppon=lity to earn profits. Governmental entities
should not need a profit motive to provide services for otherwise
eligible recipients. Accordingly, I am troubled with the idea that
governmental and non-profit entities, who provide JTPA services
under any contracting method, should be allowed to generate
profits. Non-profit operators, on the other hand, could be allowed
an administrative fee, as the OMB Circulars would provide.
Profits, however, defined as an excess of revenue over costs,should
be available only to the private sector and should be tightly
controlled through sound procurement practices over fixed unit
price, performance-based contracting.

Beyond the position that better procurement practices must be
instituted, sinale-unit-charaing of the vast majority of fixed unit
price, performance-based contracts is also a problem. The
single-unit-charging allowance has negatively affected program
operations; caused widespread circumvention of congressional
directives for minimizing administrative activities; and has been
detrimental to JTPA participants, by diverting resources that
otherwise would have been spent on their training.

Fortunately, most of the pending JTPA bills have provisions that
move toward establishing necessary procurement controls. Also,
these bills reassert the requirement that all costs are to be
charged to the appropriate cost categories, with one very limited
exception.

On this last point, Mr. Chairman, I would recommend that, if the
Congress allows any exception to the charging of costs to the cost
category which most benefits from the expenditures, that this
exception be limited to tuition, which should be defined in the Act
as "payments to accredited educational institutions at the rate
available to the general public."

We have a further recommendation that will bring greater cost
accountability to the program and bring JTPA Titles II and III irto
concert with each other. When JTPA Title III, the Economic
Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance (EDWAA) program
legislation, was enacted in 1988, the Congress established a cost
category lor employment assistance services to segregate those
funds spent for services from those spent on direct training. A
common criticism of JTPA has been that the majority of its training
expenditures has actually been spent on assistance services rather
than skill-building training. Isolating these costs from training
costs will provide valuable oversight information for this
Committee and DOL on how funds are actually experCed and will
better assure that the program emphasis remains on training, which
is the most effective means to achieve long-term employability and
self-sufficiency.

EDWAA also stipulated that the cost limitations were to apply to
funds expended rather than funds available, and unexpended funds
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were subject to annual reallotment. Currently, Title II cost
limitations are applicable to funds available for a given program
year. Because of the 3-year life of JTPA funds and ETA's allowance
that unexpended Title II funds be carried over from year to year
without reallotment and without tracking by year of appropriation,
there is no way to determine an SDA's compliance with cost
limitation requirements.

Applying the Title III requirements to Title II will provide the
congress and the Uepartment with a much clea1:er picture of how JTPA
funds are expended. Additionally, it will allow for unexpended
funds to flow to those entities making greater use of JTPA funds.
Finally, if the "funds expended" language is coupled with a
requirement for ETA to track SDA expenditures by year of
appropriation, it will allow for an assessment of compliance with
the c'oste limitations that currently does not exist for Title II.
Interrelated with this dis,mssion of cost accountability is our
recommendation that all the cost categcries be at least generically
defined in the Act, using Section 2a, Use of Pune% as the basis
for the definitions.

In summary, these recommendations are being made consistent with my
responsibilities under the Inspector General Act. They represent
our best judgement for solving the problems we have detected within
JTPA. We have arrived at these recommendations through extensive
internal deliberations as well as discussions with ETA.

Most of our recommendations are included in the draft discussion
proposal under consideration. They call for better targeting of
the most disadvantaged, eliminating the single-unit-charge
allowance, and correcting procurement deficiencier4. Such changes
will address our most significant concerns. We hlso encourage you
to clarify the JTPA partnership to establish a functioning Federal
role, by having the uniform guidelines of the OMB Circulars apply
to the program.

In closing, I believe that JTPA has great potential to create a
better and more productive life for the disadvantaged citizens that
it was designed to serve. It also has the clear potential for
delivering the productive return on its investment in human capital
that the authors intended. The legislative process will
undoubtedly result in adjustments to the program to increase its
ability to accomplish these goals. To the extent that my office
can continue to assist this committee in that process, my staff and
I stand ready to help in whatever way we can.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I would be
pleased to respond to any questions that you or other Members of
the Committee may have.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. De La Rosa.
Mr. Frazier, we are pleased to have you with us today, and we

would also be very pleased to listen to your statement.
Mr. FRAZIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Gunderson. We wel-

come the opportunity to be here tool
I have with me Mr. Sigurd Nilsen, who is our Assistant Director

for Labor Issues, and I will just take a few minutes to briefly sum-
marize my statement, which I will submit for the record.

Mr. Chairman, our testimony today covers six points. First, the
majority of the SDA's we visited underreported administrative ex-
penditures, resulting not only in misrepresentation of program
costs but also a circumvention of the 15 percent statutory limita-
tion placed on administrative expenditures. Nine of the 12 SDA's
we visited underreported their administrative expenditures.

As can be seen from our chart, if the SDA's had accurately re-
ported their administrative costs, we estimate that seven of the
nine SDA's would have exceeded the administrative cost limitation
from a range of 18 percent up to 191 percent.

Second, we found SDA's were wasting OJT resources by, one, en-
tering into OJT contracts that exceeded Labor's suggested length of
training; two, training individuals who almady had significant
work experience in the occupations for which they were being
trained; and, three, training individuals already working for the
OJT employer.

Again, as shown by our chart, all 11 SDA's we visited that use
OJT exceeded Labor's suggested training time for low-skilled jobs.
About three-quarters of these contracts were excessive. Examples
of excessive training include a 65-day OJT contract for a hotel
maid, a 70-day OJT contract for a kitchen helper, and a 129-day
OJT contract for a car wash attendant. All of these contracts
should have taken less than 30 days, according to Labor's guide-
lines. This type of excessive training resulted in a waste of about
$250,000 or over a third of the funds spent on OJT.

Similarly, we found about 25 percent of the individuals in our
sample had at least one year of prior experience in the field for
which they were being trained. For instance, one SDA developed a
12-month OJT contract with an employer to train a participant as
an oil burner technician. The participant already had 5 years' ex-
perience in this job.

We also identified instances in which SDA's entered into an OJT
contract with a company to train someone already employed by
that company. This practice subsidizes the employer's salary and
training expenses.

Labor's legislative proposal will limit the length of OJT to the
amount of time generally required to learn the job hut in no case
to exceed 6 months. We I3elieve that Labor's proposal is a step in
the right direction for preventing excessive OJT. However, care
should be taken to assure that the proposed 6 months ceiling does
not become the norm. Further, when determining the appropriate-
ness of OJT, consideration should be given to the participant's
work experience and prior employment with the OJT employer.

Third, we found questionable contract administration practices
at two-thirds of the SDA's we visited. Examples of these question-
able practices include payments to training vendors that were not
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in accordance with their contract requirements, Federal partial
payments guidelines being ignored, and payments for unsupported
expenditures.

Mr. Chairman, we believe some of these problems that I have
mentioned are the result of inadequate oversight and monitoring of
the JTPA program. Program monitoring varied substantially
among the States. For example, one State did not reveal the finan-
cial management and procurement system of its SDA's thitil 7
years after the program had been implemented. In contrast, an-
other State spent 4 weeks a year at each SDA assessing various ac-
tivities.

Labor has recently indicated a need to go beyond its current
oversight and monitoring practice and has undertaken new initia-
tives aimed at improving program integrity. It has initiated a
series of special reviews targeted to specific areas of program vul-
nerabilities, including procurement in OJT.

Labor also has under cons:deration recommendations to focus
Federal review efforts on program quality, program effectiveness
and outcomes, and is considering shifting its emphasis away from
State administration and toward local program operation. We be-
lieve thk3se initiatives are a step in the right direction.

My fourth point, Mr. Chairman, concerns proposals for targeting
JTPA participants. Labor's legislative proposal would require that
at least 65 percent of the adults served have one of the following
employment barriers: one, being basic skills deficient; two, being a
school dropout; three, being a welfare recipient; four, being unem-
ployed for 6 months or longer.

Labor's proposal is aimed at enrolling more of the hard-to-serve
population into the program. However, it appears that the proposal
will result in little change. We estimate that about 71 percent of
the JTPA participants already have one or more of the targeting
characteristics specified in Labor's proposal. Therefore, the 65 per-
cent requirement is already being met. A more effective approach
to targeting the hard-to-serve adults may be to require that the
programs serve a specific percentage of adults with multiple bar-
riers to employment.

My fifth point, Mr. Chairman is that Labor's proposal, to include
adult competencies as performence indications is a concern. Ac-
cording to Labor's proposal, adult competencies include the acquisi-
tion of skills, inclusiing basic skills, required to promote continued
employability in the local laboi market.

We agree that the basic and other skills can contribute signifi-
cantly to an individual's employability. However, we would caution
that the attainment of an adult competency might best be consid-
ered as a means to an end and not the end in itself. According to
the JTPA, the basic measure of JTPA performance is the increase
in employment and earnings and a reduction in welfare dependen-
cy. In our view, the principal outcome measure for adult training
programs is and should continue to be job placements. Permitting
the attainment of competencies to be counted as an acceptable out-
come measure in lieu of placements could discourage SDA's from
giving participants the training needed to achieve employability
and could lessen their incentive to aggressively seek job placement
for these individuals.

a
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My sixth and last point relates to reporting requirements. We be-
lieve that the subcommittee's deliberation on amending the JTPA
provides an excellent opportunity to address an issue that we view
as a long-standing weakness of JTPAthat is, the lack of compre-
hensive data on participants' characteristics, enrollment activities,
program outcomes, and specific program costs. The program's data
collection system lacks a detailed description of the demographic
characteristics and employment barriers of those being served.

Labor's proposal would expand data collection requirements but
does not ensure that uniform or adequate data would be collected
because, in our view, it is vague and open to interpretation. We be-
lieve that data on program participants should be collected in such
a way to permit the analysis of participants' characteristics rela-
tive to the services received and employment outcomes. Such data
would allow program evaluators and managers to match the char-
acteristics of individual participants with, one, the kind of services
received including the number of hours and the skill training and
the skill level of the training they received, and, two the skill level
and occupation in which they were employed after leaving the pro-
gram. In our opinion, such data would provide information vital for
program management, congressional oversight, and performance
evaluation.

As the subcommittee and the Chairman debate proposals to
amend the JTPA, we recommend that Congress require that Labor
provide technical assistance to States for the development and im-
plementation of monitoring procedures that would detect waste,
fraud, and abuse within the program and also that Labor provide
definitive policy guidance to States and SDA's to clarify the regula-
tions.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement, and we will be glad
to respond to your questions.

[The prepared statement of Franklin Frazier followsd
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY BY FRANELIN FRAZIER
ANENDING

Our testimony highlights several issues related to the oversight
and implementation of the Job Training Partnership Act and the
xtent they aro addrssed by a Department of Labor proposal to

amend JTPA. Our current work indicates that Labor and the states
have failed to addrss improper management pract.ices that are
cpnsistently occurring within the program, leaving JTPA vulnerable
to waste, abuse, and mismanagement. These practices relate to:

Administrative Costs -- Administrative costs were not being
accurately reported at three-fourths of the service delivery areas

we visited. Had these costs been reported accurately, most of the
service delivery areas would have exceeded the statutory limit
placed on administrative spending by an average of 68 percent.

On-the-Job Training -- All of the service delivery areas visited
that used on-the-job training entered into training contracts for
excessive periods. About 36 percent of the $690,000 in JTPA funds
spent on low-skill contracts was for excess training for jobs such
as dishwasher, hotel maid, and car wash attendant.

Payments to Training Vendors -- Inadequate contract administration
at two-thirds of the service delivery areas we visited resulted in

payments to vendors that should not have been made.

We recommend that the Congress require Labor to provide the states
and service delivery areas with definitive policy guidance and
technical assistance on monitoring and a number of other matters.

Certain issues raised by our previous work remain current but are
not fully addressed by Labor's proposal, notably:

Targeting Services and Assessing Needs -- Labor's proposal to
target the hard-to-serve may do little to change the mix of those
served because the program may already be meeting this
requirement. But its requirement that all program enrollees be
asseesed and a training strategy be developed appears to be a
sound proposal that will likely enhance delivery of services.

Adult Competencies -- Labor's proposal would make adult
competencies, such as obtaining basic and other skills, a
performance measure. Our view is that the principal measure of
adult traiAing programs has been and should continue to be,
quality job placements. Our concern is that the proposal could
lessen the incentive for training providers to seek jobs for adult
participants.

Definitions and Reporting Requirements -- Labor's proposal
establishes unifozm definitions and expands reporting
requirements. We agree that definitions should be standardized
and reporting requirementr expanded. However, in our opinion,
Labor's proposal falls short of enabling analysis of participant
characteristics relative to services received and outcomes.

4 G
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcormittee:

We are pleased to be here today to assist in your deliberations on

amending the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). My testimony

will focus on two areas--first, program oversight issues developed

during our ongoing work, and second, program implementation issues

developed during previous efforts, including the extent to which

Labor's legislative proposal to overhaul JTPA addresses such

issues.

In summary, our ongoing work indicates a lack of sufficient

program oversight that has left JTPA vulnerable to waste, abuse,

and mismanagement. Questionable practices at the local level have

generally gone undetected. For example:

alb 1M,

IMOIM

Administrative expenditures not being accurately reported.
Had such costs been properly reported, many of the service
delivery areas (SDAs) we visited would have exceeded the
statutory limitation on administrative costs.

On-the-job training (OJT) for excessive periods.
Approximately 36 percent of the JTPA funds spent on OJT for
such jobs as dishwasher, hotel maid, and fast food worker'
was for excess training.

Inappropriate payments to training providers. Payments made
to providers were not always in accordance with contract
conditions, Labor guidelines, or sound management practice.

Certain issues raised by our previous work remain current and are

addressed tc varying degrees by Labor's proposal. For example:

- -

- -

Targeting the hard-to-serve. JTPA does not target services
to any specific group and the targeting provisions in
Labor's proposal may do little to change the mix of thoce
served.

Assessing participant needs. Labor'. proposed requirement
that all program enrollees be assessed and a tra'ning
strategy be developed appears sound and should enhance
delivery of services.

Other proposed changes to JTPA. We suggest modifying
Labor's provisions relating to adult competencies, standard
definitions, and data collection.

4 7
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PROGRAM OVERSIGHT ISSUES

During our review of JTPA oversight responsibilities and

activities, we found that SDAs often followed practices that led

to program mismanagement and the waste and abuse of 3TPA funds.

Such practices included the misclassification of administrative

costs, excessive periods of training under OJT contracts, and

other questionable contracting practices. These practices were

generally going undetected at the federal and state levels,

leading us to conclude that the program is vulnerable to waste,

abuse, and mismanagement.1

IDAs Are Circumventina Administrative Cost Lim:tatioe

The majority of the SDAs we visited underreporttd administrative

expenditures, resulting not only in a misrepresentation of program

costs, but also a circumvention of the 15 percent statutory

limitation placed on administrative expenditures. Administrative

salaries are often reported as training costs, and other

administrative expenditures as participant support costs.2 For

example, one SDA charged about $450,000 in administrative salaries

to training in program year 1989. Another charged about $280,000

to participant support in program years 1988 and 1989, including

snch costs as the salaries of the private industry council staff,

rent and office supplies, and staff travel to seminars.

On average, the nine SDAs underreported their administrative

expenditures by 38 percent. As illustrated in figure 1, the

amount of underrtported administrative expenditures ranged from

about W.000 af one SDA (1J percent of actual administrative

costs) to about $456,000 (66 percent) at another.

1Further details of our review can be found in exhibit I.

2Includes such services as transportation and child care that
enable participants to attend training.

2
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If the SDAs had accurately reported their administrative costs, we

stimate that seven of the nine SDAs underreporting such costs

would have exceeded the administrative cost limitation specified

in the act by an average of 68 percent. As shown in figure 2, the

statutory limit would have been exceeded by about 18 percent in one

instance and as much as 191 percent in another.
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The extent to which SDAs exceed the limit on administrative costs

directly affects the amount of funds available for training and

participant support services. Further, proper reporting of

administrative expenditures is important to maintain program

integrity.

§DAs Are Wasting Funds nn Ouestionable On-the,Job Training

The 11 SDAs providing training under oJT contracts were wasting

scarce JTPA rsources by (1) ntering into lower skill OJT

contracts that exceeded Labor's suggested length of training, (2)

training individuals with significant work experience in the

occupations for which they wer being trained, and (3) training

individuals already working for the OJT employer. Such practices,

4
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in ffct, subsidize portions of an employer's salary and training

xpenss.

Excessiv training for lower skill jobs is a problem. About

73 percent of the 558 lower skill OJT contracts we reviewed

provided for excessive periods of training. For occupations with

training times up to 30 days, we noted examples of excess

trainE.7, such as a 65-day OJT for a hotel maid, a 70-day OJT for

a kitchen helper, and a 129-day OJT for a car wash attendant. The

cost to JTPA for these lower skill OJT contracts was approximately

$690,000, of which about 36 parcent ($250,000) was for excess

training. On average, the OJT contracts exceeded Labor's

guidelines by 6 weeks. As shown in figure 3, the amount of excess

training ranged from 2 weeks at one SDA to 12 weeks at another.

Figure 3
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This is not a new problem. In September 1988, we testified before

the House Education and Labor Committed that many OJT contracts

for lower skill jobs, such as dishwasher, housekeeper, and laundry

worker, allowed too much time for training compared with Labor's

suggested tiaining time for these occupations. Labor later said

that it was considering legislative and/or regulatory options to

address this issue and stated that it expects "that the types of

lower skill OJT contracts identified in tha GAO report as prone to

excessive duration will gradually cease to exist."

We also found instances at nine of the SDAs we visited where OJT

contracts were used to train individuals whc, already had

significant work experience in the jobs for which they were being

trained. About a quarter of 386 sampled individuals for whom work

histories were available had at least 1 year of prior experience in

the field for which they were being trained. For example, one SDA

developed a 12-month OJT contract wi h an employer to train

participant as an oil burner technician; however, the participant

already had 5 years' experience in this job. Another SPA developed

a 4-month OJT contract to provide trainin3 as a delivery driver-to

a participant with G years' experience as a delivery driver.

We also identified instances in which SDAs entered into an OJT

contract with a company to train someone already employed by that

company. This practice, in effect, subsidizes portions of an

mployer's salary and training expenses. Labor's Office of the

inspector General recently questioned about $600,000 of costs

relating to this practice.

Labor's legislative proposal would limit the length of OJT to the

amount of time generally required to learn the job, but in no case

to exceed 6 months. In determining this length of time for GJT,

consideration would be given to "... recognized reference

materials (such as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles), the

3Job Training Partnership Act; Participants. Services. and
Outcomes (GAO/T-HRD-88-31, Sept. 29, 1988).

6
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content of the participant's training . . 1' as well as a strategy

for providing needed participant services.

We believe that Labor's proposal is a step in the right direction

for preventing much of the exceseive training we identified during

our review. However, care should be taken to assure that the

proposed 6-month ceiling does not become the norm. Further, when

determining the appropriateness of OJT, consideration should also

be given to the participant's work experience and prior employment

with the OJT employer.

Contract Administration Could Be reproved

Contract administration and monitoring practices were questionable

at two-thirds of the SDAs we visited. We noted the following

examples at these SDAs.

- -

Payments were made to training vendors, not in accordance
with contract requirements. For example, as much as two-
thirds of the payments made to vendors by one SDA did not
comply with contract terms.

Federal guidelines on providing partial payments to vendors
were ignored. For example, one SDA paid a vender about 80
percent of a $240,000 training contract for merely enrolling
clients--a practice not permitted by Labor's guidelines.

Contracts were modified to allow paymelit to vendors despite
their failure to meet performance requirements. For
example, one SDA extended placement periods in one contract
and reduced wage requirements in another contract to allow
vendors to receive payments to which they otherwise would
not have been entitled.

Vendors were reimbursed for unsupported expenditures. For
example, one SDA paid a vendor about $530,000 without
verifying the accuracy of submitted expenditure reports.
The SDA later learned that the vendor had no financial
records to support these expenditures.

While not all of these problems occurred at each SDA we visited,

they occurred often enough to indicate pervasive weaknesses in

local contracting practices that result in the waste of scarce

JTPA funds.

5
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Wonitorina
Vulnerable to Waste. Abuse. andAlisaanagemont

JTPA program oversight and Monitoring by federal, state, and local

agencies appear inadequate. The incidents of vast., abuse, and

mismanagement that we identified during our review were going

undetected.

JTPA program monitoring varied substantially among the states,

which have the primary responsibility for overseeing JTPA

implementation. For example, one state we visited had not

performed any mrm*glring of its SDAs' financial management or

procurement systems until pr.77cam year 1990--7 years after JTPA's

implementation. On the other hand, another state spends about 4

weeks per year at each of its 26 SDAs assessing various SDA

activities, including cash management, cost classification, OJT,

and contractor monitoring. But, regardless of the extent of

states' monitoring, they often failed to identify the improper

reporting of costs, questionable uses of OJT, and inadequate

procurement practices occurring at the SDAs we reviewed.

Although JTPA requires that each program be independently audited

at least every 2 years, such audits do not ensure that JTPA

programs were operating in accordance with applicable laws and

regulations. We found questionable practices being followed at

each of the 12 SDAs we visited, but only 3 of the resulting audit

reports noted deficiencies relating to JTPA waste, abuse, or

mismanagement.

Additionally, property management could be susceptible to abusive

practices. SDAs in five of the six states wo reviewed did not have

adequate control over property inventory, yet no mention was made

of these weaknesses in the state monitoring reports.

Labor's oversight has been limited to providing broad polio:,

guidance with little technical assistance and scrutiny of program

implementation. Labor, however, has recently indicated a need to

go beyond its current oversight and monitoring practices and has

8
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undertaken new initiatives aimed :A improving program integrity.

It has initiated a series of special reviews targeted to specific

areas of program vulnerability, including procurement and OJT.

Labor also has under consideration recommendations to focus

federal review efforts on program quality, effectiveness, ana

outcomes and is considering shifting emphasis away from state

admimIstration and toward local program. operations. While these

initiatives appear to be a step in the right direction, it is too

soon to determine whether they will reduce tha program's

vulnerability to waste, abuse, and mismanagement.

BMA AlL1101211211=1.41_151.02
The results of our previous efforts relate to some of the

provisions suggested by Labor, including

MAO

MOO

proper targeting of participants and services,

meaningful performance measures,

consistent definitions, and

comprehensive and consistent data.

Exhibit II lists relevant GAO testimonies and reports.

Taraeting Those Eligible for JTP11

We previously reported tlat the JTPA program does not target

resources to any particular sub-group of eligibles, including

those presumably most in need of training services4. These

include those with limited or no work experience, school dropouts,

welfare recipient., m' wities, and female single parents with

dependents. We reported that certain hard-to-serve subgroups, such

as dropouts, were less likely to be served and received less

intensive training than subgroups better prepared to enter the

labor market without training.

4job Trainina Partnership Act: Services and Outcomes for
Participants With Differing Heeds (GAO/HRD-89-82, June 9, 1989).

9
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As currently written, JTPA is vague with respect to program

targeting and refers simply to "those who could benefit from, and

are most in need of" ervices. Labor's legislative propcsal would

provide specific guidance, requiring that at least 65 percent of

the adults served be (1) basic skills deficient, (2) school

dropouts, (3) welfare recipients, or (4) unemployed for the

4wevious 6 Months or longer.

Data we previously collected on JTPA enabled us to selectively

compare Labor's proposal against what is actually occurring within

the program. While our data base does not include information on

the proportion of JTPA participants with basic skill deficiencies,

it does contain information on the other three Labor categories.

About 27 percent of adult JTPA participants were school dropouts,

24 percent were Aid to Families with Dependent Children recipients,

and 57 percent were unemployed for 6 months before enrollment in

the program.

Although Labor's proposal is aimed at enrolling more of the hard-

to-serve population into the program, it appears that the proposal

will result in littl change. Overall, we estimate that about 71

prcent of JTPA participants may have q'ne or mor of the targeting

characteristics specified in Labor's proposal, thereby satisfying

the targeting requirement of 65 percent. Thus, it appears that the

program may already be meeting Labor's proposed targeting

requirements for adults, and that the proposal, as currently

drafted, would likely result in little change in those served by

JTPA.

Labor's proposal would require that participants have only one of

the four specified conditions. However, if the intent of the

pmposed targeting provisions is to place greater mphasis on

training hard-to-serve adults, a more ffective approach might be

to concentrate on those facing more than one employment barrier.

As shown in table 1, for example, adults with two or more of the

10
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targeting characteristics specified in Labor's proposal make up

about 31 percent of the adult participants being served.

Table 1: Emphasis on MultipIe Employment Barriers Could Improve
Adult Targeting

Dropout receiving AFDC 8%

Dropout with limited
work history 17%

AFDC recipient with limited
work histor/ 19%

Total with two or
more barriers 31%

Thus, the Congress might consider requiring that the program serve

a specific percentage of those with multiple barriers. If that

percentage were substantially above 31 percent for adults, one

cJuld expect the program to better target the hard-to-serve in

future years.

With respect to youth, Labor's proposal requires that at least 50

percent of those served be out of school. Our data show that 64

percent of youth participants are out of school and, thus, would

exceed Labor's requirement. Labor also proposes that 65 percent

of out-of-school youth be (1) basic rkills deficient, (2) a school

dropout, or (3) pregnant or parenting. This requirement could

result in greater focus to those out of school who are dropouts or

single parents because we found that only about half of thn youth

participants have one of these two characteristics.5

Assessina Neede_and Services

While targeting specific portions of the eligible population for

enrollment in JTPA would ensure that particular group. are served,

there is no guarantee that such individuals would receive

5Job Trainina Tartnershio_Acti_iouth Perticioant Characteristics_.
kentigee,_ens) Outcomes (GAO/HRD-90-46BR, Jan. 24, 1990).
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appropriate services once enrolled. For example, we noted in the

past that participants presumably in greater need of training on

average received less intensive training and were more likely to

receive only job search assistance. Dropouts, in particular,

rarely received remedial education, which they could be expected

to need.

Labor's proposal contains a requirement that the assistance needs

of participants be assessed when they enter the program. An

individual service strategy would then be designed, based on that

assessment, and participant progress against that plan would be

periodically reviewed. As we understand the proposal, if the

assessment indicates that a participant needs both basic education

and occupational skill training, those services would have to be

made available. The administration's proposal also eliminates the

practice of providing only job search assistance, unless the

assessment indicates that only this service is needed and such

assistance is unavailable from another agency, such as the

Employment Service.

In our opinion, this is a sound proposal that could correct

various shortcomings in the JTPA program. The required assessment

should aid in identifying participant educational and skill

deficiencies, whereas the service strategy would identify

participant employment goals and appropriate services for meeting

those goals. Such an approach should contribute significantly to

insuring that JTPA participants receive appropriate and career-

enhancing services.

Adult Competencies

One provision in Labor's proposal that is of particular concern to

us is the inclusion of adult competencies as a performance

indicator. According to Labor's' proposal, adult competencies

include "the acquisition of skills, including basic skills,

required to promote continued employability in the local labor

market."

12
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Basic and other kills can contribute significantly to an

individual's mployability. However, we would caution that the

attainment of an adult competency eight best be considered as a

means to an nd--the end being a quality job placement--and not an

nd itself. According to the act, the basic measure of JTPA

performance is "the increase in mployment and earnings and

reductions in welfare dependency . ." In our view, the

principal outcome ,Peasure for adult training programs is and

should continue to be job plEnements. Permitting the attainment

of competencies to be counted ac an acceptable outcome measure, in

lieu of placements, could discourage SDAs from giving participants

the training needed to achieve employability or could lessen their

incentive to aggressively seek job placements for such individuals.

This was found to be a problem with regard to the use of

competencies in JTPA youth programs. To its credit, Labor's

proposal addresses these problems with respect to youth by

requiring that certain youth competencies be combined with other

services designed to improve participant basic or occupational

skills.

jibiform Definitions

A persistent shortcoming of the JTPA program has been the lack of

sufficient and consistent data. On a number of occasions we noted

that a lack of specific definitions in JTPA has led to a problem

with consistency in Labor's data collection efforts. For example,

there are indications that some local programs may not record

individuals receiving only job search assistance as program

participants until after they have been placed in a job, thus

increasing the percentage of participants placed.

According to Labor officials, a forthcoming modification to their

legislative proposal will address the problem of specificity and

consistency by providing uniform definitions of the terms

"participant" and "termination." We have provided specific

13
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suggestions for these terms in previous testimony before the House

Education and Labor Committee.6

Enanstitilazirtinsilimireafinta
We believe that the Subcommittee's deliberations on amending JTPA

provide an excellent opportunity to address an issue that we view

as a long-standing weakness of JTPA--the lack of comprehensive data

on participant characteristics, nrollment activities, program

outcomes, and specific program costs. The program's data

collection system lacks a detailed description of the demographft

characteristics and employment barriers oi those being served and

hence the likelihood of participants succeeding in the labor

market.

Labor's proposal would expand data collection requirements, but

does not ensure that uniform or adequate data would be collected

because, in our view, it is vague and open to interpretation. We

believe that data on program participants should be collected in

such a way as to permit the analysis of participant

characteristics relative to ervices received and employment

outcomes. Such data would allow program evaluators and managers

to match the characteristics of individual participants with (1)

the kind of services received, including the number of hours and

skill level of training, and (2) the skill level of occupations in

which they are employed, if any, after leaving the program. In our

opinion, such data would provide information vital for program

management, congressional oversight, and performance evaluation.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

JTPA, the nation's premier job training effort for the

economically disadvantaged, has been relatively successful

measured by stablished performance standards. However, there is

significant room for improvement. In our view, Labor's

legislative proposal is a step in the right direction,

6,10 Trainina Partnership Act: Comments on H.R. 2039._The_JTRA
Amendments of 1989 (GAO/T-HRD-89-32, June 29, 1989).
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particularly as it applies to assessing participant training needs

and designing appropriate training strategies, minimizing the sole

use of job search assistance, and providing more definitive

guidance on the length of OJT.

As currently drafted, some changes suggested by Labor are already

being met by the program, while other issues are not addressed.

Labor's proposed requirements to target the hard-to-serve are now

being met, and thus would result in little change in who is served.

Further, in our opinion, Labor's proposal to add adult competencies

as a performance standard will undermine one of the basic purposes

of the program--an increase in participants' employment and

earnings. We also feel that standard definitions of some terms and

an expansion of program data collection are needed.

An issue largely ignored by Labor's proposal is program oversight.

Improper management practices are, for the most part, going

undetected, leaving JTPA vulnerable to waste, abuse, and

mismanagement.

As the Subcommittee and the Congress debate proposals to amend

JTPA, we recommend they consider the issues we have outlined.

Moreover, to reduce JTPA's potential for waste, abuse, and

mismanagement and to limit the questionable practices now

occurring at the local level, we recommend that Congress require

that Labor

- -

-

provide technical assistance to states for the development
and implementation of monitoring procedures that would
detect waste, fraud, and abuse within the program and

provide definitive policy guidance to the states and SDAs to
clarify regulations for

o accounting for and reporting administrative costs to
accurately reflect program expenditures;

o developing OJT contracts that appropriately reflect the
job requirements as well as the individual's work
experience;

61
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o maintaining adequate control
JTPA funds to ensure that it
purposes; and

o monitoring service providers
waste and abuse are detected

over property purchased with
is used for its intended

to ensure that incidents of
and corrective action taken.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement. I will be

happy to answer any questions you or other members of the

Subcommittee may have.

16
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EXHIBIT I EXHIBIT I

OBJECTIVES. 40PE. AND MZTHODOLOGX

The Chairmen of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

and it. Sy'lcommittee on Employment and Productivity, as well as the

House Committee on Education and Labor and its Subcommittee on

EMployment Opportunities, have asked GAO to assess (1) JTPA's

vulnerability to waste, abuse, and mismanagement and (2) the

adequacy of federal, state, and local program oversight and

monitoring to prevent and detect ouch practices.

We concentrated our efforts at the three levels responsible for

overseeing and administering JTPA--the federal, state, and local

program levels. At the federal and state levels, we focused on

the agencies' roles and responsibilities, and the procedures they

followed to ensure that the program was being carried out in

accordance with the law and implementing regulations. At the

local level, we concentrated on SDAs' procurement and financial

management practices and procedures.

We carried out our work in two Labor regions--Region I (Boston)

and Region V (Chicago)--and in three states in each region. In

It.4ion I, we included Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode

Island. In Region V, we visited Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio. We

included 12 SDAs in our review--2 in each state we visited. This

review was aimed at assessing overall program vulnerability as well

as the adequacy of monitoring systems. Therefore, we selected SDAs

from among those in the states visited that appeared to be more or

less representative of SDAs programwide. To eliminate potential

bias in our results, we excluded those SDAs where previous reviews

may have revealed manayerial and operational weaknesses (e.g.,

those previously examined by Labor's Inspector General and those

recently visited by Labor). Our work was carried out from January

to November 1990.

17
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EXHIBIT II EXHIBIT II

BELATED GAO PRODUCTS

Services. and Outcomes (GhO/HRD -90 -46BR, Jan. 24, 1990).

Job _Training Partnorshio Act: Information on TrA1n1112._ Placements.
ADd Maass caLMAIR_AnsUrigals_ar_t_AlgilaAnta (GAO/HRD -89 -152BR, Sept.

12, 1989).

job Trainina Partnership Act: Comments on H.R. 2039. The JTPA
Amendments of 1989 (GAO/T -HRD -89 -32, June 29, 1989).

Job Training Partnership Act: Services and Otcomes for
putiztiantallisihjaffaxina_afida (GAO/HRD-89-52, June 9, 1989).

Aenate Bill 543: The Job Trainina Partnership Act Youth Employment
Amendments of 1989 (GAO/T -HRD -89 -18, May 11, 1989).

Job_Trainina Partnership Act: Participants. Services, and Outcomes
(GAO/T -HRD -88 -31, Sept. 29, 1988).

Youth Job Training: pisklemajklauringjittainwn.L.Q.LEmIsxment
Competencies, (GAO/HRD -87 -33, Feb. 11, 1987).

Job Trainina Partnership Act: Data Collection Efforts and Needs
(HAD -86 -69, Mar. 31, 1986).
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Frazier.
At this time, I would like to turn to our distinguished ranking

member, who I am sure has a number of questions for both of the
panelists of inspirational quality, and I am sure that we are all
looking forward to hearing what Mr. Gunderson is going to ask of
you today.

Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. With that, I yield back the balance of my time.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, as I listen to you, I am not sure that we don't have

an irreconcilable philosophical difference. It seems to me you are
trying to judge a unique Federal program by typical Federal stand-
ards, typical Federal regulations, typical Federal reporting require-
ments, et cetera. This program is very different. I don't know how
we reconcile the flexibility that I think is the hallmark of this pro-
gram with the preciseness of your rules, regulations, and reporting
requirements that you advocate.

Any comments?
Mr. DE LA ROSA. I would like to comment, and I believe my asso-

ciate would like to also.
If I might begin by saying, first of all, that I have been the In-

spector General for approximately 8 months now, and many of the
concerns that you have articulated were asked in the course of my
own familiarization with OIG responsibilities in programs that we
have oversight of, such as JTPA. Very early upon assuming my re-
sponsibilities, I took a stand that I would not decide what the
issues were, but that I would let the issues determine themselves:
in the sense, I would let the issues drive what we do.

I think it is clear from the information we have provided in our
testimony today, from the comments that we will make in response
to your questions, as well as from the numerous semiannual re-
ports that we have furnished, that it is our percepeon that there
are problems in the JTPA program. We are not contending that
the program should be abolished nor that there should be any
major changes in what is going on; but we are tasked with the re-
sponsibility of accounting to the Congress, to the Secretary, and to
the public through these various media, of what our views are as to
how efficiently and effectively the program is operating and how
well it is performing its stated responsibilities. There are several
areas that we have commented on today that we believe, very
strongly, need improvement.

We have been in constant discussion with ETA, with Mr. Jones,
and with the Secretary as to our views, and, in fact, much of the
results of our inquiriesour investigation on the criminal side, and
our auditscome from working with ETA itself. We have a limited
size staff that can spend only a portion of is time in the JTPA pro-
gram alone. ETA has a staff that spends ail of its time in the JTPA
program, and much of our work and our analysis is based on their
findings as well as our own findings and our work with them.

I don't believe we are judging the worthiness of the program.
Rather, we are telling you our view of the effectiveness of the pro-
gram. We are explaining to you how we have come to our view of
the effectiveness and the efficiency of the JTPA program, and I be-
lieve our semiannual reports .accurately describe what abuses we
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have detected, whether they are criminal or administrative, and
where the weaknesses are. We are more than willing to work with
your staff, this committee, with ETA, and the Secretary to try and
improve the program.

It is a roundabout way of building a watch, I guess, but, I would
like to emphasize that we are not saying that the program needs to
be abolished or should be merged into some other program. We
thinkand I have stated in my testimonythat it is a good pro-
gram, it has potential, it does have some very significant successes,
but we also see many areas that we are very concerned about. We
see some substantial weaknesses, and we see some substantial
abuses that should be corrected if it is going to be the program that
I hear you saying you want it to be and believe it is.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I want to get to you, Mr. Frazier, but let me
continue with Mr. De La Rosa for a moment. Isn't there an inher-
ent philosophical difference between you and those of us in the
Congress and those in the administration simply by virtue of our
different attitudes toward the OMB circulars? You believe that
they ought to be used as the guidelines and the process for evaluat-
ing the program, and we, frankly, say applying the circulars to a
Federal-State-local program driven to the local level like this
doesn't work. So there is a difference in philosophy, and I have no
problem with a difference in philosophy if we admit from the start
that is exactly what we have got.

Mr. DE LA ROSA. No, I won't admit that from the start, for this
reason. Let me see if I can work through it, and then I would like
for Mr. Peterson to comment.

First of all, what we are dealing with here is that we have to
evaluate a program by some criteria. The question of criteria is one
of the things that those who are involved in the programthe
SDAs, the PIC representatives, and ETAdebate about. They say
to the OIG, well, you are evaluating this program based onwhat-
ever it is, the GAAP, or other procedures that auditors tend to
usewhen these criteria are not required, because it has been de-
clared that JTPA is to be treated as a b:ock grant. Yet we, the
OIG, have a responsibility to you, the Congress, to audit the JTPA
program. We come to you and ask, is this Irhat you intended, that
JTPA should be treated as a block grant? kid it is our understand-
ing that there was an initial communicatior saying no, that is not
what was intended, yet it was so declared by the administration.

So we have a conflicting view already built in. We have an inter-
pretation that it was not congressional intent that JTPA be a block
grant, but we have a ruling by OMB some years ago that portions
of it, at least, should be a block grant. Yet we have to go out and
audit JTPA and present the results of our findings to you, and we
have to be able to measure it by some standard

The most common complaint that I have heard from the States
and the SDAs during my short tenure is that they don't haue any
guidelines to work with because of the absence of a clear definition.
In our case, we propose the OMB circulars. Perhaps the legislation
would provide adequate guidelines. Since we audit back years, au-
ditees prepare for our audit based on other audits that we have
done and not on some established criteria.

Mr. GUNDERSON. If you were them, wouldn't you do the same?
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The complaint I get is not that there is a lack of Federal direc-
tion and standards, the complaint is that, frankly, your audits are
using standards that have not been developed and approved by the
Federal Government, and so they don't know what level of stand-
ards you are goii-ig to use. Is there a common guideline and set of
proceclures that are used for audits of SDA's?

Mr. DE LA ROSA. I will let my expert respond.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure.
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, there is.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Is that published so people know the test and

the standard by which they are going to be judged?
Mr. PE1 ERSON. Most of our audits are very different, so we pub-

lish different guidance each time we do an audit. That is to say, we
don't have a stamped-out audit guide that says, "This is the audit
of JTPA." Most of them are unique to the location that we happen
to be in at that poiut in time.

We do prepare individual audit guides, and there is an audit
guide prepared for each engagement, but I can't say that there is a
stamped-out audit guide.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Do they get that ahead of time?
Mr. PETERSON. They do not gct that ahea4 of time, although I

certainly would have no objections to them having it ahead of time.
It is not something that we normally give out ahead of time, no.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Put yourself in their position. If you have estab-
lished that the goal is common: similar delivery of program,
common set of standards nationwide, which I don't think is the
intent of the Federal legislation at all, but let's assume that that is
the basis by which you are going to go out and judge these--

Mr. PETERSON. That is a bad assumption.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Well, then, shouldn't they at least know what

that is going to be? I mean shouldn't you at least publish in the
Federal Register the normal standards that would be used to audit
and judge an SDA?

Mr. PETERSON. That is absolutely a bad assumption. As I said
before, we don't have a stamped-out criterion by which to measure
this program. We refer back to the law, and most all of the prob-
lems that have been identified in the program refer back to the
law itselfthat is to say, either a cost limitation kind of problem
or a targeting type problem. So the criterion that we are using is a
criterion that is afforded by the law.

If I could just comment, though, on the circulars for a second.
The circulars were issued a couple of years back as embodying the
Federal-State relationship in terms of 'slew Federalism. So I am not
at all sureI assume there that the flexibility that you speak of is
built into those circulars. At least that is how it was presented.

We don't think that suggesting that the circulars be applied to
this program reduces the flexibility beyond the New Federalism
standard. In fact, we don't think it limits flexibility in any way,
shape, or form. It really only talks to how you account for your
flexibility, your accounting to the t ixpayer for the flexibility that
the taxpayer has given you. So from an Inspector General perspec-
tive, we don't think that the circulars, designed within the context
of New Federalism, would reduce this flexibility in any shape or
form.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. New Federalism, sir, is a Federal-State partner-
ship.

Mr. PETERSON. I understand.
Mr. GUNDERSON. What we are talking about here is primarily a

local delivery system, of which the Federal and State Governments
happen to be partners. You can't have a st2r4ard between the Fed-
eral Government and States that you use to judge what is happen-
ing over here at the local.

Mr. PETERSON. I agree with you. If you don't want a partnership,
that is absolutely true, but this--

Mr. GUNDERSON. We aren't suggesting we don't want a partner-
ship, sir. Nobody is suggesting that at all. What I am suggesting is
that I think we ought to admit we have a philosophical difference.
There are over 600 SDA's in this country. You are not willing to
say that there ought to be a uniform standard by which you go out
and audit them, and yet you are going to hold them all accounta-
ble. Accountable to what? Put yourself in their position.

Mr. PETERSON. What we are suggesting is that the circulars were
designed for that very purpose. The circulars are designed to ac-
count for your flexibility.

Mr. GUNDERSON. The circulars are Federal-State; you just admit-
ted that.

Let me go to Mr. Frazier, because I think this gets at the prob-
lem on the other side.

Mr. Frazier, you said the primary judgment of the success of an
SDA or a JTPA program should be job placement, did you not, in
your testimony?

Mr. FRAZIER. That is correct. We believe that the job placement
for the adult portion particularly should be kept as the--

Mr. GUNDERSON. If the primary judgement by us here in Wash-
ington is going to be job placement, then why shouldn't they
"cream?" If I were running that program at the local level and you
told me your number one judgment factor was going to be how
many people I placed in work as to whether I was a success or fail-
ure, I would have one goal: Get participants a job, and choose
people you can get a job as fast as possible, that is what I would do.

Now we can't sit here and say, on the one hand, "We are mad at
you because you are 'creaming,' " and, on the other hand, "We are
mad at you because"---

Mr. FRAZIER. Yes. Congressman Gunderson, I would like to make
it clear that we believe that this is a great program, and we think
it is a very successful program. It is really the country's premier.
and might be the only, "second chance" program, but it is oniy
reaching 5 percent of the population that it should reach.

Now if we start "creaming"that is, allowing people to get into
the program that would have been employed anyway or have a
very good chance of getting a job without JTPA's helpthen we
have eroded the already low 5 percent, and that is the reason we
think we ought to try to do it.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't support "creaming," don't get me wrong,
I am just saying that we are sending very different signals, and I
think we have to understand what the mission of JTPA is. When
you talk about second chance, we might be also in the second phase
of JTPA. The first phase may have dealt with that constituency

GJ'
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out there that was most easily placed, but I don't think there is
any doubt that we are dealing with a much more difficult-to-serve
population today, whether it be in the inner city or in the rural
areas, and this begins to get at some of the other difficulties when
you talk about administrative costs.

I am not sure when I look at your graph where all seven SDA's, I
think it was, exceeded their administrative cost caps. The message
that tells me is, unfortunately, exactly what every one of my SDA's
has been telling me, and that is that the administrative costs are
too lt because this is clearly a capital intensive, people led pro-
gram.

Mr. FRAZIER. It may very well be, Congressman Gunderson, that
the administrative cost is too low, but what we are saying is that if
that is the case, then perhaps the Department of Labor or others
need to look at it and then set someor the Congress may want to
set an administrative goal that is higher, but right now, as the pro-
gram is out there, we are forcing people to do strange things, I
would say, to get around the administrative cap, and when we do
that, we ought to do something to either raise the limit or deter-
mine that the limit is right where it is now and then force people
to do it. We didn't take a position that says that you ought to keep
it at that particular point, we just wanted to point out to you how
much it is out of control at the moment.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Have either of you had the chanct to review the
administration draft?

Mr. FRAZIER. The administration's draft, the draft bill? Yes, sir, I
looked at it very quickly last night.

Mr. DE LA ROSA. We have seen a draft; I don't know if we have
seen the final draft.

Mr. FRAZIER. I don't know if we have seen the final either.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I haven't seen a final either.
Mr. DE LA ROSA. I would like to add to my associate's comments.

We haven't said that the administrative costs shouldn't be raised,
and I think one of the areas of discussio: was within the Depart-
ment of Labor that the cost perhaps shoulu be raised, but we have
to measure by what we are given to measure with, and the stand-
ards we are given to measure with, and that is what we are report-
ing on in our audits and investigations.

If the Congress and the administration choose to change it by the
legislative process and give us those guidelines to work with, that
is what we will work with. With regard to the administrative costs,
we will comment, as we are obliged to do under our responsibil-
ities, as to whether it is an effective increase or not and what the
problems are that we would project should they go too high. We
would probably make a comment to you or offer our suggestions
that, if they are too high, are you really accomplishing what you
want to do in training people? If there is a reasonable higher level,
with all of the factors considered, then certainly that is something
we would have to consider and work with once it is established.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Here is at least what I need from you all, and
you are obviously intelligent people who are experts in the pro-
gram. I think you all will agree that the Congress intends, and I
think the administration intends, for JTPA to be very different in
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both its function and its administration than most typical Federal
programs. This is a unique program.

Now I will be the first to admit that there are some areas of this
country where this local flexibility has been utilized to abuse the
programno question about it. I think I can proudly say that it is
not in my congressional district, and, watch tomorrow, somebody
will find that it is. But what we need from you is a specific kind of
input: how do we make this program work based on what our
intent and structure is?

In other words, we need answers from you. If the administrative
costs are unrealistic, what in this kind of a program would be a
proper administrative cost? If we do not have adequate data, how
do we obtain data without remaking this a typical Federal program
where you have all the strict rules, regulations, and paperwork
driven from up here? Because if that is what we need to do to get
the data, then I don't want the data; it is that simple. I am not
going to sacrifice flexibility and the uniqueness to serve a local
area simply to make us at the Federal level have a lot of numbers
that make us feel good.

When we are talking about adequate documentation of expense,
when we are talking about serving the proper population and ade-
quate definitions of success, if we have to develop a new set of
standards to do that, that is where we need your expertise, and I
would really hope, between now and the time this process moves
legislatively to its completion, that that is the kind of input we can
get from you that, in all due respect, I think has been lacking in
the documentation you have given us Lo date.

Mr. DE LA ROSA. May I respond?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure.
Mr. DE LA ROSA. I would agree with much of what you say that,

where we are in a position to offer suggestions based on the exper-
tise of our auditors and investigators, certainly we do that and we
make the comments to the administration, to the Secretary, and to
you in various formats, either in our semiannual reports, in the
context of meetings such as we have with staffs, and in hearings
such as this.

Sometimes there is a misunderstanding as to the process itself.
As an example, I heard your concern with regard to a particular
finding on the part of our auditors that seemed to be excessively
high and yet was ultimately settled at a very low figure. I would
like to see if we could explain that to clarify what figures are in-
volved and how they were arrived at, and, if I may, I will let Mr.
Peterson treat that joarticular issue.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure.
Mr. PETERSON. Yes. We talk about the Oregon audit, and I think

some of the figures there may have been somewhat misleading.
That report was issued on September 27, 1988. OIG questioned
JTPA profits of $4,205,666. This is the total of the OIG questioned
cost. In addition, OIG recommended that ETA require reclassifica-
tion of $53.8 million of reported training expenditures to the proper
JTPA cost categories because it had not been costed out to the
proper categories.

Of the $4.2 million questioned by OIG, ETA made_the following
determination: They disallowed $4.1 million of program profits re-
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tained by the district program operators, which represents about 99
percent of the total amount questioned in the report.

In addition, ETA determined that the use of the fixed unit price
contracts for the purpose of charging all costs to the training cost
categories was improper and the amounts thereby improperly clas-
sified as training costs are hereby finally disallowed. So it was ETA
that disallowed the $53.8 million.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Was the simple reason for disallowances they
were improperly classified?

Mr. PETERSON. That is correct.
Mr. GUNDERSON. That is not fraud.
Mr. PETERSON. That is not fraud, but what I am trying to point

out to you is that the audit did not put $53.8 million into question.
We questioned $4.2 million, and $4.1 million was ultimately disal-
lowed by ETA. The $53.8 million was ETA disallowing because it
had been improperly classified.

Eventually, the State provided documentation t.0 show that $11.8
million of the $53.8 million was properly classified, and at that
point in time ETA ruled that the remaining $39.8 million should be
further reclassified.

Mr. GUNDERSON. We must be dealing with different reports. The
report in front of me says that $5.9 million in profits were acknowl-
edged by the State; ETA allowed $2.6 million as having been spent
on JTPA activity, $1.6 million to be reprogrammed, and required
$1.7 million to be remitted. How do those numbers and yours rec-
oncilethey are quite different.

Mr. DE LA ROSA. I can't see the semiannual report you are read-
ing from.

Mr. GUNDERSON. April 1 to September 30, 1990. Is this different?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes. Whai. you have done is, you have jumped

ahead of me. What I was trying to give you is the full history of
the report, okay? But the $53.9 million which was al.eged earlier to
have been questioned by OIG is not true. There was never $53.9
million or $53.8 million questioned by the Inspector General's
office. That is what I am trying to point out, sir.

Mr. DE LA ROSA. You obviously have a concern, with that semi-
annual report, and we will be happy to resolve that with your staff.
Mr. Peterson is also reading from what should have been published
in there.

My point in raising this was that quite oftenand I believe the
Secretary alluded to this earlierreports are issued questioning
amounts of money. When the final resolution, that is, the dealings
with ETA and the dealings with the SDA and the other entities are
concluded, there may be a much lower amount or maybe even the
entire amount is justified. Somewhere between the questions raised
by the auditors, whether they are GAO or OIG auditors, there is
continuing discussion and resolution.

It is my limited experience, in the few months I have been here,
that quite often the auditors have to go back to ETA personnel
saying, "Here is what we are questioning," because they can't re-
solve it either because of the absence of enough information or
questionable rules and regulations, such as the absence of circulars
and things of that nat-re, and ETA has to make a ruling, then
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come back and notify us as to what their final determination is or
work out with the SDA the problem and then notify us.

So there are large sums, and quite often we are accused of
saying, "Oh, my God, the Inspector General says there is $100 mil-
lion"speaking hypothetically"that is in question here." It
might be and it mighb be a much lesser sum resolved at some
point.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I appreciate your commitment to correct utiliza-
tion of numbers and points, but your statement here today on page
sev en says that another 60 percent of all JTPA placements had
been made with employers who would have hired and trained the
participants without JTPA ever coming into the picture.

Now let me rer .1 to you from your report number one, Office of
the Audit, on JTPA, where it says, "On the other hand, about 67
percent of the employers who provide work experience and train-
ing replied that they would not have hired the participant without
the subsidy." Now those numbers don't jibe.

Mr. DE LA ROSA. They don't jibe reading them in this context. I
would like to see them side by side, and I would furnish a response
for the record after I have had an opportunity to review that docu-
ment.

Mr. PETERSON. The 60 percent applies only to OJT.
flUNDERSON. That is right. It does apply only to OJT, but

here whcs, :nu are doing is, you are saying all of JTPA. That is a
big difference. I mean if we audited you in the same standard that
you are auditing all these SDA's, you would be in big trouble.

Mr. PETERSON. If it was not qualified, it should have been.
Mr. GUNDERSON. But, you see, this is tne point I am trying to

make with you all. I have an SDA back hnme right now that found
out 2 months ago that at the end of tl month 4,000 people are
going to lose their jobs. They are trying their damndest to figure
out how to put together an education and training infrastructure
to meet that kind of responsibility. I would say Wisconsin has the
best post-secondary voc-ed program in the country, and we still are
not able to do it. We have been able to obtain the discretionary
funds from the Secretary. These people are meeting on a weekly
basis, trying to meet the immediate needs of those 3,400 people
who are going to look for work again, and then you come in with
this kind of stuff and tell them, "We have just done an audit on
what you did back there in 1991, and you didn't classify everything
in the right category." I mean you are losing the whole focus of the
mission and intent of this purpose, and if we get nothing else done
today, I hope we can get that message to you.

Mr. PETERSON. Sir, what does the Congress mean when you say
that 70 percent of this should be spent on training? Do you intend
that they should not classify those funds so that you know that the
70 percent is spent on training and that the admin is restricted to
a certain percentage? I am not following you. Are you suggesting
that they shouldn't classify those costs correctly?

Mr. GUNDERSON. What I am asking you to do is, if you are going
to set up categories under which you are going to audit people,
then, for God's sake, publish what those categories are so that they
can know the standards by which they are going to be held ac-
countable.
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What I am asking you to do for this committee and the Congress
is, if on the basis of your audits you find out that the percentages
that we have allocated for training versus adminibtration are unre-
alistic because in the kind of programs we are trying to set up the
administration needs to be higher, as the GAO study says, then
come and tell us that our numbers are unrealistic in the real world
so we can change them in the authorizing language. That is what I
am asking.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have used up more time than I
should have.

Chairman PERKINS. More than 5 minutes. I appreciate Mr. Gun-
derson for all those illuminating remarks. As I promised you, he
was a good show indeed.

I would now like to ask if our distinguished colleague from New
Jersey is ready to equal the display.

Mr. ANDREWS. I would like to reserve three hours.
First of all, I want to echo something Mr. Gunderson said. I

think we ought to rethink the statutory language to whom this
program is directed. It is really not an issue for audit consideration
but for us in the policy process.

Yes, we want to help those who have significant barners to em-
ployment, but you are right that barriers to employment can very
well affect people who have had a job, who have skills, who have
an education, but the market changes on them very rapidly, and if
the local government, if the service delivery area, does what
common sense would say it ought to do, which is to help those
people, it seems to me they ought not to be penalized for that, and
we ought to create a more clear legislative authorization for them
to help people in that situation.

The question I have goes to the "creaming" issue as well, and the
question is, is it technically possible to create an evaluation scale
that takes into account what I referred to earlier this afternoon as
a difficulty factor? Is it possible to evaluate the performance of an
SDA by saying that you get more points or a more heavily weight-
ed average for placing someone who is less skilled, less educated,
more historically difficult to place than someone who is?

It strikes me that when we just talk about flat placement per-
centages we are really not being very illuminating, because certain
people are much easier to place than other people. Is it possible for
one of your agencies to design such criteria that would make
sense? And,.if so, what would those criteria look like?

Mr. FRAZIER. I would say, Congressman Andrews, that if I under-
stand what you are saying, you are looking for a performance-
based thing for the allocation of the funds.

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, and I am also looking for criteria which
could objectively evaluate that performance, given the relative dif-
ficulties in placing different kinds of people.

Mr. FRAZIER, Yes. I am not certain that I know an answer that
can say to you that we could objectively do that. I don't know. I am
not aware of any studies that have done that.

Mr. NILSEN. Nothing specifically has been proposed, but the kind
of indicator I think I understand you're talking aboutin a report
we issued in June of 1989, we talked about people who were less
and more job ready, and we created a scale using data that was col-
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lected already by the local SDA's to determine whether or not
people were more or less likely to have difficulty in the work force.
You could look at this report and analogous kinds of measures
could be proposed.

Mr. ANDREWS. It strikes me that one of the strengths of this pro-
gram is that there is a fair measure of local control, and decisions
are made by people who are actually in the labor market as em-
ployers and as educators and local officials and that that is a good
thing, that tends to make sense, but the natural next step off that
is, the better the job yriu do at delivering the services and placing
your participants, the more money you ought to get, the better you
ought to do. But I understand that to do that you need a fair and
objeaive measure of what you have to do.

I represent the city of Camden, New Jersey, which has an econo-
my that looks more like the Third World than it does an industrial-
ized country, and to say to a service delivery grantee in Camden,
New Jersey, that they are going to be evaluated on the same basis
as someone in Morris County, New Jersey, which is a very affluent
area in the northern part of the State, is not right.

By the same taken, I don't think that the local government offi-
ciala in Camden, New Jersey, should think that they are going to
get their piece of the JTPA pie year after year after year, regard-
less of how efficiently they administer that money and regardless
of how well they do in placing people in jobs.

What I am asking you to think about, not on the spot but, you
know, within the next two to three minuteswhat I am asking you
to think about is whether or not we could develop criteria which
would fairly take into account our legitimate demand that local
grantees perform and their legitimate point that they can't all be
measured on the same scale. Is that possible?

Mr. FRAZIER. We in the GAO do have a technical group that
looks at the allocation formula, because that is how I understand
your question, really.

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. FRAZIER. And I don't have an answer for you this afternoon

about the allocation formula, but I will raise that with my group,
or the special group that looks at the different formula grants, and
I will have them contact your staff to talk about that.

Mr. ANDREWS. I would appreciate that.
The second and final question I have is about integration of the

JOBS program and the ongoing activities of JTPA. What would
you identify, any of you, as the most significant risks that we
should be looking out for in terms of program redundancy, overlap,
and miscommunication? How can we avoid those risks? And what
would you suggest as the optimal local administrative structure for
service delivery?

Let me say what I mean by that. If I understand it correctly, the
way local people are telling me, the local welfare agency is likely
to 13e the lead agency in jobs administration, that AFDC recipients,
and I assume some others, will have their case managed and their
placement process in the first instance managed by a welfare case-
worker, which will then tie into the JTPA system at some other
point in the process.
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That doesn't make much sense to me, that we are going to dupli-
cate the effort, we are going to have a welfare recipient deal with
at least two local bureaucracies to get hooked up with this. What
can we do to avoid that? How can we make sure that the best as-
pects of JTPA are used and not duplicated by the JOBS program?

Mr. NILSEN. Congressman, we share your concern and, in fact,
we are starting some work now looking specifically at that ques-
tion. We have developed quite a bit of experience in the JTPA, the
employment service, and we are looking into the JOBS program
a lso.

About 2 years ago, we issued a report that found over 43 federal-
ly supported programs providing training to out-of-school youths
and adults, and these were administered by six different Federal
agencies. So we agree that there are some questions there that
need to be looked into, but right now we don't have any answers
for you.

Mr. ANDREWS. Some fairly cynical person back home suggested
to me that the welfare recipient who goes through this process
would have excellent job training to become a Federal lobbyist, be-
cause they would have to deal with six or seven different Federal
agencies by the time they got to the end of the process and could
come down here and interact very effectively.

Mr. NILSEN. I would like to make one other comment about your
earlier question, the extent to which certain areas, if I understand
your question, may be overserved in a sense relative to other areas.

I think right now, with the funding levels of the JTPA, you are
still only serving 5 percent of the eligible population. I think
within the local areas there are more than adequate populations
who need to be served by the program.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me just close with one question, and this will
be the last question. I do not advocate this idea, it was suggested to
me, and I would like to hear any of you react as to why you think
it might be a bad idea. What if we were to have a different job
training track which said to those in the private sector this: "If you
take a person who is JTPA eligible and train and place that person
at your expense, and the person holds the job for a minimum
period that you define-12 months, 18 months, 24 monthsyou, as
the private sector contractor, get to keep 50 percent of the Federal
income tax revenues that person pays for the next 2 years?" What
is wrong with that idea?

Mr. PETERSON. I think we already have it in TJTC, don't we? I
mean the Targeted Job Tax Credit program is very much just what
you have said. So I think we already have one of those.

Mr. ANDREWS. Should a PIC have the authority to issue such a
contract?

Mr. FRAZIER. To issue it for the IRS?
Mr. ANDREWS. To issue it for a private job placement vendor who

would step in and take that risk. If the person doesn't get a job,
you don't get paid.

Mr. PETERSON. Again, if that is being coordinated properly, they
would have thatI believe they would have that right now. I think
the certification would have to be done by the employment service,
but the PIC could certainly cause that to happen as of today.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Except the 13that is the kicker. Any reaction to
that?

Mr. DE LA ROSA. I would agree with my associate on that. I
would want to think about that a little further, though, and com-
ment, possibly for the record. There is a lot of consideration in-
volved in that.

You opened the window, though, that I want to stick my OMB
circular back into, and that is----

Mr. ANDREWS. I'm not quite sure how to respond to that.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I'd close the window.
[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. It gives a whole new meaning the word "pane," I

guess.
Mr. DE LA ROSA. Mr. Gunderson is determined against it. Can I

have that question back?
You talked about the linkage, and one of the things that we com-

mented on in the statement for the record is the fact that HHS has
decided to apply the OMB circulars to the JOBS program, which is
going to have linkage with JTPA. There are two dissimilar criteria
right there in dealing with these programs. So it is just another ex-
ample.

Mr. ANDREWS. Dissimilar in eligibility, you mean?
Mr. DE LA ROSA. No, dissimilar in the application of standards in

this case, WTI circulars. OMB circulars will apply to the JOBS
program be not to the JTPA program. They will be measured by
different standards.

Mr. ANDREWS. The local entity is left to interpret those differ-
ences and take the risk of getting a bad audit later on?

Mr. DE LA ROSA. There would be some problems.
Mr. ANDREWS. I think that is one of the things Mr. Gunderson

was talking about.
Mr. PETERSON. Also, the other large deliverer is Employment Se-

curity, which also operates under the circulars.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Andrews. That was a very

good job.
I want to ask that the record be kept open for any written ques-

tions Mr. Gunderson or anyone else here is inclined to tender.
Without objection, it is so ordered.

I have a couple of questions I am interested in while I have you
here today, too.

You know, this on-the-job training question is pretty controver-
sial. The Chairman of the full committee absolutely hates it. He
just thinks that we are seeing abuses there that have got to be cor-
rected in some fashion. I noticed in your testimony you said that
you thought the administration's proposal of the 6 months period
was a step in the right direction, but be careful that we don't make
everything 6 months. What other proposals do you have? I mean,
obviously, Mr. Andrews' proposal was innovative, and we can't
have anything like that, but what other ideas that are more dull
and ordinary can you suggest that will perhaps let us tackle this
problem dead on? Because it is a problem.

Mr. FRAZIER. I think the problem is really, quite frankly, the
lack of training standards in the country. We in the GAO did a
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comparison with a few of the other industrial countries that do
have training standards, and if we had those kinds of standards it
would be a very easy thing to then say what it should take or
about what it should take to learn a skill.

Chairman PERKINS. Training standards for on-the-job training,
you are talking about.

Mr. FRAZIER. That is correct.
Chairman PERKINS. What type of standards are in place in other

countries?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, if we wanted to use the German system, for

example, the apprenticeship training system, or their systems
where they definitely have standards to say that it takes x amount
of time to learn how to do a job, that is the kind of training that is
lacking.

I believe the Labor Department now has the SCANS Commission
that is working on developing training standards, or occupational
training standards. That is what I am talking about, Mr. Perkins,
the lack of occupational training standards. Since that is lacking,
what seems to happen sometimes when you do have someone who
is unscrupulous or decides to take advantage of the law, then we
start seeing some of the abuses in the OJT requirement when you
don't have training standards, and I suggest that that is one direc-
tion that we might look towardthat is, better occupational train-
ing standards.

Chairman PERKINS. Would you have any response on that?
Mr. PETERSON. I guess the only thing I would suggest is that the

framers of tne law initially had, I think, some good thoughts in
terms of this program being an investment in human capital and
in measuring the return on that investment. If only we had the ca-
pability, as you said in 1983 you wanted us to, to go out and meas-
ure the impact of this programunfortunately, we haven't been
able to follow through very well on that. We don't collect the data,
and I know you don't want the data, but we don't really have the
data to suggest whether this is a positive investment in human
capital or not. It is sort of a shame, after all these years of running
training programs, that we don't have better data in terms of, for
instance, OJT.

If, for instance, we could sit here today and say that this invest-
ment was paying off in OJT, none of us would be here arguing
about it, I think. We don't have that data, and I think we sho,ild
have it, and I think we ought to move ahead in trying to get it.

But we don't even, at this point in time, capture the savings, the
welfare savings, for instance, and apply that as a positive return on
investment. I think we should, but we apparently can't get our wel-
fare agencies and our employment security agencies together to the
extent that we can exchange the data that is necessary to make
that determination. It seems silly, but after all these years we still
can't do it. It is a shame that, 8 or 9 years later, we still don't
know if this investment in human capital is a good thing or bad.

Chairman PERKINS. I suppose I am still having a little trouble. It
seems to me that if you have somebody flipping hamburgers for 6
months or somebody cleaning windows for 4 months that there
probably is an excess period of time for learning that skill. It would
seem to me that there must be a way to curb this kind of abuse.
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What the OJT program ofted does is to supplement the employer's
revenue rather than give any sort of benefit to the employee, and
obviously what we are interested it doing is seeing the long-term
benefits to the employee.

Given that kind of scenario, in terms of monitoring the OJT pro-
gram, what suggestions would you have that would enable the OJT
program to retain its flexibility and, at the same time, see that we
don't have significant abuses of this type in the future?

Mr. NILSEN. I think, as we say in our statement, that the recom-
mendation or the proposal in the administration's bill where they
require going to the dictionary of' occupational titles and looking at
the training times suggested in therewhat we refer to as lower-
skill training has a training time of anywhere from four hours to
30 daysmaybe more work could be done in that area to be more
precise. When we find excess training for lower-skilled positions,
we take the upper end in all cases, and that is what resulted in the
findings we have where up to a third or more of those funds are
being wasted. I think specifying what ought to be the standard is
what is needed and the SDA's haven't had that kind of guidance in
the past.

Mr. PETERSON. The only problem with that, though, is, if you try
to push this program to the more disadvantaged, and you can sud-
denly find people that perhaps need 6 months to flip the hamburg-
er, you wouldn't want to design a program, I think, that would
eliminate that person who needs that kind of training.

Chairman PERKINS. You have to have some flexibility. I certainly
concur with that.

That brings me to the next area in terms of flexibility: support-
ive services. That is something that we are concerned about, and
we are specifically concerned about the limitations on supportive
services. This is, as the ranking member has talked about, a very
intensively human capital type of situation that we are dealing
with. Given that kind of ackdrop, it seems to me that the level of
supportive serviceschild care, transportationis extremely im-
portant, depending upon individual areas. Would you comment on
the extentand I know you have probably seen the drafts of the
administration proposals on supportive services, and give us what
your feelings are about them.

Mr. FRAZIER. I can't comment specifically on what is in the pro-
posal, but what we hay? seen is, in some cases, supportive services
have not been used as ecfectively or as much as the:, should have
been. As a matter of fact, sometimes we have found that supportive
services, because of the cap on administrative costs, are being used
to hide some administrative costs, for example.

Chairman PERKINS. Have you found that to be a barrier to those
that are indeed in this "most at-need" category from actually being
able to utilize the program?

Mr. FRAZIER. We really believe it is a barrier, and we are hoping
that now that the JOBS program is established, and where it is al-
lowable for charging transportation costs, baby-sitting costs, ,?t
cetera, that our SDA's will increase their use of thc .iupportive
services costs, and we believe that we have seen some increase in
the use of supportive service costs.
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Mr. NILSEN. To add a little to that, in the past we have seen that,
as reported, SDA's are spending pretty close to the 15 percent im-
plied cap on supportive services, but our current work has shown
that much of that may not be, in fact, supportive services. We
found, for example, employment generating activities in five of the
six States we went to were being charged to that supportive serv-
ices category, and those were generally administrative in nature.

So whether or not this is an adequate level or what is going on
with supportive services we are not sure, and I think we don't
really know how the administration's proposal to roll supportive
services together with the employment, the job search assistance
type activities, will work. There may be a concern that not enough
money is allowed then for one or the other category, but whether
or not they should be broken out, we are not sure.

Mr. DE LA ROSA. A similar finding.
Chairman PERKINS. Well, I could keep you here for the rest of

the afternoon, but I have got a plane to catch, and I suspect that
after an hour and 15 minutes of Mr. Gunderson, and Mr. Andrews,
and myself, you gentlemen are probably ready to go. So, with that
in mind, I am going to let you proceed on to wherever you are
going. Thank you very much for your testimony, and we will be
giving you some written questions.

With that, this subcommittee hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:35 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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The Honorable Carl C. Perkins
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Employment Opportunities
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views on amendments
to the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). I know that you and
the members of the Subcommittee share my interest in successful
job training and employment services for needy Americans. I am
sure that you and your Subcommittee also share my concern that
these programs operate as effectively and efficiently as
possible, and are consistent with the intent of Congress. In

addition to providing my response to several questions furnished
by the Subcommittee, I would also like to clarify two issues
that arose during the May 9 hearing.

The first issue deals with costs questioned by the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) in ite audit of the Oregon Consortium,
dated September 27, 1988 (Audit Report No. 09-88-548-03-340).
During the May 9 hearing, Mr. Roberts T. Jones, the Assistant
Secretary for the Employment and Training Administration (ETA),
stated that $54 million was questioned by OIG in its September
1988 audit report on the Oregon Consortium.

I would like to clarify that the OIG did not question nearly $54
million as an inappropriate expenditUre during that audit.
Rather, the OIG recommended in its audit report that ETA
"require reclassification of $53.8 million of reported training
expene tures to the proper JTPA cost categories," On page 14 of
the report we explicitly state: "We are not questioning the
allowability of payments. We are reporting the contracts did
not meet the requirements of the regulations and therefore the
costs associated with these contracts must be charged to the
appropriate cost categories ...." The proper classification of
expenditures is important in JTPA in order to comply with the
statutory cost limitations that are mandated by the Act.

Since an analysis of expenditures had to be performed by ETA in
order to determine the extent of the Oregon Consortium's
corpliance with the statutory limitations on fund expenditures
for admiristration and participant support, ETA reviewed the
$53.8 million of reported training expenditures. ETA menagemunt
determined that "the use of fixed unit price contracts for the
purpose of charging all costs to the training cost category
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under 20 CFR 629.38(0)(2) was improper and the amounts thereby
improperly classified as training costs are hereby finally
disallowed."

The State subsequently provided documentation to show that some
of the costs were properly classified, and ETA ruled that
$39,841,152 "must be reclassified to the three JTPA cost
categories of administration, participant support and
training." Thus, following the issuance of the OIG audit
report, ETA's own review and determination process was largo4y
consistent with the OIG's audit recommendations with regard to
the need to reclassify the great majority of those funds that
the OIG had identified as having been improperly classified.
Later, in the Settlement Agreement between DOL and Oregon, DOL
agreed to waive its requirement that the State reclassify and
allocate to the cost categories the $39.8 million.

A related question was also raised during the May 9 hearing with
regard to the actual dollars questioned in the Oregon Consortium
audit. The OIG had questioned profits of $4.2 million in JTPA
funds that had been retained by seven district program
operators. Subsequent to our audit, we were advised by ETA that
"the State acknowledges that profits received by the Oregon
Consortium during the five year, PY 1984-1988, were
$5,912,081."

In effect, Oregon acknowledged additional profits of $1.7
million above the $4.2 million already identified by the OIG
during the course of its audit. ETA, therefore, issued a
revised management decision for the full $5.9 million ($4.2 +
$1.7 million), which the OIG then reported to the Congrese on
page 66 of our Semiannual Report for the period of April 1 -
Septeaber 30, 1990. The Settlement Agreement between ETA and
Oregon shows that of the total of $5,912,081 that was questioned
by OIG and ETA, $2,591,568 ultimately was determined to have
beeh spent on allowable JTPA activities, while the remaining
$3,320,513 was subject to repayment by Oregon.

The second issue concerns questions about the percentage of
employers receiving training subsidies who say they would have
hired the participants without the subsidy. My May 9 comments
to the Subcommittee would have been more clear if I had used the
exact language that was contained on page 63 of our audit report
entitled "Audit of JTPA Participant and Training Services,
Report I" (Audit Report No. 06-86-801-03-340). That audit
report stated that "about 60 percent of the employers who
receive OJT training subsidies say they would have hired the
participants without the subsidy." I hope that this quotation
from our audit report will clarify the views of the OIG on the
issue of targeting in the JTPA program and also help to resolve
any confusion that inadvertently may have been created.

81.
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The following are our responses to the questions furnished by
the Subcommittee following the hearing:

Question: 1) The Office of the Inspector General has
consistently stated that Titles T, II, and III of JTPA have been

"implemented as a block grant." Can you specifically identify
(a) how these titles are treate/ as block grants and (b) the
impact of such treatment on the program, both in terms of
performance and administration?

Answer: Although the JTPA statute contains no language
reflecting congressional intent that JTPA is to be considered a
block grant and even though the House Education and Labor
Committee's ranking members communicated, in a letter to the ETA
Assistant Secretary in February 1983, the congressional intent
to firmly establish the Federal role as a full partner in JTPA,
the program was implemented and continues to be treated as a
block grant. OMB designated JTPA as a block grant even though
the JTPA statute directly conflicts with OMB's principles and
standards fur block grant legislation. These principles,
outlined in a November 22, 1982, OMB memorandum to all Federal
agencies, stipulate that the goal of block grant legislation is

to delegate maximum discretion and flexibility to block gran':
recipients and to impose minimum Federal intrusion in loc,1:1
- 'airs. JTPA, on the other hand, provides a role for the
Federal Government as a partner in the implementation of the
program.

The following comparison of block grant principles and the JTPA
reveals numerous conflicts between the two.

Bleck Grant Principles

States are responsible for the
geographic allocation of block
grant funds within the state.

States determine specific format
and informational content of
reports.

There are no specific funding
requirements or limitations on
states for use of funds.

Recipients may use funds for
activi, .es otherwise available.

Within-state allocation of
funds Pv forMILla is an
integral part of JTPA
(Sec. 202).

Reporting requirements are
provided in JTPA (Sec. 106).

JTPA includes specific cost
limitations (Sec. 108).

Funds may be used to supple-
ment available activities,
but may not supplant them
(Sec. 141(b)).
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Recipients are permitted full
discretion to allocate funds
among allowable services
activities and target groups.

Recipients are permitted to utilize
own organization, procedures
and arrangements tu administer
funds.

Cost categorles, co:t limita-
tions and specific torgeting
are integral parts of JTPA.

JTPA specifies Service
Delivery Area structure ,,nd
Private Industry Council
representation (Sec. 101 and
102).

Recipients may reallocate funds Only costs of JTPA activitieL
among related bluuk grants. are allowable.

The most significant effect of applying the block grant status to
the JTPA program was the waiver granted to the program from the
administrative requirements of the OMB Circulars (Common Rule,
Section 97.4). These Circulars govern cost, fiscal, and
administrative principles for Federal grants and cooperative
agreements with state and local governments and non-profit
entities.

Some of the requirements of the OMB Circulars are found in the
JTPA regulations. However, establishment of basic program
controls, guidelines, interpretations and definitions are, for the
most part, deferred to the Governors, allowing each state to set
its own administrative requirements. As a result, the program
suffers from a serious lack of uniform control and guidance. Use
of multiple administrative procedures has resulted in inadequate
control and accountability over the program.

With regard to the impact the block grant concept had on
performance, the Congress mandated that criteria be developed to
measure the return on the investment in human capital, i.e., the
increased employment and earnings of participants and the
reductions in welfare dependency. The collection of data to
measure a return on investment has been limited and until such
time that administrative proceiures that capture costs and
results-oriented data are impleliented, no such measurement can be
made. The application of the Common Rule to JTPA will allow for
the collection of data which could be validated and then used to
measure the return on investment in human capital.

Question: 2) Your testimony indicates that the OMB Circulars
establish the relationship between the Federal government and both
State and local governments. In the past your staff has asserted
that the Circulars in fact establish a Federal-state
relationship. Where and how do the Circulars apply at the State
level? at the local level?
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Answer: The OMB Circulars provide administrative direction for
state recipients. These Circulars also specify that, in many
circumstances, the state grantees must impose the same
requirements on local government subgrantees. In effect, there is
a flow down requirement imposed in the Circulars.

Question: 3) You mentioned that the JOBS program operates under
the OMS Circulars. Is there a distinction in impact and results
between application of the Circulars to a program like JOBS, which
does not include a substate allocation of funds, and JTPA, which
does include a substate formula?

Answer: As you may be aware, the JOBS program is administered
by the Department of Health and Human Services. In our opinion,
there is no significant difference in the impact and result in
applying the Circulars to a program with substate allocations to
one which does not have substate allocations. The Circulars are
designed, based on years of use and revision, to accommodal.e a
wide variety of Federal programs. They were developed to
streamline and minimize the burden of Federal administrative
requirements for state and local grantees.

Question: 4) Has your office performed any audits of JOBS
programs to J. Irmine if the programs are encountering any
administrati fiscal difficulties?

Answer: Although we do not have responsibility for audit of the
JOBS programs, I referenced JOBS in my testimony to indicate that
the OMB Circalars apply to a similar program that may be
administered by the same state or local agency that administers
JTPA. Thus, we have dissimilar administrative and fiscal
guidelines, which may cause problems at the local level.

Question: 5) One alleged impact of adoption of the Circulars for
the JOBS program has been to discourage smaller service providers
from participation, leaving the programs largely to laredr
corporations and institutions. Can you comment on this What
would prevent such an impact in JTPA, where many of the service
providers are small?

Answer: In our view, application of the circulars should have
no impact on the size of service providers that the states or SDAs
would engage to deliver services for the JTPA program. However,
we do not have evidence from our audit work to support this
opinion.

Question: 6) You stated in your testimony that adoption of the
OMB Circulars would alleviate most of the procurenent, profits,
cost accountability and financial reporting deficiencies which you
have identified. Can you please identify for me specifically how
each of these areas would be addressed by the Circulars, and

A
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indicate which section of the particular Circular would provide
that answer?

Answer: The Circulars would provide the following specific
advantages to JTPA:

a. Procurement The Common Rule at Section 97.36
provides that grantees and subgrantees will use their own
procurement procedures which reflect applicable state and local
laws and regulations, provided the procurements conform to
Applicable Federal law and the standards in the Common Rule. The
Common Rule procurement requirements fui: "other grantees and their
subgrantees" provide procedv-es for written codes of standards of
conduct (conflict of interest), specific record maintenance, full
and open competition, rules for sole source procurement, cost and
price analyses, and awarding agency review. Often, state and
local laws do not include these requirements.

b. Profits Currently in JTPA, service providers,
including governmental and non-profit providers, can realize
profits and are not required by regulation to expend those profits
on the JTPA proaram nor return them to the Federal Government
through future appropriation offset or any other means.

The Common Rule at Section 97.22(2) prohibits
fees and profits for grantees and subgrantees. Circular A-87,
Section A.1., states that no provision for profit or other
increment above cost is intended for state and local governments.
Application of the Circulars would not reduce the opportunity for
private-for-profit organizations to make reasolable p2ofits for
services.

c. Cost Accountability Currently in JTPA, there is
limited guidance on cost accountability. JTPA regulations
specifically prohibit expenditure of JTPA funds for unallowable
activities in violation of law or regulation, entertainment costs,
insurance against debts established by the Federal Government, and
legal expenses for the prosecution of claims against the Federal
Government. All other cost allowability guidance is to be
provided by the Governor. One thing that JTPA regulations are
silent on is whether cost is allowable, allocable or reasonable.

For state and local governments, OMB Circular A-87 provides basic
and needed definitions for costs and guidance for proper
azcountability of costs to ensure they are allowable, allocable
and reasonable. This Circular provides guidance for governmental
entities on allowability of certain items of cost in 36 separate
cost categories.

For nan-profit organization, OMB Circular A-122 provides
definitions for costs and cost principles to ensure costs

$ tk
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are allowable, allocable and reasonable. This Circular provides
guidance on the allowability of 50 selected items of cost and
addresses the unallowability of Federal reimbursenent of costs
associated with most kinds of lobbying and political activities.

d. Financial Reporting Currently in JTPA, finan-Aal
reporting is limited to state-level semiannual expenditures by the
three cost categories. JTPA also requires reporting of cash on
hand at time of drawdown, but without certification or end of
period reconciliation.

Under the Common Rule, Section 97.41, financial reporting is made
on a summary Financial Status Report which provides information on
total expenditures, refunds, program income, recipient's share of
total expenditures (a critical item in audit resolution where an
entity may claim offset credit for expenditure ot its own funds on
the program), Federal share of total expenditures, resources on
order/unliquidmted obligations, 3nd indirect costs. DOL would
have flexibility of requiring sur.11 reporting annually,
semiannually, or quarterly and from either the state or SDA
level. The Circulars also require that a certified cash
management statement be submitted to DOL for monitoring cash
advances and disbursements.

Tn our opinion, this degree of financJal reporting under the
CL-culars is necessary for routine financial management of the
prorram and would help ensure DOL conpliance with the Federal
Managers' Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA).

Question: 7) As I mentioned during tLe hearing, your testimony
states that "60% of all JTPA placements had been made with
employers who would hate hired and trained the participants
without JTPA ever com'..ig into the picture." This statement is not
upheld in the findings of the your actual report. Can you clarify
this statement for the Committee?

Ansver: As I stated earlier, my comments referred only to OJT
employers. About 60 percent of these employers said they would
have hired the participants without the OJT subsidy.

Question: 8) You also reference tf.s 60% high school graduation
rate of JTPA participants. Regrettably but clearly, a large
number of our youth graduate from high school without attaining
basic skills. Does your study look only at raw data, or does it
take into account the actual skill levels of those graduates in
questioning their need for JTPA services?

Answer: Our revi.:w looked only at raw data because the JTPA
system, at the time of our review, did not measure the skill level
of applicants. However, in our opinion it is reasonable to assume
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that'high school dropouts are likely to be more deficient in basic
skills than are graduates.

Question: 9) Your office has consistently criticized the use of
"single-unit-charging" of fixed unit price contracts. Your
testimony further indicates that audit work has found that "the
entire spectrum of some SDAs activities ... were provided under a
single fixed unit price contract." Can you provide us with the
actual cases supporting this statement?

Additionally, you state that as much as 70-80% of all SDA funds
are being spent through fixed unit price, performance-based
contracts. Can you provide the Committee with current statistics
on the prevalence of single-unit-charged, fixed unit price
contracts throughout the JTPA program? Has the use of such
contracting practices increased or declined since the program's
inception? Have there been any shifts in the use of such
contracts recently, given the publicity on this issue during the
last Congress?

Answer: Our report on procurement by the Oregon Consortium
showed that the Consortium used fixed unit price contracts (FUPC)
as the exclusive vehicle to provide JTPA training and services.

In addition, at the time of our review of JTPA Participant
Training and Services, our auditors observed that all program
activities were provided under a single FUPC at the SDAs in
Clearwater, Minnesota, and Indianapolis, Indiana.

The reference to the predominant use of FUPC emanates from our
audit report issued January 1988. We do not have current
estimates of the prevalence of FUPC. ETA management has stated
they believe that the use of FUPC has declined; however, we do not
have available data from them as to the degree it has declined.
The point we were trying to make concerns the fact that widespread
use of FUPC's avoids compliance with the JTPA cost limitations,
since all costs are charged to training.

Question: 10) You have recommended that cost limitations apply
to "funds expended" rather than "funds available" to bring Title
II and Title III closer together. This provision was put into
Title III to address a significant problem with unspent funds. Do
statistics on funding flows in Title II show a similar problem?
In addition, how would such a requirement affect the ability of
programs to do long-term planning and to allocate funds for
non-training costs up front? What would happen if certain
training costs were later disallowed and a program then exceeded
its cap on non-training costs?

Answer: We do not have any indication that Title II has
extensive problems with unspent funds similar to Title III.

67
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However, revising the cost limitations to apply to "funds
expended" would not, in our view, reduce the ability to do
long-term program planning.

If training .'osts were disallowed during the first or second year
of a program year allocation, an SDA would still have time to
incur allowable expenditures bafore the end of the 'available
3-year period. On the other hand, if expenditures were disallowed
after the 3-year period had lapsed, an SDA would not be able to
reobligate the disallowed funds. Revising the requirements to
base cost limitations on funds expended would, in our view,
enhance the ability to monitor the status of funds and alert SDAs
to potential compliance problems while they still had time to
spend available funds.

Question: 11) As was discussed at the hearing, there has been a
great deal of discussion and controversy over costs "questioned"
by your Office. Can you clarify for the Committee the difference
between "questioned" and "disallowed" costs? Which of these terms
describes the findings described in your reports? In the
testimony your Assistant Inspector General, Mr. Peterson,
presented to Congress last session, were the figures cited for
Oregon, Michigan, Missouri, Houston, and Mississippi "questioned"
or "disallowed?"

Would adoption of the OMB Circulars have prevented these
practices? How would they specifically have done so?

Answer: The Inspector General t Amendments of 1988 changed
the terminology used by Inspectors General in describing auditee
costs to which the OIG takes exception in an audit report. Prior
to the amendments, there were two basic categories:

a) Costs Recommended for Disallowance: This category
represented costs for which the OIG had evidence to support
auditee violation of law, regulation or intent of legislation.

b) Questioned Costs: Costs for which adequate
documentation to support allowability was not available, and costs
for which the allowability was not clear (e.g., unnecessary,
unreasonable, etc.).

This was the terminology in use at the time several of the reports
referred to in your correspondence were issued. The Amendments of
1988 changed to "questioned costs" the terminology for all costs
to which the OIG takes exception.

Currently, a "questioned cost" refers to a cost to which the OIG
takes exception in an audit report. A "disallowed cost" is a cost
for which the DOL funding agency, after reviewing the OIG audit
report and the auditee response to the report, determines that the
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questioned costs were improperly charged to the Department and are

subject to repayment. OnlV the DOI, funding agencV_SADAIIA112Y
costs Which are gUestigned_in audit renorts. As such, the term

"questioned cost" (formerly 'cost recommended for disallowance'

and 'questioned cost') is now used to describe all costs to which

we take exception in audit reports.

The costs referred to in the testimony for the Oregon Consortium

are "questioned costs." The costs associated with Wayne County,

Michigan, and Kansas City, Missouri, refer to both "questioneu

costs" and "costs recommended for disallowance." The testimony

associated with Houston and Mississippi relates to situations
discovered during field work, which are presented as examples of

funds paid to brokers for neqotiating and monitoring OJT contracts
and how, through the use of FUPC, a government entity earned

profits. Questioned costs in the two reports totaled
approximately $2 million.

It is the opinion of the OIG that the questioned costs associated
with governmental entity "profits" and associated with lax
contracting could have been prevented by application of the OMB

Circulars.

Question: 12) Your latest Semiannual Report (4/1 - 9/30, 1990)

states that the OIG questioned $17 million in JTPA expenditures

during this period. Again, can you clarify whether tnese costs
were "questioned" or "disallowed?" Also, when adding up the
figures included in the audits described in the report, I arrived

at a figure of about $10 million. Can you explain this difference

to me and provide an itemization of the $17 million figure?

Answer: Your observation relating to the dollar difference in

our Semiannual R.Iport (4/1-9/30/90) is correct. While the dollars

listed in the narrative for each report are correct, the reference

to $17 million in questioned costs is incorrect. Subsequent to

the issuance of the Semiannual Report, we discovered an input

error in our audit tracking system related to the Big Five
Community Services audit's reported questioned cost. The

narrative in the Semiannual correctly depicts the questioned costs

of $137,514; however, when the dollar values related to that

report were entered in our automated tracking system, an error was

made, in that the findings which contained dollars and cents were

all entered as whole dollars. Fur example, the first questioned
cost in the report was for $3,938.30 but was entered as $393,830.

The amount of questioned costs was erroneously increased by

approximately $10 million. This error was carried in our system
until we detected it in a subsequent reconciliation process, and

the questioned costs were corrected on April 8, 1991. Our current

Semiannual Report (10/1/90 - 3/31/91) notes this and reflects the

correction.

S
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Notwithstanding our efforts to ensure that data in the system is
correct, we are very concerned that this did occur, and we are in
the process of instituting further internal review procedures
designed to preclude any recurrence.

if I can be of any further ast;i:Aa],ce, please do not hesitate to
contact me at 523-7296.

Sincerely,

an W. De La Rosa
Inspector General



HEARING ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
STRENGTHEN THE JOB TRAINING PARTNER-
SHIP ACT

TUESDAY, MAY 21, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2 p.m., Room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl C. Perkins [Chairman]
presiding.

Present: Representatives Perkins, Ford, Good ling, Andrews, and
Gunderson.

Staff present: Omer Waddles, staff director; Pat Fahy, senior leg-
islative analyst; Deborah Katz, office manager; and Tracy Hatch,
minority professional staff member.

Chairman PERKINS. I guess we might as well get started here
today. I would like to welcome all of you. This hearing is the
second in a series to examine proposals to amend the Job Training
Partnership Act.

While I welcome everyone here, I want to especially welcome our
good friend from Kentucky, Virgil Osborne, who is going to be re-
tiring at the end of this month, after 23 years of service to the
Eastern Kentucky Concentrated Employment Program.

Virgil, you certainly have been a wonderful addition to the lives
of the people of Eastern Kentucky. You are to be commended for
all that you have done over the years.

I know that each of us here today is committe0 to the improve-
ment of the JTPA. As the new chairman of thi subcommittee, I
am committed to insuring that extremely limited job training dol-
lars are spent efficiently and effectively. Currently, the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act serves less than 5 percent of the eligible poor
population. We spend less than one-third of what was spent under
the Comprehensive Employment and Trairir1g Arl of the 1970s.
Since the enactment of the JTPA in 1982, funding naq remained
stagnant. If we adjust for inflation, we now spend 31 percent le
than what was spent on JTPA in its first year of operation.

If we are ever to solve the overwhelming prcblems of unemploy-
ment, poverty, crime, dependency, and utter hopelessness among so
many in our Nation, we have to provide better opportunities and
alternatives for productive employment. We also have to reach
more of those that are in need. I am well aware of the widespread
criticism of this program. I plan to introduce amendments to cor-

(87)
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red these problems. These amendments may be comprehensive or,
at times, controversial. I am committed to addressing every prob-
lem that has been cited as a reason not to increase funding for this
program.

Two weeks ago, the Secretary of Labor, the General Accounting
Office, and the Department of Labor's Office of the Inspector Gen-
eral testified before this subcommittee. One point repeatedly em-
phasized in the hearing was the lack of Federal and State oversight
and guidance for JTPA. I believe that the Congress, the adminis-
tration, and many of the organizations represented here today are
in agreement on the need to increase oversight of this program. I
look forward to working with each of you.

At this time, it is my pleasure to ask the distinguished Chairman
of the full Committee on Education and Labor, Representative Bill
Ford, to introduce some of our first witnesses.

Chairman Ford.
Mr. FORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, let me tell you that I

am very pleased that you have started these hearings on JTPA
reform. You and I discussed this when you consented to be the
chairman of this committee, at the beginning of this Congress, and
assured us that you were going to move expeditiously to get to the
problems and try to clean this program up as soon as possible. I
think the hearings that you have scheduled are fully consistent
with that commitment on your behalf and for the whole commit-
tee. I want to compliment you for that, and thank you for under-
taking this effort.

It is a special privilege for me today, if you will permit me, to
take the pleasure of introducing two of your witnesses. All three of
them are known to me, but Mr. Kolberg will understand for obvi-
ous political reasons why I want to introduce the others in particu-
lar.

Phil Power will be representing the Commission on the Skills of
the American Workforce and their report on "America's Choice:
Higi, Skills or Low Wages" and Kay Beard is a county commission-
er in my congressional district. Phil Power is a constituent as well
as a regent of the University of Michigan. Kay Beard is a tough,
hard-working county commissioner, representing a part of my dis-
trict, on he Wayne County Commission. She is appearing here
today in i-qr capacity as Vice Chair of the National Association of
Counties and eir Employment Committee. It is a pleasure to see
to very old -0. A very dear and very close friends at the table.

are in ,-od company with Mr. Kolberg. We have come to
know him On this committee, and we listen carefully when he is
spea

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for that privilege.
Chairman PERKINS. I thank you, Chairman For '.
Of course, as Chairman Ford has indicated, we also have William

H. Kolberg, the President of the National Alliance of Business,
with us today.

We welcome each of you. We are very pleased to welcome you
here. We want to listen to what you have to say. We want to get a
good bill, as my friend Bill Natcher would say. So we are very de-
pendent upon what we listen to and what opinions are expressed to
this subcommittee.
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With that, we would like to ask Mr. Power to lead off and lend
us his expertise.

Excuse me. Before I do that.
Steve, do you have an opening statement?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, let me just be very brief and ask

unanimous consent that an opening statement be in the record. I
think that Mr. Andrews and I are the only ones on the panel here
today who don't have anybody testifying. So we won't give any glo-
rious introductions. We will get on with the testimony but a&
unanimous consent as well, Mr. Chairman, that a statement from
the Wisconsin Superintendent of Public Instruction might be en-
tered into the record.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statements of Hon. Steve Gunderson and Herbert

J. Grover follow:]
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The Honorable Steve Gunderson
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
Hearing on Proposed Amendments to JTPA

May 21, 1991

Opening Statement

Mr. Chairman, two weeks ago this Subcommittee once again

turned its attention to consideration of amendments to the Job

Training Partnership Act, hearing testimony from the Secretary

of Labor, the Inspector General and the CarJral Accounting

Office. That testimony appropriately came at the outset of our

deliberations, setting forth both the concerns of the past and

the vision for the future.

I would like to reiterate one key element of this "vision"

that must be present when we finally agree upon amendments to

the JTPA. JTPA is a unique program -- and that was Congress'n

clear intent when the program was developed almost 10 years ago.

The program has a specific mission and equally specific goals.

We cannot allow ourselves, as we debate the various proposals

which come before us, to lose sight of that mission -- to

provide job training to those who need it most -- and those

goals -- to measure our success by performance, not by how easy

the program is to audit or gather data on.

Today's witnesses, representing all of the major employment

and training interest groups, will greatly complement the

testimony we heard on May 9, because these are the groups which

actually go out and implement the program. I hope that each of

you will share with us your own unique perspectives on where

JTPA is successful, where it doesn't meet the needs of its

participants -- those enrolled for services, service providers,

business partners, and public partners -- and when we here in

Congress are going too far in our efforts to "fine-tune" this

valuable program.
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Mr. Chairman, in closing I would ask unanimous consent to

include in the record for this hearing a letter from Herbert

Grover, the Superintendent of Public Instruction for the State

of Wisconsin, expressing that Department's position on various

proposed amendments to JTPA. Regretably, Dr. Grover was not

able to be with us today personally.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I thank you and look forward to

today's testimony.

Oki
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Herbert J. Grover
Superintendent of Public Instruction

Melling /..tdreu:
Pon Office Uo Y$41
Welton. WI SIY07.7$41

May 17, 1991

The Honorable Steve Gunderson
United States Congressman
Third Congressional District--Wisconsin
227 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Steve:

FAXED 5/20/91

I welcome this opportunity to communicate w;th you on amendments
to the Job Training Pertnersbip Act (JTPA). Although we are not
able to come to Washington to testify next week, we would like to
offer the following additional information and have it included
in the record for the hearing on the JTPA legislation.

The concerns we raised earlier about the proposed change. in JTPA
in 1989, and more recently with House Education and Labor staff,
deal with the 8% set-aside. Section 123 of the current law
should be retained for the reasons noted below:

The JTPA 8% set-aside should remain with the state
education agency. This category provides local school
districts with the opportnaity to coordinate with other
local institutions, community service providers, and
state aoncies. These dollars can be a catalyst for
local school districts to change how they deliver
services to at risk youth locally. We have used JTPA
8% funds in Wisconsin to require collaboration among
agencies and institutions. We also require a local
dollar match. Por the past seven years, local dis-
tricts in Wisconsin have put in $3.00 for every $1.00
receivedthus, JTPA 8% funds have been used in a very
cost effective manner.

o The concept of training pupils to overcome skill defi-
ciencies and targeting the specific needs of various
population groups ie sound public policy.

o This section should be focused on system change for
K-12 by using the principles of Wisconsin's Education
for Employment standard as the vehicle to achieve the
twin goals of building collaboratives and increasing
educational accountability.

o The JTPA funds must be used to help build collaboration
among education, employment and training, and health

i9 6
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And human aervicsa. Simply stated, education needs to
reach out and work more effectively with other agen-

cies including various community organizations.

o A goal of public policy in the country should be that

all youth have employability skills when they graduate

trom hieh school. Each pupil should receive a resume

and a diploma.

o Waiting until pupils drop out of school is too late.

Prevention strategies need to be developed. The Na-
tional Commission for Employment Policy's report on
middle school-age youth profiles some excellent models.

o At risk youth need extra help in tying employability to
education so they can understand the connection between

learning and earning. As policy, Education for

Employment does exactly this.

Wisconsin hes used JTPA 82 to build collaboratives with the

employment and training community in ths following ways:

o Ws have_joint agreements with each Service Delivery

Area (SDA) and meet with each Private Industry Council
(PIC) annually to develop Department of Public Instruc-

tion goals for 82 projects.

o Many projects in Wisconsin are jointly funded with 82
DPI-administered dollars and SDA 782 funds. The DP/

emphasizes basic skills development and renediation and

SDA funds provide the work experience opportunities.

o We jointly sponsor, with tho Departments of Industry!

Labor and HUMAO Relations (DIM) and Health and Social

Service, (DIISS) two state level conferences annually
for pupils at risk and for multicultural youth.

o Ws encourage local operators to have 82 project youth
transfer to summer 115 programa resulting in year-round

programming.

o We require all 82 projects (20 for 1990-91) to

coordinate with &elated education initiatives in the

State including the children at risk plans in each

district and the seven components of the education for

employment standard in which all youth in Wisconsin

have the opportunity to participate.-

o Tbe DPI and local schools are full partners i. a state-
wide collaborative planning and program imp'ementacion
process for children at risk.

o Ws have learned in our collaborative training sessions
that incentives for coordination are essential. These
incentives include dollars as well as policy that
allows for time and ability to work together.

44-241 0 - 91 - 4
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I appreciate the opportunity to share my ideas on JTPA with you
and other members of the Douse 3ubcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities. In Wisconsin, JTPA 8% funding has been uccessful in
making systems change. The JTPA SI was the catalyst which led to
statewide children at risk legislation and set the stage for
Education for Employment.

If the committee would like information on what other states are
doing with JTPA 8%, please know that the office of the Council of
Chief Sta School Officers would be glad to provide this infor-
mation now JTPA 8% çn continue to make a significant,

Os vs fference forñ group of our young people who especial-
is support.

vir
to Superintends

HJOsamv

cc* Cordon Ambach Executive Director
Council of Chief Stat !thool Officers
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Mr. Andrews, do you have any opening statement?
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Very briefly, let me

thank you for inviting Commissioner Beard to be here today. A
year ago I was serving as New Jersey's equivalent of the County
Commissioner in my county. I took a demotion and came here. But
I commend you for having county officials who are so important in
the JTPA process testifying before us. I welcome everyone, and I
am particularly interested in hearing those witnesses presenting
the county perspective.

I thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Andrews.
Mr. Good ling, do you have any opening statements?
Mr. GOODLING. No. I have some nanelists
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ink., lire one more time. I want to

make sure that Chairman Ford hi I finished his remarks. Do you
have anything else you want to say, Bill?

Mr. FORD. Not until they have testified.
Chairman PERKINS. With that, Mr. Power, I will again ask you to

give us the benefit of your expertise. We are anxiously awaiting
what you have to tell us today.

STATEMENTS OF PHILIP H. POWER, TPE COMMISSION ON THE
SKILLS OF THE AMERICAN WORKF IICE; THE HONORABLE
KAY BEARD, VICE CHAIR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUN-
TIES' EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE, COMMISSIONER, WAYNE
COUNTY, MI; AND WILLIAM H. KOLBERG, PRESIDENT, NATION-
AL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS
Mr. POWER. Before I begin, Mr. Chairman, i would like to thank

you very much for the opportunity to appear before you and the
other subcommittee members. I would like to express my personal
thanks to Bill Ford, who has probably done more to deal with edu-
cation in all its varietieshigher, K-12, and job trainingthan
anybody that I have ever met. It is an honor to have you here
today to hear my testimony.

Thank you very much, Bill.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your subcommittee,

Mr. Chairman, because you are dealing with one of the most chal-
lenging questions confronting our Nation, which is: Will America
reorganize its work structure into a high productivity model de-
manding high skills and supporting high wages, or will it succumb
to the forces pulling us toward a routinized, low-skill model that
can only result in progressively lower wages for American work-
ers?

This is the core of the argument in a report by the Commission
on the Skills of the American Workforce, on which I serve, which
produced recently the report entitled, "America's Choice: High
Skills or Low Wages." Bill Kolberg was a member of this commis-
sion. I hope that many of your subcommittee have had the opportu-
nity to read the report.

I would like to give you a sense, very briefly, of the main recom-
mendations and then give a sense of how they might fit together
with your particular focusnamely, improving JTPAand try to
add to that the benefit of our own experience in Michigan.

fi f
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The report basically found a number of research points. First, by
any measure, American workers, whether they are leaving school
or whether they are on-the-job, when compared with workers in
our industrialized competitor nations, lack basic skills. That find-
ing has been replicated on a number of occasions. The Commission
figured that it would be an easy job to do our reEcarch because we
woule then go to employers, internationally and nationally, and
say, 'What about skills?" And employers would tell us we don't
have enough skills. Then we would find that we ought to have
more skills, and then we would go home.

Our findings from employers were, in this context, counter-intui-
tive. We found that most employers were interested in workers
who had basically very limited skills, who instead had a good work
ethic, who were prepared to learn and were prepared to cooperate
with others.

So instead of finding a skill shortage end angry employers, we
found a skill shortage and employers who were prepared to toler-
ate employees coming into their employment with low skills and
who had developed, by and large, a system of work organization
which tolerated and accepted repetitive routinized labor assign-
ments, low productivity and, therefore, low wage rates.

We made a series of recommendations to deal with this complex
problem. One, we proposed that a certificate of initial mastery be
awarded to every person who undergoes and successfully demon-
strates mastery of basic skills, America is the only industrialized
country in the world that has no system for benchmarking an as-
sessment of skills required of children in schools, skills required of
anyone who is leaving school, whether they go to the labor force or
to college.

Second, we recommended creating a series of youth centers de-
signed specifically to provide alternative education and basic skills
for children who are dropping out of school, dropping out of society,
and becoming burdens to the public welfare.

Third, we recommended a broad ranging skills policy proposal in
the country, in which we suggested that a series of professional
training programs be set in place to provide people who were both
leaving school just entering the workforce with training oppor-
tunities to pursue serious careers and employment.

I would like to suggest that three of the Skills Commission's rec-
ommendations might be fruitful for you and your committee in
modifying JTPA.

First, the recommendation that all American students be re-
quired to meet an educational skills performance standard bench-
marked to the highest in the world. I think this recommendation is
crucial. We will never see our workers matching the achievements
of those in other industrialized nations if we do not demand compa-
rable mastery of skills.

In the Commission's report, students would bE assE ssed through
a performance-based system, demonstrating concrete accomplish-
ments over time, not a high stakes, one-time, multiple choice test
that sorts the college-goers from tl'ose presumed to be too dumb to
go to college. The sort of comprehensive assessment system we en-
vision does not exist today. The development is underway, coordi-
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nated by Lauren Resnick, another Commission member at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh.

As you examir e JTPA's performance standard, you may wish to
require programs to support achieving world class competencies,
both for youths and for adults. This will represent setting much
higher standards for success than are used today. Settling for less
simply reinforces the concept of JTPA churning participants
through, "quick and dirty," with little lasting impact.

Some of the worst examples of this tendency have come from ex-
cessive reliance upon on-the-job training and on direct placement
approaches in which no discernible skill improvement appears.
Saying that the participant received barely enough skill improve-
ment to get to the next job does that person no special favor.
Rather, it increases the likelihood that the participant will either
be stuck in a low wage job or shortly back among the unemployed.

Second, ae, you consider JTPA's youth activities, I urge you to
look at the youth centers concept proposed by the Commission. We
found that America, in general, does a terrible job of dealing with
dropouts when compared with other industrialized countries. Es-
sentially, we throw them away; we offer them no second choice. It
is, roughly speaking, 20 percent of the total age cohorts of children
who don't even get a high school diploma.

The Commission's notion was to establish locally managed youth
centers that would be responsible for all young people who have
left school without achieving a Certificate of Basic Mastery, passing
the examination that I mentioned earlier. The youth centers would
provide year-round access to alternative basic education, employ-
ment and career counseling, work experience, and job placement.
They would work closely with both employers and social service
agencies. The main idea is that they would be accountable for en-
suring that the fewest stude its possible fall between the cracks
and fail to obtain the basic skills that are needed for lasting em-
ployment.

The committee may wish to look at how the concept of youth
centers fits into the JTPA system. I think the fit is a close one. For
example, JTPA could fund some of the activities of the centers.
JTPA agencies could be directly involved with center operations.

Thirdly, the Commission recommended establishing local employ-
ment and training boards. These were to resemble Private Industry
Councils as we now know them, but with much broader powers.
They would be responsibl2 for school-to-work and youth center-to-
work activities, They would manage the youth centers and the job
service, and they would oversee local operations of' certification sys-
tems.

Both the Commission's research and all our efforts in Michigan
strongly reinforce the importance of attacking the terrible frag-
mentation that presently exists in our job training efforts in this
country. In State after State, the notion of system integration and
workforce investment programs is becoming a driving theme.

In Michigan, for example, when we inventoried the total human
investment system, not counting K-12, we discovered that in addi-
tion to JTPA, there were 85 other programssome funded by the
Federal Government and some by State governmentwith a total
of' nine differing departments of State government with jurisdic-

1 0 i
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tional and managerial responsibility, and a total of $800 million
per year in cash flow flowing through this assemblage of programs.
We concluded that at the end of the day, the critical public policy
problem is how to get something done when the prospects of seri-
ous additional funding are very limited. Our evidence indicated to
us in Michigan that the problem was not necessarily a money prob-
lem, but that it might well be a managerial problem. If you think
about it, JTPA itself is not a stand-alone program for only one seg-
ment of our population, but part of a broader issue of public and
private investments in workforce preparation, in skill mainte-
nance, in job placement assistance, and in human investment as a
whole.

Note also that the Commission's recommendation was to empow-
er local boards, not State boards nor national boards. Our experi-
ence in Michigan reinforces that recommendation. It was our find-
ing that we need to push responsibility in management to the local
level wherever possible rather than controlling and commanding
from above. We must hold local agencies accountable, and we
should continue to use z.-tad build outcome measurements such as
those found in the JTPA's performance standards to do this. Feder-
al and State regulators should manage outcomes and not process.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Philip H. Power followsd
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your subcommittee on

what k one of the most challenging questions facing our nation Will America reorganize

its work structure into a high productMty model demanding high skills and supporting high

wages, or will it succumb to the forces pulling us toward a routinized, low-skill model that

can only result in lower wages for American workers?

The core of the argument for adopting the "high skillshigh wagee model is argued

persuasively in Ametiraiglgimbighikab_xjgx BAC the report of the CoMMISsion

on the Skills of the American Workforce on which I serve. I won't repeat It here; copies of

the report are available for anyone who hasn't yet read it.

What I'd like to do today is focus on your mission, looking at how the Skills

Commission's recommendations fit with the Job Training Partnership Act and possible

revisions to it. I easo want to tie those recommendations to the experiences we had in

Michigan, where I served for nearly eight years as chair of the state's Job Training

Coordinating Council, dealing ooth with JTPA and with broader experiments in

comprehensive human investment strattgies.

I believe that three of the Skills Commission's recommendations should be considered

In modifying JTPA.

First, we proposed that all American students be required to meet an educational and

Power Testimony Page 2
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skills performance standard that is benchmarked to the highest in the world.

This rezommendation b crucial. We will never see our workers matching the

achievements of those in other industrialized nations if we don't demand comparable

mastery of skills.

Students would be assessed through a performanca.based system, demonstrating

concrete accomplishments over time, not a high stakes, onetime multiple choice test. The

sort of comprehensive assessment we envision doesn't exist today. Development is

underway, coordinated by Lauren Resnick, another commission member, at the University

of Pittsburgh.

As you examine JT?A's pzrformance standards, I encourage yOu to require programs

to support achievement of world-class competencies, both for youths and adults. This mil

represent setting much higher standards for success than are used today, but settling for leu

simply reinforces the concept of JTPA churning participants through "quick and dirty" with

little lasting impact. Some of the worst examples of this have come from excessive reliance

on On-the-Job-Training and direct placement approaches in which no discernible skill

improvement occurs. Saying the participant received barely enough skill improvement to

get to the next job does that person no great favors. Rather, It increases the likelihood that

the participant will be either stuck in a low wage job or shortly back among the unemployed.

Power Testimony Page 3
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Second, u you consider JTPA's youth actMties, I urge you to look at the Youth

Centers concept propoeed by the Commission.

We found that America does a terrible Job dealing with dropouts when compared

with other industrial powers. Essentially, we throw them away, offering little coherent

"second chance" help to the 2096 of our students who don't even get a high school diploma.

The Conunission's idea was to establish locally-managed Youth Centers that would

be responsible for all young people who've left school without achieving a Certificate of

Basic Mastery passing the examination I mentioned earlier. The Youth Centers would

provide year-round access to alternative basic education, employment andcareer counseling,

work experience and Job placement. The centers would work closely with both employers

and social service agenciea, The key idea is that they would be accountable for ensuring

that the fewest students possible fall between the cracks and fail to obtain the basic skills

that will be needed for luting employmem.

I urge the committee to look at how to work the concept of Youth Canten into the

JTPA system. I think the fit is a close one. For example, JTPA could fund some of the

activities of the centers, and JTPA agencies could be directly involved with center operations.

Third, the Commission recommended establishing local Employment and Training

Boards. These would resemble Private Industry Councils as we now know them, but with

Power Testimony Page 4
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much broader powers. They would be responsible for school-to-work and Youth Center-to-

work activhies. They would manage the Youth Olden and the Job SU' ViOt1/4 And they

would oversee local operation of certification systems.

Both the Commission's research and our efforts in Michigan reinforce strongly the

importance of attacking the terrible fragmentation that presently exists in our Job training

efforts in this country. In state after state, the notion of system integration in workforce

investment programs is becoming a driving theme. JTPA Ms played an extremely positive

role historically in encouraging linkages, and I would urge you to build on that history.

As you work on JTPA, think of it not as a stand-eone program for one segment of

our population, but as part of a broader issue of public and private investments in workforce

preparation, skill maintenance and job placement assistanze - in human investment as a

whole.

Note also that the Conunission's recommendation was to empower LOCAL boards,

not state boards or national boards. Our experience fir Michigan reinforces that

recommendation. We need to push responsibility down to the local level wherever possible,

rather than controlling and commanding from above. We must hold local agencies

accountable, and we should continue to use and build outcome measurements such as those

found in the JTPA performance standards to do so, Federal and state regvlators should

manage outcomes, not process.

aall
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The challenges ws taco are vut. And we need to recognize that :TPA dus only

deal with a small part of the total problem. Upgrading the sins of the etready4mployed

and ensuring that our children kave school with weld class sldlla ano learning capacities are

public policy changes that so far beyond .ITPA.

Bat JTPA can play a constructive role in the total solution, If it is carefully

recallbrated to be consistent with these broader, atergizing policy goals.

1
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Power.
We are going to suspend this hearing while we go vote. We'll be

hack in just a couple of minutes for the Honorable Kay Beard's tes-
timony.

With that, we are going to recess, and we'll be right back.
[Recess.]
Chairman PERKINS. At this time, we would like to reconvene and

turn our attentions to the words of the Honorable Kay Beard, Com-

missioner, Wayne County, Michigan.
Ms. BEARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also am Vice Chair of the National Association of Counties'

Employment Steering Committee.
I am certainly pleased to appear before this subcommittee today

to present the views of county officials on the proposed changes to
JTPA. However, before I do that, I would like to congratulate you
on becoming the new chairman of the subcommittee. Knowing that
the National Association of Counties has had such a good working
relationship with the subcommittee for many, many years, we cer-
tainly welcome the opportunity to work with you and the rest of
the subcommittee, as well as Congress, as you consider these vari-
ous proposals.

Also, I am so pleased that Congressman Ford was able to be
here. We are so pleased in Michigan about his appointment to the
chairmanship of the Education and Labor Committee. We are very
proud of him in Wayne County. I know that his constituents would
join me in expressing our sincerest appreciation to him for the fine
job he is doing representing the 15th Congressional District. His
leadership and vision will be a tremendous help to our Nation as
we search for better ways to educate our people and to improve the
quality of our workforce.

I was very pleased that Mr. Andrews has a good sensitivity to
county government. I also understand that Congressman Steve
Gunderson is also a strong advocate of local flexibility and an out-
spoken critic against creating additional layers of bureaucracy and
unnecessary paperwork and reporting requirements.

To return to the subject of this hearing, let me say up front that
NACO recognizes the need to make changes in the Job Training
Partnership Act and urges Congress and the administration to
move quickly in adopting the amendments necessary to improve
the delivery system. Numerous reports have been publicized recent-
ly that clearly demonstrate the need to better target services to our
most needy residents, to improve the quality of services provided to
clients, and to improve fiscal accountability. As we have done in
the past, we continue to urge that legislation be adopted that will
achieve these objectives without imposing unnecessary administra-
tive burdens on the service delivery system.

During the past 3 years, the General Accounting Office, the
Labor Department, and the Office of Inspector General conducted a
number of investigations into the JTPA program. The findings
from these investigations have focused on a number of weaknesses
in the job training delivery system. To correct these problems,
three major proposals were introduced: H.R. 2039, S. 543, and the
Department of Labor's bill, H.R. 2803. Each bill, of course, takes a
slightly different approach to address the problems.

IOi
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Although the administration was successful in getting many of
its recommendations adopted in both bills, no agreement could be
reached on a final compromise last year because of disagreements
over proposed changes in the distribution formula, the summer
youth employr...!nt program, client eligibility, and fiscal account-
ability.

NACO has been monitoring the progress of these proposals from
the beginning, and we have testified on the impact they would
have on the local delivery system. We have also worked very close-
ly with Congress and the administration in the early stages of
drafting legislation. While there were some provisions adopted in
the Senate proposal that we didn't like, we generally found the
final version acceptable. Unfortunately, a few provisions were
adopted in the final House version that would impose a number of
buruensome restrictions on local programs.

We are pleased that you have decided to take a fresh look at
some of these issues. We are even more pleased that the subcom-
mittee has decided to develop a new bipartisan bill. NACO staff
has been meeting with your staff and the committee staff, and we
are optimistic that a new bill can be developed without imposing
onerous restrictions on the delivery system. We have also met with
the Labor Department on numerous occasions to comment on early
drafts of their new proposal. In general, we support many of the
changes they have discussed with us, and we are also optimistic
that the final version will be mostly acceptable. As we see it, Con-
gress and the administration will be a lot closer this year on the
proposed changes.

-There are a few areas in which we would urge your favorable
consideration as you develop a new bipartisan bill.

One is cost categories and limitations on spending. Spending lim-
itations is perhaps our biggest area of concern. Since the enact-
ment of tITPA in 1982, local service delivery areas have experi-
enced a substantial increase in administrative responsibilities. In-
creased reporting, monitoring, client followup, and audit require-
ments have made it close to impossible to run effective programs
with the limited amount of administration funds. A good illustra-
tion of this problem is in my own county, where one of our main
concerns is the increasing number of Federal and State reviews.
During the past year, our program has been reviewed on 18 differ-
ent occasions by the General Accounting Office, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, and the Michigan Department of Labor. Literally,
Federal and State officials are in our office almost on a daily basis.
Needless to say, these reviews require a significant amount of staff
time and cost us a substantial amount in administrative dollars.

Under current law, service delivery areas are required to account
for all expenditures under three categories and a limit is set on the
amount of funds that may be spent in each area: 15 percent may be
spent on administrative activities, 15 percent on support services
and 70 percent on training. Under the proposal adopted last year,
local programs would first be required to change the way they cal-
culate the limits. ILstead of taking a percentage of their grant allo-
cation, they would be limited to a percentage of their expenditure.
For example, local reas receiving a $1 million grant under Title
II-A may use $150,000 for administration. Under the proposal, they
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woted only be able to use a percentage of what they spend, which
will not be known until the end of the program year. This would
make planning extremely difficult, since programs would have to
operate based on estimated expenditures. It would also increase the
risk for audit exceptions since programs wouldn't be able to deter-
mine if they have exceeded the limit on spending until long after
the program year ends. We urge your support for the continued use
of the current method of calculating limits for administration and
support services based on grant allocations.

The second concern we have in this area is that the proposal
would create a fourth category for accounting purposes. This, in
our view, will prove problematic in that it will increase paperwork
and reporting requirements without necessarily improving account-
ability. This change goes against the recommendation of the JTPA
advisory committee, which recommended that the accounting proc-
ess be simplified by establishing only two categories.

The first would be program management, which would include
all administrative activities and be limited to 20 percent of the
local area's allocation. The second would be training, which would
include all other activities and be limited to 80 percent. This would
reduce paperwork and reporting requirements without compromis-
ing on accountability.

We support increasing the cap on administrativ e funds from 15
percent to 20 percent and increasing the cap on support services
from 15 to 20 percent. This change recognizes the increased man-
agement responsibilities required of service delivery areas and the
additional support they will need to expand assistance to our most
needy clients.

Support services will become increasingly important as we make
the transition to serving a larger share of the most needy individ-
uals. Without increased support for transportation, child care,
meals and other personal needs, many of these clients will not be
able to avail themselves of training. While linkages with social
services and education and other job training programs will help to
defray some of the costs, the needs among these are expected to far
exceed available resources.

Whether or not current law is amended to reduce the number of
cost categori es from three to two, acti vities charged to training
under current regulations should continue to be charged to train-
ing. These activities include client assessment, job search, counsel-
ing, job development and placement, all of which are vital to ensur-
ing that clients receive adequate services to find employment ..ifter
they are trained.

There is one other concern that we have about the cost limita-
tion. While the proposed legislation wouH increase the limit on
support services, we feel the demand will still far exceed available
resources. We must keep in mind that we will be required to
expand services to clients who, in many instances, will require
long-term training to prepare for decent paying jobs. The longer
they are in training, the more it will cost us to provide child care,
transportation, meals, and other support services. Most of our cli-
ents will not be welfare recipients and, therefore, will not have
income subsidies, food stamps, Medicaid, and other support serv-
ices.
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As we expand services to our most needy clients, it will be ex-
tremely important to establish linkages with social service pro-
grams that can assist in providing support to our clients. Even if
we do, available resources for support services are expected to be
inadequate to meet the needs. Local areas are more likely to estab-
lish linkages with agencies that can share in paying the cost of
training than share in paying the cost of support services.

While linkages are vital to ensuring the most efficient and effec-
tive use of funds, we are convinced that they alone will not address
this problem. Local areas must be given more flexibility in this
area if we are to ensure adequate support for air most needy resi-
dents. To ensure flexibility and the most efficient use of funds, we
urge you to consider adopting an incentive system that would
waive the cost limitations for programs that expend their funds in
an efficient and effective way by coordinating with other related
education and job training programs in the service delivery area.

Concerning fiscal integrity, based on published reports by the
Labor Department, the inspector general, and the Government Ac-
counting Office, it is clear that some changes need to be adopted to
improve fiscal accountability of the JTPA system. Many of the
problems emerged due to the lack uf early Federal guidance on pro-
curement, accounting practices, and the use of revenues earned
from program activities. However, we believe the policy guidance
letter issued by the Labor Department in March of 1989, has cor-
rected many of these problems. By issuing this letter, the Depart-
ment of Labor set in place procurement standards, reimbursement
procedures, and guidelines on the use of revenues earned from pro-
gram activities.

To further ensure the fiscal integrity of this system, NACO be-
lieves that each State, in cooperation with local programs, should
establish fiscal control, accounting, certification and monitoring
procedures that comply with Generally Accepted Acclunting Prin-
ciples. We would also urge the adoption of stronger rules to govern
financial management practice, stronger accountability statements,
and clear definitions of such terms as "reasonable and necessary"
costs and profits, so that local area will know precisely what is ex-
pected of them.

Under program design, in general, we are supportive of many of
the proposed changes in thr. program design section. We believe
changes that would better ensure the assessment of client needs
and the provision of basic and remedial education as needed, are
oteps in the right direction. However, we urge you to avoid the
adoption of overly prescriptive mandates that dictate specifically
how local programs must be designed.

Particularly, you should avoid changes that would place unneces-
sary restrictions on when job search and job placement assistance
can be provided. While we agree that JTPA should focus on provid-
ing educational and remedial activities and that job search assist-
ance should be discouraged when offered independently, we must
be sensitive to the needs of clients. For those who find themselves
in a predicament where they need a job, local programs should
have the flexibility to serve them, provided no other agency in the
area is able to assist them.

t
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On to on-the-job-training: We acknowledge that there have been
cases of excessive use of on-the-job training contracts in the past.
To address this problem, NACO supports proposed legislation that
would limit OJT to 6 months. However, we would urge that Gover-
nors be authorized to grant waivers for longer periods under justifi-
able circumstances. We would also urge that local discretion be
maintained in determining the length of training in OJT contracts,
provided it is based on client assessment, employability plans, and
training references, such as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

We also urge the continuation of brokered OJT, when the SDA
uses a third party to arrange on-the-job training for participants.
Many of the problems identified in this area have been corrected
by the Department of Labor's 1989 policy letter. According to a
recent survey conducted by NACO, service delivery areas have de-
veloped guidelines and increased monitoring of OJT contracts, in-
creased the use of the Dictionary of Occupational Training as a
guide in determining the length of OJT contracts, and redirected
the number of OJT clients with prior work experience in the area
for which training is provided.

Brokered OJT is particularly useful in rural areas where trans-
portation and client accessibility may limit cur ability to assist eli-
gible client:

On client eligNlity: based on the latest estimates, 3 percent of
the eligible client population is currently being served under JTPA.
With such limited resources, we Ca?. easily understand the need tc
target services to the most needy. However, we would urge that
targeting focus on skill deficiencies rather than on population char-
acteristics. We support changes that would give priority for serv-
ices to economically disadvantaged individuals who exhibit skill de-
ficiencies, have poor work habits, and have limited English lan-
guage proficiency. To ensure flexibility, we would further urge that
local areas be permitted to target additional groups in their area so
long as such groups are identified in the plan and approved by the
State.

On summer youth: On the question of combining the Title II-B
Summer Youth Program with other youth activities provided
under Title II-A, we support the continuation of a separate
summer youth title. Local service delivery areas now have the
flexibility to coordinate activities that are provided under this pro-
gram with in-school and other youth activities. In many cases, they
have already established remedial components which have proven
to be very successful in helping participants to retain what they
learned during the regular school year.

Because so many economically disadvantaged youths depend on
this program for work experience, for development of good work
habits, and for income, it should not be eliminated or restricted on
to in-school use.

Mr. Chairman, we have a few other issues which I will not men-
tion in these comments, but we have attached a complete copy of
our policy paper and resolution on the JTPA amendments for the
record.

l J
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In conclusion, we certainly look forward to working with you as
you develop the new bipartisan bill. We stand ready to assist in
any way that we can to ensure its approval.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to testify. I would be happy
to answer any questions at the appropriate time.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Kay Beard, along with refer-
enced documents follow:]
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THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY MR. CHAIRMAN. I

AM KAY BEARD, COMMISSIONER IN WAYNE COUNTY MICHIGAN AND VICE

CHAIR OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES * EMPLOYMENT

STEERTNG COMMITTEE. I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE TO PRESENT THE VIEWS OF COUNTY OFFICIALS ON PROPOSED

CHANGES TO THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT. HOWEVER, BEFORE I

DO THAT, LET ME COMMEND YOU FOR TAKING OVER AS THE NEW CHAIRMAN

OF THE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES SUBCOMMITTEE. THE ASSOCIATION

HAS MAINTAINED A GOOD WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH THE SUBCOMMITTEE

OVER MANY, MANY, YEARS AND WELCOMES THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH

YOU AS CONGRESS CONSIDERS VARIOUS PROPOSALS TO IMPROVE THE JOB

TRAINING DELIVERY SYSTEM.

I ALSO WANT TO COMMEND OUR CONGRESSMAN, BILL FORD, FOR HIS

APPOINTMENT AS THE NEW CHAIRMAN OF THE EDUCATION AND LABOR

COMMITTEE. WE ARE VERY PROUD OF HIM IN WAYNE COUNTY AND I AM

SURE MOST OF HIS CONSTITUENTS WOULD JOIN ME IN EXPRESSING OUR

SINCEREST APPRECIATION TO HIM FOR. THE FINE JOB HE IS DOING,

REPRESENTING THE FIFTEENTH CONGRESSIUNAL DISTRICT IN MICHIGAN. I

CAN ASSURE YOU HIS LEADERSHIP AND VISION WILL BE A TREMENDOUS

*ESTABLISHED IN 1935, THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
IS THE ONLY NATIONAL ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING COUNTY GOVERNMENT
IN THE UNITED STATES, THROUGH ITS MEMBERSHIP, URBAN, SUBURBAN
AND RURAL COUNTIES JOIN TOGETHER TO BUILD EFFECTIVE RESPONSIVE
COUNTY GOVERNMENT. THE GOALS OF THE ORGANIZATION ARE TO: IMPROVE
COUNTY GOVERNMENT; ACT AS A LIAISON BETWEEN THE NATION'S COUNTIES
AND OTLER LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT; ACHIEVE PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF
THE ROLE OF COUNTIES IN THE FEDERAL SYSTEM.
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HELP TO OUR NATION AS WE SEARCH FoR BETTER WAYS TO EDUCATE oUR

PEoPLE AND TO IMPRoVE THE QUALITY OF OUR WORK FORCE.

I WOULD ALSo BE REMISS IF I DIDN'T CoMMEND A GOOD FRIEND OF

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, CONGRESSMAN sTEVE GUNDERSON, WHo IS A STRoNG

ADVoCATE OF LOCAL FLEXIBILITY, AND AN OUTSPOKEN CRITIC AGAINST

CREATING ADDITIONAL LAYERS OF BUREAUCRACY AND UNNECESSARY PAPER

WORK AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

AS WE TURN TO THE SUBJECT OF THIS HEARING, LET ME SAY UP

FRONT THAT NACO RECOGNIZES THE NEED TO MAKE CHANGES IN THE JoB

TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT AND URGES CoNGRESS AND THE

ADMINISTRATION To MoVE QUICKLY IN ADOPTING THE AmENDMENTS

NECESSARY TO IMPROVE THE DELIVERY SYSTEM. NUMEROUS REPORTS HAVE

BEEN PUBLICIZED RECENTLY THAT CLEARLY DEMoNSTRATE THE NEED TO

BETTER TARGET SERVICES TO OUR MoST NEEDY RESIDENTS, To IMPRoVE

TH2 QUALITY OF SERVICES PRoVIDED TO CLIENTS AND TO IMPROVE FISCAL

ACCOUNTABILITY. AS WE HAVE DONE IN THE PAST, WE CONTINUE To URGE

THAT LEGISLATION BE ADOPTED THAT WILL ACHIEVE THESE OBJECTIVnS

WITHOUT IMPOSING UNNECESSARY ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS oN THE

SERVICE DELIVIRY SYSTEM.

DURING THE PAST THREE YEARS, THE GENERAL ACCoUNTING OFFICE,

LABOR DEPARTMENT AND THE OFFICE OF THE INSPECToR GENERAL

CONDUCTED A NUMBER OF INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE JTPA PRoGRAM. THE

-2-
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FINDINGS FROM THESE INVESTIGATIONS HAVE FOCUSED ON A NUMBER OF

WEAKNESSES IN THE JOB TRAINING DELIVERY SYSTEM. TO CORRECT THESE

PROBLEMS, THREE MAJOR PROPOSALS WERE INTRODUCED: A HOUSE BILL

(H.R.2039), A SENATE BILL (S. 543) AND THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

LABOR'S BILL (H.R.2803). EACH BILL TAKES A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT

APPROACH TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEMS.

ALTHOUGH THE ADMINISTRATION WAS SUCCESSFUL IN GETTING MANY

or ITS RECOMENDATIONS ADOPTED IN BOTH BILLS, NO AGREEMENT COULD

BE REACHED ON A FINAL COMPROMISE LAST YEAR BECAUSE OF

DISAGREEMENTS OVER PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE DISTR/BUTION FORMULA,

THE SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM, CLIENT ELIGIBILITY AND

FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY.

NACO HAS BEEN MONITORING THE PROGRESS OF THESE PROPOSALS

FROM THE BEGINNING AND WE HAVE TESTIFIED ON THE IMPACT THEY WOULD

HAVE ON THE LOCAL SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM. WM RAVE ALSO WORKED

VERY CLOSELY WITH CONGRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION IN THE EARLY

STAGES OF DRAFTING LEGISLATION. WHILE THERE WERE. SOKE PROVISIONS

ADOPTED IN THE SENATE PROPOSAL THAT WE DIDN'T LIKE, WE GENERALLY

FOUND THE FINAL VERSION ACCEPTABLE. UNFORTUNATELY, A FEW

PROVISIONS WERE ADOETED IN THE FINAL HOUSE VERSION THAT WOULC

IMPOSE A NUMBER OF BURDENSOME RESTRICTIONS ON LOCAL PROGRAMS.

WE ARE PLEASED YOU HAVE DECIDED TO TAKE A FRESH LOOK AT

SOME OF THESE ISSUES. WE ARE EVEN MORE PLEASED THAT THE
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SUBCOMMITTEE HAS DECIDED TO DEVELOP A NEW BIPARTISAN BILL. THE

NACO STAFF HAS BEEN MEETING WITH YOUR STAFF AND THE COMMITTEE

STAFF ANO WE ARE OPTIMISTIC THAT A NEW BILL CAN BE DEVELOPED

WITHOUT IMPOSING ONEROUS RESTRICTIONS ON THE DELIVERY SYSTEM.

WE HVE ALSO MET WITH THE LABOR DEPARTMENT ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS

TO COMMENT ON EARLY DRAFTS OF THEIR NEW PROPOSAL. IN GENERAL, WE

SUPPORT MANY OF THE CHANGES THEY HAVE DISCUSSED WITH US AND WE

ARE ALSO OPTIMISTIC THAT THZ FINAL VERSION WILL BE MOSTLY

ACCEPTABLE. AS WE SEE IT, CONGRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION WILL

BE A LOT CLOSER THIS YEAR ON THE PROPOSED CHANGES.

THZRE ARE A FEW AREAS IN WHICH WE WOULD URGE YOUR FAVORABLE

CONSIDERATION AS YOU DEVELOP A NEW BIPARTISAN BILL.

COST CATEGORIES AND LIMITATIONS ON SPENDING

SPENDING LIMITATIONS IS PERHAPS OUR BIGGEST AREA OF

CONCERN. SINCE THE ENACTMENT OF JTPA IN 1982, LOCAL SERVICE

DELIVERY AREAS HAVE EXPERIENCED A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN

ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES. INCREASED REPORTING,

MONITORING, CLIENT FOLLOW UP AND AUDIT REQUIREMENTS HAVE MADE IT

CLOSE TO IMPOSSIBLE TO RUN EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS WITH THE LIMITED

AMOUNT OF ADMINISTRATION FUNDS. A GOOD ILLUSTRATION OF THIS

PROBLEM IS IN MY OWN COUNTY WHERE ONE OF OUR MAIN CONCERNS IS THE

INCREASING NUMBER OF FEDERAL AND STATE REVIEWS. DURING T4E PAST

YEAR, OUR PROGRAM HAS BEEN REVIEWED ON EIGHTEEN DIFFERENT

OCCASIONS BY THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, THE US DEPARTMENT OF

LABOR, AND THE MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF LABOR. LITERALLY, FEDERAL
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AND STATE OFFICIALS ARE IN OUR OFFICE ALMoST ON A DAILY BASIS.

NEEDLESS TO SAY, THESE REVIEWS REQUIRE A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF

STAFF TIME AND COST US A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT IN ADMINISTRATIVE

DOLLARS.

UNDER CURRENT LAW, SERVICE DELIVERY AREAS ARE REQUIRED TO

ACCOUNT FOR ALL EXPENDITURES UNDER THREE CATEGORIES AND A LIMIT

IS SET ON THE AMOUNT OF FUNDS THAT MAY BE SPENT IN EACH AREA: 15

PERCENT MAY BE SPENT ON ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES, 15 PERCENT ON

SUPPORT SERVICES AND 70 PERCENT ON mRAINING. UNDER THE PROPOSAL

ADOPTED LAST YEAR, LOCAL PROGRAMS WOULD FIRST BE REQUIRED TO

CHANGE THE WAY THEY CALCULATE THE LIMITS. INSTEAD OF TAXING A

PERCENTAGE OF THEIR GRANT ALLOCATION, THEY WOULD BE LIMITED TO A

PERCENTAGE OF THEIR EXPENDITURE. FOR EXAMPLE, LOCAI AREAS

RECEIVING A $1 MILLION GRANT UNDER TITLE II A, MAv USE $150,000

FOR ADMINISTRATION. UNDER THE PROPOSAL, THEY W..1ULD ONLY BE ABLE

TO USE A PERCENTAGE OF WHAT THEY SPEND, WHICH WILL NOT F. KNOWN

UNTIL THE END OF THE PRoGRAM YEAR. THIS WOULD MAKE PLANNING

EXTREMELY DIFFICULT, SINCE PROGRAMS WOULD HAVE TO OPERATE BASED

ON ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES. IT WOULD ALSO INCREASE THE RISK FOR

AUDIT EXCEPTIoNS SINCE PROGRAMS WOULDN'T BE ABLE TO DETERMINE IF

THEY HAVE EXCEEDED THE LIMIT ON SPENDING UNTIL LONG AFTER THE

PROGRAM YEAR ENDS. WE URGE YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE CONTINUED USE OF

THE CURRENT METHOD OF CALCULATING LIMITS FOR ADMINISTRATIoN AND

SUPPORT SERVICES BASED ON GRANT ALLOCATIONS.

THE SECOND CONCERN WE HAVE IN THIS AREA IS THAT THE

PROPOSAL WOULD CREATE A FOURTH CATEGORY FOR ACCoUNTING PURPOSES.

-5-
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THIS, IN OUR VIEW, WILL PROVE PROBLEMATIC IN THAT IT WILL

INCREASE PAPER WORK AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, WITHOUT

NECESSARILY IMPnOVING ACCOUNTABILITY. THIS CHANGE GOES AGAINST

THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE JTPA ADVISORY COMMITTEE, WHICH

RECOMMENDED THAT THE ACCOUNTING PROCESS BE SIMPLIFIED BY

ESTABLISHING ONLY WO CATEGORIES. THE FIRST WOULD BE PROGRAM

MANAGEMENT, WHICH WOULD INCLUDE ALL ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES AND

BE LIMITED TO 20 PERCENT OF A LOCAL AREA'S ALLOCATION. THE

SECOND WOULD BE TRAINING, WHICH WOULD INCLUDE ALL OTHER

ACTIVITIES AND BE LIMITED TO 80 PERCENT. THIS WOULD REDUCE PAPER

WORK AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS WITHOUT COMPROMISING ON

ACCOUNTABILITY.

WE SUPPORT INCREASING THE CAP ON ADMINISTRATIVE FUNDS FROM

15 PERCENT TO 20 PERCENT AND INCREASING THE CAP ON SUPPORT

SERVICES FROM 15 TO 20 PERCENT. THIS CHANGE RECOGNIZES THE

INCREASED MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES REQUIRED OF SERVICES

DELIVERY AREAS AND THE ADDITIONAL SUPPORT THEY WILL NEED TO

EXPAND ASSISTANCE TO OUR MOST NEEDY CLIENTS.

SUPPORT SERVICES WILL BECOME INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT AS WE

MAKE THE TRANSITION TO SERVING A LARGER SHARE OF THE MOST NEEDY

INDIVIDUALS. WITHOUT INCREASED SUPPORT FOR TRANSPORTATION, CHILD

CARE, MEALS AND OTHER PERSONAL NEEDS, MANY OF THESE CLIENTS WILL

NOT BE ABLE TO AVAIL THEMSELVES OF TRAINING. WHILE LINKAGES WITH

SOCIAL SERVICE AND EDUCATION AND OTHER JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS WILL

HELP TO DEFRAY SOME OF THE COSTS, THE NEEDS AMONG THESE ARE

EXPECTED TO FAR EXCEED AVAILABLE RESOURCES.
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WHETHER OR NOT CURRENT LAW IS AMENDED TO REDUCE THE NUMBER

OF COST CATEGORIES FROM THREr TO TWO, ACTIVITIES CHARGED TO

TRAINING UNDER CURRENT REGULATIONS SHouLD CoNTINUE ro BE CHARGED

TO TRAINING. THESE ACTIVITIES INCLUDE CLIENT ASSESSMENT, JOB

SEARCH, COUNSELING, JOB DEVFLOPMENT AND PLACEMENT, ALL OF WHICH

ARE VITAL TO ENSURING THAT CLIENTS RECEIVE ADEQUATE SERVICES TO

FIND EMPLOYMENT AFTER THEY ARE TRAINED.

THERE IS ONE DILEMMA THAT THE NEW LEGISLATION POSES MR

LOCAL PROGRAMS. ON THE oNE HAND WE WILL BE REQUIRED TO sPEND UP

TO A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF OUR FUNDS ON TPAINING. ON THE OTHER, WE

WILL BE REQUIRED TO EsTABLIsH sTRoNGER LINKAGES WITH RELATED

EDUCATION AND JOB TRAINING AGENCIES TO AVOID DUPLICATION AND

WASTE. IF WE DO A GooD JOB ESTABLISHING TIME LINKAGES AND THE

AGENCIES AGREE TO PAY FoR EITHER ALL OR A PORTION OF THE COST FOR

TRAINING SOME OF OUR CLIENTS, WE MAY FIND IT INCREASINGLY

DIFKICULT TO sPEND oUR OWN TRAINING DOLIARS. FOR EXAMPLE, IF WE

ESTABLISH LINKAGES WITH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, THE NEW WELFARE

JOBS PROGRAM AND ADULT AND BASIC EDUCkFION, IT IS CONCEIVABLE

THAT WE MAY sAVE A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT IN TRAINING FUNDS. THE

PROBLEMS THAT CONCERN US ARE; (I) WE WILL NOT HAVE ENOUGH FUNDS

FOR SUPPORT sERVIcEs As WE APE REQUIRED TO EXPAND SERVICES TO THE

MOST NEEDY AND (2) UNDER PRoPOsED LEGISLATION, wE COULD BE

PENALIZED IN THAT THE SECRETARY WOULD BE AUTHORIZED TO REALLOcATE

ANY AMOUNT OF FUNDS THAT CAN NoT BE SPENT IN A REASONABLE TIME

FRAME.

i"2
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ALTHOUGH WE UNDERSTAND THE NEED TO ESTABLISH SOME CONTROL

OVER SPENDING, IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT THE LAW PLACES MORE

EMPHASIS ON MAKING SURE THAT A CERTAIN AMOUNT IS SPENT ON

TRAINING THAN ON MAKING SURE THAT CLIENTS GET THE SERVICES THEY

NEED TO PREPARE FOR GOOD PAYING JOBS. TO ENSURE THAT FUNDS ARE

EXPENDED IN THZ MOST EFEICIENT WAY, WE URrE YOU TO CONSIDER

ADOPTING AN INCENTIVE SYSTEM THAT WOULD WAIVE THE COST

LIMITATIONS FOR PROGRAMS THAT EXPEND THEIR FUNDS IN AN EFFICIENT

AND EFFECTIVE WAY BY COORDINATING WITH OTHER RELATED EDUCATION

AND JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS IN THE SERVICE DELIVERY AREA.

FISCAL INTEGRITY

BASED ON PUBLISHED REPORTS BY THE LABOR DEPARTMENT, THE

INSPECTOR GENERAL AND THE GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING OFFICE, IT IS

CLEAR THAT SOME CHANGES NEED TO BE ADOPTED TO IMPROVE FISCAL

ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE JTPA SYSTEM. MANY OF THE PROBLEMS EMERGED

DUE TO THE LACK OF LARLY FEDERAL GUIDANCE ON PROCUREMENT,

ACCOUNTING PRACTICES AND THE USE OF REVENUES EARNED FROM PROGRAM

ACTIVITIES. HOWEVER, WE BELIEVE Tim POLICY GUIDANCE LETTER

ISSUED BY THE LABOR DEPARTMENT IN MARCH 1989 HAS CORRECTED MANY

OF THESE PROBLEMS. BY ISSUING THIS LETTER, DOL SET IN PLACE

PROCUREMENT STANDARDS, REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES ON

THE USE OF REVENUES EARNED FROM PROGRAM ACTIVITIES.

TO FURTHER ENSURE THE FISCAL INTEGRITY OF THE SYSTEM, NACO

BELIEVES THAT EACH STATE, IN COOPERATION WITH LOCAL PROGRAMS,

SHOULD ESTABLISH FISCAL CONTROL, ACCOUNTING, CERTIFICATION AND
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MONITORING PROCEDURES THAT COMPLY WITH GENERALLY ACCEPTED

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES. WE WOULD ALSO URGE THE ADOPTION OF

STRONGER RULES TO GOVERN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PRACTICE, STRONGER

ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENTS AND CLEAR DEFINITIONS OF SUCH TERMS AS

"REASONABLE AND NECESSARY" COSTS AND PROFITS SO THAT LOCAL AREAS

WILL KNOW PRECISELY WHAT IS EXPECTED OF TAEM.

PROGRAM DESIGN

IN GENERAL WE ARE SUPPORTIVE OF MANY OF THt PROPOSED

CHANGES IN THE PROGRAM DESIGN SECTION. WE BELIEVE CHANGES THAT

WOULD BETTER ENSURE THE ASSESSMENT OF CLIENT NEEDS AND THE

PROVISION OF BASIC AND REMEDIAL EDUCATION AS NEEDED, ARE STEPS IN

THE RIGHT DIRECTION. HOWEVER, WE URGE YOU TO AVOID THE ADOPTION

OF OVERLY PRESCRIPTIVE MANDATES THAT DICTATE SPECIFICALLY HOW

LOCAL PROGRAMS MUST BE DESIGNED. PARTICULARLY, YOU SHOULD AVOID

CHANGES THAT WOULD PLACE UNNECESSARY RESTRICTIONS ON WHEN JOB

SEARCH AND JOB PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE CAN BE PROVIDED. WHILE WE

AGREE THAT JTPA SHOULD FOCUPt ON PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND

REMEDIAL ACTIVIT/ES AND THAT JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE SHOULD BE

DISCOURAGED WHEN OFFERED INDEPENDENTLY, WE MUST BE SENSITIVE TO

THE NEEDS OF CLIENTS. FOR THOST; WHO FIND THEMSELVES IN A

PREDICAMENT WHERE THEY NEED A JOB, LOCAL PROGRAMS SHOULD HAVE THE

FLEXIBILITY TO SERVE THEM, PROVIDED NO OTHER AGENCY IN THE AREA

IS ABLE TO ASSIST THEM.

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
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WE ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THERE HAVE BEEN CASES OF EXCESSIVE USE

OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING CONTRACTS IN THE PAST. TO ADDRESS THIS

PROBLEM, NACO SUPPORTS PROPOSED LEGISLATION THAT WOULD LIMIT OJT

TO SIX MONTHS. HOWEVER, WE WOULD URGE THAT GOVERNORS BE

AUTHORIZED TO GRANT WAIVERS FOR LONGER PERIODS UNDER JUSTIFIABLE

CIRCUMSTANCES. WE WOULD ALSO URGE THAT LOCAL DISCRETION BE

MAINTAINED IN DETERMINING THE LENGTH OF TRAINING IN OJT

CONTRACTS, PROVIDED IT IS BASED ON CLIENT ASSESSMENT,

EMPLOYABILITY PLANS AND TRAINING REFERENCES SUCH AS THE

DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES.

WE ALSO URGE THE CONTINUATION OF BROKERED OJT (WHEN THE SDA

USES A THIRD PARTY TO ARRANGE ON-THE-JOE TRAINING FOR

PARTICIPANTS). MANY OF THE PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED IN THIS AREA HAVE

BEEN CORRECTED BY DOL/S 1989 POLICY LETTER. ACCORDING TO A

RECENT SURVEY CONDUCTED BY NACO, SERVICE DELIVERY AREAS HAVE

DEVELOPED GUIDELINES AND INCREASED MONITORING OF OJT CONTRACTS,

INCREASED THE USE OF THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING AS A

GUIDE IN DETERMINING THE LENGTH OF OJT CONTRACTS, AND REDIRECTED

THE NUMBER OF OJT CLIENTS WITH PRIOR WORK EXPERIENCE IN THE AREA

FOR WHICH TRAINING IS PROVIDED. BROKERED OJT IS PARTICULARLY

USEFUL IN RURAL AREAS WHERE TRANSPORTATION AND CLIENT

ACCESSIBILITY MAY LIMIT OUR ABILITY TO ASSIST ELIGIBLE CLIENTS.

CLIENT ELIGIBILITY

RASED ON THE LATEST ESTIMATES, LESS THAN THREE PERCENT OF

THE ELIGIBLE CLIENT POPULATION ARE CURRENTLY BEING SERVED UNDER

-10-
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JTPA. WITH SUCH LIMITED RESOURCES, WE CAN EASILY UNDERSTAND THE

NEED TO TARGET SERVICES TO THE MOST NEEDY. HOWEVER, WE WOULD

URGE THAT TARGETING FOCUS ON SKILL DEFICIENCIES RATHER THAN

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS. WE SUPPORT CHANGES THAT WOULD GIVE

PRIORITY FOR SERVICES TO ECONOM/CALLY DISADVANTAGED INDIVIDUALS

WHO EXHIBIT SKILL DEFICIENCIES, HAVE POOR WORK HABITS AND HAVE

LIMITED ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY. TO ENSURE FLEXIBILITY, WE

WOULD FURTHER URGE THAT LOCAL AREAS BE PERMITTED TO TARGET

ADDITIONAL GROUPS IN THEIR AREA, SO LONG AS SUCH GROUPS ARE

IDENTIFIED IN THE PLAN AND APPROVED BY THE STATE.

SMOIER YOUTH

ON THE QUESTION OF COMBINING THE TITLE II B SUMER YOUTH

PROGRAM WITH OTHER YOUTH ACTIVITIES PROVIDED UNDER TITLE II A, WE

SUPPORT THE CONTINUATION OF A SEPARATE SUMMER YOUTH TITLE. LOCAT

SERVICE DELIVERY AREAS NOW HAVE THE FLEXIBILITY TO COORDINATE

ACTIVITIES PROVIDED UNDER THIS PROGRAM WITH IN-SCHOOL AND OTHER

YOUTH ACTIVITIES. IN MANY CASES, THEY HAVE ALREADY ESTABLISHED

RFAEDIAL COMPONENTS WHICH HAVE PROVEN TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN HELPING

PARTICIPANTS TO RETAIN WHAT THEY LEARNED DURING THE REGULAR

SCHOOL YEAR.

BECAUSE SO MANY ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTHS DEPEND ON

THIS PROGRAM FOR WORE EXPERIENCE, FOR DEVELOPMENT OF GOOD WORK

HABITS AND FOR INCOME, IT SHOULD NOT BE ELIMINATED OR RESTRICTED

ONLY TO IN-SCHOOL YOUTH.
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MR. CHAIRMAN, WE HAVE A FEW OTHER ISSUES WHICH I WILL NOT

MENTION IN MY ORAL COMMENTS BUT WE HAVE ATTACHED A COMPLETE COPY

OF OUR POLICY PAPER AND RESOLUTION ON THE JTPA AMENDMENTS FOR THE

RECORD.. IN CONCLUSION, WE LOOK FORWARD TO CONTINOUSLY WORKING

WITH YOU AS YOU DEVELOP THE NEW BIPARTISAN BILL AND WE STAND

READY TO ASSIST YOU IN ANY WAY WE CAN TO ENSURE ITS APPROVAL.

AGAIN, THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY. I WOULD BE

HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS AT THE APPROPRIATE TIME.
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5/14/91
SUMMARY

JOB TRAINING FOR THE FUTURE

This paper represents the views of the National Association of Counties on issues surrounding proposed
changes to the Job Training Partnership Act ()TPA), which provides federal assistance to states and
localities to assist economically disadvantaged individuals with training and job placement. Since the
enactment of JTPA in 1982, a number of reports have been published by the General Accounting Office,
the U.S. Department of Labor, and the Office of the Inspector General at the US. Department of Labor.
These reports have focused on certain weaknesses in the delivery system of the program. During the
past three years, Congress and the Administration have been trying to drum up support for three
separate proposals to address these weaknesses. While the primary oblectives behind each bill are: to
improve targeting of services to the most needy, to improve the quality of services to clients and to
improve fiscal accountability, each proposal takes a different approach to address those issues.

In developing this paper, NACo's Employment Steering Committee (ESC), which is comprised mostly
of elected officials, and the Training and Employment Professionals (NACTEP), an affiliate which is
comprised mostly of job training administrators, reviewed each proposal and singled out those issues
which they felt were most important to county service delivery areas. To prepare for this undertaking,
the leadership of the ESC and NACTEP met for two days in March 1991. At the meeting, they were
briefed by Hilt staff on the status of the proposals. They then considered the pros and cons of each issue
before agreeing on policy recommendations. The recommendations that came out of the joint I adership
meeting were further discussed and debated at the full meeting of both groups before being adopted as
final policy.

The National Association of Counties recognizes the need to make changes in JTPA and urges Congress to
move quickly to enact amendments that will expand and improve the quality of job training services for
those who are most in need, and improve fiscal accountability. This paper identifies eight key areas of
concern to county officials involved in the delivery of iob training services under the Job Training
Partnership Act. The areas include: program design, cost categories and limitations on spending, fiscal
integrity, client eligibility, summer youth employment and training programs, program set-asides, on-
the-job training (01T), and the sunset (expiration date) provision. A summary of NACo's policy and
supporting rationale on each issue follows.

PROGRAM DESIGN

Proposed changes, that would better ensure the assessment of client needs and the provision of basic and
occupational training and supportive services, are commendable. However, Congress should avoid
adopting overly prescriptive mandates that specifically dictate how boil programs must be designed.
Overly prescriptive mandates will hamFer the local decision making process In designing programs to
meet the unique needs of local clients. Programs should be designed with the overall needs of clients in
focus, which should be the determining factu in assigning costs.

COST CATEGORIES AND LIMITATIONS ON SPENDING

The current 15 percent limitation on administrative costs is Inadequate, considering the increased fiscal
burdens placed on local programs by increased reporting, management, client follow-up and audit
requirements. NACo supports raising the limitation to 20 percent of the funds available to service
delivery areas. Limitations on categorical expenditures should be structured so that effective job
training and support services may be provided to participants. Ideally, two cost categories should be
established: management (20 percent of available funds) and training (80 percent of available funds).
If two categories are not adopted, activities charged to training under current law and regulations must

National Association of Counties
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be maintained, with the exception that all costs related to work experience and counseling should be

charged to training.

FISCAL INTEGRTTY

The need to improve fiscal integrity of the JTPA program is evidenced in numerous reportspublished

over the past few years. Efforts by the Department of Labor and the Officeof the Inspector General to
ensure fiscal integrity among JTPA programs should focus on the adoption and implementation of
stronger rules and accountability statements and on defining such terms as *reasonable and necessary
costs and profits. Fixed unit price contracts, as defined in DOL's March 1989 policy guidance letter,
should be maintained. Problems identified in this are*, due largely to the lack of federal guidance on
procurements and the use of excess revenues, have been addressed in the March 1989 guidance.

CUENT ELIGIBILITY

With limited resources in JTPA, NACo recognizes the need to give priority for services to those who are

most in need. Legislation should be enacted that would give priority for services to economkally
disadvantaged individuals who exhibit skill deficiencies, have poor work histories and have limited
English language proficiency, although no spedfk percentages should be assigned to any of these
characteristics. Moreover, local }ob training programs should be permitted to target services to spedfic
groups designated by local officials. In addition, support is also urged for increasing from 10 to 15

percei the eligibility window ( the ability to serve individuals with baniers to employment who are
not economkally disadvantaged) for adult and youth Tftle HA partkipants.

SUMMER YOUTh EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM

A separate summer youth title is imperative and must be retained. SDKs should retain the authority
to combine the summer youth program with in-school and other youth activities under JIPA to address
the employment and training needs of youth in a comprehensive manner.

PROGRAM SET-ASIDES

As SDAs are required to target services to the most needy, Congress must recognize the need for
addifional funds to pay the higher cost associated with training those with greater needs. To increase
the percentage of funds available to local servke delivery areas, funds set aside in the state allotment
for older workers and education program should be passed from the states to service delivery areas for
coordination grants. These grants should be awarded by SDAs, according to distribution formulas
determined by local officials, to local education agencies, veterans organizations, unions and
community-based organizations. The 6 percent set-aside for incentive grants is an effective way of
encouraging improved performance and must be maintained as written under cunent law.

ON-THE -JOB-TRAINING

Due to the lack of guidance in on-the-job training (OJT), the length of OJT contracts have been excessive

in some cases. To address this problem NACo supports limiting OJT to 6 months. To run effective OJT

programs, local discretion in determining the length of training for each participant should be based on

client assessments, employability plans and references, such as the actismary_ofionaLlftlea.
Brokered Offs (when the SDA uses a third party to arrange on-the-job training for participants) should

be maintained.

2
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SUNSET PROVISIONS

JTPA's permanent authorization must be maintained. The need tor job training services will exist as
long as there are economically disadvantaged individuals. To deny them access to training and lob
placements will pmlong their dependency on federal entitlement and otherwelfare programs.

NACo believes that any changes to JTPA must be done with great care to ensure that the needs of the
nation's economically disadvantaged population continue to be met As technology advances and labor
markets change, our capacity to shape a productive and creative workforcewill become increasingly
important. JTPA is and will be the preeminent tool for properly training thenation's economically
disadvantaged to be part of the workforce of tomorrow. Congress and the Administration must continue
to provide states and local areas the fiscal and programmatic tools to respond to the ongoing
employment and training needs of our nation's poor.
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Job Training for the Future

A Joint Policy Paper of the National Association of Counties
Employment Steering Committee

and the
National Association of County Training and Employment Professionals

kindutisan

During 1991, Congress and the US. Department of Labor (DOL) are expected to seriously consider

amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). This "white paper' presents the views of
county elected officials and administrators in the job training community. It was developed by the
National Association of County Training and Employment Professionals (NACITP) and the National

Association of Counties (NACo) Employment Steering Committee (ESC). It represents the consensus

view of some of the most active job training administrators and local elected officials within the job

training community.

OVERVIEW

Since passed into law in 1982, JTPA has been the preeminent federally sponsored second chance job

training program for the nation's economically disadvantaged. Over the past eight years locally
operated JTPA programs have trained between 750,000 and 1 million persons each year in various

occupations. For some individuals, JTPA has meant the difference between dependence and
independence. For others, the training has enabled them to build self-esteem by becoming meaningful

contributors to society.

Since 1988, numerous efforts have been undertaken to amend JTPA. During the 101st Congress these
efforts culminated in the passage of amendments in the Senate and House of Representatives. But
Congress was unable to reach agreement on a compromise bill, and consequently, final amendments were
never adopted. Now that the first session of the 102nd Congress is well under way, momentum is
building to consider again 1TPA reforms .

NACo supports legislative and administrative efforts to improve JIPA. County officials believe that
periodic changes are necessary if local bob training programs are to remain responsive to the job training
needs of clients, the employment needs of business, and the community needs of electedofficials

Job training for the nation's poor and under-skilled is critical to American competitiveness in

hemisphere and world markets. A well trained workforce is necessary if the United States is to
remain an economic leeder. Two things are certain: (1) no one benefits from anunder-skilled and under-

utilized workfon.e and (2) productivity and creativity in the workplace must be encouraged if we are to

maintain the current American standard of living.

POLICY ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper identifies eight issue areas that county officials believe are important and NACo urges
DOL and Congress to keep them in mind as various proposals are considered forchanging JTPA. They

are program design, cost categories and limitations on spending, fiscal integrity, client eligibility, the
summer youth employment and training program, program set-asides, on-the-job training, and the
sunset provision. Policy recommendations are presented for each, followed by supporting rationale.
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L PROGRAM DESIGN

Programs should be designed with the overall needs of clients in focus, which should be the determining
factor in assigning costs to various categories.

NACo supports proposed changes that would better ensure the assessment of client needs and the
provision of basic, remedial and occupational training,and support services as needed. However, overly
prescriptive mandates that specifically dictate how programs must be designed, should be avoided.
This approach will severely hamper local flexibility in making decisions about the ways in which
program services should be delivered. Overly prescriptive program designs may force service delivery
areas (SDAs) to expend funds and provide services that do not benefit participants. SDAs should be
granted the flexibility to transfer funds between their adult and youth programs to increase the overall
effectiveness of job training services.

SDAs have responded positively to DOL's request that job training programs be enhanced to ensure that
clients receive the broad range of services necessary for becoming productive workers. However, the
needs of clients vary from SDA to SDk Efforts to impose specific program designs on SDAs may
negatively impact client participation by reducing a person's willingness or ability to remain in the
program. Pzcommendations that job training programs emphasize educational and remedial activities
and discourage Job search assistance when offered independently of other services are appropriate.
However, requirements that specific program designs be followed are inappropriate given the
diversity among SDAs.

For example, efforts to eliminate job search assistance services may result in the inability of SDAs to
serve the category of people who cannot afford to remain in Job training due to financial emergencies, but
who need assistance. Failure to assist these people may deny them access to the Job market. For many
clients, a job is a more practical alternative to training.

In the past, local officials have been able to design training programs that met the specific needs of
clients and employers, alike. Because local officials are in the best position to know the needs of clients
and the business community, they should retain the flexibility to design their programs accordingly.

U. COST CATEGOIUES AND LIMITATIONS ON SPENDING

Current expenditure limitations should be structured so that effective job training and support services
may be provided to participants.

Increased reporting, management, cr.ene follow-up and aniii requirements have placed additional
fiscal burdens on local job training p.rgrasts. The current administrative cost limitation of 15 percent is
inadequate to meet these increased requireinents and their related costs. To address this problem, the
limit on administrative expenditure per.cnt should be raised from IS to 20 percent. Moreover, the
amount of administrative management dollars available in any program yeAr should be based on the
local job training program's allocation and not on its expenditure level.

Current law establishes three coat categories (administration, supportive services and training ) for all
!TPA Title II programs. However, it should be amended to include two cost categories. The first,
management, should include those expenditures now classified cs administration; the second, training,
should include all other expenditures.

Whether or not current law is amended to reduce cost categories from three to two, client assessment
activities should be classified as a training activity. Current regulations, which permit assessment, job
search, counseling, job development and placement activities to be charged to training, must be
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maintained to ensure that participants receive appropriate education, fob training and related

assistance.

The law should be amended to allow WO percent of work experience and counseling costs to be charged

to training.

A. Administrative Costs
The law allows SDAs to expend up to 15 percent of each year's allocation on administrative activities.

These activities cover programmatic and fiscal responsibilities mandated by JTPA, but not those
directly related to the provision of training. NACo believes that the administrative cost limitation

must be raised from 15 to 20 percent to ensure that programmatic and fiscal responsibilities are met, such

as those required by recent changes to JTPA Annual Status Report (JASR).

B. Supportive Services Costs
l'he law allows SDAs to expend 15 percent of funds for supportive services. Supportive services include
needs-based payments and other assistance designed to help clients meet financial obligations while in

training. SDAs may provide financial assistance to clients for transportation to and from training,

meals, day care services, or other needs that might prevent clients from remaining in the Job training

program. Under current law SDAs may expend more than 15 percent on supportive services, without
requesting special waivers from governors, if the totalexpenditure for administration and support does

not exceed 30 percent. However, recent DOL initiatives hove underscored the need to provide clients
longer term, enhanced job training asaistance. SDAs have attempted to respond by providing enhanced,
long-term lob training, but they must be given authority to use more funds for support services as they

serve more clients with greater need. Therefore, NACo urges that the limit on supportive services
expenditures be increased from 15 to 20 percent and the limit on Joint administrative and supportive
services expenditures be increased from 30 to 40 percent. Use of supportive services resources in this

manner is critical if local programs are to move successfully to longer term, enhanced bob training for

harder-to-serve clients.

C. Clist Category Calculations
Current law permits a local tob training program to use up to 15 percent of its annual grant on
administrative activities. Such an approach allows service delivery areas to determine the amount of
funds available for administration. SDA, can plan for administrative activities based on a pre-
determined amount. Efforts to amend current law so that administration expenditures are based on a

percentage of actual annual costs will add a subeitantial amount of uncertainty to the planning procesa.

Moreover, current law prohibits SDAs from altering the "character" of the funds. Once funds have been

allocated to a specific cost category they must retain that character even if they are carried over to the
next program year. Thus, training funds which are unexpended during one program year may not be

rolled into the total grant against which administrative, supportive and training funds are allocated.
These funds must be carried forward as training funds and spent assuch.

D. Cost Category Changes
Efforts to increase the number of cost categories from three to four (administration, support, training
and training-related services) will prove burdensome and problematic. Increased regulation,
additional accounting and financial management, and decreased client assistance will be the
consequences of this change. Efforts to reform the cost category system should focus on simplification.

The Job Training Partnership Act Advisory Committee noted that two principle activities dominate
the lob training system. The first, program management, includes all administrative activities. The
second, services, includes all those activities directed at Me clients. Establishment of two categories
(management and services) would enable SDAs to allocate funds more efficiently and ensure that funds

are available to meet the broad range of job training services that local programs are required to

provide.
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Furthermore, cost categories effectively direct SDAs on how to expend their funds by encouraging them
to spend up to the mandated limit. In other words, coot categories guarantee that a spedfic amount of
menq will be spent regardless of whether or not it is in the best interest of the load program and its
clients Spedkally, 15 percent is spent for program adminisbation, 15 percent for support services, and
70 percent for training (61 percent for training and 9 percent for training-related services, if the
proposal to establish four cost categories is adopted). To dime that funds are expended in an efficient
and effective way, NACo urges Comess and DOI, to coneider a system of incentives that would waive
the limitations on categories for job training programs that expend their funds in the most efficient and
effective way by coordinating their training activities with community colleges, Pell Grant
institutions, welfare and economic development agencies and other federal, state and local programs.

Finally, NACo recommends that TI'PA's Title 111 cost categories be amended to reflect those used in
Title 11 and that the cost categories in Tide III be based on allocation, rather than expenditure, as
provided in current law.

E. Work Experience
Work experience is a training junction. It is an important and valuable job training tool. It enables
SDAs to provide clients valuable job site experience, which, when based on a system of competencies,
provides clients, especially thaw with limited or no work experience, with job-related and workplace
skills. It has been shown to be a very valuable training tool for dropouts who may reject classroom
training but are willing to accept training at a work site for which they are paid.

ELL FISCAL INTEGRITY

A. Fixed Urtit Price Contracts

Performance-based contracting should be maintained.

Problems identified earlier in fixed unit price contracting, due largely to a lack of federal or state
guidance ix procurements end the use of excess revenues, have been addressed by DOL's March 1989
policy guidance letter. It promulgated procurement standards, FUPC reimbursement procedures and
guidelines for the use of acme revenues. These corrective actions shouid be adopted, implemented and
their effectiveness evaluated to address the concerns of the Inspector General.

The elimination of FUPC as a contracting method would eliminate an important contracting tool used by
SDAs to ensure contractor compliance. Fixed unit price contracts enable SDAs to deny payments to
conbectors when they fail to achieve the training and job placement goals required by their contiect.

Congress and DOL hove expreseed tome concerns over the use of FUPC. However, the US. Department
of Labor, in keeping with its ongoing efforts to improve the system's contracting and procurement
procedures, has proposed a set of guidelines to permit the continued use of FUPC and ensure that fiscal
integrity be maintained.

0. Fiscal Management

To ensure the fiscal integrity of the job training system, NACo urges the adoption and implementation
of stronger rules governing financial management, stronger accountability statements and clear
definitions of terms such as ''reasonable and necessary' costs and profits.

Appropriate fiscal management of local JTPA programs is a principle concern for job training
edministrators. Nothing can do more harm to the }cob training system than allegations of improper
fiscal management.
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A hallmark of the nation's )ob training system has been the ability of states and SDAs to adopt fiscal
management, procurement and cost determination systems that fit the specific needs and requirements of
the state or local jurisdiction. However, questions have arisen about the appropriateness of these
varied, lccally based fiscal management systems. The Inspector General, in particular, has raised
significant questions about their appropriateness.

Var lou, amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act have been proposed to address this i$sue.
NACo supports amendments that would maintain the system's high level of fiscal integrity through
the use of generally accepted accounting principles for government. Because of the diversity in state
and local approaches to fiscal management, and the lack of clarity from DOL on the type of fiscal
management system it would prefer, concerns have been raised about validating the overall fiscal
integrity of the job training system. However, much of this concern results from problems experienced by
the Inspector General in adjusting audits to fit various ante and local fiscal management systems.

The fiscal management system should not be adjusted to satisfy the needs of auditors. However, NACo
believes that stronger rules, stronger accountability requiremeots and stronger conflict of interest
guidelines would enable SDAs and states to modify their local fiscal management systems so that fiscal
integrity is maintained. Each state, in cooperation with local job training programs, should establish
fiscal control, accounting, certification and monitoring procedures that are in accordance with
government generally accepted accounting principles.

IV. CLIENT ELIGIBILITY

People who are economically disadvantaged should continue to be eligible to receive services under
ITPA.

With limited resources in ITPA, NACo recognizes the need to give priority for services to those who
are most in need. Logislation should be enacted that would give priority for services to economically
disadvantaged individuals who exhibit skills deficiencies, have poor work histories and have limited
English language profickncy, although specific percentages should not be assigned to any of these
characteristics. Moreover, local job training programs should be permitted to target services to specific
groups designates by local officials so long as such groups are identified in the local job training plan
and approval by the stale. To reduce paperwork al the service delivery level, people receiving Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and other transfer payments should be automatically
eligible to receive TTPA services.

Support is also urged for increasing from 10 to 15 percent the eligibility window for adult and youth
Title 11.4 participants who are not economically disadvantaged but have significant barriers to

employment.

Legislation has been proposed to limit eligibility to certain economically disadvantaged individuais
based on personal characteristics. Efforts to segregate economically disadvantaged people into groups
based on levels of need deny the reality that all economically disadvantaged persons are in substantial
need and should be able te avail themselves of the job training services provided by ;TPA programs.
Targeting of services should be based on the skills deficiencies rather than population characteristics.
Consideration should be given to lack of job skills, education and work experience rather than whether
or not participants are unemployed, disabled or exhibit other characteristics, since skills deficiencies
prohibit individuals from becoming economically self-sufficient.

Many youth who are poor, but who do not meet the JTPA economically disadvantaged criteria, are at
considerable risk of dropping out of school. The overwhelming number of dropouts within minority
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communities demonstrates the severity of this problem. To expand assistance to these individuals, the
eligibility window should be increased from 10 to 15 percent.

V. SUMMEr YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM

A separate summer youth title is imperative and must be retained. SDAs should retain the authority
o combine the summer youth program with in-school and other youth activities under ITPA to address
the employment and training needs of youth in a more comprehensive manner.

Eligibility under Title 118 should be open to all economically disadvantaged youths, regardless of
school status. Priority should be given to youths with basic and vocational skills deficiencies, school
dropouts, teen parents and others with barriers to employment. Local flexibility should also be
retained in determining services for at-risk youth, because their needs must be addressed through a
variety of programs.

Continuation of the summer youth employment and training program is crucial to the overall success of
JTPA. Many economically disadvantaged youths may not iv in need of specific job training services or
in need of a year-round program, but may be in need of the financial assistance a summer lob provides in
order to stay in school. Evaluators have pointed to the success of summer youth program that include
remedial components. Youth participating in those icograms generally return to school with little or no
academic slippage; some actually show academic gains. During a period when dropout rates are
increasing and when economic safety nets are decreasing, the elimination of the summer youth
employment and training program may mean that many economically disadvantaged youths will be
unable to obtain summer employment, to realize the benefits of summer work experience including
involvement in productive activities, or to have the financial assistance they and their families need.

VI. PROGRAM SET-ASIDES

To increase the percentage of funds available to local SDM, funds currently set aside in the state
allotment for older workers and education should be passed through to SDAs for coordination grants.

These coordination grants should be awarded by SDM, according to distribution formulas determined
by local officials, to local education agencies, veterans organizations, unions and community-based
organizations. These grants should be administered in accordance with a plan developed by local
officials and thould be iiiked to provide direct services to clients. The specific purpose of these grants
should be to .mprove services to clients and relationships among SDM and the organizations.

The 6 percent set-aside for incentive grants must be maintained with an amendment that calls for not
less than one-sixth of such funds to be passed through by formula to the SDAs and used for capacity
building.

Efforts by the Congress and DOL to further target services to those considered most in need and to
enhance the quality of job training serVices will lead, generally, to increased expenditures per client.
Therefore, SDAs will need additional funds to maintain current service levels. By eliminating certain
set-asides, more funds could Le made available to SDAs. This would enable 5DM to reward those
organizations that coordinated their services with JTPA and increase the overall funds available for
program implementation so long as the services provided are in conformance with Title 11 performance
criteria.

The 6 percent incentive grants awarded to SDAs for performance is targeted at the hardest-to-serve
clients. To continue to meet the goals and objectives of Congress and the Administration in tlizning the
hardest to serve, this set-aside should continue.
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VII. ON-ME-JOB TRAINING

To run an effective on-the-lob training program, local discretion to determine the length of training

should be based on client assessment, employability plans and references such as the (DOT/SVP). To

address the problem of excessive use of Orr, NAlo supports limiting OfT to six months. However, the

governor should be granted the authority to grant a waiver under justifiable CirCumstanCeS.

Brokered 01 Ts, provided by a third party, should be maintained because they represent an important

component of the JTPA training program. However, appropriate limitations should be placed on

brokered Of Ts, such as the length of a confract, the structure of the contract and the contents of that

contract.

On-the-job training, overall, is a very important training tool. Not only does it ensure that an
individual receives an income while in training, but it provides him or her with work-based learning,

which has received considerable favor by experts in employment and training. Brokered Offs are

particularly useful in rural areas where travel and client accessibility may sever:* limit a service

delivery area's ability to assist an eligible client. Similarly, individuals who are part of a specific

target group may be unwilling to obtain Job training assistance, in general, from the local job training

program because they are not convinced that the SDA is cspable of addressing their specific needs.

Examples of such groups are ex-offenders and recent immigrants. In both instances these groups are not

likely to trust individuals who do not share a common background or heritage.

VIII. SUNSET PROVISION

Permanent authorization fir the Job Training Partnership Act must be maintained. A sunset provision

for /TPA is ill conceived.

The Job Training Partnership Act is an integral part of the nation's training and employment system. It

is the preeminent provider of training and employment assistance to the nation's ef_onomically
disadvantaged populatioit Their need for the services is permanent and ongoing. To deny economically

disadvantaged individuals access to training and job placements will prolong their dependency on

federal entitlements and other welfare programs.

Some people have suggested that a sunset provision would result in constant congressional review and

improvement of the JTPA system. However, congressional review of the program has taken place on

numerous occasions since it became law in 1982. The inherent danger in a sunset provision is that

Congress may pus any legislation it deems apptopriate, simply to ensure the program's
reauthorization without regard to the implications of the legislation.

CONCLUSIONS

NACo feels very strongly that reforms to JTPA must be done with great care. The reason has less to do

with the perpetuation of the JTPA system and more to do with the continued availability of this

program for the nation's economically disadvantaged and under-skilled. As we move through the last

decade of the Twentieth century, th i. preeminent economic position of the United States is being
severely challenged by Germany and Japan. As the U.S. manufacturing base shrinks, those of Germany
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and Japan are expected to grow. As American productivity declines, that of Japan and Germany I.
expected to increase. And as our ability to compete on world markets diminishes, that ofGermany and
Japan I. expected to be enhanced.

Increasingly, we hear about the failure of our schools to properly educate our youth, about the inability
of the vocational education system to properly train our young people for the work world, and about the
lack of school to work transition programs. We also hear about thepresence of very effective school-to-
work transition programs throughout Europe and Japan and about a sophisticated vocational education
system in Europe and Japan based on the premise that not everyow willgo to college, and that those
who do not should be brought into an apprentice-type program. If we are to retain our current standard
of living, we must confront these and related problems.

The Job Training Partnetship Act is a second chance program that gives people the work-place skills
they lack and helps their to become productive citizens and become rather than individuals dependant
cn welfare and other transfer payments. With the help of Congress and the DOL, IVA programs can be
improved to play a fundamental role in the nation's effort to maintain a viable national and global
economy.
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EMPLOYMENT STEERING COMMITTEE

RESOLUTION ON JTPA AMENDMENTS OF 1991

WHEREAS, the National Association of Counties supports
improvements if/ the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) that will
expand services to those most in need in local communities across
the nation; and

WHEREAS, Congress and the Administration are considering
significant changes in the Job Training Partnership Ac to better
target funds to those most in need (e.g. school dropouts, teen parents,
long term welfare clients, those deficient in reading and math skills
and oldti workers); and

WHEREAS, such changes would significantly impact the
amount of funds that may be authorized; local flexibility in the
implementation of a separate youth program; equitable distribution
of funds to rural, suburban and urban areas; performance standards
for client outcomes; client eligibility; composition of the private
industry council; demonstration grants; and performance-based
contracts in local service delivery areas:

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the National Association
of Counties urges Congress to enact legislation which expands and
improves the quality of job training for those who are most in need;
a n d

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the National Association of
Counties urges Congress and the Administration to support the
following principles in developing amendments to the Job Training
Partnership Act.

1. Authorization of Funds

No maximum limit should be set on the authorization of funds.
Congress must recognize the need for additional funds to pay the
higher costs associated with training those with greater needs. As
such, additional funds must be made available to sustain, at the very
least, current client service levels for all JTPA programs.

0
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2. Linkages

To assure the maximum utilization of funds and provide the most
effective services to clients, all federally assisted job training
programs should be required to establish appropriate linkages at the
local level.

3. Program Design

Efforts to mandate specific job training designs will severely hamper
local officials ability to make decisions about the ways in which
services should be delivered. Overly prescriptive program designs
may force service delivery areas to expend funds and provide
services which do not benefit their participants. And the inability of
local programs to transfer funds between adult and youth programs
will reduce the overall effectiveness of job training services.
Programs should be designed with the overall needs of clients in
focus, which should be the determining factor in assigning costs.

4. Cost Categories and Limitations on Spending

Expenditure limitations should be structured so that effective job
training and support services may be provided to participants based
on needs. Increased reporting, management, client follow-up and
audit requirements have placed increased fiscal burdens on local job
training programs. The current administrative cost limitation of 15
percent is inadequate to meet these increased requirements . To
address this problem, the limit on administrative cost should be
raised to 20 percent. Moreover, the amount of administrative dollars
available in any program year should be based upon the service
delivery area's allocation and not on its expenditure level.

Current law establishes three cost categories -- administration,
support and training -- for all JTPA Title II programs. However,
current law should be amended to require only two cost categories
for all Title II and Title III programs. The first, management, should
include those expenditures now classified as administration; the
second, training, should include _all other expenditures. And these
categories should be used to test the negotiated prices of fixed unit
price contracts.
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Legislation and regulation which permit client assessment, job
search, counseling, job development and placement activities to be
charged to training must be maintained in order to insure that
participants receive appropriate education, job training and related
assistance.

NACo also supports amending JTPA to permit 100 percent of work
experience and counseling to be charged to training. Further, local
program officials should be permitted to charge the same activities to
training as permitted under other federally supported employment
and training programs.

5. Summer Youth Title

A separate summer youth title is imperative and must be retained.
SDA's should retain the authority to combine the Summer Youth
program with in school and other youth activities under JTPA to
address the employment and training needs in a more
comprehensive manner. Eligibility under this title should be open to
all economically disadvantaged youths regardless of school status.
Priority should be given to youth with basic and/or vocational skills,
deficiencies, school dropouts, teen parents and others with barriers
to employment. Local flexibility should also be retained in

determining services for at-risk youth because their needs must be
addressed through a variety of programs.

6. Set-asides

To increase the percentage of funds available to local service
delivery areas, funds set aside in the state allotment for older
workers and education programs sheuld be eliminated and such
funds should be passed throug:i to DAs for coordination grants.
These coordination grants :ray be awarded by service delivery areas
to local education agencies, veterans organizations, unions or
community-based organizations, in accordance with the local job
training plan for the provision of direct services to clients. The

specific purpose of these grants should be to improve services for
clients and relationships among SDAs and the organizations.
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The six percent set-aside for incentive grants must be maintained
with an amendment which calls for not less than one-sixth of such
funds to be passed through to the SDAs by formula for capacity
building.

7. Human Resource Investment Council

To forge better coordination between JTPA and related human
resource programs, the state councils for Vocational Education,
Employment Security, Adult and Basic Education and Vocational
Rehabilitation should be replaced with a single state council.

However, states should have the option of replacing the
aforementioned councils with a single council in which private sector
employers shall be represented in accordance with the composition
of do current state job training coordinating council.

The existing JTPA State Job Training Coordinating Council should be
given responsibility for all of these programs, provided that the
administrative cost of the council is proportionately shared among
the various programs.

8. Performance Standards

In order to achieve the objective of permanent long-term
employment for hard-to-serve individuals, performance standards
must allow for adjustments that recognize barriers to employment
(e.g., illiteracy, transportation, child care, medical care, etc...)

The measurement of JTPA outcomes should be kept as simple and as
focused as possibk.. It is important that JTPA mission not be
diffused through the use of too many measures imbedded in complex
measurement and adjustment systems. Performance standards
should be uniform for JTPA and other job training programs that
serve the same or similar clients.

-- Adult Competencies:

NACo supports competencies for adults with basic skill
deficiencies but urges that the performance standards be based on
job placement and retention as the outcome objective for adult
clients.
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9. Local Appeal

The authority to appeal to the Secretary of Labor in disputes
between local officials and the governor must be maintained. Since
governors are required to follow specific criteria in applying
sanctions against local administrative entities that allegedly do not
meet the performance and other standards, local programs must
retain the right to appeal decisions that do not comply with such
criteria.

Because SDAs have no right by law to access the federal audit
appeals process, amendments should be adopted granting SDAs the
right to appeal independently all audit decisions through the federal

appeals process.

10. Private Industry Council

Oppose changes in the composition of the private industry council.

11. Client Eligibility

Those who are economically disadvantaged should continue to be
eligible to receive services under this program. Efforts to segregate
economically disadvantaged persons into groups who are more in
need than others mocks the reality that all economically
disadvantaged persons are in substantial need and should be able to
avail themselves of the job training services ITPA proexams provide.

Priority for services should be given to economically disadvantaged
individuals who exhibit skills deficiencies, have poor work histories
and have limited English language proficiency, though no specific
percentages should be assigned to any of these groups. Moreover,
local job training programs should be permitted to target services to
specific groups designated by local elected officials and private
industry councils, so long as such groups are identified in the local
job training plan and approved by the state. In addition, to reduce
paperwork at the service delivery level, person receiving Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and other transfer
payments should be automatically eligible to receive ITPA services.

Support is also urged for increasing the eligibility window (percent of
eligible persons who would not be required to meet the economically
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disadvantaged criteria if they face other barriers to employment) to
15 percent for adult and youth participants under Title II.

12. Fair Chance Youth Opportunities Unlimited Programs

Oppose establishing any additional demonstration programs that
would provide direct services to clients.
Support additional funds for research and development projects
designed to promote and enhance the management and
implementation of ITPA programs at the local level.

13. Fixed Unit Price Performance-Based Contracts

Fixed unit price contracts as described in the U.S. Department of
Labor's March 1989 policy guidance letter should be maintained.
Problems identified in this area which resulted from the lack of
guidelines have been addressed with the Department of Labor in its
March, 1989 policy guidance letter. That letter promulgates
procurement standards, fixed-unit price performance-based
contracts reimbursement procedures and guidelines for using excess
revenues. These corrective actions should be given an opportunity to
work before further changes are adopted.

14. Fiscal Integrity

Efforts by the Department of Labor and the Inspector General to
ensure fiscal integrity among JTPA programs should focus on the
adoption and implementation of stronger common rules and
accountability statements and definitions of such terms as
"reasonable and necessary" costs and profits.

15. On-the-Job Training

To run an effective on-the-job training (OJT) program, local
discretion to determine the length of training should be based on
client assessment, employability plans and references such as the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT/SVP). NACo supports limiting
OJT to six months, however, the governor should be granted the
authority to grant a waiver under justifiable circumstances.

Brokered OJT's, provided by a third party, should be maintained
because they represent an important component of the JTPA training
program, particularly in rural America. However, appropriate
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limitations should be placed on brokered OJTs, such as the length of
time, the structure and the contents of such contracts.

16. Uniform Definitions, Reporting Requirements and Standards

Support uniform definitions, reporting requirements and standards
for all legislation related to federally supported job training and
employment.

17. Sunset

Permanent authorization of the Job Training Partnership Act must be
maintained. The assertion that a Sunset provision, requiring re-
authorization every five years, to ensure that Congress reevaluate
the effectiveness of the program is unfounded. During the last five
years, Congress passed major amendments to the Act on two
occasions as circumstances required.

The rising need for a highiy lator force, coupled with the
rising number of poor individuals with multiple barriers to
employment strongly suggests an on-going permanent need for JTPA.
Those who are most in need must be assured that they wills receive
needed assistance on an on-going basis.

18. Capacity Building

NACo recognizes that capacity building is an important on-going
activity. NACo believes that current capacity building activities
should be expanded to increase opportunities for staff training and
development. Such a system must be mutually developed by the
state and local service delivery areas. Standards for establishing
curricula for job training and competencies for administrative
personnel must be determined at the local level.

Additional resources for this activity must be made available to the
system. Not less than one-sixth of incentive grant funds should be
passed through to the SDAs by formula for capacity building.
Groups of SDAs should have authority to pool such funds.
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19. Employment Generating Activities

The authority to provide Employment Generating Activities should
be continued. However, such activities must be used to benefit
eligible clients and should be explained and approved in the job
training plan.

Adopted by Employment Steering Committee
(unanimous)
March 16, 1991

Adopted by the NACo Board of Directors
March 17, 1991
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Commissioner.
I would like now to turn to the President of the National Alli-

ance of Business, Mr. Kolberg.
I would remind the witnesses, not to feel shy about summarizing

your statements. I have read every one of them individually.
Mr. KOLBERG. Mr. Chairman, I don't feel shy about summarizing

mine. If you would agree to inserting my full testimony into the
record, I would be happy to try to summarize.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. KOLBERG. I appreciate this opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to

appear before this subcommittee to provide a business perspective
on amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act. It is an honor
to appear before you as the new subcommittee chairman. I enjoyed
working with your father on many of these issues over the years. I
look forward to working with you and the subcommittee in this ses-
sion and later on.

The five key principles outlined in Secretary Martin's testimony
on May 9 are, I believe, a useful way for me to organize my few
remarks today.

First, with respect to maintaining the successful cornerstones of
the JTPA system, Secretary Martin stressed the administration's
resolve that any amendments to JTPA maintain the successful, as
she termed it, cornerstones of the current JTPA programs, mean-
ing its delivery system, and particularly meaning the private-public
partnerships.

We in American business remain strongly committed to the
public-private partnership under JTPA. There are now about
10,000 business volunteers nationwide serving on 626 local Private
Industry Councils. We believe that this public-private partnership
is the most critical factor in what we believe to be the program s
overall success. The doubts that were expressed initially about the
long-term commitment and the effectiveness of business volunteers
have long ago been dispelled by experience.

Mr. Chairman, we view these fine-tuning amendments, as I
would term them, as an important interim step toward a longer
term strategy in building high performance employment and train-
ing systems, as my colleague, Phil Power, pointed out. Eventually,
we believe, this country will need to build on the proven principles
of the JTPA system to create a set of local labor market boards
with a much broader and more integrative program of services that
can respond to a variety of employment and training needs for
adults, at-risk youths, dislocated workers, and, yes, the retraining
needs of the existing workers already employed by the Nation's
businesses.

The British are now installing their version of this broader insti-
tution in what they are calling the "training and enterprise coun-
cils." We in business intend to follow their experience very closely
over the next year or two to see if there are possible lessons and

todels which we in this country might use. Such a system, as Phil
Power pointed out, was recoinmended by the National Commission
on Skills of the American Workforce. I will associate myself with
his remarks on that subject.

Second, targeting on youth and adults most at-risk of failure in
the job market: It seems to us that the administration proposes a

-s
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reasonable approach to improve the targeting of services on those
most at risk of long-term failure in the job market. The administra-
tion's amendments would require that a majority of eligible indi-
viduals have one additional barrier to employment in addition to
being economically disadvantaged or poor.

I would make two suggestions on this point. First, the list of bar-
riers should be carefully constructed to minimize the administra-
tive burden of trying to verify eligibility for characteristics that
may have no documentation available, such as a school dropout or
a person that is homeless. The list of barriers should be short and
generic so that it truly targets and does not expand into a long list
of barriers for many different population groups.

Secondly, I think we all know how politically difficult it is set-
ting new funding formulas. I hope, therefore, that the committee
will limit your work on formulas to what is absoitely necessary
and easily achievable, so that this package of amendments can be
enacted in a timely fashion.

Third, achieving a comprehensive coordinated human resource
program: Mr. Chairman, I can't stress enough the importance of
developing a cohesive service delivery system at the local level. We
strongly support the establishment of an expanded State Human
Resources Policy Council for overseeing a multitude of services
that my friend, Mr. Power, talked about: adult education, vocation-
al education, vocational rehabilitation, the public employment serv-
ice, JTPA, and now, most recently, the very large jobs component
of the welfare program.

This council should significantly enhance coordination at the
State level, which is the most important point of beginning the con-
tact for strategic planning. Once State agencies begin to break
down the bureaucratic barriers, perhaps then meaningful programs
can be put together at the local level where the service delivery for
participants finally takes place.

Fourth, enhancing program quality: We believe that the JTPA
system should provide more intensive and more comprehensive
services to program participants. The proposed amendments would
require that all participants be assessed to determine their skill
levels, needs and interests; that a service strategy be developed for
each individual based on that assessment; and that the appropriate
services be provided. These changes pick up on concepts that are
tried and true in other programs, like vocational rehabilitation.

Although this careful, case-by-case approach is somewhat more
expensive, it has proven to be the most effective way to successfully
plan and deliver the multiple services that the typical at-risk client
must receive.

Fifth and last, Mr. Chairman, increasing fiscal and program ac-
countability: We realize that the issue of fiscal integrity is one of
the most complex and controversial concerns before you. We sup-
port the accountability measures included in the administration's
amendment package. These provisions should address the concerns
that have arisen over the program's integrity, while still preserv-
ing the very important and needed flexibility at the State and local
level. I would encourage the subcommittee mit to go too far with
additional administrative requirements motivated out of concern
by issues of mismanagpment or funding abuse. There are things
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that can and must be done that are moderate and sensible, to
assure taxpayers that funds are well spent. But we must not go so
far that we damage the unique local flexibility of this program.
Provisions like those suggested by the administration in their
draft, it seems to us, maintain a proper balance between account-
ability for public funds on the one hard and the achievement of
program purposes on the other.

It is imperative, in our view, that we achieve these goals without
threatening the cornerstone of the program's success: the public-
private partnerships that have been formed throughout the United
States, and the program's adherence to the principles of local flexi-
bility. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to responding to
any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of William H. Kolberg followsd
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TESTIMONY OF
WILLIAM H. KOLBERG
ON BEHALF OF THE

NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ON AMENDMENTS TO THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT

MAY 21, 1991

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your invitation to appear before the Subcommittee
today to provide a business perspective on amendments to the Job Training Partnership
Act (JTPA).

I am William H. Kolberg, President, of the National Alliance of Business.

I would like to welcome you personally as the new chairman of this Subcommittee.
I enjoyed working with your father on these issues for many years, while I was assistant
secretary of labor and afterwards at the Alliance. I look forward to working closely with
you and the other Members ot the Subcommittee. With renewed commitment. I think all
of my colleagues here welcome the opportunity to join withy you in making this nation's
employment and training system the best in the world. Also, I want to commend you on
the Subcommittee's open, consensus-building approach to amending the Job Trainink
Partnership Act.

JTPA is a good program, that has generally been well implemented throughout our
nation. As we strive to meet the rising skill requirements of employers and the alarming
basic skills deficiencies of the youth and adults who are available tor work, we need a
more efficient, cohesive and fully accountable system. Therefore, we believe, as we did
last Congress, that the time has come for fine-tuning amendments to JTPA.

Maintaining Successful Cornerstones of JTPA

The key principles outlined in the Secretary's remarks on May 9 are a good starting
point for our discussions. Secretary Martin stressed the Administration's resolve in any
amendments to JTPA to maintain the successful "cornerstones" of the current JTPA
programs -- its delivery system -- particularly the public-private partnership. Business
remains strongly committed to the public/private partnership established under JTPA.
There are over 10,000 business volunteers nationwide serving on 626 private industry
councils. The Natioral Alliance of Business agrees that this partnership has been and
will continue to be a critical factor in the program's success.

Private sector involvement ensures that training is geared toward available jobs
within each locality and is sufficient to prepare participants to meet local employers'
expectations. It also provkles a vital connection between the JTPA system and local
employers -- resulting in linking JTPA graduates with available job opportunities.
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We also believe It is critical to preserve flexibility for local programs so that they
can design their individual programs to meet the needs of their specific labor markets.
Across the country, barriers to employment, resources, and Job opportunities differ
significantly. A perfect example of this, as you are well aware, lies in the extreme
dIfferet,ces between the needs of rural areas compared to those of heavily populated
urban weas.

Preserving these important cornerstones in the amendments will move us along in
building a strong foundation for further work in developing a broad based; cohesive
employment and training system at he local level. The Alliance sees a long term
strategy evolving In federal policy that will lead us to a more comprehensive approach to
labor market problenis of disadvantaged populations, worker dislocation, and other skill
training.

Targeting

One of the most serious criticisms of JTPA is that it does not serve a majority of
those in greatest need. The Administration's proposed amendments suggest a reasonable
solution to improving targeting of services on those most at risk of long-term failure in
the Job market. It appears that the Administration's bill would accomplish this by:
revising JTPA's eligibility criteria; changing its funding allocation formula to states and
local areas; by separating the programs for youth and adults; and by authorizing a new
Youth Opportunities Unlimited (IOU) program.

While we agree that the JTPA system needs to better focus its scarce resources on
those most at risk, this must be accomplished while still maintaining local flexibility.
Flexibility is critical for two reasons: first, substantial differences exist among
communities in the percentage of eligible Individuals from "targeted" populations;
second, legislation should be flexible enough to adapt to changes in the economy,
unemployment rates, labor force skill needs, and targeted populations which shift over
time.

The first way in which programs would be targeted would be to require that a
majority of eligible individuals have one additional barrier to employment in addition to
being economically disadvantaged. I would make two suggestions on thls point. First,
the list of barriers should be carefully reviewed to minimize the administrative
requirements of trying to verify eligibility for characteristics that may have no
documentation available. Being a scha,1 dropout or being homeles4 is a good proxy for
additional barriers to employment, but those characteristics are difficult to document
with a paper trail for audit purposes. Second, the list of barriers should be short and
generic so that it truly targets and does not expand into a log list of barriers for every
population group which diffuses its purpose.

The second way In which the Administration's proposal would focus tervices on
those most in need is by changing the funding allocation formulas to redirect funds to
a, las with greater numbers of the economically disadvantaged population. The Alliance
supported recommendations by the Secretary's national JTPA Advisory Committee, on
which I served, last Congress to place more weight on 'actors of economic disadvantage
and less on unemployment in the allocation of funds. This was however the most
controversial and divisive issue of the bill last Congress, Ind was ultimately the issue
that killed the bill. Therefore, while conceptually we would agree with changes In the
formula similar to those in the Administration's proposed bill, we would not want to see
enactment of positive changes to JTPA threatened again by this single issue. I would
urge members of the committee not to get lost In formula debates, but rather to do what
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Is necessary and easily achievable with these amendments and move on them in a timely
way.

The Administration's amendments to JTPA would further enhance targeting by
establishing separate programs for adults and youth. Like the JTP A Advisory Committee
report, I support the separation of adult and youth services into two distinct programs.
This separation facilitates the establishment of different and more appropriate targeting
criteria for each program. Further it allows for emphasis on different and more relevant
service strategies.

We feel that at least 50 percent of the funds for youth, as is contained in the
Administration's proposal, be directed toward out-of-school youth. the "forgotten half".
And we support the integration of the Summer Youth Employment Program Into the
year-round youth component, allowing local SDAs the flexibility to determine the most
appropriate use of the limited funds for youth within their communities. In many areas
of the country, there is no shortage of private sector summer Jobs !or youth.
Additionally, research has shown that the skill needs of at-risk youth are rarely
addressed through summer employment alone -- but that a comprehensive array of year-
round services Is needed for these individuals.

Coordination

I cannot stress enough the importance of developing a cohesive service delivery
system. As very explicitly outlined in the JTPA Advisory Committee's final report, more
integrated local service delivery will yield significant benefits: scarce resources can be
more effectively utilized; program efforts enhanced; and the multiple problems (seed
by individuals and families entering the system can be more effestively and realistically
addressed. JTPA is not equipped on its own to serve the variety of I% alth related,
financial, and social needs brought by at risk individuals into the system. When other
human service programs ean brought together so that JTPA has access to a variety of
services from other programs, clients can be better served by a more comprehensive
strategy.

We strongly support the establishment of an expanded State Human Resources
Policy Council for overseeing the adult education, vocational education, vocational
rehabilitation, public employment service, JTP A programs, and coordination with the
welfare JOBS program. This council should significantly enhance coordination at the
State level where the most important point of contact is for strategic planning. On
state agencies begin to break down the bureaucratic barriers to coordination between
programs, meaningful programs zian be put together at the point of service delivery for
participants at the local level.

We also support the adoption of state innovation and coordination grants proposed
by the Administration, requiring states to establish human resource goals, describe
specific activities for achieving those goals, and describe cooperative arrangements for
implementation in order to receive the. ;rants.

Program Quality

Everyone involved in the JTPA amendment process is dedicated to improving the
quality of the JTPA program. The National Alliance of Business believes that the JTPA
system should provide more intensive and comprehensive services to program
participants. It Is very important that JTPA participants not only find Jobs at the end of
training, but that they find well-paying Jobs, that they retain their employment, and that
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they have the ability to move up the career ladder in the future. The acquisition of basic
skills, industry-specific skills, the ability to think, exercise judgment, and to learn must
be a part of their overall job training strategy.

The Administration's proposal Includes many of the recommendations made by the
1989 report of the JTPA Advisory Committee for improving quality of program services.
It requires that all participants be assessed to determine their skills levels, needs, and
interests; that a service strategy be developed for each individual based on that
asseument; and that the appropriate services be provided. Further, the bill would
extend the allowable follow-up services for a period of up to one year after program
termination to encourage job retention.

The types of changes related to program quality which we have discussed with the
Administration pick up concepts that are tried and true in other programs like vocational
rehabilitation. All the resources and program activities are focused on the employment
goals for individuals through participant assessment, development of a training strategy,
and case management to support the success of each person.

Fiscal Integrity and AceamtabUity

We realize that the issue of fiscal integrity is one of the more complex and
controversial concerns over the JTPA program. There have been numerous criticisms
aimed at JTPA, mcluding those levied by the Department of Labor's Inspector General's
Office and by vne General Acceunting Office (GAO) with regard to perceived fraud and
abuse in the system. While there have been some "bad apples" in the program, we feel
that overall, most service delherers have the best and most honest intentions.

In order to address the legitimate criticisms of the program, the Administration
proposal would require that governors establish Lnd implement procurement standards
for JTPA to ensure fiscal accountability and prevent :raud and abuse. Their approach
would estabHsh much more rigorous oversight of program activities. It further stipulates
that the Department would ensure compliance with the standards through close
monitoring, and that corrective action would be promptly taken or appropriate sanctions
applied where problems arise. We support these and other accountability measures
included in the Administration's amendment package. These provisions should address
the concerns that have arisen ovi.r the program's integrity, while still providing the
needed flexibility to state and local areas in meeting problems as they arise within their
Individual program responsibilities.

I would encourage the subcommittee not to go too far with additional
administrative requirements motivated out of concern by issues of mismanagement or
funding abuse. There are things that can and must t)e done that are moderate and
sensible to assure taxpayers that funds are well spent. But we must not go so far that we
damage the unique local flexibility of this program. Local flexibility is one of its key
strengths. Provisions, like those suggested by the Administration In their draft, maintain
a fine balance between accountability and program purposes. It would maintain the
ability of local leaders to design programs appropriate and unique to their local
populations and labor market problems.

The Role of JTPA In Federal Policy

Education and training have been cited In study after study as the single most
critical factor in our nation's success in the world marketplace. It will require dramatic
improvements in our basic education systems, greater investments in the systems like
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JTPA which serve those who do not succeed in the "first chance" education systems and
will need special assistance in entering the labor market, and revolutionary change in the
organization of work in American business based on high skilled, high performance
workers.

It Is estimated that by 1995, 14 million Americans will be unprepared for the Jobs
that are available. Many companies are concerned that they will not be able to find
employees who can even read, write, or do simple arithmetic. This comes at a time
when our economy increasingly demands tiorkel who are literate, creative problem
solvers, and who can adapt to ever-changing situations -- workers who have learned to
learn. While many companies have managed to be profitable by adjusting to the
limitations of their employees, they will increasingly find they will need to reorganize
work and demand more knowledgeable and skilled workers in order to meet the changing
international environment and customer demands. The majority of U.S. workers will not
need 4 year college degrees, but training beyond high school will become increasingly
necessary. In an employer survey by the Busineu-Higher Education Forum, it was found
that by the year 2000, the computer literacy requirement for blue-collar workers will be
universal; that blue coheir workers will need to become more "professionalized"; they
will need to be prepared to work in teams, to make decisions, to communicate with
customers, and to participate in life-long learning.

Recently the President introduced his national education reform strategy in
America 2000 -- with the goals of strengthening education for current and future
elementary and secondary students and adult learners in the U.S. Recognizing that while
rebuilding our country's public schools system is vital -- it alone is not enough to meet
the needs of the nation's work force in the near future since close to 85 percent of our
work force in the year 2000 is already working today. Adult workers will continue to
lose jobs for literacy problems or outdated skills. JTPA is the pivotal instrument
designed to equip our economically disadvantaged youth and adults with the skills
necessary for successful entry Into the Job market and to enable dislocated workers to
reenter the work force.

While problems have arisen in the program, JTPA's overall record is strong --
enrolling more economically disadvantaged persons than is required by law; exceeding
performance expectations in placements after training; and energizing the system
through its innovative delivery system of private sector and community participation.
Improvements can be made to better target those most in need of services. More
attention can be focused on ensuring that JTPA provides the quality training necessary
to move our unemployed and disadvantaged Into the mainstream labor force. And the
wide range of services provided to the disadvantaged through labor, education, and
health and human services can be better coordinated through development of a more
cohesive service delivery system.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, after nearly ten years of operation, we can be very proud of the
successes in the JTPA system. There are improvements that can and should be made to
a program of this magnitude. However, they are refinements that can be made while
building on the strengths of the existing program.

We are all working toward the same goalst better targeting of hard-to-serve Individuals;
development of e more cohesive human resource delivery system; Improved program
quality; and increasz-d fiscal and program accountabillty. It is imperative that we
achieve these goals without threatening the cornerstone of the program's success -- its
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delivery structure the public/private partnerships that have been formed throughout
the U.S. and the program's adherence to the principles of local flexibility.

I want to reiterate my appreciation for he way in which you are developing
amendments to JTPA through a consensus-bu ding approach, and I want to thank you
again for inviting the Alliance to testify.

I would be happy to answer any questinns you may have.

# 0 0
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Kolberg.
With the indulgence of the ranking member, Mr. Gunderson,

since we have Chairman Ford here, I would like to see if he has
any comments, statements, or questions that he would like to ad-
dress to the panel at this time.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
I am very sorry, Kay, that I couldn't get back here for your testi-

mony. An occupational hazard of being full committee chairmen is
that when we go to the floorI am sure Mr. Good ling as tilt.; rank-
ing Republican on the committee has the same experienceevery-
body chooses that opportunity to grab us and tell us about the par-
ticular way we ought to run the committee affecting their district.
So it is kind of like running a gauntlet when we go over there. I
did read your testimony, however.

I was going to ask Mr. Gunderson how he gets a county commis-
sioner from my district to come to Washington and praise his great
efforts in protecting local control.

Mr. GUNDERSON. It took me 11 years, but I deeply appreciate it.
Mr. FORD. She didn't even ask me if that was all right, Steve, so

you must rank pretty high.
Mr. GUNDERSON. That is probably why it is still in the copy.
Mr. FORD. A couple of years ago, the Inspector Generaland I

want all of you to respond to thisthe Inspector General of the
Labor Department brought to us some work that they were doing
and a list of abuses. Mr. Good ling and Mr. Hawkins, and I think
Steve, had some hearings with testimony from the Inspector Gener-
al and also the GAO on findings they had made when they took a
look at what was going on in the JTPA.

We started working with the then-Secretary of Labor, Libby
Dole, to see how the problems could be cured by action by the Ex-
ecutive Branch. We had, in my opinion, great cooperation with my
predecessor, Chairman Hawkins, in moving toward that goal. But
then we reached a point where they felt that we needed some legis-
lation, and that is part of the reason we feel a sense of urgency
about Mr. Perkins' legislation in this Congress this year.

Already in these hearings, Mr. Perkins has had both the Inspec-
tor General and the GAO come back because we made a request,
joined by the Senate, last year, for them to take another look and
see what was going on since the sound of the alarm the first time.

The GAO's testimony before this Committee is noteworthy be-
cause their most recent reviews confirmed their first concerns. In
other words, it hasn't gotten better; it is still there. Here are the
kind of things that jump off the pages of their testimony for me.
They looked at 12 servicP delivery areas around the country. I have
it only by the faintest kind of rumor, because this report is not yet
finalized, that one of these may be in my own State of Michigan
and nut very far from Wayne County.

That alarms me, because I have talked to all the county people.
Kay, from Michigan. They assured me that none of this stuff wa.,
going on out there.

But in 11 of the 12 sitesand hopefully the one that didn't do
this was the one in MichiganOJT had contracts involving exces-
sive periods of on-the-job training. Of the total number of lower
skill on-the-job training contracts, approximately 73 percent provid-
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ed for excessive periods of OJT. GAO found examples of excess
training, such as 65 days of on-the-job training for a hotel maid; 70
days of on-the-job training for a kitchen helper; and 129 days of
arr for a car-wash attendant. OJT contracts covered an average of
6 weeks, among all of the SDAs reviewed, ranging from 2 weeks at
one SDA to 12 weeks at another SDA.

The GAO calculated that the extra cost attributable to the exces-
sive period of time covered by low-skill OJT contracts constituted
about 36 percent of total low-skill OJT contract costs in these serv-
ice delivery areas that they studied. The 12 were selected by the
GAOthey have had a lot of experience in doing thisto be repre-
sentative of what was going on in the country at any given time.

The GAO found a substantial number of OJT contracts for train-
ing individuals who already had significant work experience in the
job for which OJT was paying half the wages. In a sample of indi-
vidual work histories, 25 percent of the individuals had at least one
year of previous experience in the field in which they were being
traine,:.. Now we are talking about low-skill training; we are not
talking about training where you go into something new.

The GAO also identified instances where JTPA programs entered
into OJT contracts with businesses to train individuals already em-
ployed by these businesses. Now, that fits in with what we heard
the first time around, that very few of the people that were trained
in on-the-job training, with 50 percent of the wages coming from
the program and 50 percent from the employer, ended up with a
permanent job. A large percentage of the jobs have been in work
like parking lot attendants, dishwashers, and car-wash attendants,
low minimum wage job skills.

I asked the question: Should we be spending the taxpayers'
money to continue training people for a job that leads nowhere
except to a low minimum wage position?

How do you feel about that in light of the findings of your com-
mission, Mr. Power and Mr. Kolberg?

I am not suggesting that we turn this into a program for Ph.D.s,
because that is not what we started out to do. But if what we are
doing is training car-wash attendants for 129 days, there is some-
thing wrong.

rr. POWER. As I have testified, Mr. Chairman, and as I think I
ha so testified in the pastand this is based on my own experi-
ence as Chair of the Michigan Job Training Coordinating Council,
which was the JTPA oversight agency in MichiganI am not at all
persuaded that a compelling case could be made for spending
money on on-the-job training to educate people and train people for
low minimum wage skills.

If we want to have public sector subsidized employment, that is
one thing. We tried that in CETA. But to create public sector subsi-
dized employment and training in the guise of on-the-job place-
ment, I think is a mistake. I think it leads to abuses of the sort
that GAO has su.ggested.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Kolberg.
Mr. KOLBERG. Mr. Chairman, I am personally offended by the

kinds of things rxited, as I think you are. I am offended, and it
makes me livid that there are bad apples in every barrel and that
there are that many bad apples apparently in this barrel. Clearly,
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we need to do something about it. This program wasn't designed
for that kind of thing.

I would argue that most good operatorsii pu have 626 opera-
tors in the system, those of us in business wodd argue that there
are probably 10 percent that are bad. They are not necessarily
stealing, but they may be dumb. They are doing a lousy job. What
we have to do is recognize that that is likely to be the case and do
something about it.

As I cgid in my testimony, I think what the administration is
proposingcutting a six-month limit, number cne, and ruling out
chicken pluckein, carwash attendants, all that Vind of stuffno tax
money should be spent on those kinds of things that don't require
any on-the-job training of any sort at all, and certainly don't re-
quire any subsidy. Are need to relate on-the-job training to the Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles. As you know, Mr. Chairman, most
of the training that goes on in the United States goes on on-the-job,
in your office and mine and in all organizations. So there is noth-
ing particularly wrong with the concept of on-the-job training.

I would just end by saying in response to your recalling the Com-
mission, that I think over time where we ought to be headed is, if
you will, the German model, where there is a combination of class-
room and on-the-job training which is very carefully put together
by both educators and employers. It is very card, Uy done. There is
a classroom and an on-the-job training component. National busi-
ness organizations, among others, monitor to see that, in fact, there
is quality both in the classroom and in on-the-job training, and that
that is the way to impart skills.

Over time, whether it is the two plus two that you have support-
ed, or whether it is more the German model, I think that is the
direction we need to head. In the meantime, we need to fix this
program so that those kinds of abuses cannot take place.

Mr. FORD. I thank you.
Mr. Chairman, just one more question.
Kay, when I talked to Michigan county representatives about

this last year and the year before, I was reassured by people all
over the State that, while they had some experience with oerr em-
ployers who did not hire the people after they gave them the OJT
trainingwho would just come back and ask for a new OJT-subsi-
dized worke. that they had taken care of this problem within
their counties by simply adopting a practice that if employers have
been given people to train and don't hire them after we have paid
half the wages for their training, we are not going to provide more
OJT to those employers. That is what some of us think we ought to
make a national requirement.

They gave me the impression that county officials in Michigan
and Phil, you would know about this in your former position on the
State Job Training Coordinating Councilthat Michigan people
had recognized this kind of problem and done something to take
care of it.

Do you think it would be onerous if we were to try, in coopera-
tion with the Labor Department, to set up some sort of a minimal
hiring requirement? If you don't hire at least half of the people you
had on OJT and keep them for at least a couple of months after
they have had the subsidized wage, that you become ineligible for
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future OJT? Is that too severe? Will we drive people away from
providing OJT opportunities?

Ms. BEARD. I think a lot will depend ( n the kind of training that
people would getif they are getting 0 TT training that will allow
them to move into that kind of positic 1 not necessarily with the
trainer, but if they could go onto another job even if they stay with
the company trainiiv I hem for a few months. I think the impor-
tant thing is not so much whether that company keeps them, but
whether they are able to go on for other employment.

It is a good idea at times to have companies that are involved in
the training and then the participants can move on in that same
line of work.

One thing that I am concerned about along those lines, too, is the
fact that we have so many people now that are functionally illiter-
ate. There are so few jobs today that people can really hold without
some kind of basic educational skills in order to learn to handle the
jobs. Some of those jobs, too, are taking a little bit longer, I have
been told, have been for people that have deficiencies in their abili-
ty to learn, so it takes them a little bit longer. Of course, when we
have some people like that, we do want to see them enter the work-
force as well.

So it is hard to quantify those kinds of problems throughout the
whole country. Different States have different needs, different skill
levels for their jobs, different numbers of people that drop out of
school, that are, for all practical purposes, functionally illiterate
and are not really able to become a part of the mainstream with-
out additionnl training, particularly in learning the functional edu-
cational skilib.

I would be remiss if I didn't say the reason we were commending
Mr. Gunderson is because the National Association of Counties
works with Republicans and Democrats. I am appearing on the
behalf of the National Association of Counties more than as a Com-
missioner from Wayne County.

Mr. FORD. So Mr. Gunderson was simply a token Republican.
Ms. BEARD. No, no. We are so happy that we work on a biparti-

san or nonpartisan basis with everybody. I am sorry that Mr. An-
drews wasn't in the room when I started my remarks because I
was so pleased that he comes from a county background and has
that experience and that interest. It is wonderful when we can get
Republicans as well as Democrats to be sensitive to local govern-
ment. I am very sensitive to whether or not people are sensitive to
local government.

Mr. FORD. I think I can say honestly, with no fear or intention of
insulting them, that the two Republicans that were here today
probably agree with me on these issues more often than we dis-
agree. We have worked together for a good many years. Part of the
reason is because one is on one side of us in Pennsylvania and the
other one is on the other side of us in Wisconsin. Out in that part
of the country, we sort of think alike about a lot of things.

MS. BEARD. Indeed.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Ford.
At this time, wr3'd like to turn to Mr. Gunderson for any ques-

tions he may have.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the interest of
time, I will try to be brief.

Mr. Power, your statement intrigued me the most in the sense of
the mission JTPA. I would like to pursue that for just a second.
You listed yout three goals: first that all American students be re-
quired to meet an educational and skills performance standard
benchmarked to the highest in the world. I am not opposed to that,
but I don't think that is the role of JTPA.

Would you disagree or agree with me?
Mr. POWER. No, I don't. But the point that I was trying to make

is that as we see JTPA in the context set by the ieport of the Com-
mission on Skills in the American Workforce, JTPA is one compo-
nent of what I feel should be regarded as a coherently managed
system of human investment. I certainly don't want to suggest that
existing JTPA authorization or legislation be yanked around by the
neck to be distorted into doing something it is not intended to do.

I think this gets into a public policy question. There are at the
Federal level a fair number of substantial and significant legisla-
tively enacted programs which deal with one or another aspect of
the human investment question. It is also undeniable that these
programs usually operate in isolation of each other. They usually
are not coherently nor collaboratively managed. Therefore the
question is what do you do about it?

Several possibilities occur. One, you coherently amend all of the
legislation so as to make policy rational. Unlikely. Not because the
Congress or State legislatures are silly people, but rather because
of the realities which are involved in the legislative process of de-
veloping majorities behind a piece of legislation.

The second possibility: A Governor beats the tar out of people
and says you shall consolidate departments; you shall perform in
thus and such a way. Usual outcomes are two: one is blood-letting
by turf; two, surly compliance. The surlier the farther from the
capitol. Therefore, our conclusion was that there was only one rea-
sonable way to deal with both realities. It is to so manage the exist-
ing body of legislative authorization in these programs so as to pro-
vide a coherent, transparent, user-friendly service delivery system
at the local level.

The reason JTPA is significant in this regard is that it creates
the institution of the PIC, which constitutes in effect a local board
of directors representing the broad range of community interests in
these services and activities.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me follow up on that as a perfect interlude
into my second question.

You advocate, also, the establishment of a local employment and
training board resembling the PIC.

Mr. POWER. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I want to ask all three of you: Do we need an-

other local board above and beyond the PIC?
Mr. POWER. No. Evolve the PIC.
Mr. GUNDERSON. How about you, Supervisor?
Ms. BEARD. Well, the more layers that you nave, the more things

become diffused.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Bill.
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Mr. KOLBERG. Mr. Gunderson, as I said in my testimony, I think
that the Private Industry Council will and should evolve to a much
broader-based body at the local level; not another one, but it will
take on more responsibilities both in the context that Mr. Powers
is talking about, to put together a sensible integrated system but,
as is now the case in Great Britain, things that are well beyond
anything that we have ever talked about. For instance, the train-
ing and enterprise councils are now very much involved in working
with employers with their own workforce on the problems they
have in workforce quality, whether it is literacy problems or high
performance work organizations or whatever it may be. So over
time, I see these local bodies evolving in both of those ways.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Is it our role to articulate exactly what that
evolution should or should not be?

Mr. KOLBERG. I think the Federal Government does have a com-
parative advantage and even a responsibility to begin to articulate
the direction we ought to go in. Yes, they will be State and local
bodies as they now are becoming in States like New Jersey, Massa-
chusetts, Maine, but the Federal Government, it seems to me, as
always, needs to lead with a national pattern.

Mr. GUNDERSON. If you all feel that way, I would appreciate it if
you would submit to the subcommittee for consideration particular
perspectives of what you believe are guidelines or directions on
what that evolution ought to be.

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner Beard and gentlemen, I am sorry I missed parts of

your testimony. We had a vote called over in the Capitol.
Commissioner Beard, if you were empowered to change cne

aspect of the JTPA program as it applies in your county, what
would that aspect be? What change would you make?

Ms. BEARD. One change?
Mr. ANDREWS. What would be the one that would be most signifi-

cant in assisting your administration of the program?
Ms. BEARD. Probably less interference with the ability of local

people to understand the needs of the local area rather than
having imposed on them standards from Washington, not taking
into account the differences in local areas and the differences in
training that is needed. I think that would be the most important.

Mr. ANDREWS. I realize it is sort of off the top of the head, but
can you give us any specific examples of particular mandates or
interferences that create problems in Wayne County?

Ms. BEARD. Well, the reporting problems, the constant imposing
of rules and regulations that cause more people to hnve to spend
well, you weren't here for my testimony, but I went into that.

Mr. ANDREWS. I did read the testimony, yes.
Ms. BEARD. Okay. The fact that more people and more money

have to be spent on these kinds of detailed reporting on a basis
more often maybe than in the past. I understand the reason behind
that. The reason behind it is to have more accountability. But I
think if the Federal Government sets the proper parameters within
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which the local JTPA programs can be operated in conjunction
with PIC and gives the local areas, probably through the States,
some ability to waive certain restrictionsbecause you cannot
mandate everything for 50 States in something as different as job
training, because different States have different needs, different
populations have different needs.

I think more ability to be innovative and to be able to enter into
different kinds of training are also necessary; and in particular, I
am very concerned about the lack of literacy and whether we are
going to continue to allow people in this country to be functionally
illiterate and not able in this increasingly technical society that we
live in, to be a functional part of that society.

Mr. ANDREWS. We have a terrific bill that our colleague, Mr.
Sawyer from Ohio, has championed in this Congress that our full
committee has acted on and which the House has acted on, which I
think could address that. It talks about this.

I would ask one more question. In Michigan, are counties respon-
sible for welfare administration, for AFDC and SSI?

Ms. BEARD. No, thank God.
Mr. ANDREWS. Okay.
Ms. BEARD. Unfortunately, my county executive is wanting the

State to send us the money and allow us to administer it because
he thinks that we can do it more efficiently. Our Governor is now
proposing to put into a block grant general assistance, medical and
emergency needs into a block grant and cut State funding by two-
thirds. So that is what would happen if we were to get the oper-
ation of Department of Social Services.

Mr. ANDREWS. Has there been any preliminary planning toward
integrating the new Federal JOBS program, the welfare reform
program, and JTPA in your county? I guess it must be difficult
when you are dealing with two different levels of government?

Ms. BEARD. It is. A.ctually, we have not been as deeply involved
in JTPA as we were in Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act. I was very much involved in CETA, because CETA reported to
the Human Resources Committee that I chaired at one time. I also
served on the original PIC board. Our county halm't been as will-
ing, apparently, to have the involvement of the I ocal elected offi-
cials as much as had been in the past. Now that I am on that par-
ticular committee as a vice chair, I plan to becom? more involved
and bring myself up to better speed.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much for being with us up here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Andrews.
Mr. Goodling, would you like to ask some questions now?
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am 1.are primarily to

welcome the third panel, which will consist of incluiing others
Jody Keller, who is our Chair of tl-e York County Private Industry
Council. She is accompanied by Kathy Fox, who i our new Direc-
tor of York County Office of Employment and Traiaing. T think you
will find their testimony very interesting because we nave gone
through some very trying times.

I did want to remind those who find good parts about JTPA, that
most of those good parts were the result of the work of the young
lady behind me, Dr. Buehlmann. Even though you hear from time
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to time all sorts of people who gets credit for everything that has
happened with JTPA, Dr. Buehlmann had a lot to do with that.

hat I do want to read into the recordand I will do this very
quickly because I realize we have a voteis in response to what I
hear over and over ant' over again, "The only industrialized Nation
that doesn't require national performance standards for its stu-
dents."

We had before us in another subcommittee, a gentleman who tes-
tified on that issue. I just want to read into our record a few of the
things that he said. I can do that pretty quickly.

"Mr. Madaris. Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you
about a study that was sponsored by the Arts and Technology As-
sessment as a small part of its larger study on testing which I un-
derstand will be out in the fall. What we, my colleague and I,
Thomas Callahan, at the Education and Research Center in St.
Patrick's College in Dublin, Ireland did is look at the European ex-
amination system in the 12 European community countries. The
press has been flooded with statements about European exams
very glib statements. 'We are the only industrial country in the
world that doesn't have an exam. If we had one like the Europeans
or the Japanese do, then our international competitiveness would
be restored.' These kinds of claims are at best tenuous, and at
worst laughable.

"What we did is look in detail at the examination system of the
European community countries and submitted a long report to the
Office of Technology Assessment. Just a couple of things that they
found. The public examination system in Europe are not used for
formal accountability or monitoring of standards or for teacher ac-
countability. They are used to make an individual decision about
individual students. In Europe, the second question is: Who should
be tested and at what age? There are proposals to begin testing in
the United States as low as grade four. In Europe, external testing
before age 16 has virtually disappeared. One time it was popular in
Europe. It caused all sorts of problems and it is no longer part of
their program.

"Third, if students take different examination at different sets of
subjects at varying levels of difficulty, how does one deal with the
problem of comparability? It is assumed in this country that in
Europe, everybody takes the same exam at the same time. In fact,
that isn't true. The exam is very, very differentiated according to
the track that you take in school and in terms of where you
happen to live. In Germany, 11 separate States set separate exami-
nations; in France, 26 separate examining bodies; in Great Britain,
five separate examining bodies.

"In this country, we talk about a single standard for everyone to
reach. That is not the case in the European countries that we stud-
ied. Students can pick higher or lower level exams, soft or hard op-
tions, honors or pass. They can pick from a number of subjects on
which to be examined."

The last thing I will quote:
"The next question is how does one deal with the possible effects

of examination on lower achieving students which is the focus of
this conference. Experience indicates that in Europe, they will
avoid taking examinations and perhaps leave the educational
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system at a point when they still could benefit from being in
school."

I just wanted to read that into the record in relationship to this
hearing.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Good ling. We are going to
take another little break. We've got a vote. So if it n!! right with
the panelists, I have a couple of questions that I would like to ask
when we get back. Then we'll let you go.
MS. BEARD. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PERKINS. Are you on a time schedule?
Ms. BEARD. I have a 4:15 flight.
Chairman PERKINS. Go, by all means.
Mr. FORD. I would add that I sent that testimony to Secretary

Brock because he was here saying the same kind of things.
Chairman PERKINS. I understand.
Kay, it has been a pleasure to have you with us.
MS. BEARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Recess.]
Chairman PERKINS. I'd like to call the subcommittee back to

order. I want to talk about this summer youth program. I'm sorry
that Kay had to leave.

What do you thinkhas the National Association of Business
done any surveys on this issue? How widespread is the support for
the summer youth program?

Mr. KOLBERG. Mr. Chairman, we agree with folding the summer
youth into a youth title and giving the flexibility to States and lo-
calities to run the kind of youth program that they believe is best
for them, rather than keeping it the way it is. We haven't run
these surveys, as you suggest, to find out exactly what businesses
think about that.

But again, I think Mr. Power and I were on even another group
together that studied this. I think we both became convinced that
it was time, under JTPA, to set aside the specific funds and the
programs that go directly to youth in another title. Rather than
earmark again, rather than the Federal Government saying this is
the way you should spend your youth money, giving it to States
and localities in the flexible system that we have, and saying this
could be used for this if you wish. Again, it is going to depend a
great deal on your local economy.

Chairman PERKINS. So you would support a program that would
allow an individual service delivery area to make a decision wheth-
er to go with the year-around program or summer program. Is that
what I am hearing?

Mr. KOLBERG. Or a mix, yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Or a mix thereof.
Mr. KOLBERG. Sure.
Chairman PERKINS. And just leave it flexible and let that deci-

sion be made locally depending upon local needs.
Mr. KOLBERG. That is what we think.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Power, what do you think?
Mr. POWER. I think by and large I concur with Bill. I think, how-

ever, it is a mistake to think that summer youth programs don't do
any good. I think it is pretty clear, judging from our experience in
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Michigan, where I think we had the largest summer youth pro-
gram in the country--

Chairman PERKINS, We can't hear you. Could you get a little
closer to the mike?

Mr. POWER. I beg your pardon.
Chairman PERKINS. That's all right.
Mr. POWER. I was saying that, in general, I concurred with Mr.

Kolberg's view, but that we ought to recognize that summer youth
programs do praduce a fair amount of worthwhile outcomes. We, I
think, had An Michigan the single largest summer youth jobs pro-
gram in the country. Judging from our experience there, there is a
lot of pretty constructive stuff that comes out of it. That was an
example of a fairly flexible program that was driven by some capa-
ble and interesting people who really took advantage of the flexibil-
ity in a lot of the areas and drove it as hard as they could.

I would just like to urge you, to the degree possible, to think
about the youth program and the context of the youth centers sug-
gestion made by the Commission. It is our feeling at the Commis-
sion that a lot of kids both drop out and fall through the cracks.

Chairman PERKINS. Let's talk about the youth centers. I think it
is a good idea. Funding for those centers, where is it going to come
from?

Mr. POWER. It could come from a lot of places. If I may, Mr.
Chairman, let me describe one of the things that we tried to figure
out in Michigan. We created at the local level, surrounding the
PIC, something that we call core groups, which were invited repre-
sentatives from every key decision-making and program constituen-
cy at the local level. We invited them at the local level to come to
the table and put marginal money on the table to achieve a variety
of activities. In other words, whatever the law or the progi am from
various jurisdictions doesn't specifically say you can't do, agree to
do it at the local level and go get it done.

My sense is if you took the notion of core groups and an expand-
ed PIC at the local level as a governance bodyInd tied into it Per-
kins' money, K-12 money, and you did some :'N,Ariments in terms
of money following kids who dropped out of local schools, you
would have sufficient funding to begin to put together a pretty
good youth center.

Tony Truhillo who is the school superintendent in Sweetwater,
California put together an alternative youth education program
what was the funding, Bill?

It was a mixture of that sort of funding that achieved huge grad-
uation rates and some very interesting technology at very, very low

costs,
My point being that if you look at the programs in the human

investment system as resource providers and you think about it
systemically, you can get done an awful lot without having to
create a big national funding vehicle that says, "Thou art going to
spend billions of dollars,"

Mr. KOLBERG. Mr. Chairman, could I add on to that, please?
Chairman PERKINS. You certainly can.
Mr. KOLBERG, One of the notions that we had, and I think we put

it in our report, is that States are often balancing their education
budget on the backs of the dropouts, meaning that if you drop out,
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your State support and your local support$5,000 a year, on the
averagedisappears. If 20 percent of our kids disappear before
they are 16, there is about $5 billion a year there that could be
spent by States if those funds followed young people that dropped
out or didn't make it or couldn't make it in regular school, followed
them to a youth center or other alternative education.

We pay far more over the lifetime of a dropout today for not
doing that kind of remedial work. That is what we had in mind
among other funding mechanisms in the Commission, to essentially
say to States that it is time that the money you would otherwise
spend on the dropouts and the push-outs get spent on making sure
that they reach this high level that Phil was talking about, getting
a certificate of initial mastery. So that nobody in our society goes
out without the basic skills.

We return them to what the Swedes, the Germans, and others
do. They follow young people. They don't just let them go. They
follow them, they bring them back, and they insist that they be
given every possible opportunity to get the basic skills that you
have to have to survive economically in any of our societies.

Chairman PERKINS. I am not sure that what you suggest, though
I think it is a bold and ambitious plan, is necessarily one that is
going to be a reality in terms of the youth centers, quite frankly. I
think the concept is a good one. I think that it is something that,
in my mind, strikes me as having a lot of potential. But I don't see
the funding that you are talking about coming together to do what
we are talking about.

Mr. POWER. If I may, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PERKINS.1PLEASE, GO AHEAD.
Mr. POWER. For those of us who have worked at the State level

trying to manage human investment systems and trying to manage
JTPA, our experience has been that if our regulatory and legisla-
tive masters will encourage us to do things like this and will work
with us to reduce barriers to getting something done at reduced
cost per unit of output, a lot of people in the States want to do
that.

There is a fair amount of ferment at the local and at the State
level trying to do exactly what we are talking about. One thing
that I encourage you and your committee to do is to think about
ways in which you can assist, even by reducing artificial barriers,
those of us at the State and the local level who are tryi:-4 to get
something creative done.

Franklin Roosevelt said once that the States are the laboratories
of democracy. To the degree at which the States are not only not
inhibited from experimenting but are actively encouraged to exper-
iment, to that degree, we will make progress.

Chairman PERKINS. Let's talk a little bit about those categories
of funding of the indirect and direct costs, and the support of serv-
ices. How do you gentlemen view the best combination of those dif-
ferent categories to provide maximum flexibility and, at the same
time, still ensure that we are trying to put our money to the most
productive use with these individuals?

Mr. KOLBERG. Do you want to go first?
Mr. POWER. I don't know. Why don't you go first?
Mr. KOLBERG. All right.
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Mr. POWER. You hum a few bars and then I will.
Mr. KOLBERG. I think, first off, with the case management ap-

proach that the administration has suggested, a la vocational reha-
bilitation, that is going to cost us more money. It is more expen-
sive. It is person by person with an employment plan all worked
out. That it is going to cost us more money whether it is 20 percent
up from the 15 percent administrative, I am not sure. My hunch is
that even 20 percent, if you report it honestly, isn't enough if you
are going to change the whole way we case-by-case manage the
JTPA system.

Other than that, I think perhaps a little more for services and
being a little straighter than we have been about charging to train-
ing rather than to the administrative category would be about the
way to go.

Chairman PERKINS. What do you think, Mr. Power?
Mr. POWER. Somebody told me a long time ago you can't eat

training. That is probably true. At least it doesn't taste very good,
A; B, not only within the Commis lion's report but in a context of
an attempt to create an integrated local service delivery method,
you have to use a case management device. That is going to be
more expensive than batch processing.

I guess the other side of that argument is if you organize what
you are trying to do sucl: i;hat it is denominated by outcomes, and
that the management device lies in the outcome and in the man-
agement of outcome and in the association of costs with provisions
of units of outcome, then you will be able to manage the system to
achieve what you are trying to get, rather than manage it by com-
mand and control devices.

(;hairman PERKINS. I wonder, in terms of different services that
were pro-iided. I was walking over with Chairman Bill Ford a few
minutes ago, and he started talking about a problem Kika de la
Garza from Texas was having in his local service delivery area.
They were teaching a bunch of people to be welders. The colt prob-
lem was the people they were teaching didn't speak English, and
there was no one that they could hire to teach them English, I
guess, because of the cap that was on the supportive services. They
were unable to do so.

So one of the things that concerns me in thisand I know,
having read the testimony that Virgil will give later about Eastern
Kentucky and other areas, that people have enough flexibility to
provide a type of rural transportation or daycare type situations. It
is demanded in individual areas. I am not sure of the best way of
categorizing that. If you just put that in, calling that direct costs,
and you change the definition, or whether or not you go ahead and
try to do it. That is maybe the most politically acceptable way of
doing it, but I am not sure of the best way to approach it. I would
just like to get some feel from you as to your opinions on this. I
haven't gotten it yet.

Mr, KOLBERG. I think the point you make is a further elaboration
of the points that both us made. That is, if you change the way you
manage this program, and that is what I believe we need to do;
case by case, rather than batches, as Phil says. Then I thinkand
also secondly, you are very careful to target much more carefully
than we have ever been, so th it you have people that are really
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terribly disadvantaged with several problems, then clearly, that is
going to cost you more money. It is going to cost you management
money. It is going to cost you services money. I don't think any of
us know, Mr. Chairman, exactly what the right numbers are. More
for administration and more for services; how much more? I don't
think there is any way of knowing. I think the committee is prob-
ably going to have to grab E number that is a bit higher than what
we have and say this is the best we know, and go with it.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, thank you. I think that is a fair
answer.

Mr. POWER. Let me give you two ends of a continuum, because
one end was brought up in testimony today. It seems pretty clear,
at least from what Bill and A have been saying today, that we are
pretty skeptical about on-the-job training. I am not convinced that
it gets very much done. I am reasonably convinced that it is "cheap
and dirty.'' It is a nice way to bang up your numbers. I am not sure
what it does.

At the other job of the continuum, you have the Job Corps,
which plainly costs a lot of money per person and plainly works. So
the question the committee is going to have to deal with. is: Are we
serious about trying to provide serious training for people who
need it? If we are serious about that, then we ought to measure
and define what kind of training we are going to get, associate
funding with the provision of that training, and take the political
heat for spending the money that we have to do in order to get
those outcomes.

Chairman PERKINS. I think that is a fair statement. I think what
concerns many people is when you provide the level of services
that are really going to be necessary, you are go; w to see the
number of people that you are able to serve go down dramatically.

Mr. POWER. The question is: Do you want to produce numbers or
do you want to produce results?

Chairman PERKINS. That is exactly right.
Mr. POWER. I guess I am a simple country newspaperman, and I

prefer results.
Chairman PERKINS. I don't have any further questions. Steve, do

you have any?
Mr. GUNDERSON. No, thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. I thank the two gentlemen for putting up

with us for two hours, and we'll let you go on to greener pastures
now.

Let's turn to the next panel. We have the Honorable John Gart.
land, President of the National Commission for Employment
Policy; William A. Tracy, Chairman of the New Jersey Employ-
ment and Training Commission for the National Governors' Asso-
ciation; and Virgil Osborne, Executive Director of the Eastern Ken-
tucky Concentrated Employment Program.

I see Shannon Bailey, also here with us from Kentucky. He is
going to be the new Director of the CEP. We are certainly pleased
to see Shannon as well.

Virgil, I hate to see you go. You have a good replacement coming
in. I have read your report, and I thought it was very interesting.
Why don't we start out with you telling us what you have to say
today.

1 t;
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Mr. OSBORNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a good thing we de-
cided to get our plane cancelled until tomorrow.

Chairman PERKINS. Good move.

STATEMENTS OF VIRGIL OSBORNE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
EASTERN KENTUCKY CONCENTRATED EMPLOYMENT PRO-
GRAM; WILLIAM A. TRACY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEW
JERSEY EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMMISSION, FOR THE
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION; AND THE HONORABLE
JOHN GARTLAND, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR
EMPLOYMENT POLICY
Mr. OSBORNE. Good afternoon, members of the committee, Mr.

Chairman. I would like to thank you personally for those kind re-
marks that you made at the beginning of the hearing on my behalf.
I would like to say that over those 23 years that I have been down
there, I have been the beneficiary of a lot of good advice and a lot
of good help. You might say that I have had a kind of mandate to
make sure that things in Eastern Kentucky went well in the field
that we were working in. I can recall appearing several times
before various committees and even the full committee when your
father was the Chair of that committee.

I want you to know that we in Eastern Kentucky are, and the
rest of the country should be, glad and proud that you are now able
to continue the efforts that your father so much believed in and
championed.

On behalf of the board of directors and the Private Industry
Council of the Eastern Kentucky Concentrated Employment Pro-
gram, Incorporated, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before
the Employment Opportunities Subcommittee of the United States
House of Representatives in regard to pending amendments to the
Job Training Partnership Act.

I commend the efforts being made to improve the quality of the
JTPA services reflected in the administration's bill. I greatly ap-
preciate the Department of Labor's receptiveness to local input.
The following issues and concerns are those that we in Eastern
Kentucky feel should be given special attention by the Congress
and the Department of Labor. Since you have read the testimony,
Mr. Chairman and members, you will see that it is short and to the
point.

I will start by referring to the categories. The first concern we
have is the cost category. That has been mentioned and discussed
by each of the previous panel members. There is a great deal of
concern around the country about the current and proposed
amendments to the regulations concerning the limits placed on the
cost categories of administration, training, and support. As the
rules sit, my organization is exempt from some of those limitations
placed on these categories and other areas,

Our SDA has a large isolated rural area with virtually no trans-
portation. The needs of our population are extreme: transportation
problems, extreme poverty, high unemployment, and other social
and geographic barriers to employment and training would totally
inhibit effective JTPA services in our area if not for the fact that a
waiver had been granted. This waiver has allowed participants to
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receive a stipend while in training and the means to stay in train-
ing. Without the stipend, they simply could not participate. The
waiver has also provided the needed flexibility to make program-
ming and training opportunities responsive to the participants'
needs.

Currently the JTPA is being called upon to provide more inten-
sive and long range services to an increasingly needy population.
Our participants need to be motivated towards self improvement.
They need various types of counseling. They need the most basic of
basic skills and then job training. JTPA is being called upon to
assess the various needs of the participant and then see that these
needs are addressed.

We have heard about and witnessed the alarming decline of our
skilled workforce and the widening gap between the poor and the
rich. The goals set before JTPA are appropriate. I am here to testi-
fy, however, that under the current and proposed cost iimitations,
although better than the old, the JTPA system cannot respond ef-
fectively.

The current limitations contradict the call for long-term train-
ing. Participants must be supported while in training. The current
and proposed limitations on support expenditures place SDAs in an
impossible situation. At a minimum, the cost associated with as-
sessment, counseling, case management, and 100 percent of work
experience must be recognized as direct training expenditures.

So, obviously, the definition of cost is key. If it stays as proposed,
we will have problems. A more practical method is to initiate two
cost categories. I heard you asking the gentleman earlier about a
suggestion from the standpoint of the cost of administration, train-
ing, and support. We would suggest the initiation of two cost cate-
gories: administration and services. The services category would in-
clude all the activities provided to the participant on behalf of the
participant. This flexibility would allow the SDA to respond to par-
ticipant needs while in training. Performance standards would
ensure that skill training take place at the appropriate levels, if we
were to be concerned about that.

The second area we would like to refer to is the performance
standards, Section 124. The employability enhancements have
become a paperwork nightmare. Philosophically, adult competen-
cies make sense and should be encouraged in terms of legislative
changes. However, there are two concerns: One, adult competencies
should not divert the original intent of the law. The purpose of the
JTPA is very clear: To reduce unemployment and dependency on
welfare. Adult competency performance standards, if not worded
carefully, would allow Sl5As to claim positive outcomes without
employment.

Two, adult competencies should not require the paperwork in-
volved in the youth competencies. This would drastically increase
cost beyond any benefit.

As for Youth Enhancement Standards, the current youth stand-
ards, measured yearly, inhibit long term training for youth at risk.
SDAs with multi-year program designs for youth at risk will not
exit these youth as attained enhancements every year. Youth who
are in need of less training will be more likely to exit during the
program year as attained employment and not enhancements. The

17o
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curient standards encourage shorter term training than what is
needed for youth with severe barriers to employment. Youth stand-
ards should allow for more flexibility for program design.

Program Design, Sections 204 Adult and Section 254 Youth, is
referenced here. The bill establishes specific activities for specific
problems. In most cases, the activities required are realistic rela-
tive to the participant's needs. I support more intense and compre-
hensive services based on assessed need. However, the strength of
the local delivery system established under JTPA stems from the
flexibility to meet participants' needs and not the needs of legisla-
tion. Requiring specific activities for specific problems is especially
a problem in rural areas. The specific activities needed may not be
available at all times. Large geographic areas and limited resources
have a bearing on what services are offered, and the bill must be
tempered to accommodate them.

Fiscal Controls: Appropriate fiscal management in JTPA is very
important and a priority for all administrators. It should be a pri-
ority for all administrators. The current language in the JTPA
allows for States to design their own fiscal management, procure-
ment and their cost determination systems to meet the specific
needs of the State and local areas. The problem is that many of
these systems have been questioned by the Inspector General and
the Department of Labor in terms of their appropriateness.

Accounting standards and control standards are currently estab-
lished under the OMB circulars as well as the AICPA standards.
But by allowing too much flexibility to individual States, this is
creating confusion, misinterpretation, and a waste of limited re-
sources. The amendments should set minimum jTPA standards in
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and
allow States limited flexibility to set up systems within the bound-
aries of these minimum standards.

In reference to establishing a State Human Resource Investment
Council, Section 201, the establishment of State Human Investment
Council is a very positive step towards improved service delivery
and coordination. Current language, however, includes State em-
ployment services as a member but excludes representation from
any SDA organization, except at the Governor's discretion. SDA
representation should be mandatory to ensure that local concerns
and issues are addressed. Local control is the central theme of
JTPA.

Section 253, Youth Eligibility: I fully support the language in the
administration's proposed amendments. This language retains the
emphasis on economically disadvantaged youth, yet provides for co-
( -dination with existing information. Curre?itly, many economical-
ly disadvantaged, high risk youth are not served because their par-
ents are not available or do not cooperate enough to provide the
system with the needed eligibility information for enrollment.
Using free lunch and Chapter I records will allow the SDAs to pro-
vide services to those youth most in need and reduce the adminis-
trative costs.

Section 254, the Youth Program: As a condition of participation
in the program, an individual under the age uf 18 and a school
dropout must enroll in and attend school or enroll in and attend an
alternative high school, enroll in and attend an alternative course

1 7
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of study approved by the local educational agency, or enroll in and
attend a high school equivalency program. This is good. In most
cases, this will be very positive. However, these youths will not
have access to JTPA services in cases where the youths have failed
in the regular school system and no appropriate alternative pro-
gram is available in his or her area. Flexibility in the language of
this section to allow for waivers under specific conditions would
solve this problem.

The Summer Youth Employment and Training Program, Title
II-A of JTPA: The summer youth employment and training pro-
gram should be retained under separate title. It has been an impor-
tant program since 1964, and the specific goals of this program
remain unchanged today. SDAs should continue to be encouraged
to link activities under II-B and II-A.

A separate title is crucial to program flexibility. Many economi-
cally disadvantaged youth may not be in need of specific job train-
ing services or in need of a year round program. However, benefit
from work experience and the financial assistance it provides in
the summer far outweighs that.

The Youth Opportunity Unlimited Program, Section 492: The
Secretary may, and I quote, reading from certain sections, "The
Secretary may award grants directly to urban SDAs and to States
for rural SDAs."

This appears to be 1 ,Ased toward urban areas. Rural areas like
the rural CEPs, with high concentrations of poverty, should be eli-
gible for grants through the Secretary. It should be specified that
the administrative entity of the II-A funds of the JTPA must run
the program.

The payments in regard to this program, Federal Share: The
Federal share for the Youth Opportunity Unlimited Program fund-
ing is set at 50 percent. This match requirement is far too high for
poor counties and rural areas, therefore, giving most SDAs little
chance to realistically participate in this program. I believe this re-
quirement should be eliminated for the poor SDAs like the rural
CEPs, for instance.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to associate my comments and
myself with the comments from, I believe, State Legislator Beard
in regard to OJT. I think she put the OJT situation in pretty good
perspective, and, contrary to some other testimony, I think it is a
very viable program, especially in the rural area and for folks
having a first time opportunity for employment. We would strongly
recommend cleaning it up in places where it needs to be cleaned
up, but having an OJT program is a very viable alternative, espe-
cially in the rural areas.

One other comment before I close, Mr. Chairman, for thought
and consideration. I would like to offer to this committee the rec-
ommendation to reconsider the old concentrated employment pro-
gram design and principle as maybe a method or mode to work to-
wards the employment and training problems of the communities
of this Nation. I think the CEP had some pretty good effects back
home, concentrating all the resources that are available to deal
with all the problems of employment training in the general popu-
lation in the area.
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Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. Again on behalf of
our board of directors and myself and Mr. Bailey, who, as you have
said, will be assuming the responsibility of my position the 1st of
June, I want to thank you again for having us here and giving us
an opportunity to present this testimony.

[The prepared statement of Virgil Osborne follows:]

I 7 J
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Testimony
JTPA Amendments

Virgil Osborne
Eastern Kentucky C.E.P., Inc.

May 21, 1991

Virgil Osborne, Executive Director of Eastern Kentucky C.E.P., Inc. for over twenty (20)

years, submits this testimony with regard to pending amendments to the JTPA. The

following issues and concerns are those areas that should be given special attention

by Congress and the Department of Labor. On behalf of the Board of Directors and

the Private Industry Council of the Eastern Kentucky Concentrated Employment

Program, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the Employment Opportunities

Subcommittee of the United States House ot Representatives. I also commend the

efforts made to improve the quality of the JTPA services reflected in the
Administration's Bill and greatly appreciate DOL's receptiveness to lucal input.

Cost Categories (Ref. Sec. 108-"Llmitations on Certain Costs")

There is a great deal of concern around the country concerning the current and

proposed amendments to regulations concerning the limits placed on the cost
categories of administration, training, and support. As a C.E.P, my organization is

exempt from the limitations placed on these categories. Our SDA is a large isolated

rural area with virtually no public transportation. The needs of our population are

extreme. Transportation problems, extreme pov ty, high imemployment, and other
social and geographic barriers to employment and train ng v.'ciA1 totally inhibit
effective JTPA services in our area if not for the fact that a wavier has been granted.
This wavier has allowed participants to receive a $3.00 stipend while in training and
the means to stay in training. Without the stipend they simply cannot participate. The
wavier has also provided the needed flexibility to make programming and training

1
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opportunities responsive to participant need.

Currently, the JTPA is being called upon to provide more intensive and long range

services to an increasingly needy population. Our participants need to be motivated

towards self improvement, they need various types of counseling, they need the most

basic of basic skills and then job training. JTPA is being called upon to assess the

various needs of the participant and then see that those needs are addressed. We

have heard about and witnessed the alarming decline of our skilled workforce and the

widening gap between the poor and rich. Tho goals set before JTPA are appropriate.

I am here to testify, however, that under the current and proposed cost limitations, the

JTPA system cannot respond effectively. The current limitations contradict the

call for long term training. Participants must be supported while in training. The

current and proposed limitations on support expenditures place SDAs in an
impossible situation. At a minimum, the cost associated with assessment, counseling,

case management, and 100% of work experience must be recognized as direct

training expenditures.

A more practical method is to initiate two cost categories, administration and services.

The services category would include all the activities provided to the participant. This

flexibility would allow the SDA to respond to participant need while in training.

Performance standards would ensure that skill training take place at appropriate

levels.

Performance Standards (Ref. Sec. 124 )

The employability enhancements have become a paper work nightmare.
Philosophically, adult competencies make sense and should be encouraged in terms

of legislative changes. I have two concerns:

1. Adult competencies should not divert the original intent of the law.

The purpose of the JTPA is very clear: To reduce unemployment

and dependency on welfare. Adult competency performance

standards, if not worded carefully, would allow SDAs to claim

positive outcomes without employment.

2
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2. Adult competencies should not require the paperwork involved in

the the youth competencies. This would drastically increase cost

beyond any benefit.

Youth Enhancement Standards

Current youth standards, measured yearly, inhibit long term training for youth at risk.
SDAs with multi year program designs for youth at risk will not exit these youth as
attained enhancements every year. Youth who are in need of less training will be
more Nicely to exit during the program year as attained employment and not attained
enhancement. The current standards encourage shorter term training than what is
needed for youth with severe barriers to employment. Youth standards should allow
for more flexibility for program design.

Program Design (Ref. Sec. 204 Adult and Sec. 254 Youth)

The bill establishes specific activities for specific problems.

In most cases the activities required are realistic relative to the participant's need. I

support more intense and comprehensive services based on assessed need.
However, the strength of the local delivery system established under JTPA stems from
the flexibility to meet enrollee needs and not the needs of legislation. Requiring
specific activities for specific problems is especially a problem in rural areas. The
specific activities needed may not be available at all times. Large geographic areas
and limited resources have a bearing on what services are offered and the bill must be
tempered to accommodate them.

Fiscal Controls; Sand Ions (Ref. Sec 115)

Appropriate fiscal management in JTPA is very important and a priority concern for
administrators. The current language in the JTPA allows for states to design their ówn
fiscal management, procurement, and cost determination systems to meet the specific
needs of the state and local areas. The problem is that many of these systems have
been questioned by The Inspector General and Department of Labor in terms of their
appropriateness. Allowing too much flexibility to individual states has created

3
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confusion, misinterpretation, and a waste of limited resources. The amendments

should set minimum JTPA standards in accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles and allow states limited flexibility to set up systems within the

boundaries of these minimum standards.

Establishment of State Human Resource investment Council (Ref. Sec.
201)

The establishment of a State Human Investment Council is a very positive step toward

improved service delivery and coordination. Current language, however, includes

state employment services as a member but excludes representation from any SDA

organization, except at the governor's discretion SDA representation should be

mandatory to ensure that local concerns and issues are addressed. Local control is a

central theme of JTPA .

Youth Eligibility (Section 253)

I fuHy support the language in the administration's proposed amendments. This

language retains the emphasis on economically disadvantaged youth, yet provides

for coordination with existing information. Currently, many economically
disadvantage, high risk youth are not served because their parents are not available

or cooperative enough to provide the system with needed eligibility information. Using

free lunch and chapter 1 records will allow SOAs to provide services to those youth

most in need and reduce administrative costs.

Youth Program (Ref. Section 254)

As a condition of participation in the program, an individual under the age 18 and a

school dropout must reenroll in and attend school, enroll in and attend an alternative

high school, enroll in and attend an alternative course of study approved by the local

educational agency, or enroll in and attend a high school equivalency program. In

most cases this will be very positive. However, these youth will not have access to

JTPA services in cases where the youth has failed in the regular school system and

4
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no appropriate alternative program is available in his or her area. Flexibility in the

language of this section to allow for waivers under specific conditions would solve this

problem.

Summer Youth Employment and Training Program (JTPA Title BB)

The SYETP should be retained under seplrate title. SDAs should continue to be

encouraged to link activities under IlB and IIA. A separate title is crucial to program

flexibility. Many economically disadvantaged youth may not be in need of specific job

training services or in need of a year round program, however, benefit from work

experience and the financial assistance it provides in the summer months.

Youth Opportunity Unlimited (YOU) (Ref. Section 492)

The secretary may award grants directly to urban SDAs and states for rural areas.

This appears to be biased toward urban areas. Rura; CEPS with high concentrations

of poverty should be eligible for grants through the Secretary and it should be
specified that the administrative entity of Title II funds of the JTPA must run the
program.

Payments, Federal Share (Ref. Section 496)

The federal share for YOU funding is set at 50%. This match requirement is far too

high for poor counties and areas. I believe this requirement should be eliminated for

Rural CEPS.

5
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for your fine testimo-
ny, Virgil. I'll ask you a few questions in just a few minutes.

I would like to now turn to the gentleman here in the middle,
Mr. William Tracy, who is the Chairman of the New Jersey Em-
ployment and Training Commission for the National Governors'
Association.

Mr. Tracy.
Mr. TRACY. Thank you very much. Good afternoon, Mr. Chair-

man and members of the committee.
My name is Bill Tracy. I have to turn down the promotion, Mr.

Chairman. I am the Executive Director of the New Jersey Employ-
ment and Training Commission. I am here today to testify on
behalf of the Nation's Governors for the National Governors' Asso-
ciation.

Overall, the Governors' Association is pleased with the efforts to
redefine the JTPA system. We believe that many critical areas to
improve the program have been addressed by this subcommittee.
At the 3ame time, NGA wishes to emphasize its belief that it is im-
portant to maintain the basic principles that guided the creation of
JTPA 9 years ago.

The fundamental precepts of the Federal, State, and local part-
nership, the public-private partnership that Bill Kolberg endorsed
earlier in this panel, the policy-making and managerial role for
Governors, and the flexibility for State and local service delivery
areas to develop responses that are unique to their needs are essen-
tial to the continued success of the Job Training Partnership Act,
and we urge you to uphold these legislative principles in the com-
mittee's bill. In this regard, I would like to share several thoughts
on areas of particular importance to the Governors.

First, coordinated human investment strategies: The Governors
commend Congress' commitment to ensuring that States more ef-
fectively coordinate employment, training and education programs
and urge that you provide Governors with the option of consolidat-
ing oversight and planning for their empk yment, training and vo-
cational education programs into a single council, and encourage
ale creation of such councils through incentives, for example, pro-
viding specified funding for these councils in the legislation.

Also, the Governors urge a provision in the flexibility and size
and the composition of the councils or the commissions to address
all appropriate constituencies without having to try to force feed
some of the requirements of several boards and commissions.

Third, the Governors propose that as in the Department of
Labor's discussion draft, to seek a waiver, the ability to seek a
waiver from any statutory or regulatory provision which would
impede a State's abiLy to accomplish these basic goals.

Lastly, in this context, allow the States the portion of developing
a single workforce preparation plan which could be submitted to
the various Federal agencies in lieu of current individual plans
such as JTPA, Perkins, Adult Education, JOBS, et cetera.

Many of the States are beginning to come to grips with this on
their own, Mr. Chairman. In New Jersey, for example, the Gover-
nor has taken the initiative and Governor Florio has established a
consolidated Human Investment Council that has been framed in
State legislation. This council was established in 1990 and is

rei
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charged in State law to design, plan, and coordinate all occupation-
al education and workforce readiness services across all cabinet de-
partments in the State.

During its first year of operation, the Commission has developed
recommendations which have been accepted and are in the process
of being implemented by the Governor and the cabinet, to consoli-
date 64 distinct programs which operated in 6 departmenth of State
government into 15 program areas in 3 departments of govern-
ment.

The Governor has also accepted the recommendations of an occu-
pational education task force of the Commission, which established
recommendations similar to the articulation and tech prep provi-
sions of the new Perkins Act. I would like to just share very briefly
with you one example of the kinds of connections that are possible
through the State Human Investment Councils.

In the southern part of New Jersey, in the field of computer inte-
grated manufacturing, there is an excellent example of educatioh
and public-private partnerships between all the county colleges and
vocational/technical schools in the southern part of the State that
are connected through Camden County Community College to de-
velop an associate's program in computer integrated manufactur-
ing.

New Jersey Institut of Technology, which is the State's premier
engineering institute and the State college system will accept full
faith and credit. So, in essence, students in New Jersey, whether
they are youths or adults, can connect at the secondary, associate's,
and bachelor's level and plug in, whether they are displaced work-
ers or whether they are students going through a primary educa-
tion system, to a variety of technical titles and technical opportuni-
ties. Through the commission, we hope to expand this concept arid
make this a norm.

Additional recommendations of the Governor's Association are
that there needs to be improved targeting that allows for flexibil-
ity. At the same time, Governors urge that the commitment to tar-
geting not constrain State and local ability to fashion and support
activities consistent with the goal of serving the most in need and
responsive to local circumstances. Specifically, we urge that the
legislation establish that service delivery areas, with the approval
of the Governor, have an option of designating an additional seri-
ous barrier to employment beyond those which are established in
Federal legislation.

The Governors agree that it is imperative that the youth pro-
gram target those most at risk. However, it is also important that
the amendments acknowledge that what comprises youth most at
risk varies across the country and even within a single State. Set-
ting a 50 percent floor on the out-of-school youth would be detri-
mental to those States that have established successful in-school
programs in an attempt to reduce the dropout rate. It would
appear that we should support programs designed in conjunction
with the educational system which are aimed at dropout preven-
tion and increasing school achievement.

The Governors recommend a separate or endorse a separate
youth and adult title and urge that the option be available to each
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service delivery area to establish a separate summer program
within the youth title.

The Governors also endorse greater accountability and support
the programmatic reforms which are in the committee's bill. We
recommend strongly additional language and encouragement and
resources for capacity building within the practitioners of the
system.

Also, the Governors recognize that it is necessary to improve pro-
gram integrity and to support the approach outlined in the Depart-
ment's discussion draft. The Governors do not, however, support
the wholesale implementation of OMB circulars into the JTPA pro-
gram.

I think in short, Mr. Chairman, that tt:Le Governors feel that they
would like the committee to tell them what to do, not how to do it,
and let them exercise discretion in determining how to set up the
fiscal safeguards to meet the committee's needs.

In closing, the Governors also encourage the committee to ad-
dress the capacity in small States through an allowance for an ad-
ministrative minimum and recommend that a su fficient time
period for a smooth transitim for these amendments "ae placed into
the legislation so that States and service delivery areas can re-
spond to these changes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of William A. Tracy follows:]
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am William A.

Tracy, Executive Direitor of New Jersey's Employment and Training

Commission.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the nation's
Governors. The Governors have promoted reforms in welfare,

administrative financing for the Employment Security and Unemployment
Insurance, child care, education and dislocated worker training

proyrams. They have been deeply committed to supporting initiatives
that will enable this countiy to better develop our human capital. When
akilled labor joins the list of carce remources, it is critical that
we carefully examine the extent to which our job training programs are
preparing our workforce.

W. welcome you to your new post as chairman of this ubcommittee and
thank you for taking an interest in what we believe is major priority
of Governors in this nation -- preparing all Americans for the jobs of
the 1990s.

Overall, we are pleased that efforts to refine JTPA address many of the
critical areas that we believe can improve the program, but at the same
time maintain the basic principles that guided the creation of the Job
Training Partnership Act nine years ago.

W. commend the Congress for your foresight in establishing when JTPA
was originally enacted in 1982 the following four guiding principles.
We urge that these b. maintained as the bedrock for future amendments.
The principle. you emtablimehed were that:

o "The legislation must provide for the involvement of the private
sector in the design and administration for training programs..."

"Job training legislation must recognize the true principle of
federalism...The new JTPA legislation will recognize the role of
the state in all local programs and nd'the xcessive involvement
of the federal government."

"Job training legislation must be training legislation and not an
income maintenance program."

o "Legislation must insist on performance."

We strongly believe that such fundamental precepts as federal, state,
and local partnerships, t'le policy-making and managerial role of the
Governors, and tho flexibility for tates' and local service delivery
area to develop responses that are unique to their needs are

absolutely essential to the continued success of JTPA. W. urge you to

uphold these legislative principles in the committee's bill.

In this regard, I will share with you several thoughts on areas of

1
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particular importance to us -- facilitating Governors ffort to
stablish coordinated human investment strategies, improving targeting,
stablishing a eparate youth and adult title, developing and improving

methods for assuring accountable, quality programs, and reforming
performance sthndard.

asygmenajugalRD/NATED HUMAN INVESTMENT STRATEGY

The Governors commend Congresr' commitmant to nsuring that states more
ffectively coordinate mployment, training, and ducation programs.

It ie important for you to recognize the importance of coordination and
to provide Governors the opportunity to integrate the planning and
oversight of JTPA and other human investment programs, as appropriute,
within their states.

The Governors urge you to:

o provide Governors with the option of consolidating oversight and
planning for their employment and training and vocational ducation
programs into a single council, and to encourage its creation
through incentives, for xample by providing funding to staff the
council.

o provide Governors with flexibility in both the size and composition
of the Human Resources Investment Council.

o nable Governors, as proposed in the Department of Labor's
discussion draft, to seek a waiver from any statutory or regulatory
provision which impedes the state's ability to accomplish the basic
goals of JTPA, for xample reducing the high r ',tool dropout rate or
increasing literacy levels. This would facilitate an outcome
oriented approach to performance.

o allow states the option of developing a ingle workforce
preparation plan which could then be submitted to the various
federal agencies in lieu of the current individual plans now
submitted for JTPA, Perkins, Adult Education, JOBS, tc.

In many states, such ae in New Jersey, the Governor has taken the
initiative to et up a consolidated human investment council.
Establishd in state law in 1990, the New Jersey Employment and
Training Commission is designed to plan and coordinate occupational
ducation and workforce readiness servics actoss the jurisdiction of

all cabinet departments in the state. The membership satisfies the
requirement of the State Job Training Coordinating Council (SJTCC), and
worka very closely with the membership of the State Council on
Vocational Education.

The Commission is established on the baeis of two principles: all
activities are labor market driven and all services are customer
focused.

The following an several of the results from the Commission's first
years

2
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o State-level agencies wre consolidated from 64 distinct program.
operated by 6 government departmente into 15 program areas in throe

department..

o The Commission established an occupational education task force

that developed a new approach to looking at secondary and

postsecondary occupational education, including a new definition
for occupational education based on function and not program or

grade level.

o Th Commission strongly ndorsed linking various levels of

schooling (e.g. high schools and two-year colleges) with the

private ector so that lifelong learning can be a. continuuus

value-added experience for the "customer."

The pioneering efforts in southern New Jersey in the field of "computer

integrated manufacturing" (CIM) are an excel:ent xemple of a

successful partnership between ducational institutions and the private

sector. Camden County Community College serves ae the centerpiece of

this CIM educational program. All of the area county colleges, with

linkage. to the secondary schools and the New Jersey Institute of
Technology, offer students a range of carder options in this cutting

edge field. As this program evolves, students in secondary schools

will be able to pursue a career path that will take them through four

years of college. The CIM cnters contain a "model factory" where

companies can begin experimenting with sophisticated production

techniques to decide whether they are technically or economically

feasible. At the same time, ae new methods in computer-based programs
in ngineering, doeign, and manufacturing become available, workers can

receive training from the county colleges.

Washington State Governor Booth Gardner signed into state law last week

a law that creates a tripartite Workforce Training and Education

Coordinating Council, made up of 9 representatives from business,

labor, and state government. Modelled on the German system, this

advisory body ham broad authority to establish statewide workforce

preparation policy. Washington sought to consolidate all workforce

preparation policy advisory boards into a mingle council, but because

of the different membership requirements for the Carl Perkins

Vocational Education and the JTPA council., they were unable to do so.

Washington's compromise was to make the new council a part of the JTPA

Council, and to leave the federally mandated vocational education body

intact.

If, on the other hand, Governors had the authority to waive the

composition and fixed membership requirements of Councils under

existing law, states could implement coordinated human investment

etrategios without having to go through so many contortion..

The Governors suggest that there is not one single approach to the
development of a coordinated human resource strategy, but rather that
ycu facilitate and reward state efforts to integrate human resource

development policy and planning by expanding opportunities for

flexibility .

Le.
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I would be happy to provide you with mor information about the New
Jrsy Employment and Training Commission.

g1118111L.M00UErhaliarEL
THI NIID FOR IMPROVZD TMGITINO TIUtT ALLOWS roll FLEXIBILITY

The Governor@ commend effort@ to more pacifically target JTPA program@
to our most needy, most at-riek, citizen.. They upport amendments
that would require that participant@ experience barrier@ to employment
beyond being economically dieadvantagod. Governor@ agree that they
must work to neure that individuals lacking in basic ekille, with a
hietory of long-term dependency on public aeeietance, or with limited
or troubled work hietoriee are the priority of this program.

At the eame time, the Governor@ urge that the commitment to targeting
not conetrain state and local governments ability to fashion and
e upport activitise coneietent with the goal of serving the most in
need, but responeive to local circumstances. The nature of tre at-riek
or chronically unemployed population in Aehland, Kentucky may be very
different from that in Camden, New Jersey, or Black Rivr Palle,
Wieconein.

Specifically, we urge that the legislation aetablieh that the Service
Delivery Area (SDA), with the approval of the Governor, have the option
to deeignate an additional serioga barrier to employment beyond tholes
e etablihed in the federal legislation. The determination would be
baud on the demographic. and pecific neede of the area. We xpect
that the adminietration'e propoeal will include this provision.

Th Governor@ agree that it is imperative that the youth program target
tholes most at-riek. However, it is aleo important that the amendment@
acknowledge that what compriees youth moet at riek varies across the
country and even within any single tate. Some -- particularly rural
-- areas do not have ae @avers a dropout problem as others, and yet may
still have a eignificant number of individuals who are conomically
disadvantaged and lack the basic and/or vocational ekillo necessary to
obtain and retain a job. There are a number of factor@ that may
contribute to on individual being at riek, including but not limited to
not having completed high chool. Setting a 50 percent floor on
out-of-school youth would be detrimental to tholes statee that have
etablishod ucceeeful, in-echool program@ in an attempt to reduce the
dropout rate. It would appear that we ehould oupport program@ designed
in conjunction with the education spasm, which are aimed at drop-out
prevention and increaeing high chool achievement, given that this is
one of the most important goale of JTPA and ie coneietent with the
National Goals for Education.

It is critical that the legislation b xtremely clear on the need to
target individual@ with multiple barrier., but t the ame time not be
mo preecriptive that it prohibit@ Governor@ from crafting eolutions
that accommodate the circumetancee in their tate, or a particular area
within the tate.

-4-
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LairmiutEiccll aND ADULT TITLE.

The Governors support changes to create a distinct youth and adult
title. By creating a separate youth titl, targeted to out-of-school or
in-school at-risk youth, the legislation acknowledges that youth

require a unique package of solutions, one that is highly coordinated
with our educational system. The Governors urge you to establish a
separate youth and adult title, with. the option available to each SDA
to establish a separate summer program. This will allow the

flexibility to conduct, year-round youth programs as well as serve

e conomically disadvantaged youth who can participate only during the
summer months.

Rather than mandating that each sumer participant also engage in a
year-round activity, we would ncourage you to adopt the approach taken
by your House colleagues last year. That proposal established that
e ach SDA develop an assessment and service strategy for each

participant. If participation in a year-round program fits the client's
needs, she or he could enroll.

I should mention as well that the Governors support the Youth

Opportunities Unlimited Program, provided that grant applications are
submitted with the approval of Governors, funding for the demonstration
programs is administered through the state, and the grants are funded
only after the primary youth and adult titles have at least level

funding with an adjustment for inflation. Given the legislation's focus
on accountability and coordination, it would seem counterproductive for

individual SDAs to be developing programs that mey not be fully

reconciled with the Governor's priorities and overall strategy for

service delivery.

/I 14. Ij r st. AJ s ;.\" s S.' 0 .11 .11 76 0

When releasing the National Education Goals last year, the President

and the Governors stated, "At present, neither federal nor state and
local laws end regulations focus sufficiently on results or on real
educational improvement for all children...In a word, we want to swap
red tape for results."

EntaimeargAttsum
The Governors believe that programmatic reforms, like those proporied in
the administration's bill this year and put forth by both the Hot and

Senate during the last Congress, will substantially improve program
quality. Specifically, the Governors support the emphasis on serving
individuals with multiple barriers, the focus on attaining education
and basic skills increasingly necessary in the workforce, and the

Lmportance the proposed reforms place on establishing comprehensive
statewide strategies in cooperation with education pr^gramm. The

e ducation-training partnership must be extended beyond coorUinatit.1
linkage within a single designated set-aside program as is the case

with the existing "8 percent" program, into an integrated service

delivery structure woven throughout the system, as wnuld be the case
with the proposed "5 percent" linkage and coordination program.

-5-
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Capacity Building

In addition, we urge you to invest in research and development,
technical assistance, and capacity building at the national, state, and

local levels. If we are going to achieve JTPA's goals with a more
seriously disadvantaged population, we must enhance the systom's

capacity. Specifically, the Governors support grants for replication
of model programs (so long as the central titles receive level funding
plus an increase for inflation), as well as a state set-aside for
capacity building.

proaram Intearity

Simultaneously, the Governors recognise that it is necessary to

strengthen measures to improve program integrity and support the

approach outlined in the department's discussion draft. The Governors
do not support the wholesale implementation of OMB circulars onto the
JTPA Program primarily because they will not address the problems we
all intend to correct and will force tates to duplicate accountability
and accounting procedures already in process.

Annually tates raise and xpend over $400 billion from their own
sources; for these funds we must develop procedures that nsure the
integrity of our accounting and procurement practices. To force states
to apply a different set of practices for the implementation of federal
programs is duplicative without any guarantee of effectiveness. We
also believe that a national mandate of OMB circulars is inconsistent
with the original goals of JTPA, outlined at the onset of my testimony.

If a specific problem needs to be addressed in implementing or

e nforcing state practice or in the practice itself, we hould fix the
problem, not overlay an additional crosscutting system.

Specifically, the Governors support imposing and enforcing the

following set of reforms, outlined in the administration's proposal.
The Governor would be required to:

o establish fiscal control and accounting principles consistent with
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP);

o prescribp, implement, and monitor procurement standards to ensure
fiscal accountability; and

o report to the cretary regarding the above on an annual basis.

Muumm_Sitmatle_it_ :,-k,41 States Through An Allowance for An

aaminiarAtkye BiblimU4

In eddition, the Governors urge you to provide small states with a
guaranteed t:.:.nimum amount of administrative dollars. Regardless of the
amount of dollars for which they are responsible, small states must
e stablish policies for Governors, design and conduct :ceptable

monitoring practices, provide technical assistance, review and evaluate
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programs and other related program pLans, nd generally carry out the
same administrative functions am other states. These responsibilities
would grow with the proposed changes to JTPA. Because many tates have
not had adequate administrative funds, field monitoring, for example,
has suffered. This is precisely the type of activity that is necessary
to nsure program integrity and to prevent fraud and abuse.

Although ensuring that each state receive at least $600,000 in

administrative funds would cost approximately $5 million and $450,000
would cost approximately $2.7 million, the JTPA Liaisons Group and the
State Job Training Coordinating Council Chairs support this proposal.
Both organizations represent all of the states.

Modifivationo to BxistinaLPerformance Standards

The Governors support modifications to existing performance standards
to reflect the greater focus on service to individuals with multiple
barriers to employment. They consider it a critical acknowledgement of
the multistep process involved in closing the employment gap, and are
particularly Weased that pending proposals have added the attainment
of basic or employability enhancement skills to the factors which will
measure performance.

At the same time, it is imperative to keep in mind that changing the
emphasis of JTPA will mean it will involve a greater investment of time
and money to achieve similar results with a more difficult population.
How long and how difficult it will be depends on the precise standards
the Department of Labor develops.

The Governors would encourage you not to legislate that the Secretary
develop separate performance standards for the hard-to-serve, which
might inadvertently lower expectations for different segments of our
population. They believe that the current performance management
system and incentives, including the state role in administering
incentive policy, offers sufficient opportunities for Governors to

target and reward services to hard to erve clients.

COMMENTS OW OTHER PROVISIONS

I would like to touch quickly on several other matters: the JTPA
system's capacity to accommodate JTPA amendments; the increased costa
of serving clients under the amendments; a proposal to "sunset" JTPA in
1997, and proposals to carve distinctions in the continuum of services
we provide clients.

Resurina A Smooth Transition

The Governors are deeply committed to adapting their job training
systems to the changes brought about by these amendments. At the same
time, they caution that the response may be more wrenching to the
system than some might expect. It will be imperative that the federal
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government, tates, and SDAs are frrovidd with sufficient funds to
refine their operations, build their capacity, and provide ample and
timely technical assistance. Moreover, it is Important that we develop
a reasonable implementation timeframe-- i.e. a full calendar year for
the reforms which will require new or revised capaCity.

Increasing JTPA Costs

Because JTPA will be working with a more disadvantaged, lesser skilled
population, inevitably the cot of achieving uccess will increase.
With existing appropriations levels, in Program Year 1989, ...Title IIA of
the Job Training Partnership Act erved less than 3 percent of the
e conomically disadvantaged individuals in this .couritry. It will be very
important that the Administration and congress maintal A ustained
commitment to appropriating ufficient funds to effectively tackle the
kind of comprehensive training programs embodied in these amendments.
Obviously, it would be counter-productive if these amendments led to
reductions in our levels of ervice. W. estimate that the cost of each
uccess story subsequent to the JTPA amendments will be double today's

-- a worthy '.nvesitment, but essential to consider in determining
funding lvels.

Sunset Provision

The Governors oppose the Administration's proposal to unset JTPA in
1997. JTPA was purposefully created by Congrese in 1982 with a
permanent authorization, o as to guarantee some continuity in training
services to this nation's conomically disadvantaged individuals and to
assure government's private ector partners of the permanency of the
program. If changes to JTPA are necessary -- as they are now -- there
is nothing to prevent the Congress from pursuing these reforms.
However, to put the program on a forced review schedule liminat s the
guarantee of stability and may in fact prevent the program from being
amended at a time when it is appropriate to do so.

Cost Categories

If, as the thrust of this amendments process suggests, the JTPA program
is going to target a more extensive array of rvices on individuals
with erious harriers to employment, counseling and assessment will
play an increasingly important role. However, if, as the Department
proposes, a fourth cost category ill added to the three clready present,
and assessment and counseling are not considered direct training,
e fforts to incorporate these components into our service delivery will
uffer. The mix of proper services will vary a great deal from client

to client, yet the creation of a fourth category with specific
percentage ceilings for each presupposes a fixed approach to meeting
clients' needs.

The Govrnors see no advantage to drawing a seemingly arbitrary
distinction between the contimum of assssment, counseling, and
training services provided directly to clints that help us achieve our
goal of placing youth and adults in quality jobs. Adding a fourth cost
category will also have the effect of increasing WA.' administrative
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burden because of the necessity for additional tracking, thereby

detracting from services to clients. For very dimadvantaged

individuals, building self-esteem, for xample, is particularly

Important and often a necessary precursor to training.

* * *

I speak on behalf of the Governors when I thank you again for your
leadership in helping the JTPA syetem evolvt into a program which can
more ffectively address the dsmands of our current labor market and
the critical needs of our workers.

We look forward to working with you as you continue work on the
amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act, and would be happy to
answer any questions you have this afternoon.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Tracy.
There is a response that members of Congress have, Mr. Pavlov

talked about it years ago, when bells go off. So we are going to take
a short minute while we go and respond to these bells one more
time.

We'll have a short recess and we'll be right back. Thank you.
[Recess.]
Chairman PERKINS. Having returned from that irresistible urge,

we now move on to the next guest that we have with us today. We
are very pleased to have with us today the Honorable John Gart-
land, Chairman of the National Commission for Employment
Policy.

Please feel free, as I said earlier, to shorten and summarize.
Mr. GARTLAND. I will try to summarize the summary. Last night,

I did a 5 minute summary. Let me quickly go through the summa-
ry of the summary.

As you have heard, flexibility is the cornerstone of JTPA. The
things that I am going to tell you now the Commissicii has ap-
proved from the research that we have done.

First of all, we strongly recommend the retention of the 8 per-
cent set-aside. We feel that that is very important.

Number two, we strongly recommend the retention of the
Summer Youth Employment and Training Program. We can get
into this again if you would like to. I would have loved to have
been on the first panel to answer some of your questions. But
again, we feel very strongly on that.

There is one thing that we bring out now that we feel is very
important. It is a kind of breakthrough. Your staff is aware of it,
that we are now using the Unemployment Insurance data in a
study to evaluate JTPA and the post progra m. We think this will
give a much greater benefit to those States where it can be used.
We have some further study on it. We have to worry about the con-
fidentiality, which is another part of the study that we are doing
now. We have added more States to it. I hope by this fall, we will
hay" some real recommendations to you from the Commission on
this matter.

The other thing is that we do want to endorse the establishment
of the Human Resource Investment Councils at the State level, but
we would like you to establish three-year terms or some function of
terms, and also establish a process whereby the Governor desig-
nates the chairman and appoints members on a staggered basis.
But when a new Governor comes in, you do not just erase the
whole council and start over again. There is a long learning period
in the JTPA. I know from experience.

I would like to read something else because I think it is impor-
tant. Another concern that we have is about food stamp program
involvement in JTPA. First, we recommend that "recipients of food
stamps" as an eligibility of JTPA should be replaced with "eligible
for food stamps." We have found that current eligibility require-
ments have an unintended effect of encouraging and creating an
incentive for people to accept food stamps if they want to enter
JTPA. Or the effect that if they don't want food stamps, they don't
come into the program.
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Secondly, a similar problem would arise when the number of
people on food stamps was used in the allocation formula. This also
could give an unintended incentive to enroll people in food stamps
to enlarge your JTPA allotment.

We understand, and we just realized this the other day, that
some agencies are asking the Census Bureau to investigate the fea-
sibility of developing income data for local areas that would be
available between censurns. This data could prove useful for the
JTPA allocation formula. We are very encouraged, and we are
going to be pushing on this to see if something could be worked
out.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We would be glad to answer any
questions.

[The prepared statement of Hon. John Gartland follows:]

1 )
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TESTIMONY OF

JOHN C. GARTLAND, CHAIRMAN

NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 21, 1991

On behalf of the National Commission for Employment Policy, I
wish to thank Chairman Perkins and Members of this Subcommittee for
the opportunity to share with you the Commission's views on
amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act.

My testimony is based on the Commission's findings ane
recommendations as well as Commission-sponsored research. Some of
the suggestions were offered two years ago in testimony presented
to the Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity in the U.S.
Senate and the Committee on Education and Labor in the U.S. House
of Representatives. Many suggestions are new: they are based on
research completed after the earlier testimony had been presented.

My testimony focuses on major issues that have surfaced about
the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) since I last presented
testimony. One issue relates to pressures to centralize decision-
making at the federal level. A second issue concerns the need to
strike a balawle between increasing the human capital of
economically disadvantaged individuals and providing them with
financial support. Third, there is a need for states and SDAs to
'ncrease their efficiency, cost- and program-effectiveness. And
finally, there is a concern over equity of access to JTPA programs.

I will discuss these issues -- and indicate the Commission's
recommendations -- using as the frame of reference, one of the
principles on which JTPA was established: New Federalism. New
Federalism shifted responsibility for JTPA to the states and local
areas and gave them flexibility in how they operate their progaams.

For several reasons flexibility for states and local areas
(specifically, Service Delivery Arpas cr (SDAs)] is even more
important than it was in the early 1980s.

Not only is the nation's population becoming increasingly
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diverse, but also the dimensions of this diverity differ
among states and localities. For example, the Size Of
the immigrant population varies widely from state to
state and city to city. Also, the level of education and
training of different immigrant groups varies widely. As
a result, individual local education and training systems
are experiencing demands of different types and degrees.
In some places, there is a tremendous need for programs
to include both basic skills and English as a second
language (ESL) issues; in other localities the need is
more focused on ESL programs; and in still other places,
where there are few immigrants, the need is for basic
skills remcliation and dropout prevention within our
lative-bom population.

.tates and local areas are experiencing budget
constraints to different degrees. Moreover, among
localities that must cut back programs, there are
variations in the extent to which funds from either state
or private sector sources are available to "pick up the
slack."

Since the early 1980s there has been an inciease in the
number of federally sponsored employment and training
progra.r and there has been an increasing emphasis on
progra coordination. Since JTPA was enacted, separate
federal employment and training programs have been
established for food stamp recipients and welfare
recipients. These program now co-exist at the local
level not only with JTPA programs, bt,t also with older
programs such as the Employment Suwice and the
vocational education system. Each of these programs has
its own rules, regulations, administrative structures and
incentive systems. It is the responsibility of state and
local officials to link these programs to achieve greater
cost-effectiveness and more "user friendly" program
access for potential clients.

First, I would like to discuss a JTPA program where
flexibility versus centralization is a major issue. The progralr is

the 8-percent education-coordination set-aside.

Two years ago, my testimony indicated that the Commission was
in strong support of this set-aside. These funds have been
invaluable to the JTPA system as a reserve for innovative programs.
In our research on JTPA programs for the homeless, we heard how
state and local programs rely on 8-percent funding for pilot
projects.

In addition, witnesses at hearings held across the nation told
the Commission how these resources were instrumental in funding
English as a second language programs. In our report, Training
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Hispanics: Imolications for the JTPA SysteM, the Commission
recommended the set-aside be supported until the Department ot
Labor had undertaken additional research on its uses and shared its
findings with Congress and the states.

Since that time, we have undertaken some of this research at
the Commission. We have several findings.

As you know, the current education-coordination set-aside has
an 80/20 split. At least 80 percent of the funds mast be used to
provide education and training services to eligible participants
through cooperative agreements between education and JTPA agencies.
Not more than 20 percent of the set-aside pay be used for
coordination of education and training services.

One of our findings is that states use the 20-percent portion
of the set-aside for a variety of coordination activities. These
funds allow the states to have flexibility in establishing criteria
for designing activities with other relev,mt employment and
training programs.

Second, the ebsence of federal performance standards allows
the states to use the 80 percent portion of the set-aside to serve
those economically disadvantaged individuals who are the "hardest
to serve." This is not to imply that the "hard to serve" are not
being served in Titles II-A and II-B; rather the 8-percent progra.ls
are more likely to serve the harder to serve.

Although there are no fede,:al performance standards for the 8-
percent programs, the Conmission found that many states have
established benchmarks or goals for measuring outcomes. These
benchmarks are less stringent than regular JTPA Title II
performance standards since the majority cf 8-percent programs are
focusing on the "hardest to serve" youth and adults.

Third, as you know, the current 8-percent program allows 25
percent of the 80-percent portion to be used to serve non-
economically disadvantaged individuals. This "window" has proven
to be useful: while some individuals do not technically meet the
JTPA eligibility criteria, they nevertheless have serious barriers
to becoming employable and are usefully served by the program.

The Commission recommends retaining the 8-percent education
coordination set-aside.

In accordance with Sec. 163 (a) of JTPA, "The Secretary is
authorized to monitor all recipients of financial assistance under
this Act to determine whether they are complying with the
provisions of this Act and regulations issued under this Act," the
Commission recommends that the 3ecretary of Labor, through a
technical assistance guide or other guidance memoranda, clarify the
Department of Labor's interpretation of "coordination" and explain
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how the Sec. 123 funds can be used to further improve coordination

among JTPA, education, and other relevant agencies. This

explanation should include specific examples of options for

allowable activities in the areas of contracting, procurement,

technical assistance, and programs. The Secretary of Labor should

provide states with full information as to the standards and

requirements that will be used in the Department of Labor's
Monitoring and oversight activities.

With regard to the percent of funds that c3n be spent on non-

economically disadvantaged individuals, the Commission recommends

that it be reduced from 25 percent to 10 percent. We recommend

retaining a percentage of funds for states who have a need for

serving those with serious barriers to employment even though they

do not technically need the JTPA eligibility criteria. However,

based on the Commission's research, most states do not fully
utilize the 25-percent window since they have many economically

disadvantaged individuals in need of services.

The second issue I noted at the outset is a need to strike a

balance between providing economically disadvantaged people with

training and with financial support.

In previous testimony I indicated that the Commission

supported retaining the summer Youth Employment and Training

Progrem (EYETP). The Commission continues to support this program.

Summer employment programs for economically disadvantaged youth are

essential.

Moreover, the Commission has found that states and localities
differ in their ability to support summer programs on their own.
There aee differences among SDAs in the extent to which they have

access to funds for summer youth programs from sources other than

JTPA. Specifically, urban SDAs tend to have more alternative
sources of funds than rural SeAs. For urban SDAs, using JTPA
sumrlr youth funds for a year-round program can be a viable option.

Rural SDAs do not have alternative sources of funding to the same

degree.

In addition, the extent to which SDAs heve non-JTPA funds for

a summer youth employment program can change from one year to the

next. I want to illustrate this point by referring to last
Saturday's article in the Ww,hington Post on summer jobs for youth.

"...More than 10,000 teenagers have signed up for the summer
job program already, far more than Mayor Sharon Pratt Dixon's
deep budget cuts or the city's business community, now reeling
from recession, will likely be able to accommodate. [Cori]

Duvall (an applicant for a summer job) has heard all of that

talk, but she wasn't budging. 61 nl.ed a real job, and this is

my best chance,' she said..." WaLeling_t_lere_EpsI "Gambling on
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Summer Joh in D.C.," p.81 (Saturday May /8, 1991).

xn the :emission's study of the summer youth program the
major finding that emerged was: SDAs want to retain their current
flexibility.

As you know, currently the Title II-A program combines adult
and youth funding into a single allocation; each SDA is required to
expend a minimum proportion of II-A funds on youth (in most SDAs,
40 percent). SDAs may spend more on youth than their expenditure
requirement, Some SDAs -- placing a strong emphasis on youth
services -- spend up to 70 percent of their Il-A allocation on
youth. The strongest statistical finding from the research is that
SDAs want to retain this flexibility to shift funds from adult to
youth programs.

Almost half of the SDAs in our study (49 percent of the over
240 SOAs who responded) rank a year-round youth title ae having a
potentially strong negative impact since it would eliminate SDAs'
flexibility. Nearly three quarters (74 percent) reported that such
an option would have either a negative or strongly negative impact.
Also, 70 percent of the respondents ranked a youth program that
retains a separate summer component, but eliminates local spending
flexibility, es having a potentially negative impact.

The Commission concurs with the SDAs' views. The flexibility
granted to SDAs to determine the employment and training needs of
their communities and design programs to best meet those needt. is
a key element of the original JTPA legislation.

The past efforts of the Department of Labor to encourage, not
mandate, SDAs to add an educational component to the summer program
struck the appropriate balance between financial slipport and
training. SDAs too have struck a balanci, the balance that seemed
appropriate to them. For example, using the flexibility in the
current system, over 80 percent of the SDAs that our researchers
contacted transferred at 1.east some youth program participants
between Titles II-A and II-B.

On the issue of states' and SDAs' need to increase their
efficiency, cost and program-effectiveness, the Commission has
several rrojects. The Commission has undertaken research that
examines how program efficiencies can be achieved at all levels of
administering employment and training programs. The issues have
ranged from streamlining eligibility and requirements at program
intake to improving the cost-effectiveness of data collection On
the programs' outcomes,

One pntential avea for achieving program efficiencies is in
the use oi state Unemployment Insurance (UI) wage records to
evaluate JTPA outcomes. The commission believes that Vr wage
records have great potential as a source of data on outcoms!; which
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can be uscd in evaluating the 3TPA program. The UI data show great
promise as a cost-effective way to measure post-program outcomes
then the current survey of JTPA participants undertaken 13 weeks
after they complete the program.

I am basing this statement on the preliminary findings of a
Commission peoject on the feasibility of using UI data to evaluate
JTPA. The project -- which will involve 19 states and three
program years by its conclusion -- is well underway. Specific
findings to date are quite encouraging:

o UI wage records have been linked successfully to JTPA
administrative records for 15 states and Program Years
1986 and 1987.

The linked data have been used to track the employment
and earnings of different groups of JTPA participants,
such as minorities and welfare recipients, for up to two
years after they receive training services.

The first report from this project vas released this spring;
other reports are due this fall.

The Commission is currently working with the Department of
Labor to test the feasibility of using the UI data in the
Department's performance standards system. The Commission is also
canvassing the JTPA and UI agencies in all the states to assess
their capacity for data-sharing and to develcp an appropriate
approach for meeting confidentiality provisions in the states/
laws.

Preliminary results indicate that the UI data could be offered
to the states as an optional method for evaluating post-program
outcomes under JTPA. This would both increase the system's
flexibility and save on administrative costs. However, until it
has addressed the full range of technical and administrative issues
involved in the use of UI data, including the critical issue of
privacy and confidentiality the Commission does no` to make
any recommendations at this time.

The Commission plans to develop its recommendations later this
year. In any event the Commission anticipates that these
recommendations could be implemented by the Department of Labor
without any legislative civ,nges to JTPA.

Second, a little over a year ago, the Commission initiated an
examination of the federal and state program coordination problems
in government-sponsored programs for the economically
disadvantaged. Our findings have led us to conclude that serioas
and concerted action, involving both the President and the
Congress, must be made to improve coordination among and between
these programs.

I 9
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Let me emphasize that we are not looking at coordination for
coordination's sake. We expect that the adoption of our
recommendations will lead to significant improvements in federal
public assistance programs. Over time, these improvements should
lead to an administrative environment that allows for increased
program participation and the allocation of savings from program
gdministration and towards assistance activities.

Over the past 12 months, the Commission has met with dozens of
people involved in the public assistance system. We have also
conducted in-house and sponsored research. Rather than describe
the entire project, let me just mention the phase that we are in at
present, which happens to be the most interesting and exciting
phase of this project. The Commission is sponsoring a series of
seminars focusing on improving coordination in government-sponsored
public assistance programs. The first seminar, which took place in
Washington, D.C. on March 27t). of this year, focused on notional-
level issues in coordination. We held a second seminar, fc.cusing
on state-level coordination issues, only two weeks ago in San
Antonio, Texas. The third seminar, which will address local
coordination issues, is scheduled for July in San Diego,
California.

These seminars have been most advantageous for the Commission.
We have had the opportunity to hear from senior White House and
Executive Branch officials, agency staff, Congressional staff,
public policy experts, state and local government officials, and
interest group representatives involved in administering,
analyzing, critiquing, or overseeing public assistance programs.

The Commission has just spent part of the past two days
discussing and reviewing the recommendations that it will be
t-nding to the President and the Congress in the fall. At this
t4me, the Commission recommends that Congress enact legislation to
establish human resource or investment councils at the state level
to foster coordinated program approaches in such key functions as
planning, operations, and oversight. Although all states have
integrated different aspects of public assistance pr-jrams at the
operational stages, only a few states have attempteu to coordinate
public assistance at the policy or decision making level.

The Commission further recommends that the telms of office for
members of these state councils be set as follows: The term of
each council member appointed by the Governor shall be three years,
except that - (1) any such member appointed to fill a vacancy shall
serve for the remainder of the term for which his predecessor was
appointed, and (2) of such members first taking office - (a) one
third serve for terms of one year; (b) one third serve for terms of
two years; and (c) one third serve for terms of three years; as
designated by the Governor at the time of appointment. The
Chairman shall be selected by the Governor.

o
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The third project on the issue of increasing efficiency, cost-
and program-effectiveness, concerns the Private Industry Councils.

The Private Industry Councils epitomize one of the principles
of JTPA: that JTPA be based on a strong private/public sector
partnership. The PICs are the cornerstone of the service delivery
system under JTPA. They are the primary mechanism by which the
private sector, along with representatives from public agencies,
can provide guidance and oversee the direction of employment and
training programs. This is one of the main reasons we are
conducting this study. We want to help the PICs do their important
job.

In its project, the Commission is seeking to learn: How do
the PICs view their role under JTPA? And how does the private
sector view its role on the PICs?

The PIC study began last year. The first step was a
Commission-sponsored meeting of the Board of the National
Association of Private Industry Councils. The objective of the
meeting was to learn the views of PIC Chairs on issues they face on
the Councils and on ways to improve their effectiveness. The
following issues were discussed at the meeting:

o training of PIC members,

o coordination at the local level among employment and
training programs,

o coordination with the JTPA system among the local, state,
and federal levels, and

o criteria for Private Industry Council membership.

Since that meeting, the Commission has taken a 3-prong
approach to this study. First, we are reviewing a recent
Department of Labor report on exemplary PICs and other literature
on ways of strengthening Private Industry Councils. Second, we are
participating in a survey of PICs around the nation to see how they
have changed over time. Finally, we are working with the National
Chamber of Commerce to learn how businessmen and businesswomen are
responding to their roles and responsibilities on PICs.

After the completion of these phases of the project, the
Commission will be testing out its findings with PIC members
through a series of activities, including hearings and other
meetings.

Turning to the last issue -- equity as it pertains to
accessing JTPA programs -- the Commission has several
recommendations.
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First, since I last testified, the Commission issued a report
in which we recommended that "receipt of Food Stamps" as an
eligib'Aity requirement for JTPA should be replaced with "eligible
for Food Stamps." I will explain this recommendation by
refereAcing the report,

Persons receiving Food Stamps are eligible for JTPA by virtue
of their participation in this program. People who meet the
eligibility requirements for the Food Stamp program but are
not receiving food stamps, must met JTPA's income cutoff if
they are to enroll in JTPA. Due to differences between the
two programs in both the level of the income cut-offs and the
way the cut-offs are determined, in low cost of living areas
JTPA's income cut-off is below that for food stamps. Thus in
these areas, people with family incomes between the higher
food stamp income requirement and the lower JITA income
requirement can enroll in JTPA only if thin, first apply for,
and receive Food Stamps. (p.2 Training Hispanics:
Implications for the JTPA SvsteM)

Thus, while we wish to encourage food stamp recipients to
enroll in training so that they no longer need this program, in
practice, the eligibility requireAent has had an unintended effect
of encouraging people to accept food stamps if they want to enter
JTPA or of discouraging people from entering JTPA if they do not
wish to participate in the food stamp program.

There has been some discussion within the employment and
training community regarding the possibility of using "the number
of people on food stamps" as one of the comp nents of a formula for
allocating JTPA funds from the federal level to the states and
within states, to the SDAs. The Commission strongly urges that
this approach not be taken.

Certainly the number of people receiving food stamps is a
measure of the number of economically disadvantaged people in a
state or locality -- and the lumber can be updated more frequently
than the Census of Population. However, the number of pcople in
the food stamp program in a state (or locality) is also a measure
of the degree to which state and local policy-makers encourage
people eligible for food stamps to receive the food stamps. States
with sizeable populations cf Hispanics -- to take one group the
Commission has researched -- would receive fewer JTPA dollars
because Hispanics tend not to want to receive food stamps for
cultural reasons. This is a condition unrelated to the economic
need of the people in the state.

Moreover, over time the allocation formula would give state
and local officials every incentive to increase the number of
people receiving food stamps in order to receive additional JTPA
funds. States' allocations would change in response to the
relative success of state (and local) officials in getting people
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to register for food stamps, again a change in a condition which is
unrelated to economic need.

The Commission proposes an alternative approach. In the short
run, the allocation formula should not be chenged; it should be
updated with the results of the 1990 Cersus. In the meantime, we
understand that a number of agencies a' e considering asking the
Census Bureau to investigate the feasib lity of developing income
data for local areas that would be available between censuses.
These data could prove useful for the JTPA allocation formula. The
Commission is very excited about this possibility even though the
efforts are in a preliminary stage.

Two years ago in my testimony submitted to the Education and
Labor Committee of the House of Representatives, I reported that
the existing amount of documentation requirements also had the
unintended effect of "scaring away" some of the "most in need"
applicants. I wish to repeat that point this year. Specifically
I am referring to the multitude of documentation requirements that
eligibility requirements engender. For example, the Commission has
seen numerous instances of persons who were required to seek
documentation proving that they had neither graduated from high
school nor had received a General Equivalency Diploma (GED). It is
relatively easy to prove that one has graduated from high school --
but how does one prove that one has not graduated?

Also, I want to refer again to Saturday's article on summer
jobs that was in the Washington Post:

Kevin Williamson [an applicant for a summer job] was making
nis third trip to room 103 [where the youth apply for summer
jobs]. Twice he has been turned away, after riding alone
across town by bus, for not having all the identification
needed. Washington Post, "Gambling on a Summer Job in D.C.,"
p. B1 (Saturday May 18, 1991).

In closing, I would like to make a general statement regarding
the goal of JTPA. The goal uf JTPA is to offer economically
disadvantaged individuals, who need employment and training
serv!ces, those servic^s that they both need dnd want. 1 emphasize
the term "want" because it is not reasonable to assume that simply
because a government prix4ram exists, all individuals eligible for
the program will autrAatically want to enter it. The policy
implication of this statement is a practical one: the program must
also be attractive -- or of interest -- to potential clients. I

believe that this point is important to bear in mind as we consider
the issues that have emerged about JTPA and discuss ways to improve
the JTPA system as a whole and the specific training programs that
it offers.

The National CommLssion for Employment Policy is dedicated to
assisting this Subcommittee as it seeks to improve JTPA's efforts
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to train disadvantaged persona so that they can obtain economically
rewarding employment.

Mr. Chairman, this coi,cludes my statement. I would be pleased
to respond to any questions that you or other members of the
Committee may have.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Gartland. That is the short-
est one so far today.

We would like to turn to Mr. Andrews to see if he has any ques-
tions or statements for this distinguished panel.

Mr. ANDREWS. I do. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, let me apologize for being up and down and in and

out. We have had a lot of votes today. I have had a chance to read
everyone's statement and I apologize for not being here to hear the
statements in person.

Mr. Tracy, I am particularly proud that you are here today. It is
a great privilege to see you from our State. Let me commend you
and your Commission on the fine job it does in New Jersey. You
may have heard me say earlier that before coming to Washington,
I was privileged to serve in county government as the freeholder
director. You and I know what that means, being from New Jersey;
the rest of the people in the room do not. It is not the freeloader
director. Freeholder is a New Jersey term meaning county commis-
sioner. I was the director of the board. The work that your Com-
mission did in our county was exemplary.

You were kind enough to mention our development of the com-
puter integrated manufacturing program at Camden Community
College. You rather modestly failed to state that the work of your
Commission was instrumental in helping to put that project togeth-
er. Your Commission was also extremely instrumental in helping
us to implement a novel reform of our welfare reform program,
REACH program in Camden County.

So I appreciate very much your efforts. I am very glad you are
here today.

Let me ask you a question that has very specific applicability to
New Jersey, but I think it also has national applicability as well.
You can make a case that the recession that has hi* the country
has hit us in a qualitatively worse fashion in New Jersey for a va-
riety of reasons owing to some diminution of our industrial capac-
ity over time, some of the difficulties in our State budget and tax
picture, the fact that we have many, many concentrated urban cen-
ters like Jersey City and Patterson and Camden, that I represent,
that do not necessarily have the assets that some other urban cen-
ters have.

I would be very interested in hearing you talk about how your
Commission is working through the process of coordinating the
Federal jobs welfare reform program with the activities of the Pri-
vate Industry Council around New Jersey.

I ask that because it seems to me that our State, maybe above all
others, has a very crucial need right now to deal with the problem
of our permanent underclass through the marriage of those two
programs. I would be very interested in hearing what you think we
ought to do and what the State is doing now.

Mr. TRACY. First, Congressman, what the State is doing is that
the State human resource agency has designated the Job Training
Partnership Act and the Private Industry Councils as the deliverer
of REACH jobs and employment and training programs. Joint
planning efforts are taking place at the sub-State level. I think one
ot the lessons we have learned from the implementation of REACH
jobs is that connecting these two programs was a Herculean effort
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requiring a lot of expenditure of local energy by both policy-makers
and constituent advocates, but also by the people who actually run
programs.

One of the approaches the Commission is looking into at the
local service delivery area is how to develop a decision-making
structure that doesn't require the layering of this REACH/JTPA
connection, for the vocational education/JTPA connection, and the
adult-ed/economic development connection. We are trying to come
up with an infrastructure, a delivery mechanism that would allow,
as several of the panelists have suggested today, a local board that
would have decision-making authority over a variety of resources.

The way we are trying to frame this, conceptually, in New
Jersey is to talk about a workforce readiness system that encom-
passes all of these resources and to work locally at the construction
of a decision-making structure. Frankly, probably, at least with the
blessing of if not through the board of freeholders, in utilizing a
PIC-like mechanism to have authority over a variety of these re-
sources. We have been successful in REACH/JTPA to different ex-
tents in different places. But even with that success, the big issue
is if you are now going to move more pieces into the puzzleand
we have concluded you absolutely must have an all-chance system
when you talk about points of connections for individual people
we have to come with this decision-making structure locally. We
have it at the State level through the Commission and its interac-
tion with the Executive Branch of government.

Mr. ANDREWS. Ifet me ask this question for all three of our pan-
elists. One of the success stories, I think, of JTPA is that it starts
with an analysis of what the market needs are for labor, for em-
ployment, and then tries to fit the training programs around that.
The result is that when the program works properly, people get
hired. They get work.

Welfare reform programs historically don't do that. Frankly, in
New Jersey, the program called REACHthat is, Realizing Eco-
nomic Achievementis very much similar to the Federal program
that was enacted here last year. It invests a lot of welfare recipi-
ents with job training skills, daycare, transportation, medical in-
surance, all the skills that you need to break the cycle of poverty.
But one thing that I have heard people complain about is that it is
sort of like teaching someone how to swim and then locking them
out of the swimming pool. There is no real thought about what
they are going to do with all these skills once people receive them.
JTPA seems to have gotten over that hurdle.

My question is to all of the panelists: What might we do in the
law to encourage, not mandate, but encourage the link-up of local
economic development activities with JTPA and welfare reform ac-
tivities?

In other words, how can we get everyone involved in job creation
and business attraction, worker training and welfare reform all
doing the same thing at the same time? How can we encourage
that?

Mr. GARTLAND. We just concluded that we commend New Jersey.
They were at our coordination meeting we had at the State level.
They have done an outstanding job. I think that yo;.4 have o have
your local officials work with the PIC. I mean, if you have the right

2 )0
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mix on the PIC of business, CEOs, small business, that they know
what the job market is. Then you give them the training and give
them the responsibility and bring the other programs.

I think effective PICs, those which have been trained, do reach
out and bring in other money besides JTPA money. They are able
to do a much better job. So it may have to be incorporated, but
they have to have that good working relationship with the local
elected officials.

So, yes, I think you need to encourage that. I think the Depart-
ment of Labor needs to encourage it. I think the way to answer a
lot of these questions is that we need more training of PICs and
knowing what they can do.

We'll be coming back to you, Mr. Chairman, on that. We are
doing a study on it right now. Some indications are that the PICs
aren't as well-trained as they should be. I attended a PIC meeting
last Thursday. I was surprised at the lack of knowledge they had.
So we are looking into that. We will be back to you, Mr. Chairman,
on that.

But it has to come from the local elected officials. They have to
bring in both a cross section of the local business on that PIC.

Mr. OSBORNE. Mr. Andrews, that is a very vital issue, in my opin-
ion. I think part of the amendments deal with something that the
committee needs to be very conscious ofthat is the employment
generating section of the amendments. I contena that there is a
place for employment generating activities and employment train-
ing and the planning for the programs that you just referred to.

I would certainly caution the committee not to terminate any use
of JTPA funds to support and supplement the employment generat-
ing activities. Whether or not you can always tie the first year dol-
lars directed toward employment generating to jobs for JTI3A eligi-
ble clients the first year, that is a little scary and sketchy because
it takes longer than that to create opportunities.

One of the things that we try to do in Eastern Kentucky, and it
is only a token effortand it is not an answer from the standpoint
of legislation of what you can do. Locally, I require my supervisors
to sit on the chamber of commerce. We are members of the local
chamber of couamerce. We also sit on economic development boards
as a participant. We try to recruit those kinds of individuals to sit
on our PIC.

Mr. ANDREWS. I guess the experience that we have been able to
hear in these hearings and read about is that the key to an effec-
tive JTPA program is how active and how good the PIC is, as Mr.
Gartland says. I wonder if we might not build in some kind of in-
centive for local governments where if they empower the PIC to do
more things, if they empower the PIC to be the lead agency in eco-
nomic development in their county or city, if they empower the
PIC to become actively involved in the implementation of the wel-
fare reform program, in exchange for thatand carry out the regu-
lar JTPA activitiesin exchange for that, some of the things that
we heard the local officials complain about earlier could be
dropped.

Perhaps there should be some regulatory exemptions. Maybe the
15 percent ceiling would nIt apply in those kind of cases on admin-
istrative costs. In other words, go to local governments and say

207
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that if you do the things that the successful dynamic PICs around
the country have done, we are going to make your life easier. I am
not going to force you to do it, because that would be antithetical
to what this program is about, really. But we are going to give you
some meaningful incentives with which to do that. I would think
that that might be a fruitful area for us to explore in the future.

Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Mr. GOODLING. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. GOODLING. I think it would be a good idea to extend my flexi-

bility bill then to include JTPA.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am not familiar with the gentleman's flexibility

bill.
Mr. GOODLING. We'll make sure that you get a copy.
Mr. ANDREWS. Flexibility for some people is abrogation for

others. We have to be careful, right?
Mr. GOODLING. That's right.
Chairman PERKINS. Since this opportunity arose, I guess this is

your turn, Mr. Good ling. Do you have any remarks?
Mr. GOODLING. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. All right.
I was interested in several things. Virgil's comment at the end of

his testimony about utilizing the concentrated employment philoso-
phy and Mr. Gartland's statement about serious and concerted
action to improve coordination among government programs for
the poor strike me as moving in the same directinn: there is a need
to coordinate these jobs programs and JTPA and the Job Corps. We
talked about it Friday in Prestonsburg, Virgil and I and some labor
officials from my region.

What do you gentlemen think is the best way to approach this
thing? Do you think that it is better to have all these programs
under one roof? How would you approach it?

Mr. TRACY. I think conceptlally one-stop shopping is a very ap-
pealing concept. When you look at, as Bill Kolberg described it, the
mosaic of programs that have developed over the last 60 years, we
don't have enough staff or resources in the system to move every-
one together in one stop.

I think Texas is exploring an approach called "No Wrong Door,"
whereif I could for a minutebelow the program level at the in-
frast,.uctural level, systems could be connected so that case man-
agement could be addressed not with every program having to have
a case manager, but resources attached to the customer and a re-
ferral and an intake and assessment process that would allow cus-
tomers, clients to make informed choice and not to be either cap-
tured to fulfill the performance requirements wherever they are or
trying to figure out how to merge in New Jersey's context commu-
nity colleges, vocational technical schools, county welfare offices,
Private Industry Councils.

It becomes mind boggling on how to negotiate the shape of that
table if it is one-stop. 'No 'Wrong Door" may be a quicker policy to
connect the pieces to.

Mr. GARTLAND. I think that is good as a start. But then I think
that the Congress is going to have to look at the eligibility require-
ments. Every program has separate, different definitions, different
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eligibility requirements. What is poverty? What is the poverty
level? Where do the programs kick in? So, I mean, I think down
the road, we have to be moving that way. I think we have to look
at a comprehensive program of trying to get these people back into
the workforce. But I think the local and the State governments can
begin to move in that direction as they are trying to do in Pennsyl-
vania in one-stop shopping. The clients have one place to go. Some
places, the job is over in that building, three blocks away is the
JTPA. People don't know where it is. I mean we need to bring
those people in. We can't force them, but I think we have to make
it more convenient for the client.

Chairman PERKINS. What do you think about the concept Mr.
Power, I think, was talking about? The kind of super-council that
grows on the PIC that would have more jurisdiction over a variety
of th..se areas.

Mr. GARTLAND. I think we need to go down that road. We have to
bring it all together. But of course, you are stepping on turf.

Chairman PERKINS. Oh, no. But I can do that here. When it gets
out in the real world, it is all right.

Mr. GARTLAND. But yes. We have to start moving. We only have
so many resources. We have to concentrate on it. I agree with you;
we have got to start looking down that road. We are doing and will
have for you, probably in 3 monuhs, a coordination recommenda-
tion.

Chairman PERKINS. How nice to see that, Mr. Gartland.
Virgil, were you trying to say something?
Mr. OSBORNE. Just a comment to support what has been said by

both my colleagues.
It is strange that when we look out into our community, we just

see people who are in need of services. But once they go to an as-
sessment center or an eligibility center, we find out they are an
AFDC client or they are a dropout or they are a Title III dislocated
worker or they are a displaced homemaker or something else, and
they don't qualify for what they have there. Like you said, it is on
the other side of town. We need something where these things are
united to serve the people in need when they come here.

Chairman PERKINS. How would you suggest going about uniting
them?

Mr. OSBORNE. My strongest suggestion would be that you gentle-
men there take the bull by the ',orns and start at this level. But
we have attempted to do that locally by co-housing as many of the
service agencies as we can. We want to take advantage of the edu-
cational reform in Kentucky and the community centers concept to
try to co-house some of those members. We have already been talk-
ing with some of the superintendents in that regard.

We have talked with the Department of Employment Service in
an attempt tx5 co-house some of the services so that when people
come in, once it is determined where they are, they can get the
service there in the office rather than going to the other side of the
county or the town.

But I think it has to start here.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me just shift gears here and go to the

Summer Youth Program. I know Mr. Gartland said he wanted to
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make some comments. I am going to give you an opportunity to do
that. I am very interested.

The administration made a proposal and they tell you the
number of people they serve is going to go down, but they are
going to give you a better product when the individual is served
over the course of the whole year. The Youth Program is going to
provide services the whole year. Youths don't have to be served for
a year, they could still be served only 3 months in the summer-
time. There is no requirement that they are going to be there for a
year, but that the services provided to those individuals are better
than under the present summ er program.

Do you think that is a good concept? Why or why not?
Mr. GARTLAND. No, because my understanding, first of alland

maybe I misunderstand itbut my impression was to be enrolled
in a summer program, you had to be in a year-round program. I
think that is a mistake. We can do that already under Title II-A.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Gartland, there is one thing that you
need to know. You don't have to be served that entire year. You
could be served, I think with a certain flexibility, just in the
summer, period.

Mr. GARTLAND. Then why change it? I mean if--
Chairman PERKINS. With the rest of the year.
Mr. GARTLAND. I mean a lot of communities will have those that

want to be in a year-round program; they use the II-A funds. Then
they use the summer program fur when the summer starts. They
shift people into the summer program. So if they are not changing
it, then why change it? My impression was--

Chairman PERKINS. There is just more flexibility for funds.
Mr. GARTLAND. I really don't think that there is that much flexi-

bility in funds. I am afraid that you are going to lock the locals. I
mean if you read the Post on Saturday, we had 10,000 kids here in
the District who signed up for the summer program. Now some of
the large urban areas are able to usehave been able to use in the
past a lot of corporate funds because they are available. So they
didn't need to use their summer program money, because the cor-
porations were doing well, therefore, they were willing to hire a lot
of people. Now times are tight. They can t hire as many. Therefore,
are you going to leave all those kids out because you don't have the
flexibility? If they have not been in some part of the program, can
they just walk in?

mean I thought what kids want todayI mean in the pro-
gram, they talk, and can I quote from the Washington Post? It
said, "Kevin Williamson, an applicant for a summer job, made his
third trip to room 103 where the youth applied for a summer job.
Twice he had been turned away, after riding alone across the town
by bus, for not having all of the identification needed."

But these kids do want to do it. I just think the system in that
particular case is not working. When we surveyed and did our
summer youth program, 49 percent of the SDAsthere were about
240 out of the 600 that respondedsaid they would be seriously im-
pacted if that was changed. Seventy-five percent said they would be
seriously or moderately negatively impacted. So the SDA directors
out there don't want to change. I just have a problem of putting it
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all in one bigright now, I think it is working well and gives the
flexibility at the local level.

Chairman PERKINS. One of the questions that I asked earlier to
one of the gentlemen was: What about the idea of giving them the
option of using a local SDA to make the decision a year-round pro-
gram and one option if you decide to go in that direction and an-
other area of summer employment pro& am?

Mr. GARTLAND. I would like to furtherI mean, right now they
have the option to do both. You might have some really at-risk kids
that need to be in a year-around program. But then you have some
kids who are playing basketball, maybe playing football, doing well
in their studies but they are from economically disadvantaged fam-
ilies and they need a summer job. I wouldn't want to take that
away from them. We already have it. I don't know why you try to
fix something that is already working.

Chairman PERKINS. Virgil, what do you think?
Mr. OSBORNE. I agree with that. I think just to add one little bit

of public fund flavor to it, I think the Summer Youth Program is a
way to access the community and get the added support that is
needed for all the programs there that would be available for most
year-round programs. But I disagree with the fact that it is a
summer youth program. Of course, I may be speaking primarily
from our standpoint. We think that we have a very effective
summer youth program. It is doing good things for the people in
there.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Tracy, what comments do you have?
Mr. TRACY. The NGA position is consistent with what both my

colleagues have presented, to keep the flexibility of the summer
only program.

Chairman PERKINS, Virgil, let me ask you about your proposal.
You had two cost categories. Do you think that by moving to some-
thing like that, that you are going to open yourself up to more
audits, more potential criticisms, than we have presently under the
present system?

Mr. OSBORNE. No, not if the guidelines are written to cover what
they have now. If you set it up by the basic standards that we
have, the OMB circulars and what is service and what is not.

Chairman PERKINS. So you think that the OMB circular is the
way to go?

Mr. OSBORNE. No, I think it is a base to use, but I think there
has to be a little bit of flexibility.

Chairman PERKINS. There should be a modification, you think?
Mr. OSBORNE. Yes, modification. But we have operated fairly well

with the flexibility that the State has built into it. I know that that
has caused a problem in a lot of places because of the extremes it
has been going to. But I think if they would allow redefined serv-
ices and the expenditures to cover those things that would be non-
administration and everything pertaining to the development or
training of the client--

Chairman PERKINS. I am concerned about this area. Somewhere
we have got to build in, I think, some sort of accountability. We
have seen too many problems develop across this country. People
will continue t, come in and say hey, everything is fine. Then you
see another study where you have problems across this country. So
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if people think that we are just going to gloss over that in the
name of flexibility, we are not. We have got to put something in
place that is going to try to correct that. At the same time, we
want to maintain the maximum amount of flexibility that is possi-
ble, and we want to allow people to move in the direction that they
want to.

I am interested in your idea about a modified circular approach
and accounting standards, I guess.

What do you other gentlemen think about it?
Mr. TRACY. NGA is against the creation of an additional cost cat-

egory. Conceptuallywell, specifically, NGA is opposed to the im-
position of the OMB circulars and would instead suggest that the
bill outline specific expectations and that the Governors would be
charged with the responsibility of putting that accountability
system in place. That is the NGA's recommendations on the cost
system.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Gartland, any comments?
Mr. GARTLAND. I am concerned. I mean the performance stand-

ards are an important part. I think that as the Congress says to
the PICs or SDAs, whichever you want to use, get down and serve
the harder to serve, they have a lot of barriers out there that can't
be taken care of under Title II-A, except the 8 percent set-aside,
because that doesn't have the performance standard.

So the harder to serve the client, the person who has more bar-
riers, the more they have a hard time. I think a lot of it is out of
ignorance. I think there are a lot of dedicated people out there who
are trying to serve. I don't think they have the information or the
training and I think they are trying to get it down, and they are
going ov*r the line. I don't think it is direct fraud or abuse. Maybe
I am wrong. I don't know. I haven't studied the GAO or the Inspec-
tor General's report.

Chairman PERKINS. I think you are right in a lot of cases. I think
certainly what is happening is the problem that Virgil was talking
about earlier, that you have a situationhe has got a waiver. He is
lucky on that. He doesn't have to worry about those sort of things.
But you have provide supportive services. That is a question we
have to get into.

But I think there are abuses, particularly in the area that Bill
Ford was talking abouton-the-job training. It is amazing when
you look and you see the abuses that are going on regularly today
in this programand they are going on, on a national basis. So
how do we bnild something to stop these abuses and still retain
that flexibility.

Mr. GARTLAND. We went or t and we asked PICs: How do you use
your 10 percent window? We keep that under the table in case we
are audited, we can throw those in there. So they are holding that.
Instead of using it as it should ha used, they are holding it back if
they get audited. I am not convinced that we should tighten the
screw any more until we have done a better job of training. I have
to come back to you on that, but I feel strongly about that. I visited
a PIC and they just were not aware of a lot of stuff. I think we
need morewell, let me come back to you on that.

Chairman PERKINS. I am looking forward to seeing that report
when you get it 3 months from now.
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Mr. TRACY. I think qutditative benchmarks in terms of the skill
levels of the on-the-job-training contracts have to be addressed. I
think the specific kinds of examples, the mismatch between the
length of training and the amount of training subsidy have to be
addressed. I am not convinced that the blanket application of the
OMB circulars is going to address that issue.

Chairman PERKINS. Let's talk about the modified procedure that
Virgil is talking about, some sort of accountability procedure.

Mr. TRACY. I think there needs to be a tying of the length of
training. The standard vocational preparation index that is in the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles may be a good benchmark. Five
years ago, I would have said that that would be the standard, but
since the National Academy has looked at the dot code system,
that may be eroded to the point that it is a good guideline or a
good starting point. Certainly it is the only thing we have today
that is comparable across occupational lines.

But some standard of vocational preparation, indexing length of
time to the skill level of the job required, is one answer. The other
answer, I think, is to allow the States to develop a set of sanctions
for employers who are not living up to their OJT commitments.

A third component of this OJT structure may be to address an
assessment on the skill level of the individuals on their way into
the training program, so that there is some indication of specific
increase in competency. These are not NGA nor the State of New
Jersey, these are off the top of my head, Mr. Chairman.

I think that is a more measured approach which you really can't
legislate, other than to suggest or require that States, maybe with
some funding from the Department and research through the Na-
tional Commission, develop these kinds of benchmarks since we are
really moving into a new era of how to relate on-the-job training,
to evaluate it.

Chairman PERKINS. I see. We are going to legislate something,
though. We have been doing that in this country for the last
decade.

Mr. TRACY. I'll defer to you on that, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Well, maybe we better defer to somebody

else.
Mr. GOODLING. I would like to make two observations.
Chairman PERKINS. Please, Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. /lumber one is I think there is a misinterpreta-

tion of what the administration says in relationship to a year-
round program. They don't say that you have to be in a JTPA pro-
gram. VVhat they say is that you must be in a year-rouAd program.
you may be in high school or in another trade school. You may be
in anything else just so that you are in some type of program year-
round. They are not talking about being in JTPA.

Two things they want to get around is number one, that there is
no assessment after a summer program, they want these young-
sters to have a follow-up assessment. The second thing that they
are concerned about, is that we enroll in the summer program.
Then at the end we terminate them and then enroll them in the
full year-round program. At the end of that, we terminate that,
and then we enroll them in the summer program. We terminate
that, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, which there doesn't really seem
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to be any purpose for doing that. So I think there may be a misun-
derstanding.

The other thing is that I was interested in your one-stop shop-
ping concept which we have tried to pass in the legisladon recent-
ly. We have been trying to insist on forcing all agencies to work
together. I was reminded that in Section 122 of the existing Job
Training Partnership Act, we tried to do something about that. In
Section C, we talk about the what the Governors' coordination of
special services activities may include; and then on number 10 of
that, that they may include, we say, "providing statewide programs
which provide for joint funding of activities under this Act with
services and activities under other Federal, State, or local employ-
ment-related programs." So this is one time, I guess, we did it
right, maybe it is not being done right out in the bushes. So we'll
have to do something about that.

I don't have any more comments because I am afraid I'll get to-
matoes from my group from York if they don't soon get on the
highway and get back home.

Chairman PERKINS. Are you accusing me of having a long hear-
ing, Mr. Good ling?

Mr. GOODLING. That would probably explain that for the people
back in York, that they were here in the hearing all this time.

Chairman PERKINS. I appreciate what this panel has given to us
today in the way of testimony. It has been very valuable. I thank
you again for your patience and being with us three hours and fif-
teen minutes. Thank you very much for your testimony.

We have one more panel, Mr. Calvin Johnson, Legislative Repre-
sentative from the Department of Legislation, AFL-CIO; and Jody
Keller, Chairman of the York County, Pennsylvania Private Indus-
try Council.

I know Mr. Good ling has been waiting anxiously all day for this
opportunity.

MS. KELLER. SO have 1.
Chairman PERKINS. I think we all have, that's true. You are the

last panel.
Mr. Goadling, do you want tu make any introductions or com-

ments here?
Mr. GOODLING. As I indicated in my opening statement, these

two ladies have an interesting twist, an interesting story to tell be-
cause we have had some difficulties with the program that received
all sorts rd compliments, awards, accolades, et cetera, et cetera.

Chairman PERKINS. I read the testimony. It is very interesting.
Mr. GOODLING. It is interesting, and I think you'll enjoy what Ms.

Keller has to say.
Chairman PERKINS. I have read all the testimony today. So I will

again encourage you. If you have any summaries, please feel free
to do so.

Ms. Keller, please i.
Ms. KELLER. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. You waited so long, I am not going to deny

your opportunity.
Ms. KELLE1. That's right. I am going to take my five minutes.
Chairman PERKINS. Okay.
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STATEMENTS OF JODY KELLER, CHAIR, YORK COUNTY, PENN-
SYLVANIA PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL; AND CALVIN JOHN-
SON, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, DEPARTMENT OF LEGIS-
LATION, AFL-CIO
Ms. KELLER. Mr. Chairman, Subcommittee members, thanks for

the opportunity to provide the perspective of a Private Industry
Council Chairperson, small businessperson and employer with
regard to the amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act.

Thank you, Mr. Good ling, also, for the introduction.
With me today is also Kathy Fox, our new Executive Director of

the York County Office of Unemployment and Training.
I represent a Pennsylvania SDA that is located in the south cen-

tral part of the State. We serve citizens of York County. Our own
experience over the past 12 months, which I will share with you
briefly in a moment--

Mr. GOODLING. Excuse me. I have to interrupt you just to say
that the staff is listening, and that is more important than the
members.

Ms. KELLER. That's fine. Believe me, I have been watching the
goings-on today, so I understand who is important up there.

Anyway, what has happened in York over the past year does, in
large measure, support amendments that we have before us. York
County, Pennsylvania, for those of you who are not familiar with
our area, is an agricultural manufacturing area. We also have an
emerging service industry. We support more than 340,000 residents
and of course, have our own challenges for the maintenance of our
county as well as growth.

About a year ago, one of our major manufacturers, Cold Steel
Equipment, closed its doors. It left more than 500 long-term em-
ployees jobless and in a very insensitive job market. Heeding the
60-day plant closing law, our rapid response team went into acticn,
coordinating efforts to assist employees by committing JTPA funds
for training and job search activities.

It wasn't until several months later that our Private Industry
Council and our county commissioners learned that we had over-
committed our JTPA resources. It wasn't until later that we all
learned about the inadequate accounting system, administrative
misspending, and excessive OJT contracts. Our local newspapers
took full advantage of the story as it unfolded, implying that our
system had been abused. We read in the papers that displaced
workers from plant closings would not receive what they were
promised. We learned that the local JTPA program had spent its
entire annual budget the first month of the fiscal year.

Ironically, while York County's JTPA proip-am was in this ad-
ministrative and financial disarray, we were being lauded for meet-
ing program performance standards. Everybody was asking how
could an exemplary program such as ours, which had received nu-
merous awardf, and incentive grants, how could it, have had such
inadequate fiscal controls?

Fortunately, with the assistance of Representative Bill Good ling,
State and Federal administrators, our displaced workers from the
plants such as Cold Steel, did receive the assistance that they were
promised.

I
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We are currently answering the questions that were raised over
the past year, and we are putting our SDA back together again
thanks to the cooperation and involved assistance of our State De-
partment of Labor and Industry, our York County Commissioners,
Pennsylvania's SDA Association, which has been very helpful, our
diligent new Executive Director, and our rejuvenated Private In-
dustry Council.

Many of the proposed amendments to the act have the potential
to have prevented York County's crisis. Specifically, I believe, the
following ideas related to the amendments should receive your full
consideration.

First of all, while the amendments do suggest the continuation of
the present service delivery system, as we learned in York County,
structure does not imply function. In order for the partnership be-
tween the Private Industry Council and the JTPA program office
to function, it requires open, honest, and intelligent administrators,
committed and knowledgeable PIC volunteersI believe that Mr.
Gartland pointed to the need for trained PIC volunteers; supportive
county officials and coordination of public and private efforts,
which are of necessity outside of the JTPA scope of authority.

Secondly, we believe the success of the JTPA program should be
based on successful job placenr_mt, but it must be recognized that
barriers to employment iriclur'.e the basic necessities like transpor-
tation, adequate clothing, Iviusing, which we talked about today.
The definition of "disadvan (aged" does require consideration of the
local context. We feel there should be Federal standards for label-
ling the disadvantaged worker.

Third, we are in support of the amendment to provide additional
service coordination requirements at the State level, for example,
the State Human Resource Investment Council. Please remember,
however, that coordination at the State level can be greatly en-
hanced, or it can be and is often inhibited by restrictions imposed
by segregated Federal programming. At the local level, it would be
helpful to have requirements and incentives for coordinating and
streamlining services to JTPA eligible clients.

Fourth, we also support individual participant assessments which
guide service activities. While we are aware of the effort required,
it does seem consistent that the hard-to-place employee requires ad-
ditional and ongoing support.

Finally, we strongly support increased fiscal accountability. As a
PIC member, I need the information which could be provided
through such a system. However, in our experience over the past
year, when program standards were exceeded with no apparent re-
lationship to program spending, it became all too evident to us that
there must be a formal link between program and fiscal success.
Establishment of procurement standards, in our view, should be
only one of a number of enhancements needed to ensure that fiscal
accountability.

In York County, as we rebuild our JTPA program, we will con-
tinue to serve our economically disadvantaged and dislocated citi-
zens by offering the means to obtain gainful employment. Now
more than ever, our community must apply all resources, public
and private, to support our changing economy. We need both flexi-
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bility, but we also need focus from JTPA to allow us to respond te
local conditions.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I just want to tell you about York
County's preparation for the decade we are in now. We have the
York 2000 Commission. It was established in 1986 by our county
commissioners. Its purpose was to address the issues that York
County would face on the road to the new century. A variety of
county residents were appointed from both the rivate and public
sectors, representing a diversity of interest from areas of expertise.
The resulting report outlined a number of areas needing attention
within the upcoming years in a proposed course of action. Specifi-
cally, our third report was made in April of this year. I want to
read just one small piece from the report that points to what we
are talking about today.

There is a need for the creation of public and private partner-
ships that could provide job training opportunities and encourage
those who face barriers to employment. The limitations of federally
funded job training programs to respond to the needs of the eco-
nomically disadvantaged individuals, dislocated workers, and work-
ers whose skills have not kept pace with ihe changing work envi-
ronment will leave many employable persons out of the employ-
ment picture.

We believe the Job Training Partnership Act can make a greater
impact on our local employment picture, given the potential for en-
hanced programmatic and fiscal integrity. We eagerly look ta Con-
gress to make the necessary changes to JTPA that will allow us to
improve the quality of life in our county by providing both econom-
ic independence to our residents and a skilled productive workforce
to our business community.

I thank you again for the opportunity to share my limited view
and experience with JTPA.

[The prepared statement of Jody Keller followsd
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STATEMENT OF
JODY KELLER

CHAIRMAN, PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL
YORK COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

May 21, 1991

Mr. Chairman and Subcommittee members, thank yo, for the opportunity to
provide the perspective of a local Private Industry Council Chairperson,
small business owner and employer with regard to Amendments to the Job
Training and Partnership Act. With me today is Kathy Fox, our new Director of
the York County Office of Employment and Training.

I represent a Pennsylvania S.D.A. located in the southcentral part of the
state, serving the citizens of York County. Our own experience over the past
12 months, which I will share with you in a moment, suggests the need for
change in the Act, and in large measure, supports the Amendments before you at
this time.

York County, Pennsylvania, 1000 square miles of agriculture, manufacturing and
an emerging service industry, supports Tore than 340,000 residents and bias its
own challenges for maintenance and growth.

About 1 year ago, a major manufacturer in York, Cole Steel Equipment, closed
its doors leaving more than 500 long-term employees jobless in an insensitive
job market. Heeding the 60-day plant closing law, our rapid response team
went into action, coordinating efforts to assist employees by committing JTPA
funds for training and job search services. It wasn't until several months
later that our Private Industry Council and County Commissioners learned that
we had over-committed our JTPA resources. It wasn't until later that we all
learned about the inadequate accounting system, administrative mis-spending
and excessive OJT contracts. Our local newspapers took full advantage of the
story as it unfoloed, implying that the system had been abused. We read in
the papers that displaced workers from plant closings would not receive what
they were promised. We learned that the local JTPA program had spent its
entire annual budget (hiring the first month of the fiscal year.

Ironically, while York County's JTPA program was in this administrative and
financial disarray, we were being lauded for meeting program performance
standards. Everyone was asking, how could an exemplary program, the recipient
of numerous awards and incent;./e grants have such inadequate fiscal controls?

Fortunately, with the assistance of Representative Bill Goodling, state and
federal administrators, our displaced workers from plants such as Cole Steel
did receive the assistance they were promised. We are currently answering the
questions that were raised over the past year and are putting our SDA back
together thanks to the cooperation and involved assistance of our State
Department of labor and Industry, York County Commissioners, Pennsylvania's
S.D.A. Association, our diligent Director and our rejuvenated Private Industry
Council.
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MUny of the proposed amendments to the Act have the potential to have

prevented York County's crisis. Specifically, I believe the following ideas

related to the amendments should receive your full consideration:

1. While the amendments suggest the continuation of the present service
delivery system, as we learned in York County, structure does not imply

function. In order for the partnership between the Private Industry Council
and the JTPA program office to function, it requires open, honest and
intelligent administrators, committed and knowledgeable PIC volunteers,
supportive county officials and coordination of public and private efforts

which are, of necessity, ;Aside of the JTPA scope of authority.

2. We believe the success of JTPA programs should be based on successful job
placement, it must be recognized that barriers to employment include basic
necessities like transportation, adequate clothing and housing. The

definition of "disadvantaged" requires consideration of the local context.

There should not be fedoral standards for labeling the disadvantaged worker.

3. We are in support of the amendment to provide additional service
coordination requirements at the state level. (i.e. the State Human Resource

Investment Council). Please remember, however, that coordination at the state

level can be greatly enhanced but is often inhibited by restrictions imposed
by segregated federal programming. At the local level, it would be helpful to

have requirements and incentives for coordinating and stream-lining services

to JTPA-eligble clientele.

4. We also support individual participant assessments which guide service

activities. While we're aware of the effort required, it seems consistent

that the hard to place employee requires additional and on-going support.

S. Finally, we strongly support the need for increased fiscal

accountability. As a PIC member, I need the information which could be

supplied through an improved system. However, in our experience over the past

year where program standards were exceeded with no apparent relationship to
program spending, it became all too evident that there musk be a formal link

between program and fiscal success. Establishment of procurement standards

should be only one of a number of enhancements needed to ensure fiscal

accountability.

In York County, as we rebuild our JTPA program, we will continue to serve our
economically disadvantaged and dislocated citizens by offering the means to

obtain gainful employment. Now, more than ever, our community must apply all

resources -- public and private -- to support our changing economy. We need

both flexibility and focus from JTPA to allow us to respond to local

conditions.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to tell the subcommittee about York
County's preparation for the decade we're now in.

A York 2000 Commission was established in 1986 by our County Commissioners.
Its purpose was to address the issues that York County would face on the road

to the new century. A variety of coubty residents were appointed from both
the private and public sectors, representing a diversity of interests and

areas of expertise. The resulting report outlined a number of areas needing

attention with in the upcoming years and a proposed course of action.
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Specifically, the third York 2000 report made in April of this year stated
that:

"There is a need for the creation of public and private partnerships that
could provide job training opportunities and encourage those who face barriers
to employment. The limitations of federally funded job training programs to
respond to the needs of the economically disadvantaged individuals, dislocated
workers and workers whose skills have not kept pace with a changing work
environment will leave many employable persons out of the employment picture."

The Job Training and Partnership Act can make a greater impact on our local
employment picture, given the potential for enhanced programmatic and fiscal
integrity. We eagerly look to Congress to make the necessary changes to JTPA
that will allow us to improve the quality of life in York County, by providing
both economic independence to our residents and a skilled and productive
workforce to our business comunity.

Mr. Chairman, I along with the folks back home, thank you again for keepifq
York County Pennsylvania, working.

3
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Cliairman PERKINS. Thank you, Ms. Keller.
Calvin?
Mr. JOHNSON. Do you want to go vote?
Chairman PERKINS. You have two and a half minutes. Is that

enough time?
Mr. JOHNSON. Heaven forbid I should take longer than that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me see if I can hit the highlights of
my testimony.

Chairman PERKINS. Please do.
Mr. JOHNSON. The AFL-CIO wants to see improvement in the

structure of our Nation's job training system towards a more cen-
tralized system with greater accountability and quality. We sup-
port increased Federal oversight of the program as well as stricter
controls on fiscal and administrative procedures to preclude many
of the abuses found by the Office of the Inspector General.

Our Nation's job training system also requires additional fund-
ing. Less than 5 percent of those who are eligible currently receive
services.

We are calling for a mandated increase in the input of organized
labor into the JTPA system. Current JTPA law contains some pro-
tection for workers as well as certain mandated requirements for
labor input. However, in certain areas of the country, these oppor-
tunities are ignored and calls for involvement go unheeded. Labor
contributions have proven to be effective in increasing the quality
and performance of JTPA programs. Labor operated programs
have among the highest wage and placement rates in the country.

To assure adequate labor input, we believe that all JTPA plans
should be required to specify the means used by program adminis-
trators for involving labor organizations in the development and
implementation of services.

We recommend that local Private Industry Councils have equal
representation of business and labor and community organization.
The interest of workers who are directly affected by JTPA training
should be given weight equal to that of employers who benefit from
the training subsidies.

The AFL-CIO urges that the current State Job Training Coo rdi-
nating Council structure continue, or that a structure with two
councils, one for vocational education and one for training, be cre-
ated. We prefer the SJTCC over the proposed combined omnibus
State Human Resource Investment Council.

We encourage efforts to target JTPA Title II programs for pre-
cisely those most in need. At the same time, however, it is critical-
ly important for this country to provide opportunities for upward
mobility to those who are under-employed and the working poor.
Training resources should also be devoted to the creation of career
upgrade training programs for workers impacted by new forms of
work organization and new technology, as well as programs to pro-
vide workers in dead-end jobs opportunities to move up.

Title III programs should continue to be directed to those who
are laid off as a result of plant closings, mass layoffs, and recession
cutbacks. Additionally, national funds and assistance should be
provided to programs aimed at preventing layoffs.

Current JTPA law requires that "training shall be only for occu-
pations for which there is a demand in the area served or in an-
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other area to which the participant is willing to relocat Bebause
some service delivery areas and States have chosen to interpret
this language narrowly, labor organizations have experienced great
difficulties when employers are provided with training subsidies for
occupations having an existing surplus of workers.

Unscrupulous employers, many of whom are quite adept at gar-
nering JTPA funds across the country, use JTPA to undercut exist-
ing wages and jobs. There are conflicting opinions and policies re-
garding the definition of "demand occupation," and a rational, con-
sistent standard must be set. A possible remedy may be found in
recent Labor Department regulations issued on Title III national
discretionary projects which require that applicants provide a de-
tailed explanation of how the potential for placement in occupa-
tional areas -vas determined, including information and sources of
specific employers or industries that have demands for workers in
those occupations.

OJT is an important and extremely useful mechanism for worker
training. However, it must be viewed not as a subsidy to employers
but as a means for offsetting the extraordinary costs of training
economically disadvantaged workers.

We have a continuing concern regarding the use of "try-out" em-
ployment programs serving as a subsidy for employers in youth
programs. We have additional concerns regarding the use of other
"entry employment experiences" providing full-time employment
opportunities in the public and private non-profit agencies which
provide community improvement servicr that complement local
expenditures. Care must be taken to assure that these young work-
ers are given adequate su_pervision and training and that regular
workers are not displaced by the widespread use of these programs.

If this Nation is to have an effective job training system, it is vi-
tally important that we continue to improve the quality of staff as
well as the labor, business, and community officials who govern
local JTPA programs. As a result, it is necessary to expand the ca-
pacity-building services to those who administer and oversee pro-
grams so that good programs can be replicated and performance
improved.

The AFL-CIO is proud of the work done by the Human Re-
sources Development Institute in expanding the role of organized
labor in JTPA programs and in coordinating these activities with
other national partners in business, education, and government.

The AFL-CIO is concerned about the use of JTPA funds to help
a business relocate. We are experiencing a significant problem with
this issue in a number of States. Section 141(c) of the act states
that no funds may be used to assist in relocating esiablishments
unless the Secretary determines that such a relocation will not
result in an increase of unemployment in the area of original loca-
tion or any other area. What should be a clear directive is being
misinterpreted by many States. To avoid future problems, we sug-
gest that all cases involving JTPA subsidies to relocating business
be approved only by DOL with the concurrence of the appropriate
labor organization.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to present some of
the AFL-CIO's concerns.

[The prepared statement of Calvin Johnson followsd

2,-)
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STATEMENT BY CALVIN JOHNSON, LEGISIAIWE REPRESENTATIVE,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

TO ME SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
OF WE HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

ON IVA AMENDMENTS

May 21, 1991

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to present the concerns of the AFL-CIO
on the Job Training Partnership Act. We believe all workers should have ample opportunity
for training and education to get jobs, to keep jobs, and to get better jobs. All workers
both employed and unemployed should have more opportunities for more education, for
basic skills improvement training, retraining, upgrading. and upward mobility,

There is an important national interest in training the nation's workforce. We need
high-skill workers in addition to effective trade policies to compete in the world
economy. Unfortunately, most employers target most of their training funds on executive',
managers, and professional workers, not on front-line workers. According to the Report of
the Commitsion on Skills of the America Workforce ("America's Choice: High Skills or
Low Wages," June 1990), only 8 percent of private employers' training expenditures go into
training ordinary front-line workers. So there's an important role for the federal
government in promoting and supporting training opportunities for all workers,

The AFL-C10 continues to support the establithment of a fully funded education and
training system for our nation's workers. While we must expand services to unemployed and
disadvantaged workers, it is also incumbent to help currently employed workers advance in
new technolov and higher-level skills as well.

We want drastic improvement in the structure of our nation's job training system
toward a more centralized system with greater accountability and quality. 'Ths AFL-CIO
supports increased fede al oversight of the program as well as stricter controls on Meal and
administrative controls to preclude many of the abuses found by the Office of the Inspector
General.

Our natiOn's Job training system also requires additional funding. Less than 5 percent
who are eligible receive services. We recognize current budget constraints, but we believe
that upgrading the skills of American work era must be a higher priority of Congress.

We are calling for a mandated ;ncrease in the input of organized labor into the JTPA
system. Clirrent JTPA law contains some protection for workers as well as certain
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mandated requirements for labor input. However, in certain areas of the country these
opportunities are ignored and calls for involvement go unheeded. IAbor contributions haw
proven to be effective in increasing the quality and performance of JTM programs. Labor
operated programs have among the highest wage end placement rates in the country.

To assure adequate labor input, all JIM plans should be required to specify the
means used by program administrators for involving lobar organizations in the development
and implementation of services. Despite the many obstacles to lab& involvement, nearly
1,000 labor representatives setve on JTPA councils. This is only 8 percent of all persons
serving on these councils. At least 150 labor organizations contract with .FIPA for direct
services. Yet these labor representatives and program operators experience a great deal of
frustration.

Composidoa of Private Industry Councils (PIO°

We recommend that local Private Industry Councils have equal representation of
business and labor and community organizations. The interests of workers who are directly
affected by JTPA training should be given weight equal to that of employers who benefit
from the training subsidies. Too often there is only token labor representation on local
PICs. Regardless of the size of representation, labor representatives should be
recommended by AFL-CIO state and local central bodies Regulations protecting these
opportunities should be enforced by the U.S. Department of Labor.

State Hem Resource Investment Mane Us

The AFLCIO urges that the current State Job Training Coordinating Council
(SJTCC) structure continue, or a structure with two councils, one for vocational education
and one for training be created. We prefer the &MCC over the proposed combined
omnibus State Human Resource Investment Councils. When Economic Dislocated Workers
Adjustment Act WAS passed in 1988, labor representation on snces wentup by 120 percent
from 94 labor representatives to 209, a clear indication of labor's interest and involvement.

However, if Congress chooses to create a new consolidated council, tbe AFL-CIO
stTonsly recommends that: (1) the legislation guerantee an ow al role for labor
representatives with busineu and community oreanizations, and (2) that labor
representatives be nominated from recommendations offered by state AFLCIO bodies.
Across this nation some 60,00010W Onions look to these democratically elected state labor
bodies to coordinate all progranunatic and policy activities affecting workers. Appointments
from the stats AFL-ClO will assure that workers within the state will have representatives
that truly represent the interests and needs of all workers in the state and will have the
means to acquire and present input in a systematic and broad-based way.

2
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Without a base of support that only the state APL-C10 central body can provide,
labor representatives on these councils will be lone voices speaking only for their own
specific interests. Such a situation is neither deeirable for tbe lsbor movement or for the
education and training systems in each state which must rely on the occupational
information and training expertise which unions aro uniquely positioned to provide.

Workers 'IV B. Served

We encourage efforts to target .TTPA Title if programs more precise y to thou most
in need. At the same time however, It Is critically important for this country to provide
opportunities for upward mobility to those who are underemployed and the working poor.
Training resources should also be devoted to the creation of career upgrade training
programs for workers impacted by new forms of work organization and new technology as
well as programs to provide workers in dead-end jobs opportunities to move up.

At the same time thiz country is exporting high technology, we are importing workers
to take the highly skilled Jobs we have remitting. Why do we need to bring in engineers
when we have unemployed engineers? Why do we have to bring in thouunds of nurses
from other countries when we know that thouunds of entry lvel workers in the health care
field would be eager to fill these jobs? Why can't this nation's employment and training
system provide these workers with the additional training they need to escape these marginal
Jobs?

Title Ea programs should continue to be directed to th,:e who are laid off as a res.ilt
of plant closings, mass layoffs, and recession cutbacks. Additionally, national funds and
assistance should be provided to programs aimed at preventing layoffs.

Labor organizations should be utilized to provide outreach and semices to their
members and other workers in need of services. Likewise labor organizations must continue
to be involved in the design and implementation of rapid response, reemployment, and
retraining services.

Program Services Dimmed Occupations

Current MA law requires that "training shall be only for occupations for which
there Is a demand in the area served or in another area to which the participant is willing
to relocate' Because some Sewlee Delivery Areas (SDAs) and states have choeen to
Interpret this language narrowly, labor organizations have experienced great difficulties when
employers are provided with training subsidies for occupations having an existing surplus of
workers.

Unscrupulous employers, many of whom are quite adept at garnering .11PA funds
across the country, use JTPA funds to undercut existing wages and Jobs. There are

3
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conflicting opinions and policies regarding the definition of 'demand Occupation" SI I t exists
in the law. A rational, consistent standard must be set.

A possible remedy ean be found in recent Labor Department regulations issued on
Title ILI national discretionary projects which require that applicants provide a detailed
explanation of bow the potential fez placement in oconpatlonal areas was determined,
indutang informetion and sources of spedfic employers or Industries that have demands for
workers in those occupations. If this were required in the legislation, along with
corroborating statements from the appropriate labor organizations, such problems could be
diminished.

OaThe4ob 'Danis% (0.1T)

OJT is an important turd extremely useful mechanism for worker training. However,
it must be viewed not u a subsidy to employers but u a means for offsetting the
extraordinary costs of training economically disadvantaged workers.

The lAbor Department's Office of the Inspector General and the General
Accounting Office have found aignificant problems with OJT contracts, including excessive
time spent in training, training individuals whose work experience already quelifles them for
employment, and training individuals already working for the OJT employer. We support
limitations on OJT and requirements that training duration be linked with recognized
standards.

Aseenaust sad Training

Partkipanu should be provided with a thorough assessment process that is designed
to screen workers In, not out Assessment results must then be linked with adequate
education and Veining. We support amendments that would require basic skills education
to be linked with occupational training to provide participants with the broadest pouible
training.

Public Service Ifapleyrent

Title ILI national discretionary funds have been used to provide temporary
employment to worken affected by natural disasters. The AFL-CIO recommends that
public seivice employment be an option offerui to all JTPA participants.

4
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Youth Programs

We have contirming concern regarding the use of 'trouts employment programs
Mtn** as a subsidy for employer% We have additional concern regarding the use of other
"entry employment uperienese providing full-time employment opportunities in the public
and private non-profit agencies which provide commtuuty improvement services which
complement local expenditure% Cam must be taken to assure that these young workers are
given adequate supervision and training and that regular workers are not displaced by the

widespread use of these programs.

Technical Ambiance and Training

If this nation is to have an effective Job training system, it is vitally important that we
continue to improve the quality of staff as well u the labor, business, and community
officials who govern IVA programs. As & result it is necessary to expand the capaCity-

building services to those who administer and oversee programs so that good programs an
be replicated and performance improved.

The Department of lAbor must be given a clear mandate as well as the resources

from Congress to implement national technical assistance andminim for the rrpA system.
The national partneri* orgenleatione can make invaluable convibutions to the
effectiveness of this system, if they are provided with the neceuary support and guidance.

The AFIXIO is proud of the work done by the Human Resources Development
Institute in expandins the role of orpnized labor in ITPA programs and in coordinating
these activities with other national partnen in business, education, and government

State Set.Asidee

The federal government must do all it can to assure that employment training, and
education agencies work together in a participant-centered approach. Whether set-asides

for such coordination occur at the state level or the federal government provides a national
set-aside, it Is important that there be complete federal involvement andoversight of these

activities. Requests to waive provisions of either the law or regulation must be carefully

scrutinized and approved only after review and concurrence by affectedorganisations and

unions.

1Perfbrntaree Standards

Tbe lTPA system must emphasize and reward programs that eager in long-term
quality training which results in placements in high-wage jobs with career potential.

Congress must prescribe comprehensive reporting requirements that would tell us who is
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being saved, what services they are receiving, and how well these services are being
provided. Without an mophssis on lourterm training, high wages as well AS job retentionand career growth, 117A participants will not benefit from these pmerams.

Wad= it &MN P10116(11

iAbor OfpithatiOln and community-based organizationsshould be given priority in
selection of service providers for displaced and disadvantaged workers.

Uniting know the needs oil their members best and can provide quality retraining and
reemployment assistance to laid-off workers. Many communitrbesedorganiudom (MOO
have an outstanding record of service to the disadvamaged and should be thoroughly
lave/lied in the design and operation of programs.

Prohibition' ea Restasse Relocation

The APLCIO is concerned about the use of JTM funds to help a business relocate.
We are experiencing significant problems with this issue in a number of states. &mica
141(c) of the Act states that no funds may be used to assist in relocating establishments
unless the Secretary determines that such a relocation will not result in an increase in
unemployment in the aro of original location or any other area. What should be a clear
directive is beteg mishtterprsted lq many states. To avoid future problems, we suggest that
ell uses involving 177A subsidies t9 relocatine businesses be approved only by DOL with
the concurrence of the appropriste labor organisations.

Condoles

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to present some of the AFT#C10
concerns about waded reforms of the JTM system. I respectfully request that the AFL.ao Policy Rmolution Adopted November 1909 by the Eighteenth Constitutional
Ce,avention on "Employment and Training" be included In your hearing record.

Than4 71.11+-
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Chairman PERKINS. We appreciate your finishing, Calvin, in such
short order. It was a good statement.

We appreciate what Ms. Keller had to say.
Without any objection, we'll hold the record open for any written

questions that we would care to give to you or that any of the com-
mittee members would care to submit.

I know you are anxious to leave. I don't want to hold you while
we go vote again. With that, I think we will announce the adjourn-
ment of this particular subcommittee meeting. I thank the wit-
nesses for their kind consideration and patience.

Thank you.
Mr. GOODLING. There are some days that we don't have any

votes. Then this committee is the only committee I know that
comes to the floor and spends a week there writing their bill on the
floor.

Chairman PERKINS. Yes. It is just one of those days. Adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]

2 3
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Mr. Chairman and Members ot the committee:

On behalt ot The U.S. Conterence ot Mayors and my

counterparts trom cities ail across this country, I appreciate

this opportunity to testity betore you on behalt ot strengthening

the Job Training Partnership Act. I also commend you tor

bringing attention to this important piece ot legislation at a

time when productivity, competitiveness and basic skills are

critical. It is a chance to retine the mission ot JTPA, to

sharpen its tocus, and to reattirm and preserve its unique and

valuable assets.

We have a choice to make. We can invest in our at-risk

populations now and assist them in becoming assets to the tutUre

ot this country, or we can pay tor them as liabilities in the

jails, drug treatment centers and homeless shelters around the

country or on the streets ot our nation's cities.

The message to cities and mayors is clear. We cannot allow

students to leave our educational institutions without acquiring

the basic skills needed tor success in today's job market. We

must do a better job ot dropout prevention. We must deal with

the need tor day care, and we must recognize the changing tace ot

our urban worktorce. Predicted changes in the worktorce ot

tomorrow are a reality in many ot our cities. Minorities, women

and immigrants already swell the urban worktorce.
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Many cities, using JTPA tunds, have already made changes to

tocus services to those With tne most severe barriers to

employment. We are doing this despite the tact that we have

sustained a steady erosion ot tunding over the last several Years

and are now serving less than tive percent, and in some areas

less than two percent, ot the eligible population. The Job

Training Partnership Act (JTPA) is an essential piece ot

legislation that provides a solid toundation tor local

communities to respond to the challenges ot our changing labor

marKet and labor pool. It established local elected otticials

and private industry councils as partners who could jointly

provide policy guidance and oversight tor a pertormance-driven

system, It began a trend in pertormance-driven human service

programs and emphasized increased linKages and collaboration with

other programs aimed at our nation's most needy urban citizens.

The Job Training Partnership Act must be maintained under its

guiding principles ot training, program pertormancequality

worK opportunities, and economic selt-sutticiencv tor our

economically disadvantaged citizens.

The C.S. Conterence ot Mayors believes that a retocused and

enhanced Job Training Partnership Act, as recommended in the

Department ot Labor's proposed bill tor 1991, can be an ettective
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intervention strategy in bridging the gap tor an ever-expanding

shills deticient population. There are several areas, however,

in which we depart trom the Administration's proposal. Thev are

outlined below, along with some additional ideas you may wish to

consider. concerning the amendments to JTPA:

Funding Substantial additional tunds are needed to

reinvest in our numan lesources. The Job Training Partnership

Act is a second chance program, but it needs a tirst rate

commitment ot resources. In particular we support more resources

targeted to serve youth.

For too long, human resource Investment has taken a back

seat to other national priorities. Retocur,ing JTPA to serve a

more disadvantaged adult and youth population with the need tor

more intensive services will be more expensive. Expansion ot the

program must begin immediately so that service levels do not drop

turther. We recommend a renewed dedi-mtion ot funds and a return

to direct tederal tunding ot major urban areas, via blocs grants.

etc.

Youth Initiatives The country has become keenly aware ot

tne tact that all vouth must be equipped with basic shills.

Funding year-round youth programs is an ettective method tor

providing meaningtul job shills. However, in many cities around
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the country, separate Summer Youth programs provide a critical

avenue tor our most at-risk urban youth. Giving our youth an

alternative to the stre(,ts and some positive educational re-

entorcement and constructive work during the summer can otten

Keep them in school during the rest ot the year and aWay trom

harmtul intluences. Although The C.S. Conterence ot Mayors

concurs with many aspects ot the Department ot Labor's proposed

amendments, we cannot support the elimination ot the SumMer Youth

Employment Program. We encourage the continued tunding ot both a

separate summer youth program and year-round youth initiatives.

The "Youth Opportunities Unlimited" (YOU) grants are an

excellent means ot stimulating innovation at the local level.

Many cities have already initiated this kind ot coalition

building. We urge vou to continue to support and expand such

ventures and strengthen our ability to attack the problems on a

-2ommunity-wide basis.

Targeting We support proposals to target limited JTPA

.esources to economically disadvantaged youth and adults with

,arriers to meaningtul employment. However, neither a

redetermined laundry list ot barriers nor a specitic number ot

arriers guarantees the targeting ot services to those most-in

eed. Any predetermination ot groups targeted tor eligibility

ill inevitably omit some individuals in neod ot service and may
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constrain the ability ot Mayors and PICs to serve the needs ot

their local labor markets in the best possible tashion.

Individualized assessment ot employability and the latitude to

determine the barriers most applicable to local needs is the

most appropriate response to improving targeting. Eligibility

should be directed to the economically disadvantaged while

targeting should direct the JTPA system toward serving those with

skill deficiencies.

Cost limitations - The administrative cost limitation should

be increased to 20 percent; currently it is totally inadequate.

The increased oversight needed to direct a more demanding program

ettectively will be even more costly. Renewed attention to

client needs necessitates an increase in the use ot a case-

managed approach to service. Creating a separate training

category and separating it trom "training related services and

supportive services" breaks down the holistic case management

approach which is JTPA's hallmark. Assessment, counseling, job

search skills, transportation allowances and provision tor day

care are critical to the overall employment success ot an

individual. Our recommendation is to maintain the existing two

category system ot administration and training and rely on

pertormance standards to drive the programmatic make-up ot the

program.

0 1
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We are also concerned about last year's proposal to base

spending percentages on an SDA's expenditures versus their grant

allocation. Under these conditions an SDA would only be able to

use a percentage ot what they spend, which would remain uncertain

until atter the end ot the program year. Obviously this would

make planning and budget management a nightmare and virtually

impossible to regulate with any accuracy. The U.S. Conterence ot

Mayors urges vou to reconsider the atore-mentioned amendments to

the "cost limitations" category.

Fiscal Accountability - While we believe that there should

be procurement and tiscal retorm throughout the JTPA system, we

feel that the tederal government should capita"ze on the quality

systems already designed and working successtully on the state

and local level. Many cities already have rigid contracting,

monitoring and prccurement standards which extend beyond both the

OMB Circulars and the Generally Accepted Accounting Procedures

(GAAP) . Use ot such systems could prove to be the best method ot

financial accountability. We strongly support maintenance ot

fiked-unit price contracting and adherence to the March 1989 DOL

guidaw:e r,mo.

Throughout the country SDA's are saddled with the costly and

time consuming task ot preparing tor and responding to personnel

trom the Ottice ot the Inspector General, the General Accounting

237
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Ottice, state and ETA monitors. Audits are an important tacet ot

any publically tunded program. We as Mayors recognize this,

however we too recognize the need tor cost and tiMe-etticiency.

We request that the JTPA system be provided with an audit guide

trom which the SDA, the state, DOL, OIG and GAO Will judge all ot

their activities and that all audits be pertormed in a similar

and etticient tashion.

On-the-Job Training - While we support the development ot

more detailed OJT guidelines, we do ask that Congress be

cognizant ot the tact that JTPA's unique ability to serve the

client's training needs in a variety ot methods is one ot its

strongest points. OJT programs should be held strictly

accountable tor their ability to improve a person's work skills

and job retention. Use ot the Dictionary ot Occupational Titles

(DOT) , or other credible occupational training resources, should

be mandatory tor determining the length ot training contracts.

OJTs, it monitored well, can be a valuable part ot the JTPA array

ot service options.

Coordination - We commend Congress and the Department ot

Labor in their recognition at the need to coordinate ettorts and

resources among human resource investment programs. The true

issues around coordination are local ones, since local

communities are where people live and hope to work. Already,
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throughout our nation's cities, successful human resource

development programs are operated by local governments, private

industry councils, school boards, and public and private

agencies. We ask Congress to strengthen those local coordination

efforts with strong policy and tervent leadership.

The JTPA system alone cannot solve all ot society's

problems. Nor can it replace the nation's education system which

must produce well educated individuals who are prepared

to enter the worktorce. The JTPA system can, however, be an

ettective intervention tor those whom the economy, and otten, the

educational system have lett behind, by equipping them with the

toots necessary tor selt-sutticiencv. The Job Training

Partnership Act provides the opportunity to break the chain ot

dependency.

I applaud the Subcomm4Ltee tor its ettorts to restructure

the JTPA system to meet this goal. The amendments which this

committee will consider over the next tew months are sUre to

contribute signiticantly to the needed retocusing ot JTPA.

Thank You again tor the opportunity to bring these issues to

your attention.
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Minnesota Technical College System
State Board of Technical Colleges
Capitol Sawa Building 660 Cadar Straol St. Paul. MN 56101

May 9, 1991

The Honorable Timothy Penny
U.S. House of Repreeentativa
436 Cannon Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Pepresentn:ive Prany:

SUBJECT: Maintaining Section 123 of the Job Training Partoership Act

We strongly urge you to support end maiotain Section 123 of the Job Training PartnenhIp Act
in any and all amendments to that legislation.

W. have bed a positive experience with the JTPA Education/Cooedination foods in Minnesota.
Commonly known as the 111% set-aside, we feel that this piece of legislation hu worked exceedingly
well and, without it, this slate would tut enjoy the level end quality of cooperation and innovation
which currently exists. Because of the II% progrem, JTPA participants have obtained a broader range
end better quality of services through the combined resources of education, jobs and training, welfare
end adult basic education. It is unlikely that these quality KIViCt4 would have taken mordancously
without the required coordination mandated by Section 123 of the .ITPA Act.

Again, aloag with thousands of other educators and job training providers we feel that the 8%
Education/Coordination set-aside has provided a very effective end multifaceted approach in helping
individuals achieve their educational, employment and selfasteem goals which are so necessary for
economic indepeodeoce. Please support us in a program that is effective, efficient and which serves
three moat at-risk individuals in our state

We would greedy appreciate it if our comments could be incorporated as part of the record of your
coaunittee's hearings end deliberation,. Thank you. Please feel free to contact us if we car be of
Any estistanre in this matter.

Sincerely.

CaAA.t.a.-- . Cri--tVes/).
Carole M. Johnson
Chencellor
(612) 296-3387

CMJ/BMN:fn

An Equal Opportunity EDUCATOR and EMPLOYER ROM
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May 15, 1991

The Honorable Carl C. Perkins
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Perkins:

!PRIVATE
INDUSTRY
COUNCIL

Room 621 Ctly

W 808 Spokone Fat:, 81vd

5,65o44 Wothoipo6 99201

15091 458 2217

I respectfully request that this letter be introduced es written
testimony at the May 21, 1991, hearing of the Employment

8.m/pv,,..6.1E,Lx.i, Opportunities subcommittee of the House Committee on Education
and Labor on amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act.

in pwfreelh.p

SpoloneCty C ovn,,

f,plo,r,r1I0,L1

howng Csinotbvm

Let me begin by stating that I believe changes should be made to
the existing Act and that Congress must move quickly to enact
amendments that will both expand and improve the quality of job
training services for those who are most in need, and improve
fiscal accountability. Within the past few years, a number of
reports have been published by the General Accounting Office, the
U S Department of Labor, and the Office of the Inspector General
at the U S Department of Labor which have focused on certain
weaknesses of the delivery system of the program. Additionally,
the Congress and the Administration have introduced proposals to
address these weaknesses but have been unsuccessful in getting a
bill passed. The debate, however, surrounding these bills has
resulted in a clearer understanding of what will or will not work
in the delivery of job training activities at the local level and
the issues have been reduced to a short list.

We have worked very closely with NACo over the past several years
in regard to proposed JTPA amendments and we support the

following positions and recommendations that they have recently
released. Below is a summary of these and their rationale.

1. PROGRAM DESIGN: Programs should be designed with the overall
needs of clients in focus, which should be the determining factor
in assigning costs to various categories.
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We aupport proposed changes that would better ensure the

asaeaament of client needs and the provian of basic, remedial
occupational training and aupport services needed. However,
overly prescriptive mandates that apecifically dictate how
programs must be designed should be avoided. This approach will
severely hamper local flexibility in making decisiona about the
waya in which program services should be delivered. Overly
prescriptive program designs may force aervice delivery areas
(SDAs) to expend funds and provide services that do not benefit
participants. SDAa should be granted the flexibility to tranafer
funds between their adult and youth programs to increase the
overall effectiveness of job training aervices.

SDAs have reaponded positively to DOL'a request that job training
programa be enhanced to ensure that clients receive the broad
range of services neceasary for becoming productive workera.
However, the needs cf clients vary from SDA to SDA. Efforts to
impose specific program deaigns on SDAs may negatively impact
client participation by reducing a person's willingneaa or
ability to remain in the program. Recommendations that job
training programa emphasize educational and remedial activitiea
and discourage job aearch assistance when offered independently
of other services are appropriate. However, requirements that
apecific program designs be followed are inappropriate given the
diversity among SDAa.

For example, efforts to eliminate job search asaistance services
may result in the inability of SDAa to aerve the category of
people who cannot afford to remain in job training due to

financial emergencies, but who need assistance. Failure to

assist these people may deny them access to the job market.
Further restrictions on work experience ahould be lifted. For
many clients, a job is a more practical alternative to on-the-job
training. It is especially useful in recessionary perioda when
the availability of non-subsidized jobs and on-the-job training
poeitions in the private sector are limited.

In the paat, local officials have been able to design training
programa that met the specific needs of clients and employers
alike. Becatme local officials are in the best position to know
the needs of clients and the buainess community, they ahould
retain the flexibility to design their programs. Due to the
proximity in locales of SDA administrators and clients, program
design capacity should remain the same.
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2. COST CATEGORIES AND LIMITATIONS ON SPENDING: Current

expenditure limitations should be structured so that effective

job training and support services may be provided to

participants.

Increased reporting, management, client followup and audit

requirements have placed additional fiscal burdens on local job

training programa. The current administrative cost limitation of

15 percent is inadequate to meet these increased requirements and

their related costs. To address this problem, the administrative
expenditure limit of 15 percent should be raised to 20 percent.

Moreover, the amount of administrative management dollars

available in any program year should be based on the local job

training program's or SDA's allocation and not on its expenditure

level.

Current law establishes three cost categories (adlnistration,

supportive services and training) for all JTPA Title IT programs.

However, it should be amended to include two cost categories.

The first, management, should include those expenditures now

classified as administration; the second, training, should

include all other expen4itures. And these categories should be

used to test the negotiated price of fixed unit price contracts.

Whether or not current law is amended to reduce cost categories

from three to two, client assessment activities should be

classified as a training activity. Currant regulations, which

permit assessment, job search, counseling, job development and

placement activities to be charged to training, must be

maintained to ensure that participants receive appropriate

education, job training and related assistance.

The law should be amended to allow 100 percent of work experience

and counseling costs to be charged to training.

A. ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS: The law allows SDAs to expend up to 15

percent of each year's allocation on administrative activities.

These activities cover programmatic and fiscal responsibilities

mandated by JTPA, but not those directly related to the provision

of training. We believe that the administrative cost limitation

must be raised from 15 to 20 percent to ensure that programmatic

and fiscal responsibilities are met, such as those required by

recent changes to JTPA Annu41 Status Report (JASR) and those

based on recent reviews by DOL and the Office of Inspector

General.

41
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B. SUPPORTIVE SERVICE COSTS: The law allows SDAs to expend 15
percent of funds for supportive services. Supportive services
include needsbased payments and other assistance designed to
help clients meet financial obligations while in training. SDAs
may provide financial aasistance to clients for transportation to
and from training, meals, day care services, or other needs that,
if not paid for, might prevent clients from remaining in the job
training program. Under law SDAs may expend more than 15 percent
on supportive services, hout requesting special waivers from
go/ernors, if the total expenditure for administration and
support does not exceed 30 percent. However, recent DOL
initiatives have underscored the need to provide clients with
longer term, enhanced job training assistance. SDAs have
attempted to respond by providing enhanced, longterm job
training, but local programs must have sufficient funds available
to maintain supoort payments. Therefore, we urge an increase of
the limit on a pportive services expenditures from 15 to 20
percent and the limit on joint administrative and supportive
services expenditures from 30 to 40 percent. Use of supportive
services resources in this manner is critical if lccal programs
are to move successfully to longer term, enhanced job training
for hardertoserve clients.

C. COST CATEGORY CALCULATIONS: Current law permits a local job
training program to use up to 15 percent of its annual grant on
administrative activities. Such an approach allows service
delivery areas to determine the amount of funds available for
administration. SDAs can plan for adminietrative activities based
on a predetermined amount. Efforts to amend current law so that
administration expenditures are based on a percentage of actual
annual costs will add a substantial amount of uncertainty to the
planning process.

Moreover, current law prohibits SDAs from altering the
"character" of the funde. Once funds have been allocated to a
specific cost category they must retain that character even if
they are carried over to the next program year. Thus, training
funds which are unexpended during one program year may not be
rolled into the total grant against which administrative,
supportive and training funds are allocated. Theme funds must be
carried forward as training funds and spent as such.

D. COST CATEGORY CHANGES: Efforts to increase the number of
coat categories from three to four (administration, support,
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training and training-related services will prove burdensome and
problematic. Increased regulation, additional accounting and

financial management, and decreased client assistance will be the
consequencee of this change. Efforts to reform the cost category
system should focus on simplification. The Job Training
Partnership Act Advisory Committee noted that two principle
activities dominate the job training syetem. The first, program
management, includes all administrative activities. The second,
services, includes all those activities directed at the clients.
Establishment of two categories (management and services) would
enable SDAs to allocate funds more efficiently and ensure that
funds are available to meet the broad range of job training
services that local programs are required to provide.

Furthermore, cost categories effectively direct SDAs on how to
expend their funds by ensuring that they will spend up to the
mandated limit. In other words, cost categories guarantee that a
speciflc amount of money will be spent regardless of whether that
ie in the interest of the local program and its clients.

Specifically, 15 percent is spent for program administration, 15
percent for support services, and 70 percent for training (61
percent for training and 9 percent for training-related services,
if the proposal to establish four cost categories is adopted).
To ensure that funds are expended in an efficient and effective
wayh we recommend that Congress and DOL consider a system of
incentives to job training programs. This system would recognize
those programs that expend their funds in the most efficient and
effective way by coordinating their training activities with
community colleges, Pell Grant institutions, welfare and economic
development agencies and other federal, state and local programs,
for example.

Finally, we recommend that JTPA's Title III cost categories be
amended to reflect those used in Title II and that the cost
categories in Title III be based on allocation, rather than

expenditure, as provided in current law.

E. WORK EXPERIENCE: Work experience is a training function. It

is -.11 important and valuable job training tool. It enables SDAs
to provide clients with valuable job site experience, which, when
based on a system of competencies, provides clients, especially
those with limited or no work experience, with job-related and
workplace skills. It has been shown to be a very valuable
training tool for dropouts who ilay reject classroom training but
are willing to accept training at a work site for which they are
paid.

A? '1 A
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3. FISCAL INTEGRITY
A. FIXED UNIT PRICE CONTRACTS: Performance-based contracting
should be maintained.

Problems indentified earlier in fixed unit price contracting, due
largely to a lack of federal or state guidance in procurements
and the use of excess revenues, have been addressed by DOL's
March 1989 policy guidance letter. It promulgated procurement
standards, FUPC reimbursement procedures and guidelines for the
use of exces: revenues. These corrective actions should be

adopted, implemented and their effectiveness evaluated to address
the concerns of the Inspector General.

The elimination of FUPC as a contracting method would eliminate
an important contracting tool used by SDAs to ensure contractor
compliance. Fixed unit price contracts enable SDAs to deny
payments to contractors when they fail to achieve the training
and job placement goals required by their contract.

Congress and DOL have expressed some concerns over the use of
FUPC. However, the U S Department of Labor, in keeping with its
ongoing efforts to improve the system's contracting and
procurement procedures, has proposed a set of guidelines to
permit the continued use of FUPC and guarantee that fiscal
integrity be maintained.

B. FISCAL MANAGEMENT: To ensure the fiscal integrity of the job
training system, we urge the adoption and implementation of
stronger tele:: governing financial management, stronger
accountability statements end clear definitions of terms such as
"reasonable and necessary" costs and profits.

Appropriate fiscal management of local JTPA programs is a

principle concern for job training administrators. Nothing can
do more harm to the job training system than allegations of
improper fiscal management.

A hallmark of the nation's job training system has been the
ability of states SDAs to adopt fiscal managemcnt, procurement
and cost determination systems that fit the specific ne_ds and
requirements of the state or local jurisdiction. However,
questions have arisen about the appropriatenTss of these varied,
locally based fiscal management systems. The Inspector General,
in particular, has raised significant questions about their
appropriateness.
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Various amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act have been
proposed to address this issue. We support amendments that would
maintain the system's high level of fiscal integrity through the
use of generally accepted accounting principles for government.
Because of the diversity in state and local approaches to fiscal
managements and the lack of clarity from DOL on the type of
fiscal management system it would prefer, concerns have been
raised about validating the overall fiscal integrity of the job
training system. However, much of this concern results from
problems experienced by the Inspector General in adjusting audits
to fit various state and local fiscal management systems.

The fiscal management system should not be adjuuted to satisfy
the needs of auditors. However, we believe that stronger rules,
stronger accountability requirements and stronger conflict of

interest guidelines would enable SDAs and statee to modify their
local fiscal management systems so that fiscal integrity is

maintained. Each state, in cooperation with local job training
programs, should establish fiscal control, accounting,
certification and monitoring procedures that are in accordance
with government generally accepted accounting principles.

4. CLIENT ELIGIBILITY! People who are economically
disadvantaged should continue to be eligible to receive services
under JTPA.

Efforts to segregate economically disadvantaged people into
groups based on levels of need deny the reality that all
economically disadvantaged pardons are in substantial need and
should be able to avail themselves of job training services by
provided JTPA programs.

With limited resources in JTPA, we recognize the need to give
riority for services t3 those who are moot in need. Legislation
should be enacted that would give priority for services to
economically disadvantaged individuals who exhibit skills
deficiencies, have poor work histories and have limited English
language proficiency, although specific percentages should not be
assigned to any of these characteristics. Moreover, local job
training programs should be encouraged to emphasize servIces to
target groups designated by local officials, identified in the
local job training plan and approved by the state. To reduce
paperwork at the service delivery level, people receiving Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and other transfer
payments should be automatically eligible to re.:eive JTPA
services.

4
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Support is urged for increasing from 10 to 15 percent the
eligibility window for adult and youth Title IIA participants who
are not economically disadvantaged but have significant barriers
to employment, as identified by the local service delivery area's
private industry council and local elected officials.

Local service delivery areas assess their local economic
circumstances and make decisions about who to serve, based on a
target group's relative share of the eligible population and the
provision of equitable services. Members of Congress have
proposed legislation to address the job training needs of those
considered most in need and DOL has modified performance measures
to direct SDAs to serve these individuals. However, efforts to
target services should be based on the skills deficiencies of
economically disadvantaged people rather than their personal
characteristics. Consideration should be given to lack of job
skills, education and work experience rather than whether or not
participants are welfare dependent or exhibit other
characteristics, since it is skills deficiencies that prohibit
individuals from becoming economically selfsufficient.

Many youth who are economically disadvantaged, but who do not
meet the JTPA economic guidelines, are at considerable risk of
dropping out of schoc The overwhelming number of dropouts
within minority communities demonstrates the severity of this
problem. However, not all of these youths come from households
that meet the TPA economic guidelines. It is necessary to
expand the eligibility window from 10 to 15 percent to reach
these youth who need our services but do not qualify under the
JTPA economic guidelines.

5. SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM: A separate
summer youth title is imperative and must be retained. SDAs
should retain the authority to combine the summer youth program
with inschool and other youth activities under JTPA to address
the employment and training needs of youth in a more
comprehensive manner.

Eligibility under Title IIB should be open to all economically
disadvantaged Youths, regardless of school status. Priority
should be given to youths with basic and vocational skills
deficiencies, school dropouts, teen parents and others with
barriers to employment. Local flexibility should also be
retained in determining services for atrisk youth, because their
needs must be addressed through a variety of programs.
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Continuation of the summer youth employment and training program

is crucial to the overall success of JTPA. Many economically

disadvantaged youths may not be in need of specific job training
services or in need of a year-round program, but may be in need

of the financial assistance a summer job provides in order to

stay in school. Evaluators have pointed to the success of summer

youth programs that include remedial components. Youth

participating in those programs generally return to school with

little or no academic slippage; some actually show academic

gains. During a period when dropout rates are increasing and
when economic safety nets are decreasing, the elimination of the

summer youth employment and training program may mean that many

economically disadvantaged youths will be unable to obtain summer

employment, to realize the benefits of summer work experience
including involvement in productive activities, or to have the

financial assistance they and their families need.

6. PROGRAM SET-ASIDES: To increase the percentage of funds

available to local SDAs, funds currently included in the set-
asides for older workers and education should be passed through

to SDAs for coordination grants.

These coordination grants should be awarded by SDAs, according to

distribution fordnalas determined by local officials, to local

education agenciee, veterans organizations, unions and community-

based organizations. These grants should be administered in

accordance with a plan developed by local officials and should be

used to p.ovide direct services to clients. The specific purpose

of these grants should be to improve services to clients and

relationships among SDAs and the organizations.

The 6 percent set-aside for incentive grants must be maintained

with an amendment that calls for not leas thah one-sixth of such
funds to be passed through to the SDAs according to n formula

used for capacity building.

Efforte by the Congress and DOL to further target services to

those considered most in need and to enhance the quality of job

training services will lead, generally, to increased expenditures

per client. Therefore, SDAs will need addi.-ional funds to

maintain current service levels. To increase funds at the local

level, the older worker and set-aside programs should be

eliminated and the funds should be passed through to SDAs for

coordination grants at the local level. This would enable SDAs

to reward those organizations that coordinated their services

with JTPA and increase the overall funds available for program

implementation so long as the seivices provided are in

conformance with Title II pelormance criteria.
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The 6 percent incentive grants awarded to SDAs for performance is
targeted at the hardest-to-serve clients. To continue to meet
the goals and objectives of Congress and the Administration in
training the hardest to serve, this set-aside should continue.

7. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING: To run an effective on-the-job training
program, local discretion to determine the length of training
should be based on client assessment, employability plans and
references such as the DOT/SVP. To address the problem of
excessive use of OJT, we suggest limiting it to six months.
However, the governor should be granted the authority to grant a
waiver under justifiable circumstances. Brokered OJTs, provided
by a third party, should be maintained because they represent an
important component of the JTPA training program. However,
appropriate limitations should be placed on brokered OJTs, such
as the length of a contract, the structure of the contract and
the contents of that contract.

On-the-job training, overall, is a very important training tool.
Not only does it ensure that an individual receives an income
while in training, but it provides him or her with work-based
learning, which has received considerable favor by txperts in
employmen.: and training. Brokered OJTs are particularly useful
in rural areas where travel and client accessibility may severely
limit a service delivery area's ability to assist an eligible
client. Similarly, individuals who are part of a specific target
group may be unwilling to obtain job training assistance, in
general, from the local job training program because they are not
convinced that the SDA is capable of addressing their specific
needs. Examples of such groups ate ex-offenders and recent
immigrants. In both instances these groups are not likely to
trust individuals who do not share a common background or
heritage.

8. SUNSET PROVISION: Permanent authorization for the Job
Training Partnership Act must be maintained. A sunset provision
for JTPA is ill conceived.

The Job Training Partnership Act is an integral part of the
nation's training and employment system. It is the preeminent
provider of training and employment assistance to the nation's
economically disadvantaged population. The need for the services
it provides will be permanent and ongoing. 'o deny them access
to job training and job placements will prol(Ttg their dependency
on federal entitlement and other welfare programs.
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Soo people have suggested that a sunset provision would result
in constant and disruptive congreasional review of the JTPA.
However, congressional review of the program has taken place on
numerouo occasions eince it became law in 1982. The inherent
danger in a sunset provision is that Congress may pass any
legislation it deems appropriate, simply to ensure the program's
reauthorization without regard to the implications of the

legislation.

We strongly feel that reforms to JTPA must be done with great
care. The reason has less to do with the perpetuation of the JTPA
system, and more to do with the continued availability of this
program for the nation's economically disadvantaged and under-
skilled.

As we move through the last decade of the Twentieth century, the
preeminent economic position of the United States is being

severely challenged by Germany, Japan and Europe, which in 1992
is expected to be transformed into an economic empire of

unequaled proportions. As the U.S. manufacturing balm shrinks,
that of Germany and Japan is expected to grow. As American
productivity declines, that of Japan and Germany is expected to
increaee. And as our ability to compete on world markets
diminishes, that of Germany and Japan is expected to be enhanced.

Increasingly, we hear about the failure of our schools to

properly educate our youth, about the inability of the vocational
education system to properly train our young people properly for
the work world, and about the lack of school to work transition
programs. Increasingly, we also hear about the presence of very
e:ffective school-to-work transition programa throughout Europe
and Japan and about a sophisticated vocational education system
in Europe and Japan based on the premise that not everyone will
go to college and those who do not should be brought into an
apprentice-type program. If we are to retain our standard of
living, we must confront these and related problems.

The Job Training Partnership Act is a second chance program that
gives people the work-place skills they lack and helps them to
become productive citizens, paying taxes rather than receiving
transfer payments. With the help of Congress and the DOI., JTPA
programs can play a fundamental role in the nation's effort to
maintain a viable national and global economy.
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We believe that if the Congress and DOL would refocus JTPA as
recommended here, many of the necessary steps would be taken to
improve an effective secondchance program.

Thank you for your consideration of this testimony.

Sincerely,

/

James R. Dean
Chair



HEARING ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE
JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT

MONDAY, JUNE 17, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Bellmawr, NJ.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:12 p.m., in the
Bellmawr Municipal Building, 21 East Browning Road, Borough
Hall 2nd Floor Courtroom, Bellmawr, New Jersey, Hon. Carl C.
Perkins, [Chairman] presiding.

Members present. Representatives Perkins and Andrews.
Staff present. Patricia Fahy, senior legislative analyst; Deborah

Katz, office manager; and Molly McLaughlin, minority staff assist-
ant.

Chairman PERKINS. Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. My
name is Chris Perkins. I'm from Eastern Kentucky. It's a real
pleasure for me to be here with you today. I was invited by my
good friend, Rob Andrews, whose office is actually next to mine in
the Longworth House Office Building down in Washington, to be
with you and talk about some issues that we believe are very im-
portant.

Let me tell you a little bit about where I'm from, and what I
have in my district. I have one town of 30,000 people. After that,
probably my biggest town is about 10,000. I come from a rural
areamy home town is 800 people. We have a lot of people spread
out, and a lot of people that are looking for jobs. We have serious
problems because people want to work, but they don't have the
ability to, because there's nothing there for them.

As elected officials, we have to find the answers. Rob Andrews,
when he came to Congress, was one of those people who was look-
ing on the horizon for answers. He was looking to find some way
that we, 1113 elected officials, can represent our people in a better
fashion. So, as a result of that, he joined the Employment Opportu-
nities Subcommittee, of which I am privileged to be chairman. And
together we're going to be looking at some programs like the Job
Training Partnership Act. It is our fervent hope that we can utilize
this act in some fashion to help you people here, in New Jersey, to
have a better chance for jobs in the future, as well as the people in
such disparate areas as the inner cities, and the mountains of Ap-
palachia, where I am from.

So it is a pleasure to be with you, because I want to hear your
problems from your people. That is why we are here. We want to

(249)
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hear what is on your minds, and what you can bring to the formu-
lation of a bill that we are hoping to put together very shortly this
year.

It is a real honor. And with that, I would like to turn to Con-
gressman Andrews, and see what th-mghts he would like to add to
this committee meeting today.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Carl C. Perkins follows:]
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STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CARL C. PERKINS
HEARING ON UNEMPLOYMENT ISSUES and AMENDMENTS To

THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT
Bellmawr, New Jersey, June 17, 1991

Good afternoon and welcome to the Subcommittee on Employment
Opportunities' hearing on unemployment problems in New Jersey and
on proposals to amend the Job Training Partnership Act (JTFA).
This hearing is the third in a series to examine proposals to
amend JTPA. It is my true pleasure to conduct this hearing in
Bellmawr, New Jersey, the home of my good friend and colleague,
Congressman Robert Andrews. Mr. Andrews is a welcome addition to
the Subcommittee, be brings a true expertise and commitment to
employment issues. He was the first Subcommittee member to
request a hearing, and has made a point of attending and
contributing to each hearing that has been held. I was
particularly pleased to have him accompany me to my home state of
Kentucky for a hearing in April. It is now my pleasure to be
able to return the favor by holding today's hearing in the great
State of New Jersey, and I look forward to a long and productive
working relationship.

I know that each of us here today is concerned about the economy
and the continued recession. JTPA is only one program to address
worker skills and training issues. When at its bast, JTPA helps
to improve the competitiveness of American workers.
Unfortunately, it only roaches a small percentage of recently
dislocated workers and only a small percentage of the working and
unemployed poor. I am committed to improving this program and to
ensuring that extremely limited job training dollars are spent
efficiently and effectively. I am also committed to working with
my colleagues to increase funding in this program to begin to
reach more of those in need.

If we are to ever solve the overwhelming problems of
unemployment, poverty, crime, dependency, and utter hopelessness
among so many in our Nation, we must provide better opportunities
and alternatives for productive employment. I am well aware of
the wide-spread criticism of this program, and I plan to
introduce amendments to correct these problems. These amendments
may be comprehensive or, at times, controversial, but I am
committed to addressing every problem that has been cited as a
reason not to increase funding in this program. I look forward
to hearing fore each of the witnesses here today, and I look
forward to working with each of you. Knowing that Mr. Andrews
has helped to establish a workfare program in Camden County, I
particularly look forward to his inplt at this hearing.
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Chairman PERKINS. Rob, go ahead.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much. Thank you, Chairman, and

thank all the interested people from the public who are here today.
I would like to welcome you to my home town, of which I am very
proud, Bellmawr, New Jersey, the capital of the civilized world, as
I see it.

[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. There are always a few dissidents out there. We

know who you are, and we know where you are.
[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. I had the opportunity about 2 months ago to

travel to Eastern Kentucky, which is the district that Chairman
Perkins represents, and there were some things that were different
about that district. But, I was more impressed by the things that
were the same as where we are here today.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me interject one thing. What he really
liked was the Dairy Cheer, with the smashburgers and the onion
rings. But, continue on there.

[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. I am a little affronted. I would remind the chair-

man that the proper form of address is, "Will the gentleman
yield?" I thought you would have learned that by now.

[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Some things were very different. The towns were

a lot smaller than our district. The district is a lot larger, it took a
lot more time to drive through it. People talked differently than we
do. Chris keeps telling me that we talk funny, I keep telling him, it
is him.

Chairman PERKINS. But, I am Chairman, remember?
Mr. ANDREWS. That is rif,ht. For now, Chris.
[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. I guess he might appropriately say, I am a

Member, for now.
Chairman PERKINS. That is the next line.
Mr. ANDREWS. I was impressed more by what we had in common

than by what was different. And what we had in common was,
Chairman Perkins had a meeting in his district about the prospect
of going to Kuwait to get work in the rebuilding of Kuwait. And I
thought maybe there would be 20, 25 people at the hearing. The
hearing was held in the all purpose room of a middle school, and
there must have been 300 people at that hearing.

And what I thought was distressing about that is that, here we
s re in Eastern Kentucky, and we had 300 people, first of all, who
were not working that day, who had time during a weekday to be
out at a hearing, and secondly, who were willing to move halfway
around the world, because there were no jobs for them here in the
United States.

And driving through that district, it was obvious that there is a
need to rebuild some of the highways and roads. There is a need
for better housing, just as we have here. There was plenty of oppor-
tunity to talk about ,-ebuilding Kuwait, but not much opportunity
to talk about rebuilding Eastern Kentucky, or rebuilding Southern
New Jersey.
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Chairman Perkins has been a leader in the Congress for a
number of years in refocusing the focus of national priorities and
national policy, so that we start talking more about our own needs.
And when I went to that hearing, I thought that we have many of
the same needs that I saw in E.,Ftt-Irn Kentucky. And under his
leadership as we begin the process of rewriting the Job Training
Partnership Act, to try to make it more responsive to those who
are without work, that this would be a good place to go.

Last week, the President of the United States chastised the Con-
gress for failing to act in the last 100 days on two pieces of legisla-
tion he put forward. One was a crime bill, the other was a trans-
portation bill. And he said that, if we could not act within 100
days, it was a failure on our part, as Members of Congress.

Well, a lot of other things happened in the last 100 days, as well.
One hundred sixty three thousand Americans lost their jobs in the
last 100 days, 1,200 banks failed in the last 100 days. In the last 100
days, we received a news report for the first time in the history of
the United States, the majority of the cars sold in this country
were made somewhere else, and not in the United States. Fifty-one
percent of our car market is now foreign cars. For the first time
since the Great Depression, the rate of home ownership went down
in the last 100 days, and not up, looking back a year's time.

We are concerned about those things that happened in the last
100 days. We are concerned about the people that have gone into
the job training offices in Southern New Jersey, and despite the
best efforts of the professionals who worked so hard there, there
were no jobs to steer those people to.

We are concerned about the fact that our industrial base is
crumbling and slipping away, and that people are not making and
manufacturing and exporting things. We are not going to solve
that problem here this afternoon. But, I wanted the Congress of the
United States in general, and this committee, in particular, to
know that the problems we have here in Southern New Jersey are
serious, they are severe, and they demaad some action. We want to
go back to the President and to the leaders in Congress and say, let
us talk about not the last 100 days, but the next 100 days. And let
us get ourselves an anti-recession program, let us get our housing
market back on track, let us get our construction workers back to
work, and let us get something moving again in the country.

So, we are here today to hear the thoughts of some very distin-
guished witnesses about that, and I look forward to what those wit-
nesses have to say. And Chris, if you are interested in moving here
into our district, and participating with us, you are welcome to do
so, just a little bit up north in the 13th District, not here.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, I am not moving any time soon, but I
am pleased, indeed, to be with you. On a serious vein, I am looking
forwent to hearing the testimony and trying to utilize it. And we
are trying to synthesize testimony given to this committee over the
course of these hearings. We are having them in Washington, and
some other places, as well, in the future. But, we want to put to-
gether something that is going to try to help people gain employ-
ment in this country, and I am looking forward to hear what you
have to say.

44-241 0 - 91 - 9
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Let me welcome the first panel, George E. Norcross, Jr., presi-
dent of the AFL-CIO Central Labor Union of Camden, Gloucester
Counties, Camdfm, New Jersey, and Jack McCormick, president,
the Camden County Board of Realtors, Stratford, New Jersey. I
welcome both of you gentlemen here today. I would ask all wit-
nesses to try to limit their testimony to right around five minutes.
I do not want to be too strict about thw, but we have about ten
witnesses, and I am sure we will have a number of questions. And
we want to try to move through this hearing in an organized and
timely manner. So, with that, I would like to turn to Mr. Norcross,
and allow him to begin his initial statement.

Mr. ANDREWS. Chairman, if I might, and Mr. Norcross, just one
second, I did want to take a moment to thank and introduce our
host for today, someone who sits in the chair where, I guess, you
are sitting now, it is his usual seat. He sat there for 17 years now,
and he is the senicr mayor of the mayors in Camden County. He is
someone who has done a great deal for me, as an individual, for my
family, someone I admire and respect very much, the mayor of the
Borough of Bellmawr, our host today, Mayor Joe Petruzzi. Joe,
thank you and welcome.

Chairman PERKINS. With that, we will turn to Mr. Norcross.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. NORCROSS, JR., PRESIDENT, AFL-CIO
CENTRAL LABOR UNION OF CAMDEN/GLOUCESTER COUNTIES,
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

Mr. NORCROSS. Welcome to South Jersey.
Chairman PERKINS. Good to be here.
Mr. NORCROSS. Happy to have you here. I am very appreciative of

the opportunity that I have been given to testify before this sub-
committee, and I will very definitely limit myself to five minutes.

The unions and working people in the First Congressional Dis-
trict are in deep, deep trouble. Over the last 15 years, more than
200,000 industrial jobs have been lost in Southern New Jersey. I
am 62. When I was in my 20s, the garment industry and the glass
industry were two of the largest in Southern New Jersey. The gar-
ment workers had a minimum of 25,000 to 30,000 workers. Today,
in all of Southern New Jet.; ey, there are 1,500 garment workers.
And within the next 2 years, they will lose their jobs.

The glass industry had urr old tens of thousands of workers. We
are down to somewhere in the neighborhood of 4,000 or 5,000. So,
when I say we are in deep trouble, that /ill just give you an exam-
ple. In the immediate area, we have several large employers. The
GE plant in Camden has been gradually dying for years. It was
given some rebirth a year or so ago when free holderthen free
holderdirector, Rob Andrews and a group of others, encouraged
GE to stay here, and worked tlrough the State to keep them here.

Just withir the last couple of weekri, on Broadway and Camden,
over 400 poultry workers los'c their jobs at tiw Lambersky Compa-
ny. Certainteed, I think, the .)eginning of this year, shut down-500
workers. The Lambersky plant was primarily women, and primari-
ly minorities. While they were working, their wages were not that
high, but they had a benefit, health and welfare benefit package,
some pension privileges and benefits, which have been lost.

0 r) 3
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Same thing, Certainteed. About a year ago, the Campbell Soup
plant in Camden, with roughly 1,000 workers, shut down. These are
just a few. The construction trades have been devastated ir. the last
year. There is a local union of the carpenters that had roughly
1,000 members, whose primary responsibility was building homes.
Today, they have, at best, 150 working. And, this is throughout the
construction trades. And as I indicated, I believe that the industrial
capacity in South Jersey, as well as probably the whole damn coun-
try, has been lost.

I picked up a copy, just an hour or two ago, of the AFL-CIO news
that has a headline in Kansas City, Missouri, about the Ford City
Motor Company announcing it had a 100 job vacancies. Over 28,000
applicants, for 100 jobs, were processed through the unemployment
offices and other agencies in the Kansas City area. So apparently
what is happening here is happening throughout the country.

I mention the garment industry, because I think it is one of the
mainstays of female employment. The garment industry is primari-
ly female. These female workers received benefits. Today, thou-
sands and thousands of them are out of work, have had to fall to
the social service agencies. They have lost their unemployment,
and many of them, who are in their 40s and 50s, find themselves
reluctant to get into any train1ng or any programs for advancing
their skills.

And most people who are laid off cannot get a job at what their
previous rate was. My personal opinion is that, during the last 10
or 12 years, the administration in Washington has been for rich
people, making the rich richer, the middle class pourer, and the
poor without anything.

And South Jersey, unfortunately, is a typical example. If you
have driven through the City of Camden, you can see what the loss
of industry has done. You can go through any town in South
Jersey, and see that we are losing jobs every week by the thou-
sands. JTPA has provided some assistance at the Campbell Soup
plant in Camden. They were in there before the layoffs actually
took place. It was a combination of people trying to help them, but
even today, there are between 300 and 400 Campbell Soup workers
who have not obtained employment, and they've been out of work
for 15 months or so.

We were talking just a few minutes ago, in fact, Bo McQuade
said, if this country went into a major war, other than using the
weapons and materials that are stockpiled, we probably couldn't
fight in a world war, because a majority of our defense materials
are imported. Parts of automobiles, tanks, airplanes, clothing, am-
munitionno matter what it isa big chunk of it is made over-
seas.

I would just like to take a minute and talk about the GE plant in
Morristown. Three or 4 months ago, hundreds and probably thou-
sands of people joined with GE and governmental officials in trying
to get the Aegis contract renewed. A.nd fortunately, it was. Within
48 hours of the Defense Department's announcement that the
Aegis contract was going to be renewed with GE, GE made an an-
nouncement that between 1,500 and 2,500 of those jobs were going
to be lost. And a big chunk of it was going to be manufactured in
Mexico.

2 r-
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Even the Republican Congressman from the 13th District went
gaga when he heard that. But, this is, you know, typical of what
has been happening in South Jersey, and probably the whole damn
country. I do not know what the answer is. I think it might be, I
am close to retirement, taking my retirement, hoping it is going to
be paid during my lifetime, and not worrying about it.

But when you think of the millions and millions of people across
this Nation who want to workyou know, the vast majority of
American people want to work. They want to work at a fair wage,
and be provided some benefits. And hopefully, a pension. The way
this country is going, it ain't oing to happen. The rich are getting
richer, the middle class are becoming poor, and the poor are just
barely able to make it.

Whatever you can do, your committee can doCongressman An-
drews knows of these problems, as I am sure do 400 and some other
Congressional Members plus the Senate, plus a reluctant Presi-
dent, whom I do not think wants to act on any of these problems. If
we can get some action, something can be done, and I think we can
probably resurrect the industrial capacity of this country, and pro-
vide for working men and women of this country.

We ask for your assistance, we beg for your assistance. Hopeful-
ly, we will get the assistance of you and your associates in the Con-
gress. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of George E. Norcross, Jr. followsl
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JTPA TESTIMONY - JUNE 17, 1991
GEORGE E. NORCROSS, JR.

PRESIDENT, AFL-CIO OF SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY

HONORABLE CONGRESSMEN ROB ANDREWS AND CARL PERKINS,

DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE PANEL, AND RESPECTED GUESTS,

PLEASE ACCEPT MY THANKS FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS THE

STATUS OF LABOR UNTONS AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN SOU,9 JERSEY.

THE UNIONS IN THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT ARE IN

TROUBLE DEEP TROUBLE. THE RECESSION, COMBINED WITH THE

CHANGING AMERICAN ECONOMY, HAS DELIVERED A KNOCKOUT PUNCH TO

THE MIDSECTION OF SOUTH JERSEY'S WORKING CLASSES. IN FACT,

I HAVEN'T SEEN SUCH WIDESPREAD UNEMPLOYMENT IN OUR RANKS

SINCE THE RECESSION AND STAGFLATION OF THE EARLY 1970°S.

LAST WEEK, A POULTRY BUSINESS IN CAMDEN CLOSED. THREE

HUNDRED UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIU WORKERS LOST THEIR JOBS.

BUSINESSES AND PLANTS CONTINUE TO LEAVE THE SOUTH JERSEY

MARKETPLACE - CAMPBELL SOUP, GENERAL ELECTRIC AND OWENS

CORNING FIBERGLASS ARE JUST SOME OF THE MAJOR MANUFACTURERS

TO CLOSE UP SHOP IN THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS.

SMALL, LOCAL INDUSTRY THE HEART OF THE WORKING CLASS - IS

ALSO IN TROUBLE. CONSTRUCTION WORKERS - ELECTRICIANS,

PLUMBERS, IRON WORKERS, GLAZERS - ARE OUT OF WORK. GLASS

WORKERS ARE BEING LAID OFF.

THE SOUTH JERSEY GARMENT INDUSTRY IS NEARLY DEAD. TWENTY TO

FIFTY YEARS AGO, THERE WERE 25,000 TO 30,000 GARMENT WORKERS

IN THE SOUTH JERSEY REGION. TODAY, THERE ARE LESS THAN

1500.
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JTPA TESTIMONY

GENERAL ELECTRIC IN CAMDEN CONTINUES TO LAY OFF WORKERS, AND

THE GE AEGIS PLANT IN MOORESTOWN PLANS TO REDUCE ITS

WORKFORCE BY A MINIMUM OF 1000 TO 1800 EMPLOYEES.

OBVIOUSLY, WE'VE LOST OUR INDUSTRIAL CAPACITY. AND WHAT

MAKES THE SITUATION SO BLEAK TODAY, COMPARED TO THE 701S, IS

THAT THE SWITCH TO A SERVICE ECONOMY LEAVES UNION WORKERS

WITH LITTLE HOPE THAT INDUSTRIAL JOBS WILL BE THERE FOR THEM

IN THE FUTURE - UNLESS THEY MOVE TO MEXICO OR OVERSEAS.

THE ALTERNATIVE FOR UNION WORKERS IS TO RETRAIN AS CLERICAL

OR COMPUTER OPERATORS, FOR INSTANCE, IN THE SERVICE

INDUSTRIES. THAT PRESENTS OTHER PROBLEMS.

TYPICALLY, WORKERS IN THEM 40S AND 50S DON'T WANT TO STAR

OVER, ESPECIALLY AT MUCH LOWER PAYING JOBS.

THE SERVICE INDUSTRY JOBS NORMALLY DO NOT PROVIDE

COMPREHENSIVE BENEFITS - BENEFITS THAT A FAMIIN MAN OR WOMAN

MUST HAVE TO PROVIDE RESPONSIBLY FOR HIS OR HER FAMILY.

THAT INCLUDES LIFE INSURANCE WITH DISABILITY PROTECTION;

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE INSURANCE - INCLUDING DENTAL AND

EYE CARE; AND, RETRAINING OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN THE COMPANY.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, THESE WORKERS FEEL A SENSE OF LOSS, AND

ABANDONMENT - THAT THE PEOPLE IN CHARGE IN WASHINGTON REALLY

DON'T CARE ABOUT THEIR FUTURES, AND THEIR FAMILIES' FUTURES.

YOU HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY AS MEMBERS OF CONGRESS TO CHANGE

4,04,
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THIS SENSE OF LOSS AND ABANDONMENT, AND HELP TO RESTORE

DIGNITY TO THOSE PROUD PROFESSIONS WHICH COMPRISE THIS

NATION'S INDUSTRIAL CAPACITY.

WE ALL HAVE A GREAT DEAL AT STAKE IN MAINTAINING U.S.

INDUSTRIAL CAPACITY. IF THE JOB MARKET CONTINUES AT ITS

CURRENT PACE, IT WILL SOON BECOME THE PRESERVE OF EITHER

LOW-WAGE OR HIGH INCOME EMPLOYMENT - WHICH LEAVES THE

INDUSTRIAL MIDDLE CLASS IN THE MIDDLE - AND OUT OF WORK.

THIS STRATIFICATION AND SEPARATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETY

TrVICHES THE FABRIC OF OUR NATION. OUR COUNTRY WAS FOUNDED

ON PRINCIPALS OF EQUALITY - AND THESE PRINCIPLES EXTEND TO

ECONOMIC FREEDOM. DO NOT CONSIGN THE AMERICAN WORKING CLASS

WITH A DIFFICULT CHOICE - TO LEAVE OR ACCEPT UNDERCLASS

STATUS.

THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT IS A VALUABLE FEDERAL TOOL

FOR PROVIDING ALTERNATIVES FOR UNION EMPLOYEES. IT WILL

SERVE AS A MEANS TO BRIDGE LOW-PAYING AND HIGHER-PAYING

JOBS, AND EXTEND TO THOSE WILLING TO WORK FOR IT AN

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT.

FEDERAL PROGRAMS LIKE THE JTPA REQUIRE SUPPORT FROM OUR

ELECTED OFFICIALS. PROGRAMS LIKE THE JTPA LESSEN THOSE

FEELINGS OF LOSS AND ABANDONMENT - AND HELP TO RESTORE A

SENSE OF PERSONAL INITIATIVE AND ACCOMPLISHMENT.
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AS ACTIVE MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, YOU HAVE TAKEN THE STEPS TO

LEARN HOW THE GENERAL PUBLIC FEELS ABOUT IMPORTANT ISSUES

LIKE THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT. I HOPE THAT YOU WILL

TAKE THE INFORMATION THAT I AND MY FELLOW PANELISTS WILL

PROW E YOU, AND TRANSLATE IT INTO A FEDERAL AGENDA THAT

TRULY BENEFITS AMERICA'S WORKING CLASS.

THANK YOU.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Norcross.
We are going to hold questions until both panelists have spoken.

So, at this time, I would like to ask Mr. McCormick, if he would, to
give us the benefit of his wisdom.

STATEMENT OF JACK McCORMICK, PRESIDENT, CAMDEN
COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS, STRATFORD, NEW JERSEY

Mr. MCCORMICK. Thank you very much for giving me this oppor-
tunity. The housing industry has long functioned as a barometer of
the state of the economy. Only when business prospers, and em-
ployment is stable and secure, are people willing and able to
commit themselves to the decision to purchase real estate.

Since 1989, realtors in the Delaware Valley have been monitor-
ing the pulse of an unsure economy, and the pace of home sales
throughout the market area has reflected increased unemployment
and job insecurity at many levels.

Homelessness has become a major issue in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey, as it has throughout the Nation. Tied to the issue of
homelessness is the availability and even the existence of afford-
able housing. Real estate brokers and associates are among the
first to see the inability of many of our citizens to afford to pur-
chase a home.

When fewer young families and first time buyers are able to
enter the housing market, then fewer growing families are able to
sell their present homes to mo ve into new or larger homes. Wide-
scale reductions in the force of white collar and other professional
workers in many fields have been reflected in the slowing sales of
new construction, vacation homes, and upscale residences at the
higher end of the price range. Thus, the housing market begins to
stagnate, with inactivity at each level foreclosing activity at the
next level.

A comparison of home sales figures for Camden County alone,
between 1986 and 1991, bears out the state of the economy and the
impact of unemployment in South Jersey.

A total of 5,798 housing units were sold in Camden County
during 1986. In 1990, only 4,046 units were sole ---a 30 percent de-
crease in sales in that period of time. During the first 5 months of
1991, a total of 1,268 units have sold. Comparing this figure to 1986
and 1990, we see that in the period of January through May of
1986, 2,511 homes sold in Camden County. During the same period
in 1990, 1,685 units sold. At this point, midway through 1991, we
are 50 percent behind the home sales record for 1986, and 25 per-
cent behind one year ago, which was not a good year. Clearly, sub-
stantially fewer homes are being sold in the county today.

Further, it takes longer to sell a home. In 1986, the average
number of days on the market in the county was 72 for the entire
year. By 1990, homes remained on the market an average of 82
days before selling. During the first 5 months of this year, we are
seeing an average days on the market figure of 91 days. Also, the
percentage of houses that are listed and sold are fewer. In 1986, we
sold 58 percent of all the homes listed. In 1990, we sold 29 percent
of all the homes listedby the way, listings increased 50 percent in
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that period of timeand, then, we sold 20 percent of all the homes
listed in 1991 to date.

The Camden County Board of Realtors has taken an active posi-
tion in trying to support efforts to maintain and increase the eco-
nomic viability of our State, and of the entire Delaware Valley.
Several issues, particularly, concern us, regarding their impact on
quality of life, in general, and employment opportunity in particu-
lar.

The potential loss of large numbers of jobs for Delaware Valley
citizens, through events such as the proposed closure of the Phila-
delphia Naval Shipyard, is of immediate and continuing concern.
We have made our position known regarding the importance of the
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard to both the military and the economic
strength of our region, and of our Nation. The loss of thousands of
jobs, which closure of the Yard would entail, is an economic blow
this region could ill afford. If this should come to pass, employment
opportunity and job training efforts of all types would, more than
ever, be vital to this area.

Since the introduction of a proposed development and redevelop-
ment plan for New Jersey, we have worked to support those indi-
viduals and organizations who favor responsible controlled growth
that enhances economic opportunity for all sectors within our
State, while preserving those elements that contribute to the qual-
ify of life we have long enjoyed.

There can be no doubt, despite some growing signs of recovery,
that economic stability in New Jersey is still a fragile commodity.
Employment and any program that is able, successfully, to provide
training that will help our citizens get and keep jobs, deserves our
support. Programs that help to expand employment opportunities
and match qualified workers with available jobs, likewise, are vital
to the well-being of all of our communities.

Thank you for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Jack McCormick followsd
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Statement Given By

Jack McCormick
President

CAMDEN COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS

The housing industry has long functioned as a barometer of

the state of the economy. Only when business prospers and

employment is stable and secure are people willing and able to

commit themselves to the decision to purchase real estate.

Since 1989, Realtors in the Delaware Valley have been

monitoring the pulse of an unsure economy, and the pace of home

sales throughout the market area has reflected increased

unemployment and job insecurity at many levels.

Homelessness has become a major issue in Pennsylvania and New

Jersey, as it has throughout the nation. Tied to the issue of

homelessness is the availability -- and even the existence -- of

affordable housing. Real estate brokers and associates are among

the first to see the inability of many of our citizens to afford

to purchase a home.

When fewer young families and first-time buyers are able to

enter the housing market, fewer growing families are able to sell

their present homes to move into new or larger homes. Wide scale

reductions in force of white collar and other professional workers

in many fields have been reflected in the slowing sales of new

construction, vacation homes and upscale residences at the higher

end of the price range. Thus, the housing market begins to

stagnate, with inactivity at each level foreclosing activity at

the next.

A comparison of home sales figures for Camden County alone

between 1986 and 1991 bears out the state of the economy and the

impact of unemployment in South Jersey.

(more)
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A total of 5,798 housing units were sold in the county during

1986. In 1990, only 4,046 units were sold -- a 30% decrease in
sales. During the first five months of 1991, a total of 1,268
units have sold. Comparing this figure to 1986 and 1990, we see

that in the period of January through May of 1986, 2,511 homes
sold in Camden County; during the same time period in 1990, 1,685

units sold. At this point, mid-way through 1991, we are 50.5%

behind the home sales record for 1986. Clearly, substantially

fewer homes are being sold in the county today.

Further, it takes longer to sell a home. In 1986, the

average number of days on the market in the county was 72 for the

entire year. By 1990, homes remained on the market an average of

82 days before selling. During the first five months of this

year, we are seeing an average days on market figure of 91 days.

The Camden County Board of Realtors has taken an active

position in trying to support efforts to maintain and increase the

economic viability of our state and of the entire Delaware Valley.

veral issues particularly concern us, regarding their impact
upon quality of life, in general, and employment opportunity, in

particular.

The potential loss of large numbers of jobs for Delaware

Valley citizens through events such as the proposed closure of the

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard is of immediate and continuing

concern. We have made our position known regarding the importance

of the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard to both the military and the

economic strength of our region and our nation. The loss of

thousands of jobs, which closure of the Yard would entail, is an

economic blow this Region could ill afford. If this should come

to pass, employment opportunity and job training efforts of all

types would, more than ever, be vital to this area.

(more)
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Since the introduction of a proposed Development and

Redevelopment Plan for New Jersey, we have worked to support those

individuals and organizationa who favor responsible controlled

growth that enhances economic opportunity for all sectors within

our state, while preserving those elements that contribute to the

quality of life we have long enjoyed.

There can be no doubt, despite some growing signs of

recovery, that economic stability in New Jersey is still a fragile

commodity. Employment. . . and any program that is able,

successfully, to provide training that will help our citizens get

and keep jobs, deserves our support. Programs that help to expand

employment opportunities and match qualified workers with

available jobs, likewise, are vital to the well-being of all of

our communities.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. McCormick.
Mr. Andrews, do you have any questions you would like to put to

the panel?
Mr. ANDREWS. Just briefly.
George and Jack, thank you for your testimony and for your

time. George, you made reference to the people who were laid off
at Campbell Soup last year, machinists and food and commercial
workers, and you indicated that a substantial number of those
people are still not working. Generally speaking, what kind of jobs
have the people gotten, who are working, from that group? How do
they compare in terms of wages, benefits, and types of work that
t.hey are doing?

Mr. NORCROSS. Most of them have gone into service type jobs.
Some retail sales, food service. The vast majority of them that have
picked up employment have picked up employment at probably 50
percent of what their wage rate was. Very few of them have any
benefits such as they had at Campbell Soup.

Mr. ANDREWS. If I could turn a moment to the trades, the con-
struction trades, it is my understanding from talking to the busi-
ness agents and union presidents in the council, that by and large,
the only work that they have had in the last 12 months, 15 months,
has been public sector work, is that correct?

Mr. NORCROSS. The vast mr,jority. I wouldthey say that close to
100 percent of the construction jobs in the area are as a result of
Economic Development Administration money. There is virtually
no private money.

Mr. ANDREWS. And I think this would pick up on a point that
Jack McCormick just made about home sales tying into new home
construction. What is the present status of the new home construc-
tion field for union carpenters and electricians and so forth?

Mr. NORCROSS. Extremely limited. They have 150 people, at most,
working. And at best, half of those are working on some new home
construction.

Mr. ANDREW Finally, I know that an association affiliatA with
the AFL-CIO is the UOSS, the social services organization, and I
know that you are very much involved in this. And for those that
are not familiar with it, the local central labor council is heavily
involved in providing social and human services to its members in
a variety of ways. And I wonder if you could tell us, George, what
kind of additional demands have been placed upon the UCSS in
the last 12 to 15 months, in this recession?

Mr. NORCROS. The UOSS provides servicRs to everyone, whether
or not they are union membersold, young, black, white, Hispanic,
union, non-unioa. It started probably about 15 or 18 months ago.
The increased calls have virtually doubled in 18 months. People
who have run out of unemployment, have mortgages, hospital bills,
no hospitalization coverage. And it has just been virtually impossi-
ble to try to provide them the services that they need.

You know, what really, I think, is a drag on the heart, is when
someone calls up and says, I have a son or daughter graduating. I
cannot afford to buy them a new pair of pants, a new shirt. If it
happened 4 or 5 years ago, we would have hod a little party. You
know, we can get over that. But, the cloth e,... the shoes and such.
The problems are just insurmountable.

2 74
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Mr. ANDREWS. I know that many of the people who were victims
of the layoffs at Campbell Soup, General Electric, Certainteed,
some of the others that you mentioned, are older people in the
workforcenot senior citizens, but people, say, in excess of 50
years old, that are not old enough to retire, and certainly have
many years of work ahead of them, but are not new people that
can enter the job market. What is happening to those people?
What is happening to the 53 year old food and commercial worker,
who got laid off from Campbell Soup? What is he or she doing
today?

Mr. NORCROSS. They are barely existing today. I have met at
least 20 to 30 over the last year who have lost their homeshad to
put them up for sale, turn them over to someone to maintain the
mortgages. But, they are barely able to exist now.

Mr. ANDREWS. Chris, maybe we can send them one of the thou-
sand points of light? That might make them feel better, hmm?
Thank you, George.

A question for Jack McCormick. Jack, you and I have had a
chance to talk on a number of occasions about the impact that
changes in tax policy in Washington have had on the real estate
markets here in Southern New Jersey. Could you tell me, since
1986, what kind of changes have occurred, and why you think they
have occurred?

Mr. MCCORMICK. I am not sure why they occurred. My theory is,
if it is not broken, do not fix it. And I think the old tax law was
quite okay. It stimulated the economy and it stimulated real estate.
Nineteen eighty-seven was the first year that we had to operate
under the new tax law, and, of course, 1987 was slightly less pro-
ductive than 1986. And 1988 was worse, and 1989 was worse, and
1990 and 1991, I just told you about. And I think we are probably
at the all time low in 1991, at the moment, from any figures that I
have ever been able to determine, locally.

I think if we do not restore capital gains, and take away that
passive loss limitation, then I am not sure that real estate is ever
going to recover back to the level of 1986. And I believe that if real
estate does not recover, the economy is not going to fully recover.
The two are tied together.

Mr. ANDREWS. Can you estimate for us the difference between
how many people would be employed in a thriving real estate
market in this area, versus how many are employed now? And I
mean a ball park figure that would take into account construction
workers and sales people and people who service the transaction of
new homes. How many jobs is this recession costing us in Southern
New Jersey, in your industry alone?

Mr. MCCORMICK. Well there are 100,000 licensees in the State,
but that does not mean that everybody is working. Our member-
ship in Camden County was just shy of 2,000 last year. This year,
we are down just below 1,200. So, there are 800 people that were
members that were actively selling homes that are not selling
homes at the moment in Camden County. Construction workers, I
honestly do not know. I have heard that last year was a record low
year for housing startsin the State, it was 18,000, and that was a
record. This year, they are down to 9,000. The record is being set in
the wrong-di-ection here.
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Mr. ANDREWS. I would ask you, also, in the area of housing starts
and this sort of thing, when you mentioned tax policy earlier, you
mentioned capital gains, tax reduction. How would you and others
in the industry react to proposals that would provide that capital
gains tax, but require that, in order to get the benefit of the tax
reduction, someone would have to invest their proceeds in the local
domestic productive economy.

I mean, in other words, instead of saying that, if you have a cap-
ital gain, and you invest it in a Mexican electronics factory, or you
invest it in an Argentinean copper mine, you get the tax break if
you invest in housing in Gloucester County, or Burlington County
or Camden County, but not if you fail to do so. How would you
react to that kind of concept?

Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, from my position, you know, in the real
estate industry, I think it would be great. I am not sure everybody
would want those limitations. It would certainly help spur the
economy, especially in this area.

I think the two things that make our economy go in the State
are real estate and cars. And those two items are hurting.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me just close with one other question, and
that is, a lot of the evidence we have heard from small business
people, on this and other committees, is that there is a debate in
Washington as to whether there is a credit crunch or not. And
what I notice is that, when I come home and talk to small business
people and others here in Southern New Jersey, they say, yes,
there is. That it is very difficult for business people, particularly
small business people, to borrow money, because banks, for a varie-
ty of reasons, are rationing down on credit.

Then, I go back to Washington, and I hear the Chairman of the
Federal Reserve and the Secretary of the Treasury, and some
others saying, well, there really is not a credit crunch, that it is
just a figment of people's imagination. Given the interaction that
you have as small business people with mortgage bankers and
others, do you think there is a credit crunch, and, if so, could you
speculate as to the impact of that credit crunch on our industry?

Mr. McCo RmIcK. I believe that there is a credit crunch. As far as
mortgages for homes, owner occupied homes, there is really not a
credit crunch when it comes to that. Of course, people are afraid to
buy homes right now for one reason for another. As far as borrow-
ing money on a commercial property, if you want to remortgaoe a
commercial property, borrow money for business or cash flow, it is
virtually impossible. And everyone I am talking to, it does not
matter what the industry is, a cross-section of the business people I
come in contact with daily, they are all having the same problem.
The only way they can borrow money for their business is if they
are able to refinance the house they live in, take those proceeds,
and use it in their business, which is counter-productive.

Mr. ANDREWS. It sort of defeats the whole purpose of having a
corporate set up, too, that you find yourself personally liable for
what you want to do. Jack, thank you very much.

Mr. McCo RmIcK. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Andrews. Gentlemen, just

out of general interest myself, what is the unemployment rate here
in the South Jersey area?
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Mr. NORCROSS. It is fast approaching 7 percent.
Chairman PERKINS. My gosh, I wish I had 7 percent. Just won-

dering, so it is going to dramatically
Mr. NORCROSS. I do not think those figures are accurate. They

way they count a person--
Chairman PERKINS. I understand. The definition of unemploy-

ment, you have to be seeking work and etcetera. Real unemploy-
ment figures are much higher, yes, I understand. Mr. Norcross, the
AFL-CIO's program, what do you do for training within the AFL-
CIO? I know that nationally, there are a number of training pro-
grams that have been set up to train dislocated workers. Do you
have any here, locally?

Mr. NORCROSS. We had the program until about 3 or 4 years ago.
The number of people who applied for it had dropped, and we de-
cided to finish up. But we had worked with the vocational schools,
and the county department of education, in lining people up for
training programs that we conducted, plus vocational schools and
the county college.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, just talking in general job category
areas, is it your opinion that there is more of a pushI think your
testimony indicated this earliertowards a service-oriented job in
this area as opposed to construction or manufacturing type employ-
ment? Is that generally the way things are going?

Mr. NORCROSS. Very definitely. There are not that many industri-
al type jobs. Service jobs--

Chairman PERKINS. Are there any new industrial jobs that are
coming on line, though?

Mr. NORCROSS. Very few that I know of.
Chairman PERKINS. So, in general, what you are telling me is

that this area seems to be hit by what we have seen across the
Nation: loss of manufacturing and construction jobs, and move-
ment towards service-type jobs?

Mr. NORCROSS. It seems to be throughout the northeast section of
the country. But, everyday when I pick up a papier or watch the
news, it is happening all over the country. Maybi.i it is just being
hit a little bit harder in this area.

Chairman PERKINS. Okay. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I
appreciate your testimony.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. I would like, at this time, to call the next

panel, Ella Cintron, Terry Barclay, Shafter Bailey and William Ma-
guire.

Mr. ANDREWS. It sounds like a law firm, doesn't it?
Chairman PERKINS. We are very pleased tc have at this time Ella

Cintron, Director of the Camden County Job Training Partnership
Act office, Camden, New Jersey; Terry Barclay, President, Oper-
ation ABLE for the National Council on Aging, from Detroit,
Michigan; Shafter Bailey, Executive Director, Kentucky Council on
Vocational Education, Frankfort, Kentucky; and William Maguire,
Director, Camden County REACH Program, Camden, New Jersey.

Ella Cintron, we would be very pleased to hear your words for us
today. Please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF ELLA M. CINTRON, DIRECTOR, CAMDEN COUNTY
JTPA OFFICE, CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

Ms. CINTRON. Good afternoon, everyone. My name is Ella M. Cin-
tron, Director of the Camden County Employment and Training
Center, administrative entity for the Camden County service deliv-
ery area, for the use of the Federal Job Partnership funds, as well
as a related employment and training programs.

I am testifyinr on behalf of the administrative entity, and I
thank you for tF opportunity. There are several areas, which di-
rectly affert individuals served by the Job Training Partnership
Act, the Economic Dislocation and Workers Adjustment Assistant
Act, EDWAA, and the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills training
program.

Number one, EDWAA. Camden has submitted several grant ap-
plications for Federal Secretary of Labor discretionary grants
under Title III for funds to help laid off workers as a result of
plant closing, and a reduction in force. The problem has been in
the delay of the submission of the grant, and approval at the Fed-
eral level. Because of the delay, many of the dislocated workers
were not eligible for need based, and the support payment to sup-
port themselves, while attending training, due to the Federal re-
quirement that the dislocated worker must be in training, or have
an agreement with the school to start within 30 days, or 13 weeks
after the plant is closed.

If this could be modified and targeted by the date of submission,
by the State, rather than the date of the layoff of the closing of the
plant, in this manner, the affected worker would not be penalized
for any period of time during which they had no control over their
activity. Any alleviation of this matter would be highly helpful.

The problems of delay at this level lead to the lack of credibility
on the part of the local agency. Their affected workers become dis-
enchanted with the promises made during the rapid response
team's visit to recruit them for services.

Successful operationswe, in Camden County, successfully oper-
ated two discretionary grants through the use of dislocated work-
ers' funds. One of the grants was Campbell Soup, Certainteed, and
most recently, the General Electric grant. General Electric Aero-
space. The dislocated workers centers provide for the focus on tran-
sition activity. The affected workers can relate to the employees of
the center, as they are operated with companies, and/or union
staff, with workers they are familiar with. Such peer counseling
eliminates some of the problems and the anger that are faced
with when they are laid off.

In addition, the coordination and cooperation of the, company,
union and government resources allows for a greater concentration
of services to the participants. The use of labor management com-
mittees should be an integral part of such programs.

Number two, youth programs. Year round youth programs would
recognize the need to continually enforce employment and training
issues as a part of life. Camden has a large economically disadvan-
taged youth population, for whom services provided solely during
the summer would not be sufficient to address the multiple needs.
But some program does meet the immediate needs of the youth.
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One, may be under the age for employment, and would, there-
fore, be idle during the summer months. Two, may have the oppor-
tunity to help their families. Number three, may participate in
constructive activity, particularly vocational exploration programs.
And maintain their basic skills through part. cipating in a high
school proficiency preparation program. Camden County recom-
mends that the summer program employment and training pro-
gram be maintained as a separate component of ti TPA, or at least
as a separate activity, with sufficient funds to provide a suitable
level of service during the summer months.

Number three, REACH/JOBS. Recipients of Aid to Families of
Dependent Children have been challenged to become self-sufficient.
The New Jersey REACH Program, as well as the JOPS training
program have built the expectations of these individuals, without
backing up with the promise of self-sufficiency, with the opportuni-
ty through training.

Sufficient funding is not available to move a number of individ-
uals towards self-sufficiency necessary to reduce the welfare case
load. It is an expensive proposition, yet one that is necessa t'y to
move forward, and to eliminate the roots of public welfare. Addi-
tional job funds that are specifically designed for occupational skill
training is needed.

Number four, older workers. The proposal to increase the older
workers program from 3 percent to 5 percent cannot be supported
without reworking the program itself. Currently, insufficient num-
bers of eligible clients, due to the stringent eligibility criteria, are
left out, because they are receiving Social Security or pension, they
cannot, they are not eligible for the program. The funding increase
must be contingent upon the expansion of the eligibility require-
ments for this group.

Number five, six percent incentive/technical assistance funds. In
the event the 3 percent older worker program is increased, the in-
crease should not be at the expense of the 6 percent incentive/tech-
nical assistance fund. Any reduction in these funds would serve as
a disincentive to the local service delivery area. In New Jersey,
where the State, in cooperation with the local SDA, has together
worked long and hard to establish a strong incentive system that
serves to enhance the delivery of employment and training pro-
grams to the hard-to-serve participant. The development and imple-
mentation of the statewide management information system, par-
ticipant follow up system, and initiative programming would not
have been possible without the employment and training technical
assistant grant, under 6 percent.

Number six, transportation. Across all of the groups that I men-
tioned in the above, it is not good to tell someone there is a job in
the suburbs, if the individual cannot travel to the job for the
second shtit or the weekend and holidays. A transportation system
designed to shuttle students throughout the county to these facili-
ties is needed. The question here is one of access to all existent re-
sources, including those available through the Department of Edu-
cation, the Department of Higher Education.

We focus not on the training available through JTPA and those
agencies funded by the above agency, but also in the transportation
network operated by the local education supported by those depart-
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ments. The legislative prohibition against such use :or JTPA cli-
ents should be removed. Any legislation which would move the re-
luctant client closer toward such collaboration of resources is en-
couraged.

Number seven, procurement standards. The administration pro-
posed amendment regarding procurement standards would require
government to establish minimum procurement system with the
Secretary's approval. Due to the confusion of that result in the
Camden County SDA, regarding the coordination of the Pell
Grants, and JTPA funding for classroom training, obviously, there
needs to be some consistency established not only in JTPA's
system, but across many of the departments who need to be part-
ners in the delivery of educational training and employment serv-
ices.

In this process, however, we do believe that flexibility needs to be
a major component, so that the local areas can provide a variety of
training needs to meet the needs of the i-creasingly diverse client
population.

Number eight, and my final statement, the limitation of the ad-
ministrative cost pool. It has been a burden on the service delivery
area. Camden County supports the increase of the current 15 per-
cent to 20 percent. Lengthy reporting requirements, contractual re-
quirements, follow ups, audit responsibilities, all add to the admin-
istrative cost pool. Many of the detailed requirements have been in-
stituted within the past several years, while no appreciable funds
have been added to the program.

Again, I want to thank the subcommittee for the opportunity to
appear here today, to share our ideas and experiences about em-
ployment and training in the past, as well as in the future direc-
tion. We feel this kind of exchange of information and ideas will
result in an overall strengthening of the employment and training
services in New Jersey and across the country. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ella M. Cintron followsd
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GOOD AFTERNOON, EVERYONE.

MY NAME IS ELLA M. CINTRON, DIRECTOR, CAMDEN COUNTY EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING CENTER, ADMINISTRATIVE ENTITY FOR THE CAMDEN COUNTY

SERVICE DELIVERY AREA FOR USE OP FEDERAL JOB TPAYNING PARTNERSHIP ACT

FUNDS AS WELL AS RELATED EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS.

I AM TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE ENTITY AND I

THANK IOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY.

THERE ARE SEVERAL AREAS OF CONCERN WHICH DIRECTLY AFFECT THE

INDIVIDUALS SERVE0 BY: THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT (JTPA), THE

ECONOMIC DISLOCATION AND WORKER ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE ACT (EMMA), AND

THE JOB 4DPPORTUNITYES AND BASIC SKILLS (JOBS) TRAINING PROGRAM.

DISLOCATED WORKERS, YOITH AGES 14 THROUGH 21 AND AID TO FAMILIES WITH

DEPENCENT CHILDREN (AFDC) RECIPIENTS HAVE ALL BEEN TARGETED FOR THE

BEST POSSIBLE SERVICES. HOWEVER, THEY HAVE EACH BEEN CAUGHT IN A WEB

OF BUREAUCRATIC/ADMINISTRATIVE DOGMA WHICH HAS PERVADED THE OPERATIONS

ASPECT OF JTPA.

DISLOCATED WORKERS - CAMDEN COUNTY HAS SUBMITTED SEVERAL GRANT

APPLICATIONS FOR FEDERAL SECRETARY OF LABOR'S DISCRETIONARY TITLE III

- 1
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GRANTS FOR FUNDS TO HELP WORKERS WHO ARE LAID OFF AS A RESULT OF PLAW'

CLOSURES OR REDUCTIONS IN FORCE. THESE APPLICATIONS INCLUDE

CERTAINTEED, CAMPBELL SOUp COMPANY AND MOST RECENTLY GENERAL ELECTRIC

AEROSPACE. THE PROBLEM HAS BEEN A DELAY BETWEEN SUBMISSION AND GRANT

APPROVAL AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL. THE CERTAINTEED GRANT WAS SUBMITTED

JANUARY 9, 1990 BUT wAs NOT APPROVED UNTIL MID APRIL. BECAUSE OF THE

oELAYs, MANY OF THE DISLOCATED WORKERS WERE NoT ELIGIBLE FOR NEEDS

BASED PAYMENTS TO SUPPORT THEMSELVES wHILE ATTENDING TRAINING. THIS

IS DUE TO THE FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS THAT DISLOCATED WORKERS MUST BEGIN

TRAINING OR HAVE AN AGREEMENT w1TH A SCHOOL TO START WITHIN 30 DAYS

WITHIN 13 WEEKS OF THE DATE OF THE LAYOFF. THIS SECTION OF THE

REGULATIONS (PART 631, SUBPART C, 631.20) SHOULD BE MODIFIED TO BE

TRIGGERED BY THE DATE OF SUBMISSION OF THE GRANT BY THE STATE RATHER

THAN THE DATE OF LAYOFF. IN THIS MANNER, THE AFFECTED WORKERS WOULD

NOT BE PENALIZED FOR ANy PERIOD OF TIME DURING WHICH THEY .HAD NO

CONTROL OVER ENROLLMENT IN AN ACTIVITY, NO EXPENDITURES, AND THUS NO

COMMITMENTS TO TRAINING, CAN BE MADE PRIOR TO THE DATE OF APPROVAL.

ANY ALTERNATIVE TO EXPEDITE SERVICES TO THIS VERY VULNERABLE

GROUP WOULD BE HELPFUL. THE PROBLEMS oF DELAYS AT ANy LEVEL LEADS TO

- 2 -
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A LACK OP CREDIB/LITY ON THE PART OF THE LOCAL AGENCIES. THE AFFECTED

WORKERS BECOME DISENCHANTED WITH THE PROMISES MADE DJRING THE RAPID

RESPONSE TEAM VISITS AND FAIL TO RESPOND TO RECRUITMENT EFFORTS ONCE

THE FUNDS DO BECOME AVAILABLE. IF THE BOTTOM LINE IS TO PRESERVE THE

ORIGINAL INTENT OF RAPID RESPONSE AND SERVICE TO DISLOCATED WORKERS,

THEN EXPERIENCE INDICATES THE TIMEFRAMES MUST BE SHORTENED.

CAMDEN COUNTY HAS SUCCESSFULLY OPERATED TWO DISCRETIONARY TITLE

III GRANTS THROUGH THE USE OF DISLOCATED WORKER CENTERS. WITH THE

CAMPBELL SOUP AND GENERAL ELECTRIC AEROSPACE GRANTS, THE DISLOCATED

WORKER CENTERS PROV/DE FOR A FOCUS OF EMPLOYMENT TRANSITION

ACTIVITIES. THE AFFECTED WORKERS CAN RELATE TO THE EMPLOYEES OF THE

CENTER AS THEY ARE OPERATED WITH COMPANY AND/OR UNION STAFF WITH WHOM

THE WORKERS ARE FAMILIAF SUCH PEER COUNSELING ALLEVIATES SOME OF THE

ANIMOSITY AND ANGER WHICH MANY OF THE AFFECTED WORKERS HAVE CONCERNING

THE LAYOFFS. IN ADDITION, THE COORDINATION AND COOPERATION OF

COMPANY, UNION AND GOVERNMENTAL RESOURCES ALLOWS FOR A GREATER

JNCENTRATION OF SERVICES TO THE PARTICIPANTS. THE USE OF

LABOR/MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES SHOULD BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF SUCH

- 3 -
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PROGRAMS.

YOUTH PROGRAMS - A YEAR ROUND YOUTH PROGRAM WOULD RECOGNIZE THE

NEED TO CONTINUALLY REINFORCE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ISSUES AS A PART

OF LIFE. CAMDEN COUNTY HAS A LARGE ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTH

POPULATION FOR WHOM SERVICES PROVIDED SOLELY DURING THE SUMMER ARE NOT

SUFFICIENT TO ADDRESS THEIR MULTIPLE NEEDS. HOWEVER, THE SUMMER

PROGRAM DOES MEET THE IMMEDIATE NEEDS OF YOUTH WHO 1) MAY BE UNDERAGE

FOR MOST EMPLOYMENT AND WOULD THEREFORE BE IDLE DURING THE SUMMER

MONTHS, 2) MAY HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO HELP SUPPORT THEIR FAMILY, 3)

MAY PARTICIPATE IN CONSTRUCT/VE ACTIVIT1, PARTICULARLY VOCATIONAL

EXPLORATION, AND 4) MAINTAIN THEIR BASIC SKILLS THROUGH PARTICIPATION

IN HIGH SCHOOL PROFICIENCY TEST PREPARATION PROGRAMS. CAMDEN COUNTY

RECOMMENDS THE SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM BE

MAINTAINED AS A SEPARATE COMPONENT OF /TPA, OR AT LEAST AS A SEPARATE

ACTIVITY WITH SUFFICIENT FUNDS, TO PROVIDE A SUITABLE LEVEL OF GERVICE

DURING THE SUMMER.

REACH/GOBS - RECIPIENTS OF AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT

CHILDREN (AFDC) HAVE BEEN CHALLENGED TO BECOME SELF-SUFFICIENT. THE

-4-
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NEW JERSEY REACH PROGRAM AS WELL AS THE JOB OPPORTUNITIES AND BASIC

SKILLS (JOBS) TRAINING PROGRAMS HAVE BUILT THE EXPECTATIONS OF THESE

INDIVIDUALS WITHOUT BACKING UP THE PROMISES OF SELF-SUFFICIENCY WITH

THE OPPORTUNITY TO ACHIEVE IT THROUGH TRAINING. SUFFICIENT FUNDING IS

NOT AVAILABLE TO MOVE THE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS TOWARDS SELF-

SUFFICIENCY NECESSARY TO REDUCE THE WELFARE CASELOAD. IT IS AN

EXPENSIVE PROPOSITION, YET ONE THAT IS NECESSARY IF WE ARE TO MOVE

FORWARD AND ELIMINATE THE ROOT CAUSE OF PUBLIC WELFARE - LACK OF

ADEQUATE OCCUPATIONAL AND BASIC SKILLS. IT IS LESS EXPENSIVE IN THE

LONG RUN, THAN THE ALTERNAT/VE (YEARS OF CONTINUED RELIANCE ON PUBLIC

WELFARE). ADDITIONAL JOBS FUNDS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNATED FOR

OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS TRAINING IS NEEDED.

OLDER WORKERS - THE PROPOSAL TO INCREASE OLDER WORKER PROGRAM

FROM 3% TO 5% CANNOT BE SUPPORTED WITHOUT REWORKING THE PROGRAM

ITSELF. CURRENTLY THERE IS AN INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE CLIENTS

DUE TO THE STRINGENT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA. THE FUNDING INCREASE MUST

BE CONTINGENT UPON AN EXPANSION OF THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR

THIS GROUP.

6% INCENTIVE/TECHNICAL AS'SISTANCE FUNDS - IN THE EVENT THE 34

- 5 .
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OLDER WORKER PROGRAM IS INCREASED, THE INCREASE SHOULD NOT COME AT

THE EXPENSE OF THE 6% INCENTIVE/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FUNDS. ANY

REDUCTION IN THESE FUNDS WOULD SERVE AS A DISINCENTIVE TO THE LOCAL

SERVICE DELIVERY AREA (SDA). THIS IS ESPECIALLY TRUE IN NEW JERSEY

WHERE THE STATE IN COOPERATION WITH LOCAL SDA'S HAVE TOGETHER WORKED

LONG AND HARD TO ESTABLISH A STRONG INCENTIVE SYSTEM THAT SERVES TO

ENHANCE THE DELIVERY OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR HARD TO

SERVE PARTICIPANTS. THE DEVELOPMENT ANDIMPLEMENTATION OF THE

STATEWIDE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM, PARTICIPANT FOLLOW-UP SYSTEM,

AND INNOVATIVE PROGRAMMING WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE WITHOUT STATE

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

TRANSPORTATION - ACROSS ALL THESE GROUPS IS THE ISSUE OF

TRANSPORTATION. PEOPLE MUST BE ABLE TO ACCESS THE JOBS THROUGHOUT THE

FEGION. IT IS NO GOOD TO TELL SOMEONE THERE IS A JOB IN THE SUBURBS,

IF THE INDIVIDUAL CANNOT TRAVEL TO THE JOB FOR THE SECOND CHTFT OR ON

WEEKENDS OR HOLIDAYS. IN ADDITION, VOcATIONAI EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES

ARE AVAILABLE To COUNTY RESIDENTS AT LITTLE COrT THRoUGH THE COUNTY

VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES. A TRANSpORTATION

,14t3a
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SYSTEM DESIGNED TO SHUTTLE STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTY TO THESE

FACILITIES IS NEEDED.

THE QUESTION HERE IS ONE OF ACCESS TO ALL EXISTING RESOURCES,

INCLUDING THOSE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND THE

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION. WE FOCUS NOT ONLY ON THE TRAINING

AVAILABLE THROUGH JTPA AND THOSE AGENCIES FUNDED BY THE ABOVE

DEPARTMENTS, BUT ALSO ON THE TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS OPERATED BY THE

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCIES SUPPORTED BY THOSE DEPARTMENTS. ANY

LEGISLATIVE PROHIBITIONS AGAINST SUCH USE FOR JTPA CLIENTS SHOULD BE

REMOVED. ANY LEGISLATION WHICH WOULD MOVE THE RELEVANT PARTIES CLOSER

TOWARDS SUCH COLLABORATION OP RESOURCES IS ENCOURAGED.

TBS LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS - HAS BEEN A BURDEN ON

SERVICE DELIVERY AREAS. CAMDEN COUNlY SUPPORTS THE INCREASE OF THE

CURRENT 151 TO 201. LENGTHY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, CONTRACTUAL

REQUIREMENTS, FOLLOW-UP AND AUDIT RESPONSTBILITIES ALL ADD.TO THE

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS. MANY OF THE DETAILED REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN

INSTITUTED WITHIN THE PAST SAVERAL YEARS. WHILE NO APPRECIABLE FUNDS

HAVE BEEN ADDED TO THE PROGRAMS, THE COST or DOING BUSINESS HAS

INCREASED. THEREFORE, THE LIMIT OF COSTS ATTRIBUTABLE TO

- 7
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ADMINISTRATION MUST BE RAISED.

AGAIN, I WANT TO THANK THE SUBCOMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO

APPEAR HERE TODAY TO SHARE OUR IDEAS AND EXPERIENCES ABOUT EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING IN THE PAST AS WELL AS FUTURE DIRECTIONS. WE FEEL THIS

KIND OF EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION AND IDEAS WILL RESULT eHE OVERALL

STRENGTHENING OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING SERVICES /N NEW JERSEY.

- 8
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Ms. Cintron.
You know, I have noticed that in hearings we have around the

country, there is one thing that seems to be very prevalent. The
chairman of the full Committee on Education and Labor is a man
by the name of Bill Ford. He is from Michigan. I have noticed that
at hearings that I haveit does not matter where we are, we have
a witness from Michigan, and one from Kentucky. Of the next
three witnesses one is from Michigan and one from Kentucky. I'd
like to first introduce Terry Barclay, president of the Operation
ABLE for the National Council on Aging, Detroit, Michigan. Ms.
Barclay, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF TERRY BART AY, CHAIR-ELECT, NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF OLDER WORKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICES,
[NAOWES], AND PRESIDENT, OPERATION ABLE, DETROIT,
MICHIGAN, FOR THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON AGING

Ms. BARCLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Congressman An-
drews. We very much appreciate having the opportunity to be here
today.

Chairman PERKINS. We very much appreciate having you.
Mr. ANDREWS. How could you not appreciate being in Bellmawr,

New Jersey?
[Laughter.]
Ms. BARCLAY. From what I am hearing, we have many of the

same problems in Detroit. I felt very much at home. I am Terry
Barclay, chair elect of the National Association of Older Worker
Employment Services, or NAOWES, as it is commonly called, an
affiliate unit of the National Council on Aging.

I am also president of Operation ABLE of Michigan, which is in
Motown.

NAOWES is the largest membership organization in the United
States serving older worker employment and training service pro-
viders. Our members represent a diversity of older workers pro-
grams funded by diverse resources: JTPA, Title V of the Older
Americans Act, United Way, the private sector, local governments.
All are united in their concern regarding the integrity of JTPA
and the outlook for older worker programs.

Mr. Chairman and Congressman Andrews, I am pleased to
submit the following suggested amendments to JTPA. After over 2
years of often intense discussion and deliberations within the older
workers services network, this proposal was adopted by NAOWES,
at the NCOA annual conference last month. This is our first oppor-
tunity t) present to Congress and the public NAOWES' vision of
what issues are critical to include in any amendments.

We feel that we must recognize that we are at a turning point.
We have only a few program years to prepare for a demographic
shift that will turn this country upside down. The median age of
the labor pool is rapidly reaching 40 years of age. People continue
to live longer and healthier lives, with retirement potentially last-
ing for an additional ten to 20 years. Fewer younger workers are
entering the work force, or contributing to our tax base or Social
Security.
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This means that the older adult special population, or target
group, as it has been called in the past, will very shortly become
the majority, the mainstream. Experience has shown us that the
services that are needed to make this group successful are different
than those that are needed by younger adults. To address these dif-
ferences, mature workers need more than a set aside. They need a
separate section of an adult title of JTPA.

We advocate the creation of separate titles for youth and adults.
The adult title would apply to those age 22 and above, with a Part
A section devoted to the employment and training needs of young
adult workers, ages 22, to 39, and a Part B section for mature work-
ers, age 40 and above.

This mature worker section would, one, revise the JTPA eligibil-
ity criteria for mature adults; two, establish presumptive contrac-
tor status to protect the years of experience and investment on in-
stitutional knowledge accumulated by top performing 3 percent
providers; three, require mature worker representation on the
State job training coordinating councils and private industry coun-
cils; four, stress the need for flexible mature worker training, and
supportive services. Mature workers need more than a cookie
cutter approach to training.

Five, provide for flexibility for States in local areas in adminis-
tering JTPA-funded older worker programs, particularly those that
serve labor markets that cross SDA boundaries. Six, create proce-
dures to recapture funds and allocate funds within titles as needed,
based on labor market conditions. Repeatedly, we hear dire warn-
ings that the United St-ites needs to improve the quality and skills
of our work force to regain our competitive edge in the world eco-
nomic forum. In order for JTPA to continue to be a public-private
partnership, the fastest growing segment of the labor force
mature workersmust be considered.

Last month, the New York-based Commonwealth Fund released
major new research information that destroys stereotypes about
older workers. The findings provide the first evidence to refute
three common myths about older employees, that older people
cannot be trained in new technologies, that older people cost more
to employ and cannot work as efficiently as younger workers, and
finally, that older workers are inflexible about the terms of their
employment. The Fund research study found otherwise.

It is important that we encourage people to remain economically
independent as they age. If we do not, the country may not be able
to afford to take care of its burgeoning aging population. Earlier
Commonwealth Fund research indicates that older adults who
work lead healthier, happier lives than those who do not.

More importantly, the study found that a minimum of 2 million
mature Americans over the age of' 50 are ready and able to go back
to work, a figure almost three times as large as the official govern-
ment estimate of 630,000.

In closing, I would like to share with you that last fall, I was vis-
ited by a Japanese trade delegation, interested in what our country
was doing to insure the continued productivity of mature workers.
The Japanese are looking for new ways to retrain and reemploy
their aging population. The recommendations for JTPA offered by
NAOWES are our best thi,.king about how our country can meet

() r.
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this competitive challenge, about legislation that will address the
needs of our multi-aged work force, and about ways to offer the
companies that we rely on for growth and productivity a highly
skilled and productive labor pool.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to
share our ideas. And I would be happy to answer any questions at
the end.

[The prepared statement of Terry Barclay fol.) owsd
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THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT AMENDMENTS

Testimony by

Terry Barclay, Chair-Elect

National Association of Older Worker Employment Services

of the

National Council on the Aging

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify today on amendments to the
Job Training Partnership Act.

I am Terry Barclay, chair-elect of the National Association of Older Worker
Employment Services (NAOWES), an affiliate unit of the National Council on the Aging
(NCOA). I am also president of Operation ABLE of Michigan.

NAOWES is the only membership organization in the United States serving older
worker employment ana training services providen. Our members represent a diversity of
older worker programs. Some are JTPA seMce, providers, some are Senior Community
Service Employment Program directors, others have programs funded by the United Way, the
private sector, city and/or county funding or a Wend of funding from some or all the
aforementioned sources. All am united in their oncems regarding the integrity of JTPA and
the outlook for older worker programs.

The National Council on the Aging has been engaged in expanding employment and
training opportunities for older Americans for over 40 years. We have pioneered training for
older workers since 1950 and have been involved in every major Federal employment
program including the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA), the Concentrated
Employment Program, Comprehensive Employment end Training Act (CETA), the Economic
Development Act, and the JTPA program. For twenty-three years, NCOA has been a national
sponsor of the Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP) under Title V of
the Older Americans Act (OAA). NCOA's SCSEP program currently provides training and
work opportunities for more than 10,000 older Americans annually in 63 projects in 21 states.

NCOA also conducted a three year research project for the Department of Lax

1
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(DoL) examining linkages between Title V and the ITPA 3% set-aside program, and the
impact of the dislocated workers program (Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment
Assistance or EDWAA) on older workers.

NEED FOR EXPANDED OLDER WORKER PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman, the time has come to look at employment and training through the eyes
of an aging population and, I might add, the business community.

Department of Labor statistics point out that there is a direct cormlation between age
and unemployment--the older one is at the time of layoff, the longer one will be unemployed,
and the lower the rate of pay at which one is re-employed.

The Census Bureau estimates '/ere are aban f -Anion older workers in the country
who no longer seek work because the: are "discouraged" by the system. Yet a 1993 study by
the Commonwealth Fund estimates tha nearly 2 million older workers (age 50-64) would go
to work immediately if work could be found. This figtut is almost three times as large as the
official government estimate of 630,000.

We in the older worker network see these people every day, both in the 3% and Title
V programs. Some are the traditional poor, with low oi no income, marginal workforce
participation rates, low educational attainment, or are persons entering the labor market for
the first time.

Increasingly, we are seeing the white cc r worker who was 'downsized" after 20 or
25 years with one employer, and now finds, as savings run out, that he or she has obsolete or
surplus skills--a mismatch with the local labor market. These persons can't relocate; they
need large amounts of support and retraining to again become viable, comp.entive employees.

Finally, we are seeing the "new poor", those with cash incomes that put them just
above a poverty line that hasn't changed in years, but below the cost of rising local taxes that
threatens to drive them from their homes. If they find work, they are in marginal or part-time
jobs that do not provide health care coverage.

Yet older workers are valuable assets for virtually every employer. Recent case
studies at two major American corporations and one British firm conducted by the
Commonwealth Fund refute common corporate myths about older employees regarding their
trainability and flexibility. The studies provide the first detailed economic evidence that older
workers can be trained in new technologies, are flexible about work assignments and
schedules, have lower turnover and absenteeism than their younger colleagues, and are often
better sales people. It was also found that older workers save the companies money.

It is against this backdrop, Mr. Chairman, that we call for a shift in resources and a
revision of Title II to focus on the demographics of the ninetiez.

2
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR JTPA

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to submit the following as suggested amendments to
JTPA. This proposal is the result of more than two years of often intense discussions and
deliberations within the older worker services network on wtre we thought the JTPA should
move to adequately address the needs of America's oldc.r workers. The proposal was hdopted
by NAOWES at the NCOA annual coderence last month and this is our first opportunity to
present it to Congress and the public. We believe that if these changes are incorporated into
the TIPA legislation, they will significantly improve the delivery of employment and training
services to older adults.

Youth and Adult Titles

We advocate the creation of separate titles for youth and adults. 'rae Youth Title
would apply to those age 16-21, the Adult Title to those age 22 and above with a Part A
section devoted to the job and training needs of younger workers and newer job entrants (age
22-39), and a Part B section for mature or older yorkers, age 40 and above.

Eligibility for JTPA Adult Title services should be based on one of the following
criteria:

o Income within 100 percent of poverty, or;

o Eligible for food stamps or federally assisted housing, or,

o Persons age 40 or above with two or more barriers to employment, including:

- Unemployed 15 of past 26 weeks
- Unemployed 30 of past 52 weeks
- Working 20 or fewer hours
- Is a displaced homemaker
- Is homeless
- Finished less than 10 years of school
- Is deficient in basic skills
- Has been notified that job will be terminated within the next 60 days,

Is income eligible, but is a member of a household whose income does not meet
such requirements,

Is eligibile for services under Title V of the Older Americans Act.

We also would like to see under the Part B section of the Adult Title a mandated
preference and presumtive contractor status for agencies and organizations, including service
delivery areas (SDAs), with demonstrated competence in conducting older and mature worker

3
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programs. This would prevent loss of institutional knowledge and expertise acquired under

JTPA and also facilitate the selection of qualified contractors by state or local agencies
administering the Adult Title.

State Job Training Coordinating Councils (SJTCC5) and private industry councils
(P1 Cs) should be required to include within their membership one or more representadves
from agencies and other groups whose organizational mission is representing the interests of
mature and older workers. Such organizations will have much to offer in terms of technical

Lirormation, local contacts, and coordination with Title V.

In addition, the amendments should provide for biannual state plans for mature and
older worker employment needs and mandate public hearings on such plans as well as the
participation of agencies responsible for the OAA Mk V Ingram, JTPA, EDWAA, the adult
and vocational education program, trade adjustment usistance, literacy training, age
discrimination in employment protection, and vocational rehabilitation proparns.

We further suggest a provision requiring the annual publication of overall national and
state ITPA and EDWAAA reporting data disclosing information on participants age 22-39,

40-54, 55-61, 62-64, 65-69, and 70 and above. Currently data is collected and published only
in longer age ranges which makes it difficult to examine true patterns of service use and
differentials based on age. This data does not lend itself readily to inonitoring and planning
purposes. It is essential that J'IPA program data generate information to allow evaluations of
program effectiveness for all age as well 113 sex, ethnic, and racial groups.

Training and Support Serviccs

Mr. Chairman, those of us who work in the arena of training and placing younger u
well as older workers know that training requires flexibility and takes many forms. It often
cannot be completed quickly, nee accomplished effectively through one or two techniques.
Training involves a variety of approaches and services to reach our program participants.

We also are well aware of the impotrance of support services. These are the services
that raise the confidence ari self-esteem of individuals or assist them to continue in the
program.

Therefore, we recommend that comprehensive training and support services include
one or more of the following:

o outreach and recruitment
o intake and assessment
o vocational assessment and counseling
o job search assistance
o classroom and occupational skill training
o on-the-job training

4
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o work experience
o basic and remedial education and literacy training
o supplemental services, including day care for dependent children and adults
o occupational placement assistance

.State Mandates

We believe that Part B of the Adult Title we are advocating will be effective if not
less than 15 percent and not more than 30 percent of the total Part B State allocation be
utilized by the State government for research, data collection, advocacy, technical assistance,
and support of programs for at-risk and inexperienced older workers.

Mr. Chairman, we need demonstration and other regional or statewide research
activities in the areas of recruitment, counseling, assessment, training, job development and
placement assistance for mature and older workers.

would add that regional and statewide programs have already been very successful in
training as they have the flexibility to traverse two or more SDA geographical areas and
hence reach more individuals through coordinated programs.

Governors can also assure linkages and coordination of JTPA with the Title V
program and provide technical assistance to SDAs, PICs, local training providers and others
to meet the vocational needs of older workers.

The State allocation could be used to develop State and local informational and
advocacy programs regarding age discrimination in employment and support on-the-job
training and related services directed to the at-risk mature and older workers who face
termination or dislocation due to changes in skill demands, market conditions, technological
change, or other factors.

The State government is in the best position to develop programs directed to the job
needs of displaced homemakers age 40 and above who have little or no recent expereience in
the labor market.

It is also on the State level that data collection and analysis on employment trends
affecting older workers can best be accomplished.

Authorizations

NAOWES and NCOA recommend that 60 percent of the Adult Title authorizations go
to Part A and 40 percent to Part B activities. SDAs should be allowed to transfer up to 30
percent of Adult Title allocations between Parts A and B based on woikplace demographics
and related factors after public hearings and with the approval of the MCC.

5
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W., urge adoption of the EDWAAA unspent fudds recapture provisions for the JTPA
program. This would usure continued pressure on states and SDAs to utilize all categories of
JTPA funds while not threatening to remove such funds from the state except under
extraordinary circumstances.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the 3% set-aside for older workers has been the vehicle under JTPA for
addressing needs of older workers and has met with a considerable measurt; of success--the
set-aside program currently spends at an estimated annual rate of 134%. Yet there are many,
many more we have yet to reach. This year Congress is in the position to move forward and
expand JTPA in cider to usist hundreds of thousands of older adults lead productive,
satisfying lives, and offer companies a highly Wiled and productive labor pool. NAOWES
and NCOA believe that amending JTPA to pmvide a separate Title and section ft. r older
adults is an important first step in that forward direction.

6
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Ms. Barclay. Now we turn to the
gentleman who sat on the plane, two planes, with me this morning,
Mr. Shafter Bailey, who is the Executive Director, Kentucky Coun-
cil on Vocational Education, Frankfort, Kentucky. Shafter, please
proceed.

STATEMENT OF SHAFTER BAILEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, KEN-
TUCKY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, FRANKFORT,
KENTUCKY

Mr. BAILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to say, too, after
hearing Mr. Andrews' remark, that I am another one of these
funny talking people, and I hope everybody can understand what I
am going to attempt to say here.

[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. You should be glad we are not in Northern New

Jersey.
[Laughter.]
Mr. BAILEY. I appreciate the opportunity to present some infor-

mation to the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities. And I
would like to acknowledge right up front here, that, among others,
I represent the National Association of State Councils on Vocation-
al Education. And I primarily will be addressing the Human Re-
source Investment Council situation, that part of the JTPA amend-
ment-.

And because I do represent that group, I must say and be very
honest about it, that my appearance here this afternoon is, to some
extent, self-serving, since I am the Executive Director of that
group. But, I wo,..ld like to think that I am speaking on behalf of
the individuals that are targeted by the Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act and the Job Training Partnership Act, the JTPA.

First of all, I generally agre3 with the concept of the Human Re-
source Investment Council. And I feel it has a lot of merit, and will
resolve some of the continuing problems that we have with coordi-
nation and communication between the two delivery systems. Sec-
tion 201, subsection (b)(3) of the JTPA amendment states that 20
percent of the Human Resource Investment Council will consist of
the chief administrative officers from each of the State agencies
primarily responsible for the administration of an applicable pro-
gram.

And in subsection (1) it identifies those programs, so I will not go
into it. Now, if I understand this subsection correctly, this means
that the chief administrative officers of the agencies will sit down
at the sam :-. table on a regular bacid, f,nd discuss coordination,
common goals, and other mutually pertine At issues. To illustrate
the merit of subsection (b)(3), I want to paraphrase a passage from
the bieanial report of the Kentucky Governor's Council on Voca-
tional FAucation, that is being printed as we speak. I believe the
information I am about to share will justify my belief that the
Human Resource Investment Council has merit, particularly with
respect to subsection (bX3).

In the biennial report, the council is concerned about the lack of
coordination between the vocational education and the job training
systems in Kentucky. It is cognizant of the fact that only one-third
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of the principal players within those systems participate, or consist-
ently participate, in the six most important activities that are
known to support and promote effective coordination. That's the
major concern of the council.

Now what the council is suggesting here in the report is to offer
to sponsor a conference bringing together the key administrators or
the chief administrative officers of the various programs, both sys-
tems, the Vocational Educational Regional Executive Directors, the
service delivery area administrators, chairpersons, and other per-
sons from related agencies who would have a viable interest in the
outcome of such a conference.

The Council is offering to sponsor a conference, pay for it, if we
can just get these people to the table to talk about some of the
common problems they are having. Section (bX3) in the Human Re-
sources Investment Council is suggesting that it would do that on a
regular basis. So I see that as being very beneficial.

I would like to say, before I leave that point, that it would be
unfair to say that the coordination among the various agencies in
Kentucky is all bad. That is not the case. Coordination ranges from
below average all the way to excellent. You know, the Eastern
Kentucky Concentrated Employment Program, itself, is a very good
example of an excellent program in the State of Kentucky. And ac-
cording to the 1990 study that was done by the National Center for
Research and Vocational Education entitled "Order Amidst Com-
plexity," this is the case. Kentucky is not unlike other States with
respect to the communication and coordination problems that they
have. I do not want to make Kentucky, necessarily, the bad guy
here.

Another benefitI can see very quickly of the Human Resource In-
vestment Council would help to solve a problem right now in the
State of Kentucky. On the one hand, we have the vocational educa-
tion system that says, any person, that is, any adult, that would
like to enroll into the vocational program, must have a high school
diploma or an equivalency certificate. On the other hand, you have
the SDA administrators, who must deal with a high percentage of
their students being high school dropouts. For example, 48 percent
of the people served at the Cumberland SDA must be high school
dropouts. So you have a built in conflict where the two systems are
not working together. I see this as another advantage of the pro-
posed Council, that the chief administrative officers of both sys-
tems would be there to resolve in a professional way this kind of
built-in conflict.

But there are some aspects of the Human Resource Council that
I would like for you to consider before you make a final decision on
this organization or configuration. And I would like for you to
think about how this Council is likely to work in practice. In Ken-
tucky, the chief administrative officers of the applicable progrems
are government employees, and therefore, would be subjects of the
Governor and Chairman, who will have the potential to exert influ-
ence, which, among other things, could discourage the candid at-
mosphere at Council meetings. And of course, these same individ-
uals of the various agencies will have an intricate knowledge of
their acts, and are likely to intimidate the 30 percent of the Coun-
cil appointed from business and industry.
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This, in effect, could minimize the private sector's vital input to
the mandated advice that the Council is supposed to generate for
the government. And the most important aspect, I believe, is the
fact that these chief administrative officers will not give them-
selves an F on their rE port cards at evaluation time, if their per-
formance should warra nt such a grade. In other words, in Section
201 the JTPA amendment should provide for an independent group
to exercise oversight. I believe that is very, very important.

I could quote another concern here out of the biennial report.
You know, in the last 2 years, the vocational education system in
Kentucky lost 5,526 students. And it lost these students at a time
when the SDA administrators were deobligating literally millions
of dollars, because the vocational education system could not pro-
vide the services and educational training that the SDA adminis-
trators needed. This is another situation that probably could be re-
solved if you get the right people at the table.

I want to say that I believe the original reason that gave birth to
the State Councils on Vocational Education is as valid today as it
was back in 1968. Maybe even more so, if the Human Resource In-
vestment Council is adopted, as it is described in the amendments.

Another point of consideration I want to share with you is that
during this two-year period in Kentucky, the job training system
had $112 million available for job training. At the same time, there
was $114 million available for vocational education. And in the
case of Kentucky, only about 16 percent of the total funding for vo-
cational education comes from Federal dollars. Yet fiche- ls that
accept Federal monies must also accept Federal regulations, gov-
erning the use of these funds, in all their programs, including those
financed exclusively with State funds.

The massive size of the vocational education delivery system, the
enormous amount of funding it receives, and the wide variety of its
programs require a focused group, such as the State Council on Vo-
cational Education, for oversight. If the Human Resource Invest-
ment Council is adopted as described, I believe it is reasonable to
doubt that appropriate and effective oversight of the vocational
education delivery system will be forthcoming, because it will be
only one of seven applicant programs, and therefore, disproportion-
ately represented. Not to mention the problem of undue influence
that I pointed out earlier.

The point is that some provision for independent oversight
should be provided in the amendments, regardless of what name it
discharges its responsibilities under, although it seems reasonable
to suggest that the State Councils on Vocational Education are the
logical choice, since they are already established. To dismantle
them at this point in time would seem to offend reason, since the
Human Resource Investment Council will likely need some fine-
tuning at some point in the future.

The point I am suggesting is it might be advisable to retain thc
State Councils until the waters you are embarking into have been
thoroughly charted.

I have only one more observation to make concerning the inde-
pendent oversight group. It has been suggested that such a group
be left up to the discretion of the Governors. I believe that would
be a mistake, because it would promote inconsistency throughout
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the States. For example, in one State, there would be an independ-
ent group, while in another, there may not be, depending on the
pleasure of the Governor. A new Governor might abolish an inde-
pendent group that was put in place, because a former Governor
favored such a group, and so forth. Among other things, this would
most assuredly hamper any effort to produce uniform, objective re-
porting to the U.S. Departments of Labor and Educatihn.

As a former vocational educational student, teacher State school
principal, State department of education program st pervisor, and
now, the executive director of the Governor's Council, I will close
by saying that, with the exception of the independent ovenight
group, I sincerely believe the JTPA amendments are well intended,
particularly with respect to the Human Resource Investment Coun-
cil. I am certain that the services and training programs made pos-
sible by the proposed amendments will help the disadvantaged and
others across America raise their standard of living.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Shaftner Bailey follows:]
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I appreciate the opportunity to present the following information to
the Subwmmittee on Employment Opportunities, and I compliment the
Committee for its attempt to hear every point of view concerning the
issues and questions raised by the pending amendments to the Job Training
Partmahil Act.

I would like to acknowledge the fact that, among others, I represent
the National Association of State Councils on Vocational Education.
Therefore, my appearance here this afternoon is to some extent self-
serving. But, I believe the path that brought me here runs far beyond the
mandated boundaries of the State Councils. I would like to believe that I
speak on behalf of dislocated and older workers, high school dropouts, the
disadvantaged and handicapped, high school graduates who do not choose to
continue their education, college dropouts, and others who make up the
targeted populations of the Job Training Partnership and Carl D. Perkins
Vocational Education Acts. These people seldom, if ever, get the
opportunity to speak for themselves.

First of all, I generally agree with the concept of the Human Resource
Investment Council. I feel it has a lot of merit and will surely resolve
some of the continuing communicative and coordinative problems that
currently limit the efficiency and effectiveness of the job training and
vocational education delivery systems. For example, Section 201
Subsection (b) (3) of the JTPA amendments states that twenty (20) percent
of the Human Resource Investment Council will consist of (A) the chief
administrative officer from each of the State agencies primarily
responsible for the administration of an applicable program.

In subsection (f) of Section 201, the applicable programs are
identified as the Adult Education Act, the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and
Applied Technology Education Act, the Job Training Partnership Act, the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, ihe Wagner-Peyser Act, Part F of Title IV of
the Social Security Act (JOBS), and Section 6 (d) (4) of the Food Stamp
Act of 1977.

If I understand subsection (f) correctly, this means that the chief
administrative officers of these agencies will sit down at the same table
on a regular basis and discuss coordination, common goals, and other
mutually pertinent issues. To illustrate the merit of subsection (b) (3),
I will read a passage verbatim from the Biennial Report of the Kentucky
Governor's Council on Vocational Education. But before I do, I will give
you a brief explanation of that report.

The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act (Public Law 98-524)
requires the Kentucky Governor's Council on Vocational Education to
evaluate at least every two years:

1. The vocational education piogram delivery systems assisted by
the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act and the ,Job
Training Partnership Act, in terms of their adequacy and
effectiveness in achieving the purpose of their Acts and

1
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2. Make recommendations to the Kentucky Board for Adult and
Technical Education on the niequacy and effectiveness of the
coordination that takes place between vocational education
and the Job Training Partnerhhip Act and

3. Advise the Governor, the Kentucky Board for Adult and
Technical Education, the Kentucky Job Training Coordinating
Council, the Secretaiy of Education, and the Secretary of
Labor of these findings and recommendations.

Now, I will read three short paragraphs from the executive summary of

that report. I believe they will justify my belief that the Human
Resource Investment Council has merit, particularly with respect to
Subsection (b) (3).

The following excerpt is from the biennial report of the Kentucky

Governor's Council on Vocational Education that is being printed even as
we speak.

Tbe Council is concerned about the lack of coordination
between the vocational education and job training systems. It is
cognizant of the fact that only one-third of the respondents
consistently participate in the six (6) most important activities
that are known to support and promote effective coordination.
Further, it feels that current reliance on personal relationships

of key administrators for effective coordination is largely

responsible for the absence of consistent coordination between
the two systems. Its major concern about personal relationships
springs from the breakdown of coordination and the adverse
consequences to participants that take place when a personal
relationship is disabled by retirement, transfer, promotion, or
when principal personalities find themselves in opposing corners
for whatever reason. Therefore, it recommends that the
vocational education and job training delivery systems adopt
clearly defined policies that ensure consistent and timely

participation in the coordinative activities enumerated in the

last paragraph of page 121 of this report.

The Council realizes in order to initiate the action that
could culminate in the policies suggested in the recommendation
above that someone has to F re the first volley. Therefore, it
proposes to sponsor a confertnce that would include no less than

key state administrators of the vocational education and joo

training delivery systems, the vocational education regional

executive directors, the service delivery area adminism'ors,
PIC chairpersons, and personages from related agencies who would

ihave a viable interest n the outcome of such a conference.

The Council envisions the conference would include a speaker
of national caliber, who would have intimate knowledge of the
Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education and Job Training Partnership
Acts, and he or she would have expertise in coordination between
these two systems derived from practical experience. It would

2
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encompass at least two full days of keenly focused activities
facilitated and monitored by members of the Governor's Council on
Vocational Education and Kentucky Job Training Coordinating
Council.

As you can see, the Council is attempting to promote what Subsection(b) (3) will provide on a regular basis. Clearly, that is a much needed
provision in terms of achieving effective and consistent communication and
coordination between the various agencies.

Before I leave this point, it would be remiss, maybe even unfair, if Ileft you with the impression that the coordination among the variousagencies in Kentucky is all bad. That is not the case. For the mostpart, vocational education regions and servict delivery areas enjoyadequate coordination, and coordination is excellent between some of them.According to the 1990 study that was done by the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education entitled QrALAmids_CgEwlsidly, this isthe case in the other states as well.

Moreover, Subsection (b) (3) will enable its members to expeditiouslyaddress solutions to such problems as the one currently existing inKentucky. To wit: vocational education admission policy pertaining tolong-term adult students gates that a high school diploma or theequivalent is required for all programs. However, students may beenrolled who do not possess a diploma or the equivalent with special
status in certain programs provided it has been reasonably determined that
the student can succeed. But, special status students must agree topursue the high school equivalency certificate. I think you can readilysee the conflict this creates for administrators in both the servicedelivery areas and vocational education regions, but particularly in theservice delivery areas because a high percentage of the individuals they
work with must be, by mandate, high school dropouts. I cite this problem
to illustrate a typical example of why I believe the Human R.esource
Investment Council has merit and will improve administrative quality andenhance efficiency related to the delivery of educational services andtraining.

But, there are some aspects of the Human Resource Investment Councilthat I would like for you to consider before you make your final decision.

First, let's look at the way Subsection .(b) (3) will likely work inpractice. In Kentucky, the chief administrative officers of theapplicable programs arr: non-merit employees and therefore will be subjectsof the governor and chairman who will have the potential to exertinfluence which, among other things, could discourage a candid atmosphereat Council meetings. These same individuals, whose intimate knowledge oftheir applicable programs, will likely intimidate that thirty (30) percentof the Council appointed from business and industry. This, in effect,could minimize the private sector's vital input to the mandated advicethat the Council is supposed to generate for the Governor. Perhaps themost important aspect is the fact that the chief administrative officersof the applicable programs
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will not give themselves an "F' on their report cards at evaluation time
if their performance should warrant such a grade. In other words, a
critical aspect missing in Section 201 of the JTPA amendments is the
absence of a provision for an independent group to exercise oversight of
the mandated activities of the Human Resource Investment Council.

For example, in the biennial report of the Kentucky Governor's Council
on Vocational Education that I mentioned earlier, the following excerpt
describes in candid detail a pressing concern of the Council:

The biennium ended with both secondary and postsecondary
vocational education enrollments down from the previous year.
Secondary regular population decreased by 10,256 students, but an
increase of 5,050 disadvantaged and 2,810 Consumer and Homemaker
students compensated for a substantial part of the decrease in its
regular population. Secondary closed out the biennium with an overall
decrease in its enrollment of 2,416 students.

Postsecondary/adult enrollment was unable to make up the 4,343
student decrease in its regular population through increases in other
populations, which also ended the biennium with decreases or
msignificant increases. Overall, postsecondary/adult enrollment
decreased by 5,526 students.

The Council is concerned about the large decrease in
postsecondary/adult enrollment and will take a look at the possible
causes in the coming months and include its findings in the next
biennial report, Towari this end, it intends to look at the admission
requirements, the Postsecondary Model Phase II (collegiate-style
scheduling of vocational course offerings on a quarterly basis), and
recent tuition increases.

Moreover, the Council is aware that the decrease of 5,526
vocational education postsecondary/adult students occurred during a
time when service delivery area (SDA) administrators were deobligaung
substantial amounts of funding because needed educational services and
training programs were not available through the vocational education
delivery system. Among other things, this substantial decrease in
vocational education students means that the facilities of vocational
education wet. operating below capacity and could have accommodated
additional JTPA students, not to mention the additional financial
resources.

The Council recognizes that there are regv!Mory and paperwork
barriers that could account for part of this problem, but in the
mainstream of things, the problem merely deepens its concern and whets
its curiosity as to the precipitatiye factors responsible for such a
breach in the promise of t;ervice that both delivery systems make,
through the implication of their responsibilities, to the citizens of
Kentucky.
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If I understand the intent and composition of the Human Resource
Investment Council, an independent point of view such as the one I just
read, free from outside influences, one that would award an "F grade if
deserved, is not possible because, as I explained earlier, of the
intimidating knowledge of the chief administrative officers of Subsection
(b)(3) and the preponderant influence that will flow down to them from the
governor. A provision for an independent point of view should be added to
Section 201 of the JTPA amendments or the State Councils on Vocational
Education should continue to provide that point of view.

Clearly, the original reason that birthed the State Councils on
Vocational Education is as valid today as it was back in 1968, maybe even
more so if the Human Resource Investment Council as described in Section
201 of the JTPA amendments is adopted.

I acknowledge that, historically, there are scattered instances in
which State Councils permitted the usurpation of their independence. The
Council in Kentucky once suffered through a period of having a "do
nothing" reputation. But, by and large, the State Councils on Vocational
Educalion have been most vigilant, and they have maintained their mandated
purpose for existing. A list of tneir significant achievements was
submitted for your information.

It is my opinion that the State Councils on Vocational Education would
complement the Human Resource Investment Council. During the biennium
covered by the report that supplied the excerpts that I included in this
presentation, approximately $112,000,000 were available for the job
training delivery system and $114,000,000 were available for the
vocational education delivery system. In the case of Kentucky, only
sixteen (16) percent of the total funding for vocational education comes
from federal dollars. Yet, schools that accept federal monies must also
accept federal regulations governing the use of those funds in all of
their programs including those financed exclusively with state funds.

In my opinion, the massive size of the vocational education delivery
system, the enormous amount of funding it receives, and the wide variety
of its programs require a focused group such as the State Council on
Vocational Education for oversight.

If the Human Resource Investment Council is adopted as described in
Section 201 of the JTPA amendments, I believe it is reasonable to doubt
that appropriate and effective oversight of the vocational education
delivery system will be forthcoming because it will be only one of seven
applicable programs and therefore disproportionately represented, not to
mention the problem of undue influence that I mentioned earlier.

The point I wish to make is that some provision for independent
oversight should be provided in the amendments regardless of what name it
discharges its responsibilities under although it seems reasonable to
suggest that the State Councils on Vocational Education are the logical
choice since they are already established. Conversely, to dismantle them
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at this point in time would seem to offend reason since the Human Resource
Investment Council will likely need some fine tuning at some point in the
future. The point I am suggesting is it might be advisable to retain the
State Councils on Vocational-Education until the waters you are embarking
into have been thoroughly charted.

I have only one more observation concerning the independent oversight
group. It has been suggested that such a group be left up to the
discretion of the governors. I believe that would be a mistake because it
would inomote inconsistency throughout the states. For example, in one
state there would be an independent group while in another there may not
be, depending on the pleasure of the governor. A new governor might
abolish an independent group that was put in place because the former
governor favored such a group and so forth. Among other thing,s, this
would most assuredly hamper any effort to produce uniform, objective
reporting to the U. S. Department of Labor and Education.

As a former vocational education student, teacher, state school
principal, state department of education program supervisor, and now
executive director of the Governor's Council on Vocational Education, I
will close by saying that, with the exception of the independent oversight
group, I sincerely believe the JTPA amendments are well intended,
particularly with respect to the Human Resource Investment Council. I am
certain that the educational services and training programs made possible
by the proposed amendments will help the disad-vantaged and others all
across America raise their standard of living.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to present this
information to your committee.

6
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POSSIBLE DUTIES OF A

HUMAN RESOURCE INVESTMENT COUNCIL

Currently State Councils on Vocational Education provide an easy
avenue for business, industry, and labor to participate in policy
development for vocational education. The Carl D. Perkins Vocational and
Applied Technology Act of 1990, not only maintained these State Councils,
but in fact expanded their role and responsibility.

The Department of Labor included in its Job Training Partnership
Amendments proposal a recommendation for a Human Resource Investment
Council. A so called "Super Council" to replace the State Councils on
Vocational Education as well as other advisory groups. The rationale
behind the creation of this new Council is that it will eliminate
duplication and cause greater cooperation and coordination. The problem
however, is that we are talking about volunteers. Asking volunteers to
accomplish the tasks required in the proposed Human Resource Investment
Council would seriously jeopardize the involvement of business and
industry.

The following many pages list the duties that could be mandated for
the Human Resource Investment Council. These duties are based on the
proposals presented during the last Congress, but the bo;st information
available at this time uses the same proposals. I think that you will
agree that it will not strengthen business and industry involvement, but
it does create the very real possibility of establishing another level of
bureaucracy.

I have also included an estimate of the size of this new Council.
Please remember that this is an estimate, but it is based upon what is
stated in draft proposals of the JTPA amendments as populations needing to
be represented on the Council.
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DUTIES OF HUMAN RESOURCE INVESTMENT COUNCIL
With Respect To

ADULT EDUCATION

Duties: Each State human resource investment council shall --

(1) meet with the State agency or its representatives during the
planning year to advise on the development of the State plan;

(2) advise the State agency concerning --

(A) policies the State should pursue to strengthen adult
education; and

(B) initiatives and methods the private sector could undertake
to assist the State's improvement of adult education

(3) (A) approve the plan for evaluation required in section 352 and
participate in the implementation and dissemination of such
evaluations.

(B) advise the Governor, the State Legislature, and the general
public of the State of the findings of such evaluations, and

(C) include in any report of such evaluations its comments and
recommendations.

WAGNER-PEYSER ACI'

I. This Council would review and certify plans d,weloped by the
employment service and the private industry councils of each of
the service delivery areas. 'The council will determine if the
plans have been developed and agreed upon jointly by the
employment service and the PICs, and that the plans are
consistent with the Governor's coordination ano special services
plarfunder the JTPA.

The Council could make recommendations to modify the plans.

II. This Council would also have the responsibility of formulating
policies and discussing problems relating to employment and
further insuring impartiality, neutrality, and freedom from
political influence in the solution of such problems.

8
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REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973

Sec. 19. The State human resource investment council shall review the
provision of services and the use of funds and resources under this
Act and advise the Governor on methods of coordinating such provision
of services and use of funds and resources with the provision of
services and the use of funds and resources under --

11 the Adult Education Act;
2 the Carl D. Perkins Applied Technology Education Act;
3 the Job Training Partnership Act; and
4 the Wagner-Peyser Act.

JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT

Duties listed under Section 122 of the JTPA

The State human resource investment council is authorized to
obtain the services of such professional, technical, and clerical
personnel as may be necessary to carry out its functions under
this Act.

In order to assure objective management and oversight, the State
human investment council, in carrying out its duties under this
Act, shall not operate programs or provide services directly to
eligible participants, but shall exist solely to plan,
coordinate, and monitor the provision of such programs and
services.

The plans and decisions of the State human investment council
relative to carrying out its duties under this Act, shall be
subject to approval by the Governor.

For the purposes of section 105 of the Vocational Education Act
of 1963, the State council shall be ccnsidered to be the same as
either the State Manpower Ser ices Council referred to in that
section or the State Employment and Training Council authorized
under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

The State council shall --

(1) recommend a Governor's coordination and special services
plan;

(2) recommend to the Governor substate service delivery areas,
plan resource allocations not subject to section 202(a),
provide management guidance and review for all programs in
the State, develop appropriate linkages with other programs,
coordinate activities with private industry councils, and
develop the Governor's coordination and special services
plan and recommend variations in performance standards;

9
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advise the Governor and local entities on job training plans
and certify the consistency of such plans with criteria
under the Governor's coordination and special services plan
for coordination of activities under this Act with other
Federal, State, and local employment-related programs,
including programs operated in designated enterprise zones;

(4) review the operation of programs conducted in each service
delivery area, and the availability, responsiveness, and
adequacy of State services, and make recommendations to the
Governor, appropriate chief elected officials, and private
industry councils, service providers, the State legislature,
and the general public with respect to ways to improve the
effectiveness of such programs or services;

review and comment on the State plan developed for the State
employment service agency;

(6) make an annual report to the Governor which shall be a
public document, and issue such other studies, reports, or
documents as it deems advisable to assist service delivery
areas in carrying out the purposes of this Act.

(7) (A) identify, in coordination with the appropriate State
agencies, the employment and training and vocational
education needs throughout the State, and assess the extent
to which employment and training, vocational education,
rehabilitation services, public assistance, econnmic
development, and other Federal, State, and local programs
and services represent a consistent, integrated, and
coordinated approach to meeting such needs; and

(B) comment at least once annually on the reports required
pursuant to section 105(d)(3) of the Vocational Education
Act of 1963; and

review plans of all State agencies providing employment,
training, and related services, and provide comments and
recommendations to the Governor, the State legislature, the State
agencies, and the appropriate Federal agencies on the relevancy
and effectiveness of employment and training and related service
delivery systems in the State,

(5)

(8)

Functions of Council listed in Section 317

Sec. 317. For purposes of this title, the State job training
coordinating council shall --

(1) provide advice to the Governor regarding the use of funds under
this title, including advice on

10
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(A) the designation of substate areas and substate grantees, and
the procedures for the selection of representatives within
such areas under section 312; and

(B) the methods for allocation and reallczation of funds,
including the method for distribution of funds reserved
under section 302(c)

(2) and funds subject to reallocation under section 303(d);

(3) submit comments to the Governor and the Secretary on the basis of
review of the State and substate programs under this title;

(4) review, and submit written comments on, the State plan (and any
modification thereof) before its submission under section 311;

(5) review, and submit written comments on each substate plan
submitted to the Governor under section 313, and

(6) provide advice to the Governor regarding performance standards.

CARL D. PERKINS VOCATIONAL AND APPLIED TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Acr

(d) Each State council shall --

(1) meet with the State board or it., representatives during the
planning year to advise on the development of the State plan;

(2) make recommendations to the State board ar:d make reports to the
Governor, the business community, and general public of the
State, concerning --

(A) the State Plan;

(B) policies the State board should pursue to strengthen
vocational education (with particular attention to programs
for the handicapped); and

(C) initiatives and methods the private sector could undertake
to assist in the modernization of vocational education
programs;

(3) analyze and report on the distribution of spending for vocational
education in the State and on the availability of vocational
education activities and services within the State;

(4) furnish consultation to the State board on the establishment of
evaluation criteria for vocational education programs within the
State;
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(5) submit recommendations to the State board on the conduct of
vocational education programs conducted in the State which
emphasize the use of business concerns and labor organizations;

(6) assess the distribution of financial assistance furnished under
this Act, particularly with the analysis of the distribution If
financial assistance between secondary vocational education
programs and postsecondary vocational education programs.

recommend procedures to the State board to ensure and enhance
the participation of the public in the provision of vocational
education at the local level within the State, particularly the
participation of local employers and local labor organizations;

(8) report to the State board on the ;mem to which individuals who
are members of special populations are provided with equal
access to quality vocational education programs;

analyze and review corrections education programs; and

(7)

(9)

(10) (A) evaluate at least once every 2 years --

(i) the extent to which vocational education,
employment, and training programs in the State
represent a consistent, integrated, and coordinated
approach to meeting the economic needs of the State;

(ii) the vocational education program delivery system
assisted under this Act, and the job training
program delivery system assisted under the Job
Training Partnership Act, in terms of such delivery
systems adequacy and effectiveness in achieving the
purposes of each of the 2 Acts; and

(iii) make recommendations to the State board on the
adequacy and effectiveness of the coordination that
takes place between vocational education and the Job
Training Partmrship Act;

(B) comment on the adequacy or inadequacy of State action in
implementing the State plan;

(C) make recommendations to the State board on ways to create
greater incentives for joint planning and collaboration
between thr vocational education system and the job
training system at the State and local levels; and

(D) advise the Governor, the State board, the State job
training coordinating council, the Secretary, and the
Secretary of Labor regarding such evaluation, findings, and
recommendations.
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Potent la/ Size of Human Investment Council

In the proposals, the membership of the Council would be represented in
certain percentages. This estimate is based on the 20 percent section,
including permanent members from the agencies administering the various
acts, the State Legislature, and other State agencies. It is my estimate
that this Council could possibly have as a minimum, 60 members. The
estimate is based on the following assumptions.

In Nebraska there are only two State agencies with primaiy
responsibility for administration of the Federal Acts affected by this
legislation. This would account for two permanent members.

There are ten other organizations and agencies listed, from which
members for this section may be appointed. If only one person were
appointed to represent each of these groups ten people would be
appointed.

If this group of 12 serve as 20 percent of the total membership, the
Nebraslca Human Investment Council would need to have at least 60
members.

These estimates are also based on the assumptiou that the Governor will
not identify other groups which should be represented on the Council.

13
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NASCOVE POSITION PAPER

Coordination

It is incumbent that Acts with similar expected outcomes reguire
closer coordination between the brokers (JTPA) and the serviceproviders

i(Vocational Education, employers, etc.), for the purpose of mproving
quality and effectiveness. Corclination should not be viewed as a
mechanism of 4iminatin; waste, but rather a mechanism for improving
effectiveness. Coordination is most effective when it is achieved at the
local level, but the policy to coordinate must be established, Federally.
That means the Federal legislation must establish an environment that will
encourage coordination. The eight percent reserve in the current JTPA,
encourages coordination of education and JTPA activities. This reserve
must be continued with the emphasis on using twenty percent of the funds
for joint planning in order to maintain the Federal interest in

coordination. Given the proposal to expand the )touth effort to a year
round activity, the reserve should be increased to at least twelve

percent. If the new focus of the legislation requires more intensive

services including remediation and basic skills instruction school

officials will need to assist in establishing education offerings,
planning entrance requirements, and outlining individual education and
job-trainin4 plans. To accomplish these tasks coordination funds will
need to be increased not eliminated from the law.

The United States Department of Labor, JTPA Advisory Committee Report
provided some general guidelines for future policies on coordination, that
should be consisiered as support for this testimony. "Any policy must be
outcome driven, and allow for local flexibility," to assure that
coordination is not viewed simply as a mechanism of eiiminating waste.
Again as the ,f2A.Adijamemiliae_Reaut states "coordination does not
imply nor require program consolidation.

Improving Effectiveness

Many methods could be utilized to improve program effectiveness, hut
one overall theme should be consistency. This consistency would include
common definitions among the Acts, common reporting periods, and common
planning cycles.

Adequacy and Evaluation are also necessary components in improving
effectiveness. There needs to be information which would allow for
meeting needs, but there is also a need for more complete information to
allow for evaluation of the program. Baseline performance standards will
only provide part of the picture. Follow-up of completers needs to be
emphasized to obtain information concerning adequacy of the program. To
be effective this follow-up needs to be longer than thirteen weeks. Once
this information is gathered it needs to be readily accessible at the
local and state level and comparable across service systems to aid in
program planning, development, and implementation.

14
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Changes in Training Methodology

Recognizing that the rate of technological advancements of the last
decade will probably accelerate in this decade, it is logical to assume
the body of knowledge and skills demanded of skilled and technical workers
will proportionately expand. Coupled with the shrinking workforce, it
becomes evident that greater emphasis must be placed on more definitive
training plans, combinations of on-the-job and Institutional training, and
longer duration education and training for the populations targeted by the
JTPA.

In order for these amendments to best serve the nation during the
1990's we recommend:

(A) Greater emphasis be placed on referring clients to vocational
education so that applied academics, job and technical skills are
developed in a Shop/laboratory structured setting. These
experiences should be followed by coordinated job placement which
includes follow-up instruction typical of apprenticeship.

(B) When on-the-job training is used, the duration of training shall
be commensurate with the skills to be learned. Applied related
instruction shall be an integral part of the training plan and
provided by vocational education wherever feasible.

(C) The local job training plan and the State Coordination Plan each
needs to be developed jointly including the key secondary and
postsecondary vocational educatiun representatives.

(D) Financial incentives need to be included in the legislation which
affect the joint provision of services.

Incentives

Performance standards are established in the current JTPA legisla-
tion. These standards are viawed in too many cases as the "minimum* but
in many cases the minimum becomes the maximum. To improve the
effectiveness of the programs and meet the workforce needs of this nation
in the 1990's we must go to world-class standards as a goal.

We recommend that incentives be bui I t into the amendments allowing for
local flexibility, which would encourage coordin ion efforts, in order to
better meet the needs of the hard to serve ix ,olation. The legislation
must provide the additional resources required to accommodate the longer
term training necessary for the disadvantaged to become a part of the
increasingly technological workforce of the future.

Improved Reciprocity

Improved coordination and cooperation between vocational education and
other service providers for JTPA could be achieved by the inclusion of the
following provisions in thd JTPA amendments.
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(A) Private Industry Councils shall include in their membership,
representatives from both secondary and postsecondary vocational
education.

(B) The State Special Services and Coordination Plan for JTPA shall
be reviewed and commented on by both the state administrative
agency for Vocational Education and the State Council on
Vocational Education. This would then balance with the review
and commentary on the Vocational Education Plan by the Job
Training Coordinating Council.

(C) Two co-equal private sector councils are needed to provide
oversite and_ guidance for both the JTPA and the Carl Perkins
Vocational Education Act. During the last Congress the Carl D.
Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act was
passed. A major component of that Act is the role that is played
by the State Council on Vocational Education. In early versions
of the amendments a Human Resource Investment Council was
included, but in the final version the Congress evidently decided
that separate Councils could better accomplish their tasks.
Input from the Private Sector is necessary if we are going to be
able to meet the demands of workplace. But asking volunteers to
monitor and evaluate five or six separate pieces of legislation
is a sure way to discourage the Private Sector from
participating.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for your testimony, Shafter, and
we now turn to William Maguire, who is the Director of the
Camden County REACH Program, Camden, New Jersey. Mr. Ma-
guire, will you please proceed?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MAGUIRE, DIRECTOR, CAMDEN
COUNTY REACH PROGRAM, CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

Mr. MAGUIRE. It is the Camden County REACH Program, Realiz-
ing Economic Achievement. Mr. Chairman, I would like to welcome
you and your staff to Camden County. It is also a pleasure to be
working with Congressman Rob Andrews again. A year or so ago,
then free hold director Rob Andrews recommended me for the posi-
tion I hold, and I very m ich appreciate that, and miss working
with the Congressman on a daily basis.

Mr. ANDREWS. The feeling is mutual.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Very, very much. I bet I speak for a large number

of people from Camden County.
Mr. ANDREWS. We may be working more closely together in a

few months.
[Laughter.]
Mr. MAGUIRE. As Director of the Camden County REACH Pro-

gram, which is the State of New Jersey's welfare reform initiative,
I have developed a solid partnership with the local service delivery
area. In order for the REACH program to successfully achieve
many of its goals, this partnership is not of convenience, but rather
of necessity.

I reviewed very carefully the proposed amendments to the JTPA
legislation, and can support many of the revisions being suggested
at this time. However, it is critical to point out that the problems
that are confronting JTPA programs on a national level cannot be
solved by simply adding additional branches to what already exists
as a very, very large tree. Rather, we would probably be better
served by strengthening the JTPA program at its roots. Sympto-
matic of this particular issue is the periodic, major overhauls,
which occur every 8 to 10 years. Manpower Training Programs of
the 1960s, CETA programs in the 1970s, the JTPA program intro-
duced in the early 1980s. It is quite possible that the focus should
be directed to our national and international policy agendas re-
garding trade, employment, education and skills training. At best,
these policies are unclear, and at times in conflict. At its worse,
they do not exist at all.

On another level, the local SDAs have the responsibility of work-
ing in concert with other Department of Labor funded programs
which assist a shared population with similar services. Job Service,
the unemployment office and the DVR offices residing in the local
SDAs are struggling to maintain staff and program levels to carry
out the agency's objectives. Financial allocations are such that no
one entity has an adequate resource base to accomplish its mission.

What is more frightening is the potential competition among
these providers who are allegedly part of the same team. Serious
consideration needs to be given to a consolidation of at least the
intake/outreach systems. This first step will reduce costs, provide a
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comprehensive and coordinated system for services and present a
less complex marketplace for private sector involvement.

Other recommendations which I believe would have an impact in
a positive manner on JTPA are as follows:

Number one, apply advocacy orientated case management and
supportive social services to all participants requiring employment-
related assistance. Require that JTPA identify target groups. Pro-
vide a comprehensive service assessment, also coordinated links to
social services in support of case management. This consolidation
of Department of Labor programs will provide a program policy
and a framework for all citizens in need of employment-related as-
sistance.

Number two, focus JTPA activities on output goals, the achieve-
ment of economic self-sufficiency, rather than on process goals of
how many programs are offered to how many clients. Eliminate
programs that do not work; simply expand those that do.

Number three, develop a true partnership with the business and
industrial sector. Increase involvement of the private sector a_id
the allocation of training funds to insure that the program and
services offered by us, the public sector, reflect the true needs of
the labor market. Restructure and revitalize the role of the Private
Industry Council.

Number four, improve services to youth. While JTPA offers iso-
lated periodic programs to youth, there is currently no comprehen-
sive and ongoing effort to involve, train and provide ongoing sup-
port to youth in the areas of preparation and access to gainful em-
ployment.

Number five, Consumer Advisory Boards, or CABS. The inclusion
of participants, consumers, of the JTPA services in the planning,
implementation, and oversight of programs would infuse life into a
partnership necessary for real program success.

Number six, review carefully the emphasis on benchmark and
competency levels to insure that the cost related to their imple-
mentation can be justified by the employment outcomes generated.

Number seven, performance based contracting, which has
become a key feature of JTPA programs, must meet two conditions.
Number one, the ability to maintain program integrity, and
number two, its implementation should make good business sense.

Number eight, we should revisit the concept of public service em-
ployment programs. Those who were part of this process in the
CETA days, unfortunately, that was the one part of the program
that from CETA to JTPA, never made the transition. And it was
the only part of the program I would have voted for. It had a lot of
problems. A lot of mess goes along with it, but I believe we need to
reconsider it. It should be considered, also, as a viable alternative
to the current income maintenance system, which has neutralized
the AFDC population in this country.
Number nine, develop innovative programmingwhich will allow

our work force not simply to react to changes in economic condi-
tions, but rather be competitive in the world marketplace.

Number ten, reexamine the JTPA program at its core. Has the
system and its processes become more important than its bottom
line to assist individuals to reach economic self-sufficiency?

3 Li
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I believe that it is critical to reex-
amine several basic questions regarding the JTPA program if this
Nation is going to commit the financial resources required to
achieve sound, cost-effective employment policy.

Number one, what should be expected from the JTPA program?
Is there a bottom line?

Number two, should the JTPA program be the first, true employ-
ment opportunity for our economically disadvantaged youth?

Number three, can the JTPA program be considered the vehicle
to re-tool our labor force for the demands of the 21st Century?

Number four, is JTPA the best alternative for dislocated workers
who were formerly successful employees of some of our Nation's
proudest industries?

And number five, will JTPA offer the type of training opportuni-
ties which will make it economically feasible for women to make
the transition from AFDC, their welfare roles, to economic self-suf-
ficiency?

Again, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Andrews, I would like to
thank the committee very much for this opportur ity. I have also
included in my testimony, but will not go over iu, a synopsis of
what we have done at the Camden County REACH program, which
I think has been very, very successful. Thank you very much for
this opportunity.

[The prepared statement of William Maguire followsd
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Deer hr. Chairman:

I very much apprciate the opportunity to xprese my opinion regarding the

proposed amendmenta to the Job Training Partnership Act (ITPA). As the Director

of the Camden County REACH Program, the State of New Jersey's welfare reform

initiative, I hav developed 4 solid partnership with tho 'ocal service Delivery

Area (SDA). In order for the REACH Program to be able to succeasfully achieve

its goals, Chit, partnerehip la not of convenience but rather necemeity.

.1 have rviewed carefully the proposed amendments to the JTPs legislation and

can support many of the revinions being suggested at this time. However, it is

critical to point out that tho problems that are confronting JTPA programs on

a national level cannot be solved by adding additional branches to this very

large tree. Rather, we would probably b" better served by etrengthening its

roote. Symptomatic of this particular ixeue is the periodic major overhauls

which occur every eight to ten yearm. Manpower Training Programs in th 1960'e.

CSTA programs through the 1970'e, and the JTPA program introducd An the early

1980's. It la gulte poeeible that the focus should be directed to our national

and international policy agendae concerning trade, employment, education and

skills training. At its best, these policies are unclear and at times in

conflict. At its worst, they do not ximt.

n another level, the local sDA'e have the reeponsiblity of working in concrt

with other DOG funded programs which aesiet a shared population with similar

services. Job Service, the U.I. Office, and INA offices residing in tho local

SDA's aro struggling to maintain ataff-and program levels to carry out their

2
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agncy's objectives. financial allocations are such that no ono entity ham an

adequate resource Asa. to accomplish its mission. What is more frightening is

tho potential competition among these providers who aro allegedly all part of

the Nan team. Srious consideration needs to be given to a consolidation of

the intake/outreach systems. This first step would reduce costs, provide S

comprehensive and coordinated system for services and present a loss complex

marketplace for private sector involvement.

Other recommendations that would impact on these issues in a positive manner are

AS followst

1. Apply_4412.0granietsw_msnsoement_ansLeuahzerli_s_tozisl_iferaktesv-v

d_amaistano. Require that JTPA

.dentify target groups. Provide a compreheneive service assessment,

coordinated links to social servicea, and supportive case management. The

consolidation of DOL Programs would provide a program policy and framework for

all oitisens in need of employment-related aesistance.

2. focus UFA acAlyities_on_autnit goals. 1.e. the achievement of economiO

self-suffielencv, rather than on process goals of how many programa aro offered

to how many clients. Eliminate programs that don't work; expand those that do.

3. eeie,Lgj2_.a__Cysej2szt.n.axsh,u2yjf,jg_tjie_jzuuaess_snd industrial sector.

creas involvement of the private sector in the allocation of training funds

to assure that the program and services offered by the Public sector reflect the

true needs of the labor market. Restructure and revitalize the role of Plc.

3
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4. Improv rvices to vouth_. While JTPA offer. looloted periodic

programa to youth, there Ix currently no comp:lamely* and ongoing effort to

involve, train, and providep ongoing support to youth in the areas of preparation

end access to gainful mployment.

5. Coniumsr Advisors, lloards_ICA821, The inclusion of participant.

(consumers) of JTPA services in the planning, implementation, And oversight of

programs would infuse life into a partnerehip mammary for real program success.

6, peviavs_trittglly the emphasis on benchmarks and competency levela to

lours that Om Ooat ranusuLtg_tpligattliza_salijaLiatiLimi
fiwaszymaisats.emps aoneratet,

7. PerterMance batetsomtractino, which ha.a become a koy faature of JrPA

programa, muet meet two conditions. The ability to maintain program integrity

and ita implementation should make good busineas apnea.

8. 8.0-40 ttl cown -f A PIWIC BerVice_IMPIUMital_erOgLAMy it should

be considerad a viable alternative to tho current income maintenance systom

which ham neutralltbd the AFDC population in Chip nation.

9. Devel017 loWiltiY0 Programming 4ActLiwill_11112p out worlaptot_4121

gumply_t2_40Act tg changil in economiq ootitticions but Clth2X_be opmpptItiv, in
thiLysmaxstritrazisact

4
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JO.
Mos the system and its

processes become more important than its bottom line to assist individuals to

reach conomic-eufliciency?

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I believe that it it; critical tors-examine several

basic Questions regarding the JTPA program if this nation is going to commit the

financial resources reguired to achieve a sound, cost-effective employment

policy:

* What should be expected from the JTPA Program? I. there a bottom line?

* Should the JTPA program be the first true employment opportunity for

conomioelly disadvantaged youth?

* Can the JTPA program be oonsidered the vehlole to re-tool our labor force

for the demands of the 21st Century?

* Is JTPA ihe best alternative for dislocated workers who were formerly

successful employees of some of our nation. proudest industries?

* VIII JTPA offer the type of training opportonitiaa which will melte it

economically feasible for womon to make the transition from AFDC to

economic eelf-sufficiency? (see chart)

Again, I would like to thank the subcommittee for this opportunity. I have also

included tor your review a program report for the Camden County REAcli Program.

V Iliam
REACH D
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CASE I

FAMILY SIZE 2

322

%PDC GRANT $322.00

MAXIMUM FOOD STAMP ALLOTMENT 1177.00

NEA PAYMENT 137,83 ($454.00 yr.) Cgs Heat

RENT SUBSIDY $100.00 Total $636.83 at 160 hours . $3.98 hr.

WAI.___-

INITIAL WAGE $3.98

----

;159.20

---.-

$636.80

..--.

$7641.60

INCREASE x 252 $4.8 $199.20 $796.80 $9561.60

1CREASE x.402 $5.57 1222.80 $891.20 $10694.40

INCREASE x 602 $6.37 1254.80 $1019.20 $12230.40

INCREASE x 752 16.97 1278.80 81115.20 713382.40

This family loses AFDC eligibility at

$3.98 per hour. ($3.73 per hour eut-off)



SASE S 7

FAMILY SIZE

-DG GRANT Il24 00

323

MAXIMUM FOOD STAMP ALLOTKENT 120.00

NEA PAYMENT 150.50 11606 00 yr l_CalLibuLt

RENT SUBSIDY Immo Total $822.50 at 160 hours m

$5.14 per hour.

YE

INITIAL WAGE 15.14 1205.60,

$

I

r : :1

: :1

INCREASE x 252 16_61
0

"REASE A.40% $1.211___ MR 00 JI niaLlID----

INCREASE A 602 18 22 11,11. I Ainiaa__ 115182-40

INCREASE x 752 14-00_____ ___san...na_______
, 0

This family loses AFDC eligibility at

$5.14 per hour. ($4.90 per hour cut-o(f)
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CASE /

FAMILY SiEJ. 4

AFDC GRANT iligia.00,

MAXIMUM /00D STAMP ALLOTMENT 1304-00

NEA PAYMENT _MD 50_1106.90TE..1

RENT SUBSIDY 8100-00 Total $942.50 at 160 hours 0..

$5.89 per hour.

YFAR:,. ____

INITIAL WAGE 11. .0 1 11108-80

INCREASE x 25X 1111760 114131-20__-$1...26.

yNCREASE x 40X D-24 $329-60 40 1t&fl20fi0

INCREASE x 60X $9,42

_$1318

8

--

INCREASE x 752 110,31 $.112..411 $1649.60 1$19795 20

ThiF family loses AFDC elignility at

$5.89 pet hour. ($5.64 per hour cut-of()
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CASE 1 4

FAMILY 012E

rDC GRANT 1552.DO

MAXIMUM FOOD STAMP ALLOTMENT 1304_00

NAPAPlikiityrjts22.Da_u_Lamajukt.

RENT SUBSIDY 1100.00 Total /1051.67 et 160 hours

16.57 hr.

INITIAL UAGE

---..--

_16

___

. .,

.....

1111
.......

I

INCREASE x 251 0.21 1178.40 11115-10 11520.10

'CREASE x.401 011 1368-00 $1472.00 s17664.nn

INCREASE x 601 110.51 i, 1420 DO /0160 00

INCREASE x 752 I ,o oo

--iL6.80.120_

$1840 00 122080 00

This family loses AFDC eligibility et

16.57 per hour. (16.38 per hour cut-off)
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I. Introduction

For the most part, the history of welfare and welfare reform in thn United States has been
one Of unrealized expectations and untapped potential. In reccit years, the position of the
federal government has developed Into a mandate requiring welfare benefits to be closely
linked with Job training and the provision of extended child care and medical benefits. New
Jersey's recent statewide welfare reform program Is Realizlng Economic Achievement
(REACH), begun in 1987 as a precursor to the Federal Jobs Program, Although the State
provides funding and supervision to REACH, the operational configuration and
management of REACH is the responsibility of each County. The Camden County
Freeholders have adopted a REACH plan which envisions a unique approach to the
management of the REACH program, a 'concentrated effort to develop economic
opportunities, housing, social support, and other necessities to REACH clients, and a
county-wide effort to provide economic opportunities to REACH graduates to enable them
to permanently break the cycle of poverty.

The plan calls for the creation of a new non-profit entity tu provide the leadership,
coordination, and resource development for the anti.poverty effort in Camden County. Thls
new non-profit entity is called "The Camden Alliance for the 21st Century."

As stated in the plan, the mission of the Alliance is:

To ensure and increase the economic health and vitality of Camden County,
we all have R moral and economic obligation tn eliminate poverty in our
county so that every person has the opportunity for a job, quality education,
adequate and affordable housing, and adequate medical care. To create the
environment for this to occur, we must create a partnership among business,
government, social institutions, communities, and each resident to generate
new economic and human capital.

During the course of planning fur REACH, the State of Ncw Jersey welfare program, the
Camden County REACH Planning Committee, under the leadership of the Community
Planning and Advocacy Council of Camden County, analyzed the life circumstances of
welfare recipients in Camden County. The Planning Committee confronted several
disturbing realities. First, the culture of poverty, particularly in Camden City, among the
poorest cities in the United States, requires a broader and more comprehensive approach
than REACH alone. Second, the economic secnrity of the larger Camden County
community will be increasingly dependent on the ability of children born of poor families
to participate in the social and economic hfe of Camden County in the near future. Third,
the huge amounts of public dollars that will be required in the future to properly support
conomically and socially dependent people will present an overwhelming burden to
.urpayers,

The Planning Committee identified the symptoms of poverty as:

Economic Deprivation of Poor Cormnunides and Neighborhoods
Problematic Housing and Unsafe Neighborhoods
Family Distress

'Poor Health

'4 1
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'Ineffective Education
'Government Welfare Dependency
Inadequate Transportation
Absence of Business and Investment

The Planning Committee also found that poor communities and neighborhoods and their

residents are burdened by powerlessness and hopelessness And see little opportunity to

improve their lives.

The Committee concluded that while REACH, the State welfare initiative, is a necessary

and good first step as a means of dealing with government welfare dependency, the other

symptoms of poverty must be attacked simultaneously or all the good intention of REACII

will not be realized.

The plan calls for a collective effort to alleviate the symptoms of poverty and assist people

to permaneni self-sufficiency. The key elements of a successful effort would be large.scale

government and private investment, community-wide collective leadership, and the

empowerment of poor people and poor communities.

The Camden Alliance for the 21st Century has been established as the entity to take the

lead. The primaty goal of the Camden Alliance for the 21st Century is to provide visibility,

rladership, coordination, and resource development to the overall effort to reduce poverty

In Camden County. The Alliance will be responsible for developing programs and activities

in the following areas:

Community Economic Development
Neighborhood and Housing Development

'Family Resource Networks
Health Coalitions
Education Networks

'REACH
'Transportation Assistance

Committee for Economic Investment

The purpose of this document is to provide updated information regarding progress toward

implementing the Camdcn County REACH Program and the Camden Alliance for the 21st

Century.

2 -
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H. The First Step: REACH

Within the framework of the Alliance plan, the Initial means by which welfare recipients are
to move from dependency to self-sufficiency is the REACH program. The mission of the
REACH program Is to assist and encourage AFDC recipients toward self-sufficiency and
independence by providing access to education, job training and placement. These latter
two services are provided by the Camden County Employment & Tralning Center (JPTA).
Individual participants are guided through each phase of the REACH process by Case
Management staff. Child care services and child care counselling for REACH participants
will be coordinated through the Camden County Division for Children. In addition to
supervising REACH participant intake and eligibllity verification, the Camden County
Board of Social Services (CCBSS) provides participants with AFDC grants, food stamp
vouchers, some child care vouchers and transportation reimbursements (Training Related
Expenses-TR E's),

Although the distinct service components listed above can be found in social service
programs throughout the State, the Camden County REACH program represents marked
innovations in terms of service coordination and delivery. Case Management services for
REACH participants are delivered outside the traditional welfare bureaucracy. The
Planning Committee recommended the establishment of an advocacy-based case
management system whose primary purpose would be economic self-sufficiency for their
clients. Unlike any other similar program in the State, all the service components of the

amden County REACH Program are collocated in one facility and managed through an
on-site Director. This facility, known as Boulevard Plaza, will serve as a one-stop service
delivery system for all REACH participants. Collocation is intended both to facilitate more
effective coordination of services among the various components within the program and
to reduce participant drop out rates which commonly undermine the effectiveness of such
efforts,

Collocation also spatially represents the fundamental emphasis placed on participants' needs
as the focal point of the REACH program. This emphasis can also be seen in the function
of Case Managers as brokers/advocates for each participant in the attaining of his/her goals
within the REACH. The relationship between a Case Manager and each participant is
explicitly described in a mutually agreed to and signed contract. This type of participant
input and consent pervades all aspects of the REACH program. At the Program-wide level,
participant involvement is represented by the constitution and activity of the REACH
Advisory Board. This group, unique to the Camden County REACH Program, is composed
of actual participants and plays a pivotal advocacy role between participants and REACH
program management. Alt substantive policy changes, deletions or additionsmust be agreed
upon by the REACH Advisory Board before implementation. The Case Management

-imponent provides support to this Board,

The REACH program has initiated a number of other outreach efforts to better
communicate and offer services to REACH participants, An Hispanic Task Force has been
created and meets regularly to provide input into the program. REACH hes developed a
close working relationship with a new comprehensive parent-child center called Gamma
House to offer services to teen parents. In addition, a planning group comprised of the

- 3
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REACH managers, the Teen Progress program of the Board of Social Services, and other

community providers are developing plans to offer ad,:itional services to adolescents. The

REACH Director and the Director of Case Management have joined the County Homeless

Network in an effort to locate appropriate services for homeless families.

The overall administration of the REACH program is the responsibility of the on.site

Director, a County employee, and his staff. Within the innovative organizational framework

of the Camden County REACH program, the Director plays the vital role of ensuring that

the four collocated components achieve the high levels of policy and operational

coordination that Serve as the foundation of this unique program. Throughout all aspects

of REACH, the Director must on the one hand emphasize teamwork and consensus, but on

the other hand keep the program focused and moving forward.

Beyond the parameters of REACH itself, the Director serves as the most authoritative

representative of the program as a whole. This representative function remains essential

to the program's continued success as it is scrutinized and evaluated by federal, state, and

county government entities as well as local community groups,

- 4 -
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Performance Highlights

Since it began with a two-month pilot phase in May, 1989, the Camden County REACH
Program has quickly established itself as one of the most effective programs of its kind in
the State.

The committment and hard work of the REACH staff within the program's innovative
framework have combined with the perseverance of the participants to yield impressive
statistical results. Perhaps the most effective way to measure the performance of the
Camden County REACH program is to compare these statistics to caseload and
performance projections generated by the New Jersey Department of Human Services. The
following table makes these comparisons for the period from May 1, 1989 through
September 30, 1990, The state projections are based on criteria generated by cuinulative
from other counties which have started REACH programs.

State Camden Pergentage _01

Etateiroitg.tiofisrerformance Projections

AFDC clients referred to

Performance

REACH 3,694 10,483 284 %

Participants accepted by REACH 2,401 6,597 275 %

Active participants 2,401 4,815°' 201 %

Participants in an employment
directed activity 864 2,386 276 %

Post-AFDC participants 900 1,511 168 %

Participants entering employment N/A 1,188

(* Camden's current AFDC population totals approximately 12,600 families.)

* does not include 2,050 ongoing cases curried over from previous year)

The State expected approximately 35% of active REACH participants to be
involved in an employment directed activity (EDA), yet Camden County's
program has achieved a ratio of approximately 50% active participants in an
EDA.

The State expected approximately 34% of AFDC clients to become REACH
participants, yet approximately 55% of Camdcn's AFDC clientsare REACH
participants.

5
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REACH Component Update:
The Camden County Board of social Services

From an individual participant's perspective, the REACH process begins with the Camden

County Board of Social Services (CMS). CCBSS Is responsible for Identifying REACH
participants within its own, larger client flow. Since July I, 1989, REACH has been a
mandatory program for all new AFDC recipients except those which fall Into any of 16

deferral categories. Essentially, deferral is based upon factors beyond the participant's

control, such as extreme physical disability or extreme remoteness, which would inhibit his

or her successful completion of REACH.

Currently, all new applicants for CCBSS services are assessed as to their potential inclusion

in the REACH program. Eventually, all CCBSS clients will be similarly assessed during
their regular status re-determination review by CCBSS.

After identifying REACH participants and beginning the REACH orientation process,
CCBSS staff are then responsible for categorizing participants according to service and

income eligibility within the REACH program. A participant's initial entry into the
OMEGA and FAM1S computer systems used to track and manage all REACH participants

also occurs through CCBSS.

'AEACH Component Update:
Case Management

The Case Manageamnt component, due to its unique design as an entity outside of the
traditional welfare bureaucracy, is the most challenging aspect of the Camden County

REACH program. Case Management staff represent the human link between individual
participants and the entire REACH program. During the early stages of the REACH
process, each participant is assigned a Case Manager who will guide and assist them through
the entire program. Generally, the Case Manager acts on behalf of each participant as both

a broker of the services available through REACH and as an advocate for the participant's
interest among the other components of the program. The Case Management component
has also developed positive relationships within its parent institution, Camden County
College, and other institutions of higher learning, in particular Rutgers and Glassboro, to
obtain additional resources for participants.

The relationship between a participant and his or her Case Manager is intended to be
sincere, open and sustained. Together, each participant and Case Manager develop a
mployability profile which will serve as the participant's plan to negotiate successful

.,:ompletion of the REACH process, economic sclf-sufficiency. The participant's individual
responsibilities and expectations, as well as those of the Case Manager, are documented
and signed by both parties.

Having helped the participant formulate an appropriate course of action through the
REACH program, the Case Manager is then responsible for facilitating and managing the

- 6 -
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participant's execution of this plan. If the participant ultimately fails to comply with the
terms of the signed agreement of mutual responsibility, as A last resort and after
consultation with the partici ltion, the Case Manager is responsible for initiating the
sanction process.

REACH Component Update:
The Division for Children

A major concern of the Camden County REACH plan was the provision of quality child
care. Child care was conceived not only as a service to parents facilitating their participation
in training or employment related activities, but also as a responsibility to assist in the early
education, development and nurturing of participants' children. The State design seemed
to place a premium on the rapid movement of AFDC parents from the welfare rolls without
sufficient attention to the needs of AFDC children, Since the purpose of the REACH
program and the Alliance is to reduce and eliminate the inter-generational nature of
poverty, the Camden County REACH program called for an intensive effort to provide
AFDC parents with a full range of informed options for their children. Camden County is
one of only two counties in the State currently offering proactive child care counselling.
At REACH, the Division for Children is responsible for assisting participants in their choice
of appropriate quality child care. Division for Children services are offered at no charge
to active REACH participants. Once a participant chooses his or her goal for economic

r-sufficiency, the Division for Children helps in the selection of ongoing appropriate and
...tordable quality child care. Division for Children staff work closely with Case Managers
in the provision of services for REACH participants. This working relationship is greatly
enhanced by the collocation of the Division for Children staff at the REACH facility.

The Division for Children has been designated both by the Camden child care community
as the Lead Child Care Agency (LCCA) and by the County as its official certifier for day
care providers. These designations, along with collocatit,n, fc.cilitate vital child care activity
in coordinating facilities and services both between REACH and the wider child care
community and between the service components within REACH, especially Case
Management.

A significant benefit of this program and organizational model can perhaps he seen most
clearly in the kind of child care that REACH participants are choosing. Most counties have
utilized approved child care homes, rather than registered Family Day Care homes or
licensed child care centers to provide child care to REACH participants.

Camden County has taken the position that REACH participants should be offered clear
lices with regards to child care options. As a result of aggressive counselling, the
ization of child care by Camden County REACH participants is in stark contrast to that

found in the rest of the State. When offered the choice, Camden County REACH
participants have strongly preferred registered Family Day Cure and licensed, center-based
care over approved child care homes.

7 -
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The following chart quantifies these preferences with relation to Division for Children
caseload.

'umber of Children ela_nber_aLn91)

Care Secured 4,219

Parent harLown_catelno REACH fonds) 2,762

IC 760

Family Day Carl 528

ApProvelthomcSare (re_ queql) 166

School-nged Child Care (SAC,_C) 85

Expanded office space to hold all Division for Children staff and a lending library has been
completed at the REACH facility. Further, a drop-in child care center at the REACH
facility officially opened in June, 1990. This center is capable of providing care for infants
and children up to eight years of age. The center has an ideal operating capacity of 60

dren, Although currently funded and managed by the Division for Children an RFP is
. N being developed as a first step towards transferring these responsibilities to an outside
provider.

REACH Component Update:
The Office of Employment and Training

One of the shortcomings found in welfare reform programs both throughout the State and
across the country has been a tendency to place participants in low paying, non-career
oriented jobs while simultaneously providing these participants with temporary medical and
child care subsidies. Since their jobs do not offer any real long ternt opportunity, large
numbers of these participants are forced to re-enter the welfare system once their temporary
subsidies are dIscominued. In an attempt to avoid repetition of this unfortunate scenario,
the Camden County REACH program places heavy emphasis on preparing participants for
and placing them in career oriented jobs which both reflect the participants' own interests
and provide them with a living income, Opportunities for advancement and fringe benefits
that any parent would need to make in today's world.

Tr- Office of Employment and Training works under the aegis of the federal Job Training
P; :ership Act (JTPA). Working closely with Case Managers, a relationship greatly
enhanced by collocation, JTPA staff strive to recommend the most appropriate training and
career path for each participant. The principle criterion shaping this recommendation is the
participant's economic self-sufficiency through permanent, career oriented employment,

- 8 -
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One .1TPA service is unique to the Camden REACH program. As a first step toward
employability, most participants are required to complete a five day Action for Career

Employment (ACE) program. This program serves both as a motivational exercise to
,epare participants for more substantive and sustained instruction, and as an opportunity
Jr participants to bo further evaluated as to employability and interest. Some of the ACE

classes are held at the REACH facility in a room recently completed for this purpose.

A further innovation along these same lines is the implementation of a new, expanded life-
skills program. Like ACE, this unique training program will assist the significant numbers
of REACH participants who might not yet be ready to derive maximum benefit from the
more conventional education and training programs they hue chosen to pursue. Twenty five
participants have been scheduled to begin a four-week pilot training cycle on Novemher 5,
1990.

Following the successful completion of ACE and or life-s1;ifis .xtrticipants are directed into
either feeder programs or skills programs. Feeder progrt..ns are basically those whkh
include non-vocational training and or education in preparation for more formal skills
training. The feeder programs currently offered to REACH participants include General
Equivalency Diploma (GED), English as a Second Language (ESL) and Adult Basic
Education (ABE).

vo year college program is currently in place mr qualified REACH participants through
Camden County College. Although REACH .unds cannot be used for tuition, support

services may be provided to qualified participants.

Although REACH is currently unable to provide support services for participants entering
a four year college program, participants entering the REACH program having completed
a portion of a four year degree program or having transferred front n two year college to
a four year college may receive up to 78 weeks of support services culminating in graduation
or a work study situation.

Qualified REACH participants can now avail themselves of over 85 different skills classes
offered by more than 22 different institutions.

REACH Is currently contracting with four firms, CCBSS, Puerto Rican Unity for Progress,
NJ Division of Employment Services and the YWCA of Camden County and Vicinity, to
provide group job search resources for "joh-ready" participants. The Camden Economic
Development Corporation is being contracted to provide self-employment training for
qualified REACH participants.

M importantly, during the period between May 1, 1989 through September 30, 1990,
approximately 2,386 active participants entered into an employment directed activity. These
activities are those which directly result in the participant being job-ready.

9
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Maguire. We appreciate your
testimony. We appreciate this entire panel's testimony, and at this
time, we would like to turn to Congressman Andrews to extract
any further information as he is inclined to do.

[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. That is a nice way of putting it. Ella, first of all,

thank you for your testimony. I know you have several members of
your staff with you today. It is nice to see some familiar faces that
we worked with very closely in the county. And we are very proud
of what you do everyday, as well as what is done in Burlington and
Gloucester Counties. We think that the private industry council,
ETC, modeled here in Southern New Jersey is one we can brag
about, and take back to Washington to show something that works.

On page one of your statement, you talk about the people who
depend on the programs under JTPA, and you say that they, refer-
ring to the participants, have each been caught in a web of bureau-
cratic administrative dogma, which has pervaded the operations
aspect of JTPA. You know, I would be shocked by that language,
being a great supporter of bureaucrats, but I wonder, if you were
on this cummittee, and could change one mandate, or one adminis-
trative practice that is mandated upon you, what would it be? If we
could go to the Secretary of Labor and say, stop doing this, and let
us do this instead, in administering our program. What would that
be?

Ms. CINTRON. Give us the opportunity to be creative. Cut out
some of the real lot, a lot of the legislative requirements that are
necessary, and let us work within our community, based on what is
necessary for the clients. Because, and the gentleman next to me
just talked about this in reference to the vocational educational
system, 48 percent of his applicants are dropouts. In Camden
County, I had 24 percent dropouts. And if the dropouts cannot get
a job, cannot ge to school without a GED or high school diploma, it
is very hard to get them jobs.

So, we need some of that to be changed, so that we can go back
and modify some of the activities that we have to give them, that
we do not have to keep them into a training component for so long,
take such a long time.

Mr. ANDREWS. I appreciate that. Ms. Barclay, let me ask you a
question that is sort of on the subject, but sort of off. You make a
very compelling case for the need for us to rethink this program as
it applies to mature workers, and what kind of working environ-
ment those individuals would be entered into.

A related proposal some of us are evaluating is whether or not
the tax penalty that the Social Security system imposes upon
senior citizens who wish to work should be repealed. I know you
are aware of it, and I think a lot of the other individuals here
today are aware of it, that senior citizens who want to go get a job
as a library aide or a nursing home aide, or whatever, teacher's
aide, are paying a tax rate which is higher than that paid by
Donald Trump, or at least what he used to pay when he was still
making money. That the effective tax rate for a senior citizen
going to work is either 50 percent or 66.6 percent of income that is
earned. Do you favor the repeal of that tax provision?
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MS. BARCLAY. Yes, I do, personally. I would hesitate to speak on
behalf of NAOWES--

Mr. ANDREWS. Sure.
Ms. BARCLAY. [continuing] which is the group I represent, be-

cause they have not taken a position. But, it lc interesting. The re-
sults of the Commonwealth Fund studies that were announced last
month, say that if you repeal that tax, you are going to generate
far more in revenue.

Mr. ANDREWS. That would be my intuition.
Ms. BARCLAY. And there is some data that supports that.
Mr. ANDREWS. That more people would go to work, and pay more

tax dollars into the system. And the other benefitwe had a meet-
ing this morninv of our advisory council on senior citizen issues
here in our district, and one of the points that came up is that
there is something else missing bLsides the economics, and that is
the sort of mentorship relationship that can develop between a
younger person and a senior citizen working on the same job. That
a younger person might develop better work habits, a better work
ethic from having a chance to work around someone who is a
senior citizen.

And our sort of consensus was that that should be repealed, but I
wondered how it fit into your cwn analysis.

Mr. Bailey, you talk about, very persuasively, the need to be sure
that we maintain the independence of the revie% function at the
State council level in vocational education. You make reference to
the funding, the amount of funding spent here, and the wide varie-
ty of programs. And you say, in my opinion, the massive size of the
vocational education delivery system, the enormous amount of
funding it receives, and the wide variety of its programs require a
focus group, such as the State Council on Vocational Education for
oversight.

How might we insure independence in that State oversight func-
tion? What should the oversight body look like, how should it be
appointed, and how can we assure ourselves that the kind of politi-
cal manipulation that you made reference to earlier would not
happen? :Not that any of us in New Jersey think that there ever
could be political manipulation of anything at the State level.

[Laughter.]
Mr. BAILEY. Okay, I think pretty much in the Carl Perkins Act

in Section 113, there is a statement which says, to the effect, and I
will just paraphrase, that the council, the State council, is not ac-
countable or answerable to any individual or agency within State
government. In other words, it provides for its independence, and
basically, I think that just the application of that particular part of
the law is sufficient.

But, as you know, and I would be real honest to say that I know
of some cases where the councils have allowed their independence
to be usurped. And I think that the one 0ing that you could do,
probably, that has not been done in the past, is hold the councils
accountable for their independence. And somehow, they either
need to be frankly discharged, if they do not hang onto their inde-
pendence, because that aspect of it is surely needed.

Mr. ANDREWS. SO, I would take it that your suggestion is that we
call upon more vigilant oversight by the Department of Labor?

0 t)
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That we have the legal tools, but we are not using them as well as
we should?

Mr. BAILEY. Yes, sir, that is exixtly what I am suggesting.
Mr. ANDREWS. Okay. Finally, Mr. Maguire. Bill, I am going to do

something that you did not do, because I am so impressed by what
you have accomplished, and by what everyone involved with the
REACH Program who works for you and with you has accom-
plished over the last 15 to 18 months, and I want to just read from
page five of your appendix to your testimony about what has been
accomplished due to the efforts of the volunteer board members of
the Welfare Reform Program, the Camden Alliance, due to the
dedicated people you have working with you, and due to the par-
ticipants themselves, who have put forth their energy.

Wh.:,1 one compares the projected performance for the Camden
County, versus what you have accomplished, here are the statktics:
10,483 individuals have been referred to the REACH Program in
the county. That is 284 percent moreI suppose that would be
almost three times as many as were expected to be dealt with.
There were 6,597 individuals accepted by the REACH Program,
which is 275 percent of what was expected or anticipated.

As of the date of this report, there were 4,815 active participants,
which is 201 percenttwice as mud' as what was anticipated. Par-
ticipants in employment directed, activity, that is, in job training,
or some educational program designed to lead to a job, were 2,386,
which is 276 percent of what was anticipated. And the most impor-
tant two statistics, post-AFDC participants, meaning people who
are beyond the AFDC welfare program, but still being benefitted in
some way, 1,511, which is 168 percent. And the most important sta-
tistic, the participants entering employment, meaning people who
were on welfare who are not anymore, as a result of what you have
been able to do, 1188.

The reason I read that into the record, I think the most impor-
tant aspect of this, is :he blank in the next column, that there is no
State projection, as to the number of people who are expected to
graduate from welfare dependency to economic self-sufficiency. The
fact that they do not even estimate how much can be done indi-
cates to me that they are not focused on that kind of output orient-
ed evaluation you talked about a few minutes ago.

It is almost as if the folks who put the REACH Program togeth-
er, and I would venture to say the folks who put the Federal Jobs
Welfare Reform Program together, get very uncomfortable when
you start asking questions like, "Well, now, wait a minute. You
spend tens of millions of dollars on this. How many people who
used to be on welfare are not anymore? You know, how many
people who were dependent are now working and paying taxes?"
Lots of folks are uncomfortable answering those kinds of questions,
I think because of something else you pointed out, which is that
there is a lot of process oriented review.

I want to ask you to respond to one question. At the tail end of
your testimony, it says that in this nPw law, we should review care-
fully the emphasis on benchmarks and competency levels, to insure
that the cost related to their implementation can be justified by
the employment outcomes generated.

3 ,13
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Now, if I read that correctly, what you are really saying is that,
if you work in one of these programs, and you do not produce, you
are out of work. That those who are entrusted with the responsibil-
ity of moving people from welfare to work, if they do not get the
job done, and do not have a good explanation as to why, they are
out? Is that your concept?

Mr. MAGUIRE. That was being directed on two levels. One, on the
very, very general level. Programs like, whether it is JTPA, wheth-
er it is REACH, whether whatever it is going to be. And it is no
secret. Things have changed quite dramatically. The cost of govern-
ment is absolutely out of control. There are a lot of conditions that
have to be met and so forth. I, as the years have gone by, am devel-
oping a philosophy, and this is another one that could cause an ar-
gument, you could probably do a whole lot more with less, if you do
it properly, So, it is part of that type of thinking.

Second, I would think that we are ready to come to a point in
time when programs are judged according to bottom lines and
credibility. And whether that is a public agency that has been in
existence for 35 years or a non-profit organization that has to go
through that every year with entities, that kind of criteria should
hold place.

But, in particular, what that was addressing, is that, within the
system for JTPA, my whole comment about the process overall,
there are a lot of turns and twists and ups and downs that the pro-
gram administrators have to go through, and then actually pass
onto their subcontractors, which is quit massive throughout this
country, in terms of meeting certain types of criteria and so forth.
And I was just simply asking the question whether or not these cri-
teria are realistic, do they really make a difference in the bottom
line towards getting things generated? Or are they more bureau-
cratic in terms that, if you do not want to answer the question
about whether or not X number of people got employed as a result
of the money you spent last year, I have a whole other series of
things I can point to with charts, to show you we tAre really doing
our job. So, I was just asking that question very generally.

Mr. ANDREWS. I think that is a great question to ask. And I gueF 3
I would like to see a redrafting of this law so that that is the ques-
tion that is asked. And to those like your program that perform,
you do better. You get more dollars and more resources and more
flexibility with which to use those dollars.

Let me just close by asking you the question I asked Ella Cin-
tron, which is, if you could repeal or alter or change one regulation
that you work under in the REACH Program that is put upon you
at the Federal level, what would it be?

Mr. MAGUIRE. Congressman, that is incredibly difficult, and I
was afraid that you might drop that on me, after you did it to Mrs.
Cintron.

I think that, ratherI am becoming really good from hearings
about not answering a question, and moving all around.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you running for something?
[Laughter.]
Mr. MAGUIRE. No, no. That is not a career goal of mine. I really

believe, though, that it is impossible for program administrators to
turn around and really single out any one particular issue, because

4 s'
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they are all related, and they are all part of the same package. I
would like to throw out again, I guess, the purpose of testifying
today, and the pleasure in testifying today, that we really need to
rethink from the very beginning, not simplydo not go onto some-
thing else next year. We really need to rethink where it fits, and
how it is going to fit, because the world, as we all know, has
changed rapidly, and it will continue to change rapidly.

And Mr. Norcross' comments in the beginning about what are
you going to do with a Campbell Soup workforce and so forth.
Changing these terms around, and changing one bit of administra-
tive regulation over here and so forth, will only impact on this one
bit over here. It will not do the job for us. And I am very concerned
about the world that my son is going to come up into in the 21st
Century, and what kind of choice, the decisions that we make
today are definitely going to impact on him and his neighbors in a
very, very short period of time.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Well, I would like to ask, first of all as a

group, and probably more directed towards Ms. Cintron and Mr.
Maguire, about the summer youth employment program. Now, to
what extent do you think that should be continued, or do you think
it s'aould go more toward a full year-round program? Anyone can
comment.

Mr. MAGUIPE. The summer program has served its place for the
last 10, 15 years now, and it does a rather effective job. Recently,
the condition has come in about assisting the high school students
who were having problems meeting, in New Jersey, these compe-
tency level exams, in terms of having to move to the next level.
And through that program, we are able to provide some type of
skills and instruction during the summer, to help them do well in
high school. So, that is a great benefit.

It is pretty tough, in a 20 hour, 15 hour work week, for maybe 6
or 7 or 8 weeks, to learn any kind of real job skills. So, that is a
real tough one and so forth. I am of the point of view that you
might want to keep a summer program going, but as part of a
larger annual youth package. You could probably get a lot more
mileage, a lot more bang for your bucks, so to speak, in terms of
that 6 or 8 week experience, if it was tied in to a year-round pro-
gram.

For example, those students who come to that program in July
or August, if they were part of a program from September on, or,
after the program ended in August, get involved in a process or
program all the way through, you could do it with relatively not
that much of a larger increase in terms of the dollars being allocat-
ed. You could just stretch that rubber band a little bit and so forth,
and have it work. So I am in favor of a youth program, if it is p9rt
of an overall youth strategy.

Standing alone by itself, you do get some benefits. There are
some very, very successful projects across this country that do very
well and depend on the summer program. But, as its own stand
alone operation, does not seem to work.

Chairman PERKINS. Anybody else?
Ms. CINTRON. I agree with Mr. Maguire. And as I said in my

speech, the summer program is necessary for the summer. Because,
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to put our youths in the streets in the summer with nothing to do,
is really bad for us, especially in Camden County, because of the
high population of the disadvantaged youth.

I agree that the full year program is something that we need, as
long as it is tied into something else. That is, if the legislation does
not require that participant to be out of the program within one
year, if the participant can start at age 14, and keep him in the
system until he graduates from high school, then we should have a
year-round program.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, let me ask about support services. I
notice that Ms. Cintron, in her testimony, talked about some prob-
lems with transportation. I noticed you talked about support serv-
ices in the REACH program. Are they sufficient?

Ms. CINTRON. Never.
Chairman PERKINS. Let us elaborate on that, please.
Mr. MAGUIRE. That is a very difficult question to answer, because

it is kind of a loaded question. They are never sufficient.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is why he asked it.
Chairman PERKINS. That is my job.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Okay, fair enough. They are never really suffi-

cient. But, there is a resource base that currently exists that could
be utilized, in my opinion, in quite a different manner. I am not
really prepared to go through all the details about it, but, yes, cer-
tain things can be pushed up. And what happens in increasing re-
source bases, the simple problem is going to be, if we do and reshift
our resources to bolster up employment opportunities for individ-
uals on a national level and so forth, does that mean you drain
from other sources?

In our particular county, if we were to shift our resources to em-
ployment and training activities, we would have to cut back on
family support counseling or alcohol and drug abuse counseling, or
whatever it had to be, that is not really doing anything. That is
what normally, basically, happens.

The other thing that I was trying to point out is that there really
needs to be a different look at counseling within these kind of pro-
grams, vocational counseling, etc. In the school system, you have to
have certain certifications, certain levels of expertise, and experi-
ence, essentially, to go into it.

But, in these programs that we have here, and it is not just
JTPA programs, but Department of Labor programs overall, and
throughout other areas, the kind of criteria in terms of the tyoe of
individual you want to bring into the system, and the type of re-
quirements put on them to actually do a certain type of a job is
undefined. It is up in the air. And I think it causes a problem.

There are experts and organizations throughout this country
doing an unbelievably excellent job 'Lii delivering services. What I
am calling for is a case management model. Basically, a model that
acts as a broker of these type of services. You do not try to do the
job yourself. You try to connect with those organizations and those
services that do a very, very effective job. And their role of a case
manager, in this particular case, is to make sure the options are
presented in a fair and equitable way, and that the service plan is
implemented through a coordination of other entities.

We could take another billion dollars in supportive services.

t)
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Chairman PERKINS. I understand. We are not talking about
money. We are just talking about how you utilize what is there.

We were talking about support services. That interests me. In
my area, let me tell you what happens. We have a lot of really
poor, difficult to serve people. They do not have babysitters when
they are trying to get to work. We live in rural areas. They have to
have some sort of trar sportation to get there. We have a concen-
trated employment prc Tram, and without the stipend that we are
able to offer them, we would be able to entice them to participate.
And we find these things are necessary. What are your experiences
in Came.en?

Ms. CINTRON. The transportation problem in Camden County, as
I said before, is really bad for a person to get from one place to the
other. What we do, if the person is a REACH welfare client, we can
always connect with the REACH program. That is one of our re-
sources. We also utilize all of the day care programs within
Camden County for referrals. Our social service network in
Camden is very good, you know, and we work with that.

As I said before, the stipend itself is not enough to pay the par-
titipant for what they really need. It is not enough to give them, to
pay for child support, while they are finishing the course.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. Ms. Barclay, you
wanted to comment?

Ms. BARCLAY. I just wanted to comment on that briefly, because I
am "rom a different State.

Chairman PERKINS. Go for it. We are always interested in what
Michigan has to say.

Ms. BARCLAY. What happens--I have noticed a great deal of vari-
ation even within our State, in terms of what the local PIC policy
is, regarding supportive services. And so, that can be a problem.
There are local areas, local SDAs, that have, in a decision to target
resources towards retraining, because we are hemorrhaging in
Michigan in terms of unemployment.

Chairman PERKINS. Yes, you sure are.
Ms. BARCLAY. You know, you get to a point where they say, you

cannot spend monay on supportive services, and it is very much
needed. We have the city of Detroit with one of the highest unem-
ployment figures and highest welfare case loads in the Nation,
right across from Oakland County, which is the second wealthiest
county in the country. And that. is where the jobs are. How do
people get from here to there? And how do they get there if the
local entity has gone around the national policy, and has said, we
do not have enough dollars period. We are going to target twards
retraining, not supportive services.

Chairman PERKINS. Pretty difficult.
Ms. BARCLAY. And we need to do our job locally to get the mes-

sage across.
Chairman PERKINS. While I have the mike in front of you, let me

ask you another question. You talk about a 15 to 30 percent set
aside proposed for older workers to the States. Currently, the
States retain 5 percent for administration, 3 percent for an older
workers program, 6 percent for CINF grants for local areas, and 8
percent for education. Are you proposing eliminating these other
set asides?
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MS. BARCLAY. In essence, yes. We are proposing to restructure
JTPA into a youth title and an adult title. We are proposing a fun-
damental restructuring so that JTPA is prepared for the demo-
graphics of the 1990s, which it presently is not.

Chairman PERKINS. Okay. Shafter, when we were talking about
the Council that you are talking about, do you think that we are
looking at the beginnings of a super-Council down the line, to per-
haps coordinate many of the things from the JOBS program, voca-
tional education, the JTPA, so we avoid some of the duplicitive
effort that seems to mark so many of our Federal Government pro-
ceedings?

Mr. BAILEY. Well, that is my impression of the way I read the
amendments. And it would appear that a super-Council is what you
are going to wind up with.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, panelists. I appreciate
your taking the time to be with us today.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Please go back from whence you came, and

take our appreciation with you. And we would now like to call our
third and last panel, Alan Harris, Deborah Reese, Elma Kane and
Caryl Wagner.

We are pleased to have with us Alan Harris, President, Harris
School of Business, Cherry Hill, New Jersey; Deborah Reese, CEO,
The Work Group, Member, Camden County Private Industry Coun-
cil, Pennsauken, New Jersey; Elma Kane, President, Kane Busi-
ness Institute, Cherry Hill, New Jersey; and Caryl Wagner, Execu-
tive Director, Focus on Literacy, Laurel Springs, New Jersey.

And we would please ask the panelists to hold their testimony to
five minutes. We will turn initially to Mr. Harris for his statement.
Please proceed, Mr. Harris.

STATEMENT OF ALAN S. HARRIS, PRESIDENT, HARRIS SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS, CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY

Mr. HARRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Andrews.
The problem I would like to address is really more directed toward
the Federal and State levels of the Department of Labor, regarding
the coordination of the JTPA program with other funding pro-
grams such as the Pell program, under the Department of Educa-
tion.

The problem that we now face was created by government, and
ultimately, must be solved by government. I can understand how
this problem came about. Coordinating programs of such a complex
nature on a national scope, such as the JTPA program, and the
Title IV student aid program, each with very complex regulations,
is no small feat. But, between the Department of Labor, and the
Department of Ed, if the right hand was not sure of what the left
hand was doing, if the Department of Labor is the left hand in this
respect, they were not even sure what their fingers were up

The structural design of the JTPA program, which allows each
SDA to tailor the program to meet its local needs as one of its
strengths, unfortunately, when put in conflict with a program such
as Title IV, which is completely administrated at the Federal level,
there were certain problems that began to arise.
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When authority was given to local officials at the county level, to
contractually dictate the terms and the use of the Department of
Education's Pell program for their participants under JTPA, a pro-
gram which is not their own, the Department of Ed's Pell program,
and whose regulations they do not understand, the result has been
disaster.

The same clarity has been perpetuated all the way down the
chain of command of the Department of Labor, regarding the cor-
rect use of Pell in relation to JTPA funding. The U.S. Department
of Labor had an unclear idea, which they passed on to the States,
who got the wrong idea, which they, in turn, gave to the counties,
who have no idea how the programs work.

The rule of thumb for the Department of Labor, or for the De-
partment of Education on the use of its program, the Pell program,
is very simple. The institution has a stated tuition cost and a stated
refund policy to determine charges to the student in the case of a
non-completion, and all of these are approved by the Department
of Education.

These costs and refund policies are applied to every single stu-
dent that applies and attends our institutions. It does not matter in
the case where third party funding is involved to also be applied to
the cost of that student's training whether that funding is coming
from the 4-H Club scholarship, JTPA, or the local church, if the
agreement frees the student from responsibility of the cost of their
attendance at the school, then Pell must be removed from the
equation calculating their cost of attendance at the school, and de-
termining their award.

Under performance based contract, which is the contracting
methodology that, really, this conflict centers around, a participant
who is JTPA sponsored must complete the program, be placed in
unsubsidized employment, and retain that employment for 13
weeks, in order for the institution to be paid in full. In the event
that these terms are not fulfilled, the SDA withholds 30 percent of
the tuition, hours not attended, benchmarks not fulfilled from the
school, and the student cannot be charged for these costs.

Performance based contracts, by their definition, prohibit the
student from being charged for an unpaid balance at the institu-
tion. Yet, under the terms of the contracts we are given from
JTPA, the student must apply for a Pell grant as a prerequisite for
their training. And if it is determined that that student is eligible
for a Department of Education Pell grant entitlement, that award
must be used to directly offset not the student's charges at the
school, but JTPA's costs. And that Pell grant must be applied to
JTPA's reimbursement cost, before any JTPA funds are committed.

If the Department of Education's guidelines are followed, there is
essentially no Pell to apply to this training cost. The money must
be disbursed directly to the student, because Education's position is
that, if the student has no liability to the institution, then why are
we applying for a grant to pay for it? The reduced Pell grant,
therefore, must be disbursed directly to the student. Now, there
has beer,, vested interest on the part of the schools to violate Educa-
tion's policy in this regard. Under the terms of a performance
based contract, the schools would have received the same amount
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of money, exactly to the penney, whether we had complied with
Ed's guidelines, or Labor's mistaken interpretation.

The only thing that changes is the mix of funding, and who it
comes from, either Labor or Education. Although, I think it is im-
portant to note that, if we follow the State Department of Labor's
interpretation of this, Pell funds supplant, rather than supplement,
JTPA's funding, which is, in itself, a violation of the Department of
Education's regulations.

And the Pell proceeds that are eligible to be disbursed to that
student, rather than going directly to the student to pay for the as-
sociated costs of transportation, child care, are used to directly
credit against the vouchers that JTPA has for reimbursement cost
on that student's training.

Now, the schools are equally culpable in perpetuating this prob-
lem, in the respect that they were gullible enough to believe that
the Department of Labor clearly understood the Pell program and
its guidelines. And that, further, Labor would never require them
to contractually violate the Department of Education's regulations.
We, the proprietary schools, the county colleges, and the county vo-
cational schools, who have entered into these contracts with JTPA,
are about to pay for our naivete.

I have been told by State Department of Labor officials they
would not, they have not issued any clea guidelines, because they
are waiting for clarification from the U.. Department of Labor to
negotiate an exemption for their participants. Well, I have spoken
to the director of Pell policy at the Department of Education, and
found out that Labor has been requesting this exemption for about
5 years. And the Department of Education has no plans to make
any special dispensations on Labor's behalf.

Under the regulations of the Department of Labor, all students
at our schools must be treated exactly the same way, and have the
same standards apply to them. It is only in cases such as under a
restrictive contract, where the charges are not the same as for all
other students attending our institution, that the Department of
Labor puts restrictions on the Pell entitlement program.

Now, I have supplied much of this information to State and Fed-
eral departments of labor over the last year with little result. At
first, I thought this was a simple misunderstanding, but I now be-
lieve it is possible there was willful obstruction on the part of the
county and, in particular, State officials, in trying not to resolve
this issue, because clarification had a substantial impact on their
budgets, and did not work to their benefit.

The performance based contracts, themselves, were proposed as
the carrot and stick method, to try and require institutions to per-
form. Although, if you check with any of the SDAs, you will find
out that there has been no correlation between the increase in the
performance withhold, and the increase in performance. It has
turned out to be a mechanism to pass on the cuts in the JTPA
funding program to losses of the institutions.

Now, this was pretty much confirmed to me :3 months ago, when,
in the continued absence of clear guideli-es from the State, I invit-
ed the heads of the four SDAs I worked with, and a State official
whom I had been communicating with on this issue for almost a
year, to come to a meeting where I could sit down and present
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them with all of the documentation that I had assembled, which
you also have a copy of, and we could clarify this issue once and for
all.

The official from the State dec lined, saying he would not care to
attend such a meeting. And whe i I asked him why, since January
they had in possession a clear guideline from the U.S. Department
of Labor in the coordination of these funding programs, and they
clearly understood how they worked together at this time, his re-
sponse was, yes, we understand how they work together. We just do
not like it.

It is my opinion whether the Department of Labor likes it or not
is not germane to this issue. And they have exhibited either an ex-
traordinary lack of courage in trying to resolve a problem that
they helped create, or a deliberate attempt to bury a problem that
they do not want to take responsibility for.

If the schools will be required to return Pell funds which were
misused on behalf of JTPA participants, it will result in the bank-
ruptcy and closure of potentially hundreds of educational institu-
tions, certainly in New Jersey, and potentially nationwide. It will
lead to the disruption of the educational progress of thousands of
students. I am no attorney, but I believe it will certainly necessi-
tate a class action lawsuit of monumental proportions against the
Department of Labor for return of those funds from those hundreds
or thousands of schools, and those millions of dollars that have
been contractually misappropriated, in order to return them to the
Department of Education Pell Fund.

Anu I have in my possession, as a matter of fact, a memorandum
that recently went out to the heads of program review and audit
for the Department of Education, outlining this problem as a clear
program violation.

The situation which we now face is really the result of a com-
plete lack of cooperation between all parties that are part of the
processthe U.S. Department of Education, the U.S. Department
of Labor, the Office of Inspector General from both Departments of
Education and Labor, the State Department of Labor, the local
SDAs, and the Title IV eligible JTPA lenders.

In our minds, JTPA has not met the goal of a true partnership
between government, industry, and education, as the name applies.
But it has created a mutually disrespectful and adversarial rela-
tionship between the schools and the SDAs that cannot help, that
leads to less than desireable outcomes. At this point, a legislative
solution has to be found. The full weight of t.1.-±c Department of Edu-
cation is about to descend upon the schools, making them liable,
financially, for a problem they did not create, and whose benefits
they did not receive.

The internal administrative process of the governmental agen-
cies, although they may have meant well, have proven wholly inad-
equate to coordinate their activities without legislative guidelines.

9t7:1utJj.
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I only ask that, as part of that mandate in the future, the train-
ing institutions be included as true partners in this process. Be-
cause, when we look back in 9 years, when the millennia turns, it
will ultimately be the readiness of the American workforce to meet
the global challenges of the 21st Century that will stand as the
measure of the JTPA program. Thank you.

[Additional material submitted by Alan S. Harris is being main-
tained in subcommittee files.]

[The prepared statement of Alan S. Harris follows:]
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Alan S. Harris
Director

Harris School of Business
Cherry Hill, NJ

MEN.

I sin the director of a small private proprietary school in Now Jersey. The school was

founded 26 years ago by my mother, Ethel S. Harris, after being widowed with three

children, of which I am the youngest. Our mission has been to provide the highest

quality secretarial and office support training available, to enable, primarily women,

to enter the workforce with the skills to make them self sufficient. My sister,

Barbara Harris-Milos, is thedirector of edacation. We are, essentially, a small family

business and tette a great deal of pride in our work.

We have worked with the JTPA program since its inception, as well as the CETA

program that preceded it. For years our school has been recognized as one of the

finest training providers in our area, as well as maintaining consistently high

performance standards as JTPA vendors.

The issue I wish to ads:nese is directed less at the local SDA's tha4 at the
reauthorization of the JTPA Act and the state and federal levels of the Department

of Labor. However, if the local SDA's were more considerate of the vendor training

institutions with which they contract, and had more dialogue with them, this

problem, and other problems may have been addressed much sooner.

The issue at hand is use of the U.S. Department of Education's Pei entitlement

program and its coordination with funding under the JTPA program's various

contracting methodologies.

It came to our attention that there was an apparent conflict between the Department

of Labor's preferred method of contracting, Performance-Based Contracts, and use of

Pell fun& to contribute to off-setting JTPA reimbursement cost for their participants

to the institution.
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The use of Performance-Based contry..te, by their very definition, leaves an unpaid
balance at the institution in the capi of non-oompletion or non-placement, for whioh
the student cannot be liable. The Department of Labor states that if the vendor is
paid in full when the contract requirements have not boon Milled, a Performance-
Based contract is not in affect.

The Department of Education's point of view is that where the "instiCution doe. not
actually charge the student (either because it is prohibited from doing so under the
JTPA contract, or for any other reason)," the Department of Education prohibits the
institutions from including tuition and fees in the calculation determining the
student'. potential Pell award and further prohibits the use of any eligible Pell funds
to pay for such tuition and fee charges.

Yet under the terms of Performance-Based contracts, institutions were contractually
required to quail& students for Pell as a prerequisite for training. If it were
determined that the student would be eligible to receive a Poll Grant, the institutions
were required to apply the student's Pell award first to any training costs before
JTPA's funds were committed.

It appeared to us that JTPA's requirement to apply Pell funds toward tuition and fees
for their participants under Performance-Based Contracts, to offset their costa, was
in conflict with the Department of Education's limitations on the use of Pell funds to
pay for tuition and fees when the "school does not actually charge the student."

The Department of Education never "stated" in so many words that Performance-
Based Contracts were an example of this limitation. It was inferred in their
regulations.

This misunderstanding appears to have pervaded all levels of the Department of
Labor: the U.S. Department of Labor, the New Jersey State Department of Labor,
down to the local SDA's. It was also missed by a majority of educational vendors
including, by the way, two-year community colleges and county vocational/technical
schools, as well as private proprietary schools.

This is probably due to the complexity of the regulations, ambiguous language, and
the lack of knowledge about the specifics of how their programs interact at the local
level.

The training institutions never imagined that the Depart ment of Labor would require
them, contractually, to violate the policies of the Dep,irtment of Education. Yet, this
ie exactly what has happened.
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The institutione received absolutely no benefit from applying Pell Funds according to

the Department of Labor's guidelines. The institutions bore the expense of

administrating the Pell program on the Department of Labor's behalf; yet, they alone

will bear the liar, gay for having done so.

It is important to mention that this is not a question of the Government as a whole

spending more than they should have in funding a student, as in tht ottsquoted

"double-billing" scenario. As far as I can see, the dollar cost to the Federal Treasury

would have been exactly the same by either interpretation. However, it does concern

the "mix" of federal funds and which are applied and in what order.

The Department cf Education would like the institutions to be paid in full aocording

to the schools's approved refund policies. They want all students to be treated the

same, and it is precisely in cases where they are not that the Department of
Education puts limitations on the use of its funds for that student.

The beneficiary of the Department of Labor's interpretation was the Department of

Labor. Over the past four years the Department of Labor has used the program
eligibility of their Title TV vendors to flumel probably millions of dollars of what the

Department of Education considers "ineligible disbursements" into their budget.

The real losers were the Department oi"' Education (whcee funds were over-awarded

to offset JTPA's costs) and the students who, under the 'Department of Education's

methodology, would have personally received their Pell award to pay for living

expenses, travel, and other related costs.

The principal effect on the schools was primarily the hardship of dealing with the

unfair, punitive, and arbitrary restrictions imposed by Performance-Based Contracts,

in general.

As far as we know, the Department of Education issued their first definitive
statement clearly identifying the use of Pell (unds for tuition costs under
"Performance-Based Contracts" as a program violation 1i May 1991. This

information was not issued to the institutions; it was issued to the Audit and
Program Review chiefs nationwide. It outlined the liabilities and fines to be assessed

against institutions that had complied with the Department of Labor's mistaken
interpretation of its policies since the inception of Performance-Based Contracts over

the past four or fivo-year period.

A terrible iNustice is about to be perpetrated by laying the blame for this fiasco at

the feet of the schools.
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If schools are required to return Pell funds that were misused on behalf of JTPA
participants, it will result in the bankruptcy and closure of potentially hundreds of
educational institutions (certainly in New Jfasey, and most likely nation-wide); and
it will lead to the disruption of the educational progress of thousands of students. I
am ny attorney, but I believe it will most certainly necessitate a class action lawsuit
of monumental proportions by those hundreds of rairoo're and those thousands of
students against tho Department of Labor for returo of those hundreds of millions
of dollars of contractually misappropriated Pell entitlementsin order to return them
to the Department of Education.

Again, this problem goes far beyond the private, prop* tary sector. I have confirmed
that it also affects tho two-year county colleges and county vocational/technical
schools as well.

What is even more distressing I. that the Department of Labor, particularly at the
State level in New Jersey, has been aware of this problem for over one year, but it
has not been in their interest to take a position and notify tho local SDA's. They
have encouraged the SDA's to continue te accept misappropriated Pell dollars by the
omission of any clear statement. Their "foot-dragging" has allowed the vendor
institutions to continue to unwittingly violate the Department of Education's policies,
thereby putting those institutions in further jeopardy.

It is easy to understand why this ia ao. One local JTPA official told me that they
depend upon the Pell Grant program to provide over 20% of their training budget.

What follows ie a thumbnail chronology of my experience in trying to clarity this
matter.

One other local school vendor has been fighting over this issue for five years with
little result. It was hor concerns that brought the matter to my attention almost a
year-and-a-half ago. Hor efforts to clarify the use of Pell grants for JTPA participants
resulted in a meeting between local vendors, administrators from our local county
SDA, and a high-ranking State Department of Labor official. The result of that
meeting was that the state official, not clearly understanding the logic of our
argument, listened to usand came to the conclusion that our institutions might need
to be reviewed by the State to ensure that we were not misapplying the Pell Grant.
and double-billing JTPA in order to recoup the Performance Withhold.

As a result of that unproductive meeting, I conducted hours of research and began
speaking directly with the U.S. Department of Labor and U.S. Department of
Education about these issues. They were most helpfirl, and I was able to begin
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getting a grip on the problem as well as, hopefully, to provide feedback to them about

the local implementation of the policiea they had written.

A. a result of a conversation I later had with the New Jersey Department of Labor

administrators, I mailed copies of all pertinent U.S. Department of Education

regulations, along with a letter of clarification which I had requested from the Pell

Policy Division of the Department of Education, which clearly stated bow Pell thuds

were to bo disbursed when the determination was made that students had no liability

for their training. I requested a meeting with the state officials, but they declined.

Thir '4ok place in July of 1990.

rtt the same time, we were fortunate to find one local JTPA official willing to review

the issues and examine the documentation. As a result of our research, we jointly

came to the conclusion that a conflict did indeed exist, which was later confirmed by

the county counsel. The contracts in Camden County were then frozen for seven

months until a letter of clarification from the U.S. Department of Labor to the county

counsel confirmed that the use of Performance-Based Contracts conflicted with the

maximum use of Pell funds to offset JTPA's training coats, That letter was received

on January 18, 1991.

The 1990-91 contracts in Camden County were then retroactively changed to conform

to the requirements ofboth Federal agencies and were reissued in February of 1991.

This was a courageous act on the part of Camden County JTPA officials, and I believe

they should be commended for making a judgment call based on their best
information with very little back-up from the state. Camden County JTPA
demonstrated not only a desire to comply with their own reg4k! tions, but also to

Protect their Title IV vendors from becoming an audit exception to the Department

of Education.

As a result of the written clarification provided to Camden County JTPA, Iattempted

again to set an appointment to meet with State Department of Labor officials. I had

the opportunity to speak in person with a high-ranking state official during a JTPA

function and was told that the problem only existed in Camden County and that the

problem had been resolved.

Coincidentally, a week later I attended the annual convention of the state Private
Career School Association. Based on my inforr,d' poll, I confirmed that, almost
uniformly across the state, Performance-Basw; ; entracte were being used in
conjunction with Pell grants to offset JTPA's training costs. Clearly, this lasue

extended beyond Camden County.
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During this entire Umo, I had been having phone conversations on this iseue with
officials at the highest levels of the U.S. Department of Labor and the Pell Division
of the U.S. Department of Education. A. a result of the increasing cry Ibr
clarification of this issue coming from SDA's around the country, the Department of
Labor issued a request for commenta on the "Clarification on the Ues of Pell Funds
in Coordination with JTPA Participante," in the January 1090 Federal Register.

I, along with many others, responded at length to this issuanoo which was itself
ambiguous and misleading. This, along with the many conversations I have held,
have led me to believe that lack of understanding about the local implementation of
federal policies exists at the highest levels of the federal government,. I sent copies
of my response, containing a detailed =dye's of eeveral JTPA contract methodologies
and their conflict with the Pell guidelines to the Department of Education, to the
Deoartment of Education Pell Division, local SIM officials, as woll as the Department
of Labor.

A. far I am told, the U.S. Department of Labor I. still formulating their position
which they anticipate publishing within the next few months.

At about this time, in March of 1991, the Request for Proposal for 1991.92 JTPA
contracts were being issued. In an effort to try and prevent us going into another
year collectively mired in this unclarity, I triad to organize a meeting between the
heads of the SDA's with whom I contract, including representatives from the State
Department of Labor. The officials at Camden JTPA agreed to attend. When I cellod
to invite the state official who we had originally met with in Camden almost a year
earlier, and with whom I had maintained communication on this issue, he declined.
He stated he would not care to attend such a meeting. When I asked why not, since
the state was now aware of the application of the Department of Education's policies
and their affect, he responded, "Yes, we understand it. We just don't like it."

In the absence of guidelines from the state, we reviewed the SDA's rays for the
coming year. One contract in particular contained an Agreement on the Distribution
of Financial Aid that specifically required my institution to use the Pell fund in a way
that I had now confirmed was not permissible according to the Department of
Education. I returned the agreement with a caveat that I could not sign it for the
reason stated above.

When I called to ask how the SDA planned to resolve this issue, I was told that if I
maintained the position I had stated in the agreement, the county would not be able
to contract with my school for the coming year. When I asked "if the SDA planned
to sanction my school for complying with Federal regulations and reward my
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competitors for unknowingly violating federal regulations on the MA's behalf," I was
told I would have to "refer that question to the county attorney."

I received notification on Tutor Lay, June 10, 1991, that this particular SDA has,
indeed, net approved our contract for the coming 1991-92 academic year.

That brings Us to today,

I agree that this whole issue may have arisen out of a basic misunderstanding
between the two federal agencies over the coordination of their entitlement programs
at the local level. But once knowledge was obtained of the nature of theproblem, and

the magnitude of its ramifications, the question of when ignorance becomes
negligence and obstruction on the part ofpublic officials must bk,come a consideration.

In trying to clarify and resolve what I. clearly a compliance issue for my institution,

I have been confronted with the following obstacles:

local, state, and federal bureaucraciee justifying their budgeta and
protecting their "turf" compounding the "use-it-or-lose-it" mentality of

a top-down, budget-driven system.
Unresponsive public officials, who often appear more concerned with
exercising their power, fiirthering their careers, or simply not "rocking
the boat "
The appikcation of arbitrary performance goals, with no mechanism for
arbitration of mitigating circumstances, always favoring the SDA o dos
expense of the vendor.
A complete absence of the recognition that theinstitutions are one of the
"Partners" 4n tho program, and have a vested interest in its st100011;

ccess that requires "dialogue" in order to be achieved.

The goals of the JTPA program are not only noble, but an economic necessity. Many
studies have indicated that 70% of all jobs inthe year 400 will require some degree
of poetesecondary technical training. Who is better o eitioned to provide this skill
training than private, public, and not-for-profit vocackonal training Institutions?

This situation we now face is a result of the lack of cooperation between all parties
that are part of the process: U.S. Department of Education, U.S. Department of
Labor, OIG from both Departments of Education and Labor, State Department of
Labor, the local SDA'e, and the Title IV eligible JTPA vendors.
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In our minds, JTPA has not met the goal of a true "partnership* between
government, education, and industry, as the name implies. It has created a
mutually disrespectild and adversarial relationship between tho schools and the
SDA's that cannot help but lead to less than desirable outcomes.

As the JTPA program evaluates itself in this proceeding, applauding its suaamaall,admitting to ita shortcomings...without the participation of the othor members that
share in the process, it is truly the sound of one hand clapping.

SUMMARY

The central oonflict that led to this issue arose out of a duplication of responsibility
between two federal agen,'56 and the question of which had greater authority. It is
our opinion that the sole arbiter in this case should be the Department of Education.

As far I know, the Department of Labor has many prime responsibilities such as
dealing with wage and labor regulations, unemployment insurance, entbreement of
equal opportunity legislation. Included in their myriad of responsibilities I. oversight
of the JTPA program under the Division of Employment and Training.

On the other band, the U.S. Department of Education's primary responsibility is to
oversee, regulate, audit and review educational institutions regtArding the application
and UBO of federal fimding.

By allowing, under the design of the JTPA Act, local municipalities to have flexibility
to design contracts to meet the needs of their particular demographic area, there is
an extraordinary diversity of contract language and stipulations. This ability to
address local needs is part of the strength of the JTPA Program which should be
encouraged.

However, it is a recipe for disaster when local contr ,(1 ng officers presume to
stipulate how to handle funds which are not even their ownl People from the lowest
to the highest levels of responsibility within employment and training appear to have
only a superficial understanding of the Title IV programa. And yet they felt confident
to contraaually dictate the distribution and application of the Pell Programwhich
has led us to this impasse.
The designed flexibility of the counties to tailor their contracts to fit their local needsruns in direct opposition to the totally inflexible, centralized nature of the studentfinancial aid programs, whose regulation is the unique domain of the U.S.Department of Education.
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I am thankful that Congressman Andrews has given me the opportunity to speak
today. Even though JTPA participants make up only 25% of my school's population,
as you can see, I have a sincere interest in the success of the program. I stillbelieve

that the system can work.

At this point, a legislative solution has to be found. The full weight of the
Department of Education is about to descend upon the schoolsmaking them liable
for a problem they did not create, and whose benefits they did not receive. The
internal administrative process of the governmental agencies, although they may
have meant well, have proven wholly inadequate to coordinate their activities without
legislative guidelines.

I ask only that as part of that mandate, in the fttture, the training institutions be
included as true "Partners" in the process. When we look back in nine years as the
millennia turns, ultimately it will be the readiness of the American workforce to meet
the global challenges of the 21st century that will stand as the measure of the JTPA
program.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for your excellent tes-
timony, Mr. Harris. At this time, we would like to turn to Deborah
Reese, CEO, The Work Group, Member, Camden County Private
Industry Council, Pennsauken, New Jersey.

STATEMENT OF DEBORAH REESE, CEO, THE WORK GROUP,
MEMBER, CAMDEN COUNTY PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL,
PENNSAUKEN, NEW JERSEY
MS. REESE. Pennsauken, yes.
Chairman PERKINS. I gave it my best shot.
Ms. REESE. Thank you. Thank you very much. Mr. Perkins. And

thank you, Rob, for inviting me to be here. I am excited. I have
never done anything like this before. And it is particularly exciting
to meet someone who is the author of some legislation that I have
worked with for a long time, the Carl Perkins Vocational Act.

Chairman PERKINS. I would not quite say I am the author--
Ms. REESE. Certainly.
Chairman PERKINS. [continuing] I did write the technical amend-

ments to it. I did not write the whole thing.
Ms. REESE. But, it is exciting. It is exciting to put the name andthe face together. In spite of the fact that I am vice-chair of our

Camden County Private Industry Council, I am really wearing the
hat today of the president and CEO of a non-profit, community-
based organization that happens to be the largest State-funded pro-
vider of services to dropouts in New Jersey.

So, I really have limited my remarks very specifically to the cur-rent Job Training Partnership Act, and the constraints that I seethat it places upon those of us who consider ourselves entrepre-
neurs in wanting to come to create solutions to extremely difficult
problems. So, for that reason, my testimony is limited to those con-straints under the system.

The Work Group is a non-profit education and training corpora-tion that conducts training programs for hard-to-serve groups in
Camden County, New Jersey. Currently, The Work Group operates
two programs for our local JTPA, the New Jersey Youth Corps for
unemployed high school dropoutsthat is a program that is jointly
funded with the New Jersey Department of Educationand the
REACH Corps for welfare recipients. Both programs are funded byJTPA, with job specific performance based fixed unit price con-tractscan you believe that namewith 30 percent hold backsbased on 13 weeks retention at a job. Both programs primarily
serve residents of Camden City, which is the poorest city of its sizein the Nation and has an unemployment rate that is more than
double that of Camden County, which was mentioned earlier.

Chairman PERKINS. We are hitting about 18, 20 percent when
you go my way, so I can relate to that.

Ms. REESE. Terrible. The Work Group was pleased, and I really
am representing our organization here, I was pleased to be asked tosubmit comments on the current operation of the JTPA, because
we do not feel that JTPA is achieving its intended purpose of serv-
ing the people most in need of training and employment in our so-ciety, specifically those with multiple barriers to employment like
dropouts, and functionally illiterate welfare recipients.
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The reports issued by the National Commission for Employment
Policy, and by the JTPA Advisory Committee in particular, give an
excellent analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the current
system, and should be utilized, I would hope, in the preparation of
any proposed amendments to JTPA.

Now, I have outlined the specific problems that we have encoun-
tered as an agency, in dealing with JTPA. I am not talking, by the
way, about our local staff who have been most cooperative. This
really relates to all the configurations, apparently, of the legisla-
tion. Stuff that, even though I have been a PIC member for 8 years,

I still do not understand.
Number one, JTPA performance standards and contracts. At-risk

populations require extensive remedial education, social services,

and supported work experience to equip them to succeed in educa-
tional programs, vocational training and employment. Current
JTPA performance standards only consider full time employment
as a successful outcome for JTPA trainees, and this is not a realis-
tic short-term goal for hard-to-serve populations.

In other words, vocational training, college, and part-time em-
ployment are not considered successful outcomes for JTPA, for
dropouts. Because of the narrow focus of these performance stand-
ards, JTPA cont:acts in our service area are job specific perform-

ance based fixed unit price contracts, and, as already has been
mentioned with the 70 percent hold back, and so forth.

If instead, though, a trainee decides to go to college or additional
vocational training, the organization not only loses its hold back,
but is considered to actually have failed in meeting its job place-
ment objectives. This method of contracting creates a severe hard-

ship for organizations who educate and train the hard-to-serve, pri-

marily community-based non-profit corporations. Hard-to-serve cli-
ents dropout of programs because of incarceration, pregnancy, relo-

cation, or other serious family problems.
With funding dependent on successful performance and narrow

outcomes, hiring staff becomes a yearly gamble on funds not yet
received. The inherent risk in this funding often forces organiza-
tions to become finance driven. Frequently, this diverts the organi-
zation from meeting the true needs of the clients to be served, or
forces the organizations to cream those trainees most likely to sur-
vive in a full-time occupational setting. Programs that wish to con-
tinue to serve those most at-risk find themselves in serious jeop-
ardy.

The impact of this in New Jersey is that The Work Group is the
only agency in the State that contracts with JTPA for its New
Jersey Youth Corps Program. I arn actually asked to be on panels
to tell other community-based organizations now to get JTPA fund-
ing. And I usually start out and say, in our agency, JTPA is a four
letter word. It really is the joke in our agency. It is a tragedy, and I
say it in that context.

The National Commission for Employment Policy issued a report
on the effects of JTPA performance standards on clients, services,
and costs in 1988 and concluded that, "the standards can lead to
unintended effects of reducing service to hard-to-serve groups, and
decreasing the intensity of JTPA services."
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The recommendation made by the General Accounting Office, by
Franklin Frazier in May ofit should have been 1991, excuse me
to the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunitiesto you folks
that JTPA target persons with multiple barriers to employment
has considerable merit.

Number two, conflicting Pell Grant regulations. And certainly,
Alan has already done justice to outlining the problems in this
issue. However, as it has impacted on non-profits, I would like to
continue reading this. Due to these conflicting regulations, our Pri-
vate Industry Council decided that it had to set up a different
policy, and set up a dual contracting system.

As a result, Pell-eligible institutions are given cost reimburse-
ment contracts, whereas non-Pell-eligible organizations are given
fixed unit price performance based contracts. Pell-eligible institu-
tions include community colleges and the more established for-
profit proprietary schools, who serve higher skill JTPA enrolles.
Non-Pell-eligible institutions include the smaller trade schools, new
training programs, and non-profits who serve the hard-to-serve pop-
ulations.

This policy has the effect of giving preferential fiscal treatment
to Pell eligible institutions. Non-profit organizations like ours that
train the hardest to serve are given performance based contracts
with all of the erent risks that accompany them.

The result i ,,nat those of us serving high risk JTPA clients are
also forced to operate under high risk funding contracts, while the
larger, more traditional Pell eligible institutions who serve a lower
risk clientele continue to function in a "protected status" under
cost reimbursement contracts. This would appear to be contrary to
the intent of the Job Training Partnership Act.

Number three, I want to address a matter that is very near and
dear to me as an entrepreneur, non-profit, small business person,
and that is the discriminatory treatment of non-profit organiza-
tions. Recent regulations issued by the United States Department
of Labor permit for-profit contractors to retain excess program rev-
enue without restriction on its use, while prohibiting such reten-
tion on the part of non-profits.

Prior to last year, both non-profits and for-profits, were allowed
to keep any excess revenues they generated from fixed unit price,
performance based contracts.

The recent change in regulations appears to have no logical
basis, other than the misconceptions and stigmas associated with
non-profit surpluses. Unlike for-profit organizations, non-profits are
already governed by IRS rules which require excess funds of a
501(cX3) corporation to be channeled back into the organization's
exempt purpose, and used solely to support the mission of the cor-
poration.

These new JTPA regulations are not only discriminatory to non-
profits, but short-sighted as well. Working capital is necessary for
any healthy corporation for managing cash flow, investing in re-
search and developmentthere is no research and development
funding at allcapitalizing assets, and shoring up organizational
infrastructures.

0
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These new regulations also serve to discourage non-profit organi-

zations from experimentation and risk by removing fiscal incen-

tives to train hard-to-serve groups.
And lastly, JTPA coordination agreements and support services.

Current coordination agreements are merely regulatory sign-offs.
JTPA vendors like ourselves sitting here at the table are on our
own in creating the systemic linkages necessary to provide the
comprehensive services required by clients with multiple barriers

to employment.
It is often very difficult for a training vendor to understand the

complexities and funding mechanisms of the various divisions and
departments of the State and Federal Government.

It would be invaluable if that process were facilitated by repre-
sentatives of government who could break down departmental
boundaries, and who are committed to make government respon-
sive to the needs of communities and people.

Amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act should include
funding to actualize partnerships. JTPA support service funds are
insufficient to provide the level of basic skills and ESL services
needed for JTPA trainees. Recently published figures from Califor-
nia's welfare reform program mirror those of Camden County's,
and reveal that over 50 percent of the adults enrolled in JTPA pro-
grams need substantial remediation in basic skills.

Amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act should include
increased provision of remedial educational services. Thank you.

[The prepLred statement of Deborah Reese follows:]
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The Work Group
Page I

COMMENTS ON THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT

ADDICT PROFILE

The Work Group, Inc. is a nonprofit education and training
corporation that conducts training programs for hard to

serve groups in Camden County, New Jersey.

Currently The Work Group operates two programs for our

local JTPA: the NeW Jersey Youth Corps for unemployed

high school dropouts (:ointly funded with the NJ
Department of Education) and the REACH Corps for Welfare

recipients.

Both programs are funded by JTPA with job specifio,
performance based, fixed unit price contracts with 30%
holdbacks based on 13 weeks retention in a job.

Both programs primarily Serve residents of Camden City,

the poorest city of its size in the nation.

INTRODUCTION

The Work Group was pleased to be asked to submit comments
on the current operation of the Job Training Partnership

Act. We do not feel that JTPA is achieving its intended
purpose of serving the people most in need of training and
employment in our society, specifically those With
multiple ba/riers to employment like dropouts and
functionally illiterate welfare recipients.

The reports issued by The National Commission for
Employment Policy and by the JTPA Advisory Committee give

an excellent analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of
the current JTPA system and should be utilized in the
preparation of proposed amendments to JTPA.

PROBLEMS INCOONTERBD

1. JTPA PSRPORNANCS STANDARDS & CONTRACTS

At-risk populations require extensive remedial
education, social services and supported work
experience to equip them to succeed in educational
programs, vocationartreining, and employment.
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Current JTPA Performance Standards only consider
full-time employment as a successful outcome for JTPA
trainees, and this is not a realistic short-term goal
for hard to serve populations. .In other words,
vocational training, college, and part-time employment
are not considered successful outcomes for JTPA.

Because of the narrow focus of the JTPA Performance
Standards, JTPA contracts in our Service Delivery Area
(SDA) are job specific, performance based, fixed unit
price contracts.

With these contracts, payment is basd on tuition
reimbursement of successfully completed intermediate
steps (70%) with a training specific "holdback" (30%).
only when the client is placed in a full-time job and
remains employed for a minimum of 13 weeks is the 30%
reimbursed.

If, instead, a trainee decides to go to college, or
additional vocational training, the organization not
only loses its "holdback" but is considered to have
failed in meeting its job placement objectives.

This method of contracting creates a severe hardship
for organizations who educate and train the hard to
serve, primarily community based non-profit
corporations. Hard to serve clients dropout of
programs because of incarceration, pregnancy,
relocation, or other serious family problems. With
funding dependent on successful performance and narrow
outcomes, hiring staff becomes a yearly gamble on
funds not yet received.

The inherent risk in this funding often forces
orgatizations to become finance driven. Frequently
this diverts the organization from meeting the true
needs of the clients to be served or forces the
organization to nzream those trainees most likely to
survive in a full-time occupational setting. Programs
that wish to continUe to serve those most at-risk find
themselves in serious jeopardy.

The impact of this in New Jersey is that The Work
Group is the only agency in the state that contracts
with JTPA for its urban dropout program (the NJ Youth
Corps Program).

SJ
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The National Commission for Policy issued aare ort on the Effects ;TPA erformenes_Etandards on
n S rv a 1988 and concluded

t a the standards can ea to'unintended effects of
reducing service to hard-to-serve groups and
decreasing the intensity of JTPA services".

The recommendation made by the General Accounting
Office (Franklin Frazier in May 1961) to the
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, Committee on
Education and Labor of the House of Representatives
that JTPA target persons with multiple barriers to
employment has considerable merit.

2. CONFLICTING PELL GRANT REGULATIONS

In 1991 due tei the conflicting regulations between
the U.S. Department of Education and the U.S.
Department of Labor regarding the use of Pell Grants,
our P/C made a decision that in order to maximize the
use of Pell funds, it would develop a dual contracting
system. As a result, Pell eligible institutions are
given cost reimbursement contracts whereas, non Pell
eligible organizations are given fixed unit price,
performance based contracts.

Pell eligible institutions include community colleges
and the more established, for-profit proprietary
schools who serve higher skill level JTPA enrollees.
Non Pell eligible institutions include the smaller
trade schools, new training programs, and non-profits
who serve the hard to serve populations.

This policy has the effect of giving preferential
fiscal treatment to Pell eligible institutions.
Non-profit organizations like The Work Group that
train the hardest to serve are given performance based
fixed unit price contracts with all of the inherent
risks that accompany such contracts.

The result is that those of us serving high risk JTPA
clients are Also forced to operate under high risk .

funding contracts while the larger, more traditional
Pell eligible institutions who serve a lower risk
clientele continue to function in a "protected
status" under cost reimbursement contracts. This
would appear to be contrary to the intent of the Job
Training Partnership Act.
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3. DISCRIMINATORY TIMMS? OP NON-PROPIT ORGANISATIONS

Recent regulations issued by the US Department of
Labor, permit for-profit nnntractoro to retain excess
program revenue without rsetrictiOn on its use, while
prohibiting Stich retentica on the part of non-pronto.

Prior to last year: bOth for-profits and not-profits
were allowed to keep any excess revenues they
geherated from fixed unit price, perforsance based
UTPA contract..

The recent change in regulations appears to have no
logical basis other than the misconceptions and
stigmas associated with non-profit "surplUsee".
Unlike for-prnfit organisations, non-profit
organizations are already governed by IRS rules which
require excess funds of a 501 (c) 3 corporation to be
channeled back into the organization exempt purpose
and used solely to support the mission of the
corporation.

These new JTPA regulations are not only discriminatory
to non-profits, but short sighted as Well. Working
capital is necessary for any healthy corporation for
managing cash flow, investing in research and
development, capitalizing assets, and shoring up
organizational infrastructures.

These new regulations also serve to discourage
non-profit organisations from experimentation and risk
by removing fiscal incentives to train hard to serve
groups.

4. JTPA COORDINATION AORSIKENTS I SUPPORT SERVICES

Current coordination agreements are merely regulatory
eignoffs. JTPA vendors are on their own in creating
the eyetemiO linkages needed to provide the
comprehensive services required by clients with
multiple barriers to employment.

It is often very difficult for a training vendor to
understand the complexities and funding mechanisms of
the various divisions and departmenta of the state and
federal government.
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It'would be invaluable if that process were
facilitated by representatives of government who coula
break down departmental boundaries and who are
committed to make government responsive to the needs
of communities and people.

Amendments to the Job Training Partnership Act should
include funding to actualize partnerships.

JTPA support service funds are insufficient to
provide the level of basic skills and ESL services
needed for JTPA trainees. Recently published figures
from California,. welfare reform program (GAIN) mirror
those of Camden County's welfare reform program
(REACH) and reveal that over 50% of the admits
enrolled in JTPA programs need substantial remediation
in basic skills.

Alendments to the Job Training Partnership Act should
include increased provision of remedial educational
services.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Ms. Reese. I appreci-
ate your very good testimony today. And moving right along, we
now have Elma Kane, President, Kane Business Institute, Cherry
Hill, New Jersey. Ms. Kane, we would be pleased to listen to your
words.

STATEMENT OF ELMA KANE, PRESIDENT, KANE BUSINESS
INSTITUTE, CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY

MS. KANE. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Congressman An-
drews. My name is Elma Kane. My husband Tom and I are the
owners of Kane Business Institute, which is a proprietary school lo-
cated in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. I have been involved in proprie-
tary education in the South Jersey area for 20 years. I believe in
proprietary schools. I know the difference that we have made in
many students' lives.

I have a poster hanging in my school of a man on a mountain
looking out on the horizon, and the caption is, "You see things as
they are and ask, why? I dream of things that never were and ask
why not?" I heard those words in a speech by Robert Kennedy
before his death, and they have been an inspiration to me for
many, many years. Why not be able to do something that I believe
in with all m keart? Why not this girl, who grew up in a hot:Jing
project on we. ire in the City of Camden, own her own school?
Why not my dream, and the dreams of all my students come true?

To be able to help educate individuals in the skills that would
make them employable. To build their confidence and their self-
worth. To enable them to get off the welfare roles, and out of the
misery of being discriminated upon because they are poor. And to
play a part in truly helping change their lives was my dream come
true when Kane Business Institute opened in 1982.

In the fiscal year 1989-90, I trained 49 JTPA/REA6H partici-
pants at my school with a 96 percent completion rate and an 88
percent placement rate. I am very proud of those statistics. I wish,
9 years later, I could sit in front of you today, and say there is a
happy ending to that dream, but that is not the case.

Before you today, you see a woman beaten down by the system. I
have seen more disappointment in the government red tape and
bureaucracy, at the local level, than I could have ever thought pos-
sible. I do not take this privilege lightly, and I am in hopes that the
testimony I am about to give will aid you and your committee in
seeing the JTPA through the eyes of someone who has had to deal
with it on a day-to-day basis since 1982. My opinion is, the system
has failed.

I would like to address the following problems, and although I
deal with five problems in my written testimony, I only want to
summarize three of them to make my testimony shorter today.

The first problem is the Private Industry Council. Proprietary
schools do not have representation on the PIC, although the loan
specifically states we should. The cause of this problem definitely
comes from the local level's interptetation of the law. I have spent
8 years trying to get representation on the Council for proprietary
schools. My pleas have fallen on deaf ears.
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Ironically, in November of 1990, I was appointed to the Private
Industry Council by a 7-0 bipartisan vote of the Board of Chosen
Freeholders of Camden County and have not been allowed to take
my seat oil the PIC. Maybe after today there will be an answer
forthcoming as to why, and someone in Camden County JTPA will
be held accountable.

My second problem is the selection of service providers. In 1986,
Kane Business Institute invested over $200,000 of our own money
to open a branch campus in the City of Camden. This was a nation-
ally accredited school, which requires degreed teachers, stringent
financial requirements, curriculum oversight by both the State and
Federal Department of Education, top notch facility and equip-
ment, Pell Grant awards for students who qualify, a proven track
record of past performance in bo'h retention and placement, and a
commitment to stay in the city.

Did Camden County JTPA recognize the above qualifications of
our educational agency? Of course not. Instead, a contract was
awarded "without competitive bid" of $225,000 to an organization
that rented space in an office building, moved in when the contract
was awarded, and was gone by the end of the contract. The cause
of this problem is evident to me. The administrative entity found
the loophole in the law that could decide who would be more effec-
tive and ignored the part of the law that states the qualifications
necessary to be considered.

My third problem is the nature of the contracting. Every pro rie-
tary school or community-based organization that submits an SOQ
receives a contract that is written from zero to X number of stu-
dents. Records of past performance are not a factor.

I believe these contracts serve as an authorization only, giving
the maximum ceiling of possible slots to be filled, but once again,
leaves it to the discretion of the administrative entity as to wheth-
er we *et any or all of the possible participants. I do not believe
that this is a true contract.

It is my opinion that, once again, a case can be made for the lack
of accountability on the part of the JTPA officials. I believe the net
effect of this problem is that the Private Industry Council is not
supervising the award of contracts. The contracts do not have to be
filled at all. The JTPA office has the discretion as to who actually
receives the funding.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, when the JTPA program was cre-
ated in 1982, I believe the mind set was to destroy the inefficiency
of the Federal bureaucracy, by allowing maximum flexibility at the
local level. Unfortunately, all we have done is to allow the local bu-
reaucrats to administer millions of Federal dollars as they see fit.
And that cries out for waste, abuse, and mismanagement. If I am
unemployed and looking for economic opportunity, and I must deal
with a bureaucracy that is unresponsive to my needs and lacks ex-
pertise and accountability, then I do not care if that bureaucracy is
on Constitution Avenue in Washington, DC, or Ferry Avenue in
Camden, New Jerseythe system does not work.

Mr. Chairman, I started my testimony by telling you my dream.
I then told you how I have been successful in fulfilling that dream.
And now, I hope that I have shown you that this was done not be-
cause of the system, but in spite of it. You now have an opportuni-
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ty to correct these errors, and make JTPA an efficient instrument
of the goals set forth in the Federal legislation.

Create a minimum standard of expertise in the membership of
the local PICs. Create a mechanism so that, when local SDAs devi-
ate from the goals of the Federal legislation, people at the local
level have a forum to be heard and the problems corrected.

And ask for an investigation of Camden County JTPA's proce-
dures in its selection of service providers and awarding of training
contracts.

Mr. Chairman, if you can show me that the system works, you
will allow a woman that has come here today, beaten down by the
system, leave here today with renewed faith in that same system.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Elma Kane followsj
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TZSTIMONY
June 17, 1991

Elma Kane
Kane Business Institute

Cherry Hill, NJ

Good Afternoon Mr. Chairman

My name is Elma Kane. My husband Tom and I are the owners of
Kane Business Institute which is a proprietary school located in
Cherry Hill, N.J. I have been involved in proprietary education in
the Suuth Jersey area for twenty years. I believe in proprietary
schools. I know the difference we have made in many students'
lives.

I have a poster hanging in my school of a man on a mountain
looking out on the horizon and the caption is "You see things as
they are, and ask NEX?, but I dream of things that never were and
ask WHY NOT?" I heard those words in a speech by Robert Kennedy
before his death, and they have been an inspiration to me for many
years.

Why not be able to do something I believe in with all my
heart?

Why not, this girl who grew up in a housing project, on
welfare, in the City of Camden owning her own school?

tan= - my dream and the dream of all my students come true?
To be able to help educate individuals in the skills that would
make them employable, to build their confidence and their
self-worth to enable them to get off the welfare rolls and out of
the misery of being discriminated upon because they are poor, and
to play a part in truly helping change their lives was my dream
come true when Kane Business Institute opened in 1982.

In the fiscal year 1989-90 I trained 49 JTPA/Reach students at
my school with a 96% completion rate and an 88% placement rate.
I'm proud of my track record and the goals I've achieved. Enclosed
is documentation of those statistics and letters from students
telling how their lives have changed because of the training at
Kane Business Institute.

I wish nine years later, I could sit before you and say there
is a happy ending to that drew but that is not the case.

Page - 1 -
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Before you today, you see a women "beaten down" by "the
system". I have seen more disappointment in the government red
tape and bureaucracy, at the local level, then I could have ever
thought possible.

I do not take this privilege lightly and I am in hc?es that
the testimony that I am about to give will aid you and your
committee in seeing the JTPA through the eyes of someone who has
had to deal with it on a daily basis since 1982. My opinion is
that THE SYSTEM HAS FAILED. I would like to address the followino
problems.

Let Problem: Pell Grants in relation to JTRA.

Probleak: I submit to you documentation of correspondence
dating back 5 years to 1986 between local and state JTPA
officials and our school trying to make them understand they
have no jurisdiction over the students' Pell awards.

No one would listen.

Cause: The cause of this problem is definitely the lack of
expertise and accountability on the part of JTPA officials
not understanding DOE Title IV regulations.

YmPact:

1. Students eligible for Pell Grants have had their awards
diverted to JTPA coffers.

2. The Title IV schools that deal with JTPA lost hundreds of
thousands of dollars in tuition since we were forced to
deduct the Pell Grant from IPA portion of the tuition
instead of the tuition cost.

3. In the future, now that we have been proven right and
JTPA wrong, the local SDA could lose hundreds of thousands
of training dollars coming into the county because the
contracts are not written correctly.

Solution: At the loral level, representation on the PIC by
proprietary schools which deal with Department of
Education Yitle IV funding. (We are the disbursing
agents fur Pell funds and have the expertise in that
area.) I would like to commend one JTPA official, Ms.
Kathy Mayfield. In the last year since her involvement
in this problem, she went far beyond the call of duty to
educate herself and try to find a solution to the problem.

Page - 2 -
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Your committee now has an opportunity to look closely at this
problem and find a legislative resolution to correct the wrong that
Itas been done and insure it never happens in the future.

42dallit=2111% - Private Industry Council

Egoblea: Proprietary schools do not have representation on
the PIC. According to what I read in Pubic Law 97-300 dated
October 13, 1982, establishment of the Private Industry
Council Sec. 102(a): "There shall be a private industry
council for every Service Delivery area established under
section 101, to be selected in accordance with the sub-section
(1) representatives of the private sector.
(2) "representatives of educational agencies (representatives
of AIL educational agencies in the service delivery area)

The law further defines Education Aepresentatives as:

Education representatives on the council shall be selected
from among individuals nominated by /oca/ educational
agencies, vocational educational institutions,
institutions of higher education, or general organization
of such agencies or institutions, and by private and
proprietary schools or general organizations of such
schools within the service delivery area.

Cause: The cause of this problem definitely comes from the
local levels interpretation of the law I just read. I have
been 8 Years trying to get representation on the council. My
pleas have fallen on deft ears. Once again, the lack of
accountability and expertise in the federal law is evident.

Ironically, in November 1990 I was appointed (for the 2nd
time) to the PIC by a 7-0 (bi-partisan) vote by the Board of Chosen
Oreeholders of Camden County and have not been allowed to take my
4eat on the PIC . Maybe after today there will be an answer
torthcoming as to yh/ and someone in Camden County JTPA will be
held accountable.

;moact: The impact of this lack of repres4ntation means a loss
of expertise that could have been available to PIC members
especially in relation to Pell Grants.

SOlution: While the law addresses these issues, there is no
accountability on the local level and no mechanism for the law
to be enforced when local e.ficials are committing the
offenses. This is Something that your committee may be able
to address.

Page - 3 -
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3rd Problem: - Selection of Service Providers:

gssAlgs: In 1986 Kane Business Institute invest ,d over
$200,000 of our own money to open a branch campus in the city
of Camden. This was a nationally accredited school, which
requires degreed teachers, stringent financial requirements,
curriculum oversight by the State and Federal Department of
Education, top notch facility and equipment, Pell Grant awards
for students who qualify, a proven track record of past
performance in retention and placement, and a commitment to
stay in the city.

Did Camden County JTPA recognize the above qualifications of
our educational agency? Of course not, instead a contract was
awarded "without competitive bid" for 8225.000.00 to an
organization that rented space in an office building, moved in
when the contract was awarded and was gone by the end of the
contract. I believe the intent of the law in selecting
agencies and organizations to deliver services within a
service delivery area is:

1. Effectiveness of the agency or organization in
delivering comparable or related services based on
demonstrated performance.

2. Likelihood of meeting performance goals.

3. Cost

4. Quality of Training

5. Characteristics of participants

The law als( states that funds provided under the act shall
not be used to duplicate facilities or services available in the
area unless it is demonstrated that alternative services or
facilities would be more effective.

The law again states appropriate education agencies in the SDA
shall be provided the opportunity to provide educational services
unless the administrative entity demonstrates the alternative
agencies or organizations would be more effective.

Cause: The cause of this problem is evident to me. The
administrative entity found the loophole in the law that they
could decide who would be more effective, and ignore the part
of the law that states the qualifications necessary to be
considered.

Page - 4 -
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Impact:

1. The participants were denied the opportunity choose the
training institution that they wanted to attend.

2. Personal impact on my school being denied a full year of
any JTPA participants in training was financially
devastating.

3. I believe this is the tip of the iceberg, and the waste
and mismanagement of federal dollars is yet to be known.

asalaisou At the local level, an investigation of the
procedures used by the local administrative entity of JTPA in
the Selection of Service Providers.

Your committee may be able to look into the wording of the
federal law and close sume of the loopholes that allowed the local
JTPA officials to contract federal dollars without competitive
bidding.

4th Problem: - Nature of Contracting

Problem: Every proprietary school or community based
organization who submits a (SOQ) Solicitation of Quotation
receives a contract that is written from 0-X number of
students. Record of past performance is not a factor.

I believe these "contracts" serve as an authorization only,
giving the maximum ceiling of possible slots to be filled but
once again leaves it to the discretion of the administrative
entity as to whether we get 2112, or All of the possible
participants. I do not believe this is a true contract.

Cause: It is my opinion that once again a case can be made
for the lack of accountability on the part of the JTPA
officials, and lack of expertise on the part of PIC members.

Impact: I believe the net effect of this problem is that the
Private Industry Council is not supervising the award of
contracts. The contracts do not have to be filled at all.
The J.T.P.A. office has the discretion as to who actually
receives funding.

lelutioq: At the local level, the contracting of JTPA funding
should be investigated. Programs such as the ACE program,
which is a duplication of services, Entrepreneurship programs,
in which the end result should be the participants actually
starting their own business, training facilities located not
only out of the local SDA area but in another state, which

Page - 5 -
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:lreates a hardship on the participants should be explored. A
case of waste, abuse and mismanagement will surely be proven.

The SDA's 6 PICs should be made to follow the dictates of the
g.s. Department of Labor in Training & Employment Information
otice No. 25.89 dated April 9, 1990. SUBJECT: Department of

Education Pell Grants in Relations to JTPA funding Pg. 9 that
states "This information is provided to the SDAs, PICs, and
ubstate grantees so that applying for 2ell Grants can be a

to qualifying for JTPA funding and so that
articipating schools can be requested to assist JTPA Applicants
n completing Pell Grant Applications. This will save the local
FDA's hundreds of thousands of dollars per year in training
pollars.

Oth Problem - Payment Procedures

It has been our experience that receipt of payments for
services rendered has not been forth coming in a timely fashion.
the procedure as it stands now is the following:

Academic and attendance benchmarks must be met every five
Weeks. We then submit a voucher for cost incurred for that period
Ond then the wait begins with no anticipated or expected date to
receive payment.

Caitae: The cause of this problem again lies with the
administrative entity of JTPA not being accountable for the
proper payment procedures being implemented.

knout: The untimely delay in payment has created undo
financial hardships in paying the incurred expenses for
teaching salaries, books, equipment and all other services
that have been provided by the institution.

Solution: Until the mindset of the JTPA officials is changed
and they are made to understand that these federal dollars are
intended for a specific purpose, the goals of the JTPA program
are being seriously hindered. Effective training cannot take
place when schools are meant to endure serious financial
burdens.

Technical assistance is needed on thi local level and a
Inechant.'r in place to insure proper pay.:,ent procedures are
implement.e.k.

Page - 6 -
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Mr. Chairman, what we have seen here today is democracy at its

best. Your distinguished sub-committee that usually sits in

Washington is here today to see the day to day workings of the

JTPA. It is here that federal dollars are being spent. We are the
individuals that administrate or contract with the program to see

that the opportunity is available to the socio-economic
disadvantaged individuals within our county to get job training.

When the JTPA program was created in 1982, I believe the
Mindset was to destroy the inefficiency of the Federal Bureaucracy
by allowing maximum flexibility at the local level. Unfortunately,

*11 we have done is to allow the local bureaucrats, with minimal

oversight, to administrate millions of federal dollars as they see

fit, and that cries out for waste, abuse, and mismanagement. If I'm

Unemployed and looking for economic opportunity and I must deal
With a bureaucracy that is unresponsive to my needs and lacks
expertise and accountability, then I don't care if the bureaucracy
is on Constitution Ave. in Washington D.C. or Ferry Ave. in Camden,

N.J. THE SYSTEM DOESN'T WORK.

Mr. Chairman, I started my testimony by telling you my dream.

I then told you how I have been successful in fulfilling that

dream, and now I have shown you that this was done not because of

the system, but in spite of it.

You now have an opportunity to correct these errors and make

JTPA an efficient instrument of the goals set forth in the federal

legislation.

1. Create a minimum standard of expertise on membership of

local PIC's.

2. Create a mechanism so that when local SDAs deviate from
the goals of federal legislation, people at the local
level have a forum to be heard and problems corrected.

3. Ask for an investigation of Camden County JTPA's

procedures in their Selections of Service Providers and

their awarding of training contracts.

Mr. Chairman, if you can show me that the system works you
will allow a women who has come here today "beaten down" by the
System, leave here today as a women with renewed faith in that same

system.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Page - 7
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KANE BUSINESS INSTITUTE

PLACEMENT STATISTICS

CAMDEN COUNTY EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING

JULY 1, 1989 -- JUNE 30, 1990

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

DROPS

MEDICAL LEAVE

49

2 CARLA WILLIAMS
ANN DOUGHTERY (CAR ACCIDENT)

1 HELEN DANIELS (CAR ACCIDENT)

96% RETENTION

NUMBER OF STUDENTS 46

WAIVED PLACEMENT 4

NOT PLACED

42

5

37

881 MACEMENT
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V.-in. . , n .t

I. hi. ..t a ,

Emio,,yuw.ht ^ Tr

July 1, 1"al June .:(1, 1990

:1TAPT GUAN
PRI1GRAM DATE DATE DATE ; D'

_ .

I.COTTMAN, ,011P 1':'
_

;!.HARRI17, N. CnND 1,

4.BLEVIN:', M. DATA/:;Fc / I: 1/1n N/A Nr,

_
.

5.CREEN, s, DATARIE" ?'" 1[1:.: N/A

6.ADRUL-MIJIN T. nos DATA 1,;:; N/A

7.MOORE. D. i
NUS DAM 1/111 ;,,,In N/A 7E'

8.0ROWN, c.

9.W11.1.1Ams, Nw; ,+ATA; N/A 11/qo N. A

NW; DATA: 'i/Iv 1/91) N/A YE:7

10.YOUNG, M. DATA/SEvi r/A
. . . .

11.SHAW, C. nw: nAT/,: N'A

.

12.MARTINEZ, U. COMM .1".'; ,/'' U/A Mr
_

13.SILVER, T. DATA/:;ECI
./qm NiA

9 " 'N
LI ) Li

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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14 LEONARDO, h. COMP LIT 9/7', 12/39I N/A YPS

15.PHILLIt-:; M. COMP LIT q./:. 1?./89 N/A YES

16.RICCIUTI, L. COMP LIT 1".!/n N/A

13.SWALLA, C. romP LIT 1;/1,..1 N/h Y;-!
-_-_-_----- ---- -

18.TOROK, A. CoMP LIT 1/: 1?/39 N/A

19.CARTER, S. COMP LIT 1.'./39 N/A YE11

20.EMERSON, J. COMP LIT 9/..", 1?/9q N/A YE:!

21.TAYLOR, 4. RII:3 DATA( 1:/4 './99 N/A YES

22.LORTON, P. DATA/W.0 17./13 6/99

_

N/A YES

23.MARSHALL, H. BUS DATA 1/22 6/49 N/A YES

24,FENNELL, n. BUS DATA 1/27 6/39 N/A

25.ALEXANDER, 3, COMP LIT ?/19 5/90 N/A

1-'.mployment not
26.SM1TH, T. DATA/SEC ?./19 N/A 4/30 YES t'related to training

27.JAME3, E. Inn; liATA /,"lo N/A YES i

28.MORRELL, H. COMP LIT "19 17911 N/h
1

1Waiveci placement
29.HARLEY, L. DATA/SEC ?/11 10/90 N/A NO Imoved out of state

'Medical leave of
30,DAN1ELS, H. DATA/SEcI i/36 10/90 N/A 'absencp-car

Iaccident
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31.50TO, P. ICOMP r.1T -1/.% ../q0 N!A

32.EVANS, L. IDATA/SEr 1/26 10/90 N/A YES

33.MARSNALI.,M. IDATA/sEr .:/18 (.190 N/A YE.!

.

34.BULTER,S. IDATA/SEU %/II! (./i0 N/h.

35.DOUGHTERY, A.IDATA/Spr ".";K NIA %/go N/A

36.THOMPSON, S. IDATA/t:Ec //I0 ,14D N/A YES

37.JOHNSDN, S. IOATA/:1Fr 1-./qn N/A

3B.SAILOR, P. IOUS DATA. 1/2; t./90 H/A NO

!Waived
39.BAKER, T. IDATA/SED .!::!G 10/90 N/A NO 'further educatior

40.0EVOE, 8 111W'; DATA 4/10 9/90 N/A YES I

!Waived
41.KUPIDLOWSKI bIDATA/SEC 4/ID 10/90 N/A NO !Pregnancy

- -- -
42.CARRENO, t!. Iflun DATA 4 u 9/90 N/A YES

43.ROSI.I, A. IDATA/''S, l' '11 12/90 N/A YES
I

44.MERCARPD, E. IDATA/SEr 4/ ° 10/90 N/A YES

45.0ANTT,E. I DATA/ sEr I/ 4/911 N/A
I_ ..

46.MITCRELL, M. Icilmr LIT 10/90! N/A YES

Waived-medical
47.CLARK, P. ICOMP LIT v^ 10/9U N/A NO

_

0 .7.; t-
t..4./ t)

44-241 0 - 91 - 13
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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.._ .

I I

18. couznp::, mi WIS 11ATA '

' 1 1 10/90 N/A 1 YES
I I I , j

1 .

1

I

49. COTTON, m. 1 SH:1 rATA '4
' 10/90 N/A I YES

1 I J..
. .
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KANE BUSINESS INSTITUTE

I can't speak 'of all Business Institutes, I can only

speak of one, Kane Business Institute. The family-like
atmosphere puts everyone at ease while obtaining the
skills needed in many of the secretarial and computer

fields.

Kane helps those who can't afford to go to, college, and

those whose time is limited. After all, two, four, six,
or eight years at a college or university is a lot of

time and money. Many of my fellow classmates wouldn't
be eligible foi college, the mere fact of not finishing

high school. A Kane, these people are given the oppor-
tunity to surviN , in this "dog-eat-dog" world.

A crucial factor that we all, as students, benefit from

are Kane's facilities. They have excellent computers
and good typewriteis in classrooms that are cool and

comfortable. The teachers make the most complex assign-

ments seem almost simple. Crom my experiences at Ka p

Business Institute, I would say that schools like this
one should stay around for a long time.

Darlere Anzette Dorman
Student, Cherry Hill
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November 20, 1985

Dear Administration and Faculty.

I would like to take this opportunity to extend my deepest
appreciation to the members of administration and faculty of KBI.
During my ten week term here at KBI it has been very rewarding
and truly a pleasure to have met so many caring individuals. The
studies that I have attained here will benefit me in the working
world.

I would just like to say that this time has been the most ed-
ucational ten weeks in my entire life. Thank you very much for
your time and cooperation in helpirg me achieve so much.

incerely yours,

_ trk-LL1

-'Syd ey Charnfiliss

4.,
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54 Winding Way
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
March )2, 1990

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing this letter because at one time I faced the

same dilemma the workers of Campbell Soup Company face today.

After 17 years working for Western Union I found myself unemployed

because of economic conditions. I was angry, confused and

disoriented.

After going through the necessary steps for obtaining funding

for training, I set out to find the right school. I investigated

many schools in the area, and decided on Kane Business School

in Cherry Hill, NJ.

The experience of going back to school after so many years

was a little scary, but the personnel at Kane were wonderful.

The education I received was presented in an easy to comprehend

form and has become invaluable to me. Their placement service

upon completion of the course was helpful also. I found myself

employed within a month.

I recommend Kane Business School highly to anyone who may

be considering the Business/Computer Field for an education that

will make a great difference in their future.

Sincerely

:<11) /7(7
"

Lynn Ricciuti

9 r
..5;
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Mrs. Elma Kane
Kane Business Institute
206 Haddonfield Road
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002

Dear Mrs. Kane:

307 Bailey Avenue
Maple Shade, N.J. 08052
March 1, 1990

As you know after working for Western Union for 18 years, I was
laid off. I felt the need for further knowledge of computera and
ita programs in order to compete in todays lob market. I decided
to attend Kane Business Institute and take their course entitled
Computer Literacy.

This course provided all of the current software packages used in
business today. This was one of the moat exciting courses I have
ever attended. I felt I learned a great deal and enjoyed
learning in the friendly and warm atmosphere of your achool.

After completing the courae, I began looking for a job with the
help of Kane Business Institute. After less than a month I was
employed. I am quite happy with my current job.

I wish to thank you and your staff again, for the current
knowledge that I now possess.

Sincerely
7 ,

Jo'Anne Farmer
307 Bailey Avenue
Maple Shade, N.J. 08052
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Nielsen Marketing Research
no a companv
aro thc Wuradurcel Cot poralloll

March 6, 1990

Mrs. Kathleen Mahaney, Director
KANE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
206 Haddonfield Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002

Dear Mrs. Mahaney:

,12r) I )Iv l-risr Surto 100
WorklIalrr r Coq ,of ale Pa: k

Chevy H. NJ 08002-4612
609.482-1688

609.482.0212 FAX

I just wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed the Computer literacy Course at your

school. After 18 years with Western Union, I knew I would have to brush up on my old

skills, and learn the new software packages if I was going to get a decent job. I was

leery of returning to school after being laid off, but your staff made be feel comfortable
and encouraged me when I needed it most.

I am now employed at Nielsen Marketing Research in Cherry Hill as a Secretary/Word

Processor. I was hired because of my typing skills, and my knowledge of WordPerfect

and Lotus 1-2.3. I want to thank you and your staff for helping me get started in my

new career.

Sincerely,

#7:1"vi-t N.)

Kath)% rown
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GONEOVENGAAND INOADCACTING INC . 7115 MT EPHRAIM NU. CAMDEN. NE ONION 16091 9921000
041.111 MIL 40IL.NIAS 11111310014 01 741CMIUSIIAN FAITH

May 15, 1989

Mr. Melvin Spruill
211 Katherine Ave

Westville Grove, NJ 08093

Mrs. Thelno Kaine

c/o Kaine Business Institute
206 Haddonfield Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002

Dear Mrs. Kaine:

First of all let me take this time to thank you and your staff for your
extensive and generous service to me while I was at your school for training.

It was because of the concern of your staff that I was able to complete the
Business Data Processing course that your school offered to me and was able to
complete with high marks... I must add that with all of my school training, this
school has produced the highest marks that I have ever achieved.

Here at the radio station; where I am an announcer and work in the production
room (recording). I have also been offered the generous (and delightful), task
of programming the computer that have been installed here at this radio station.

It is because of the skills that I have learned from your school that have
afforded me this wonderful task. This added task includes producing (via
software' tha radio logs as well as emplimenting the entire sales department
records AO this program.

Again thank you for your help and you can believe that
I am spreading the

word about the helpful professional staff of Kaine Business Institute.

Sincerely,

/,16&4A-'
Mr. Melvin Spruill

0

wtifirAM RADIO 800
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Octobek 27, 1989

DUCA M44. Kane,

Thank you, 40 much, 4o4 allowing me to attend
ischoot 64ee o6 cha4ge dming the ta4t 4emeiste4.
1 woAked haul and am ext4emety Imoud 194 my "A"
ave4age in at cta44e4.

1 have nothing but p4aiise 04 you4 4ta46.
The teache44 at Kane a4e a4ticutate and
p4o4e44ionat. They put one hundited putcent
etiO4t into thei4 wo4k and me dete4mined to get
the moist Ptom the 4tudent4. 1 have teaAned dot
and have been deepty a66ected by the 6eefing oA
kinzhip that pe4vade4 at Kane.

1 will miisiS ait o4 you and will keep in

contact. Thank4 again, 44iend, you have touched
my ti6e.

Sinceitety,

Makgie fofl4
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Kane Business listitute
206 Haddonfielf: Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
Attn. Staff

257 S. 30th Street
Camden, NJ 08105
July 21, 1986

Words cannot express my sincere gratitude for all that youhave done for me. Thanks to people like you I now haveestablished a entry-level position in the Accounts Payable andP oll department at Dupli-fax Corporation.

Kane Business Institute has a highly commendable reputationand it's because of people like yourself who take pride in theirwork and are concerned about the future of others.

S iQc,r ely,

Eric Parr
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COSTILL 8c PRIMAS

LAWRENCE F. COSTILt . lit
THEODORE L. PR1MAS. SR.

ATTOIINEYS AT LAW

THI. F sECt1TIvt. mrws
1930 EAST MARLTON PIKE. 511111 K 57

CHLRRY H1L L. NJ 0E1003

October 22, 1986

Mr. Harry Barracliff, Exec Dir.
UHMEN COUNTY EMPLOYMENT &
TRAINING r:ENTER

Warwick Road & Longwood Drive
Stratford, New Jersey 08084

RE: Kane Business Institute
JTPA - PELL Grants

Dear Mr. Barracliff:

1609/ 751042,1

Please be advised that I represent Kane Business Instttute, one of the

proprietary schools within your Service Delivery Area.

As you know, Kene Business Institute, as of October 1, 1986, is left
without a contract with your JTVA by reason of very important legal
concerns the most important of which la the County's confiscation of
PELL grant monies awarded to Kane's students. Specifically, I refer
to Article 14 of the proposed Agreement. The first sentence with which
we agree will prevent the County from being billed for desIgnated
funds already allocated by other agencies, to wit: no duplication of

payments.

Howe. ,e, the second sentence singles out PELL grant recipients to
"apply PELL payments to tuition, books and related training costs
normally funded by the County." This sentence maker it appenr that the
County is averting duplication of payments as discussed above. But this
is not so. The County provides only a portion of the cost of education.
The Agreement provides in Article 3 and Attachment A the maximum amount
that the County shall pay for tuition, application fee, books and
supplies. The PELL grant, on the other hand, provides the student the
"foundation" of financial aid to which aid from other Federal and non-
Federal sources may be added. Such foundation aid includes transpor-
tation and living expenses.

But Article 14, last sentence, ...ffectively cancelled out the entire
PELL grant, including living ..xpenses and transportation monies.
The consequence of this provision threatens, if not guarantees, the
inability of needy students to continue their education.

AS you know, Kane has the responsibility of administering the PELL
grants, and your Article 14 gives them only two alternatives:

3 (I t
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COSTILL & PRIMAS
ATTWINCY5 AT LAW

LAWAENC.:1 F. COSULL. JU
THEODORE L. PRIMAS. SR.

THE EXECUTIVE MEWS

1930 EAST MARLTCN PIKE, SUITE H-S7

CHERRY HI.. NJ 08003

November 19, 1986

Mrs. Mary Jane Meehan, Director

New Jersey Department of Labor
Division of Emplement dnd Training
CN 055

Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Dear Mrs. Meehan:

16001 1510424

RE: JTPA Directives NJD 6-84
NJD 6-84 (Revised)

NJD Letter: August 26, l98,

Please be advised that T repreAent Vane Business Institute, a private
proprietary vocational school operating in the City of Camden and
Cherry Hill in their quest to enter into a contract with the Camden
County JTPA-SDA which is cdmpatible with its responsibilities in
administering the PELL grants received by its students.

Tn compliance with your Directive N.11, 6-84 (Revised) we bring a concern
to your attention whtch apparently cannot be worked ovt at the local
level.

For the sake of ,A.arity of our concerns I have appended a Memorandum
for your review in hopes that the matters may be amicably resolved.

I thank you '.or your courtesies and respectfully request an early reply.

TLP: pa

Encl.

cc: Kane Business Institute

Very truly yo. re,

Theodore L. Pr nas, Sr.
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1. Cut their tuition and credit the student with

PELL monies received.

2. Deny the student actual receipt of the PELL.

Neither alternative is accepthhle as you may see.

Each of the proprietary institutions in your SDA and elsewhere has

a contract with the County and each differs in many ways, including

rates. There is no reason to prevent Kane and the County contracting

to reflect the above concerns.

Kane is the only proprietary school in the highly-depressed City of

Camden where the neediest students reside, and their plighl should

be recognized.

I strongly recommend that this matter be fully discussed with you

and/or the County's legal counsel.

Very truly you

Theodore L. Primes, Sr.

TLP: poi

c: Kane Business Institute
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MEMORANDUM

T. FACTS

The Camden County JPTA-SDA requires students who participate in the

JTPA program to sign a Procedures For Trainees document which providest

Paragraph 7. You must apply for PELL grants, and notify the
SDA if you receive one. The SDA will make arrangements with
training institution to apply PELL payment to tuition, books
and related training costs normally funded by yhe SDA. The SDA
will then 1,ay the training institution the difference, if any,
between the actual training costs and the PELL.

In this regard the County has insisted upon the following language in its

proposed contract with Kane Business Institute, the only accredited private,

propriety school 11 the City of Camden, authorized to administer PELL fundst

ARTICLE 14 - GRANTS AND OTHER FUNDING SERVICES

In the event the Subrecipient is recipient of other Federal and/or
State grants, awards, or monies, it is expressly understood and
agreed that the Subrecipient will not bill or charge the County
for services rendered, equipment and/or material purchased, and
operating expesnes allowed, for which funds are provided by such
other Federal and/or State funding sources. For PELL, the Sub-
recipient will apply PELL payment to tuition, books, and related
training costs normally funded by the County. The County will
then pay the Subrecipient the difference, if any, between the
actual training costs and the PELL.

The County will not engage in a contract with Kane without Article 14.

Under a previouc contract with the County Kane received JTPA students

and processed the "cost of education" or "cost of attendance" package iu

applying for and receiving PELL grants. Part of the students' application

is full disclosure to the student as to his Circling capabilities, including

JTPA particIpation. Many, if not most, were surprised that their PELL grants

will not be realized to them for its intended purpose, even though it will

be awarded and received in their account.
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The school is responsible and must account for all PELL grants to

the U.S. Department of Education, 34 CFR 690, et seq.

The N.J. Department of Labor insued two JTPA Directives concerning

the PELL granta: NJD 6-84 and NJD 6-84 (Revised), and a subsequent letter

of clarification of the same issue.

Directive NJD 6-84 distinguished the previous CETA program from the

JTPA legislation as to allowance payment adjustments and provided:

4...Barring such restrictions regarding the PELL grant, and
consistent with its terms and conditions, the SDA shall

allow the JTPA participant to use this grant as foundation

for financial aid to which other federal and non-federal

sources may be added.

5...The SDA shall ascertain that the JTPA participant who applies

and is determined eligible receives the funde.

Directive NJD 6-84 (Revised) replaced NJD 6-84 and clarified the state

policy and interpreted federal legislation on iesues relating to the opera-

tion of the PELL Grant Program. Inter alia, it provided:

5...Since the educational institution determines the dieburie-

sent system used to award Pell Grants and the SDA determines

how the JTPA funds are utilized within this ystem, the SDA

should develop a written cooperative agreement with the
educational institution. The agreement should include a
description of how the Pe/1 Grant Program will be utilized

in the SDA to provide assistance to financially needy stu-

dents interested in post secondary education or training.

II. ISSUE

ARE STUDENTS WHO PARTICIPATE IN THE COUNTY JTPA PROGRAM ENTITLED TO

PELL GRANT FUNDS TO BE APPLIED TO ITS INTENDED PURPOSE, AFTER :QUALIFYING

FOR AND RECIEVING THE SAME, WITHOUT ANY SET-OFF BY THE COUNTY AGAINST

JTPA TUITION GRANTS, WHERE OVERPAYMENTS OR OVERAWARDS ARE NOT FACTORS

UNDER THE PELL GRANT PROGMN AND THE NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

DIRECTIVES?

-2-

3(v,
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III. DISCUSSION OF ISSUE

The JTPA participants in Camden County are entitled to their PELL

grant funds to be used for its intended purpoae,under the circumstances

here, after qualifying for and receiving the same, without any set-off

by the County against tuition grants, where overpayments or overawards

are not factors under the PELL Grant Program and the N.J. Department of

Labor Directives.

PELL grants are entitlements to participants and are determined by

special criteria under the CFR, and nchools administering the PELL are

held strictly accountable for such funds. Federal Regulation provide:

34 CFR 690.71: An RDS institution of higher education shall
enter into a program participation agreement

with the secretary so that it mLy calculate
and pay Pell grants to students.(emphasis mine)

34 CFR 690.95: An eligible student attending an SDA institution

shall apply for and receive a Pell Crant

34 CFR 690.81 (c): The funds are held in trunt by the educational

institution for the intended student beneficiaries
and may not be used or hypothecated for any other
purpose.

There in little doubt that federal regulations intend that qualified

students are entitled to their grants without any arbitrary set-offs.

Likewise, the N.J. Department of Labor JTPA Directiven have clarified

and followed the federal regulations. NJD 6-84 made it clear that "The SDA

shall ascertain that the JTPA participant who applies and is determined

eligible receives the (PELL) funds." NJD 6-b, (Rbviaed) by way of further

clarification provided for a "written cooperative agreement" between the

SDA and the schools. Thie lire...aye did not rescind nor alter the intent

of NJD 6-84 such as to allow an SDA to nullify a qualified student's

PELL grant but set forth a mechanism to resolve potential conflicts,

-1-
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which cooperative agreement must comport with the provisions of 34 CFR

690 et seq.

Camden County has argued that by decreasing its tuition award to the

extent of the PELL grant will allow more students into the JTPA program.

This is erroneous under the circumstances here. A reasonable view of the

objectives of all the agencies, including the provietary schools, is to

successfully educate, train and place in the job market the maximum number

of participants within the alloted budget. Under the requirement's of the

Camden County SDA plan for PELL participants, however, a built-in failure

rate is assured by thwarting eligible students' capability to meet their

financial needs in the total cost of education or attendance. The options

left open to PELL students are to effectively give up their PELL funds; to

the County -- monies which are crucial to complete the training program--

or fail to meet the tuition requirement, the participants' first responsi-

bility.

Paragraph 5 of the NJD Letter, dated August 26, 1985, is on point in

this discussion and is practically diapositive of the issue raised here:

5. Question: ... If the participant requests the Pell award for
living expenses, what effect does thin have on
the information contained in NJD 6-84 when it
refers to the Pell as "foundation for financial
aid to which other federal and non-federal (sources
may he added."

Answer: As stated in the NJD 6-84 (Revised), since the
educational institutional determines the disburse-

ment system used to award Pell Grants and the SDA
determines how the JTPA funds are utilized within
the syatem, both parties should determine how the
Pell award will bP use,: in a written cooperative

ror,ment. The pIrticipant's first responsibility
ip_syment of tuition and fees. Once [hest ex-
penses are paid (through JTPA funds or other re-
sources) the participant should be allowid to use
the Pell award toisy other living expenaes related
to attending the training institution.(Emphasin mine)
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This language recognizes the responsibilities of both the school and the

SDA under the CFR and NJD Directives so well as their duties to participants

in the JTPA and PELL programs. Consequently, the issue raised here should

be answered in the affirmative and a reaeonable written comprehensive

agreement should be constructed to reflect the same.

Attorney for Kane Business Institutt

-5-
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COSTILL & PRIMAS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

THE EXECUTIVE MEWS

1930 EAST MARLTON PIKE, SUITE K-57
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08003

LAWRENCE F.COSTILL,JR 16091751-0424

THEODORE L. PRIMAS. 5R, December 26, 1986

Mrs. Elms Kane, President
KANE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
319 1:ooper Street
CAmden, New Jersey 08103

RE: State Dep't of Labor Response

Dear Mrs. Kane:

Enclosed is a letter response from Mary Jane Meehan as regards our

letter inquiry of November 19, 1986.

We may discuss its contents on December 29th after the shareholders

meeting.

TLP: pa
Fncl.

Very truly yours,

. t,(

Theodore L. Priam's, Sr.

n 3
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CHARLES SCHRAM()

oath lion.
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STATE ilr NEw .lemarmy
DrrAwrstyper OF LAnion

!Mei ON, MI NI AND IRAININC
r N OSS

/HENSON, NEW JERSEY OSII2S 00SE

December 18, 1986

Theodore L. Primes, Sr., Esq.
The Executive Mews

1930 East Marlton Pike, Suite K-57
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

Dear Mr. Primes:

MARY MEEHAN
Assislant Como011Ioolr Ior Moms., 011lOortrli

MOW 274.0003

With further reference to the matter of the 02 of Pell funds
raised in your letter of November 19, 1986, I would like to share my con-
clusions with you.

In instances where an individual is eligible for training under
JTPA and is simultaneously eligible for Pell benefits, the SDA, the school,
and the trainee should be clear on who is to receive what benefits from
which source. An SDA may, WO the consent of the school and the individual,
authorize training to begin with the understanding that Pell funds, when
received, can be used to offset any JTPA funds previously authorized or
expended.

Since the SDA has responsibility to assure that the trainee
has the financial support to enable him to complete the course of training,
the SUA may choose to provide him with needs-based payments from JTPA
funds whether or not Peli funds are later received. In Camden County
I believe tilt qA does make such payments from JTPA funds to individuals
who meet their cr4teria.

As cited, our Directive requires a cooperative agreement. The
paragraph containeu in the school's contract with Camden County is consistent
with the Directive. It could, and perhaps should, have contained a further
statement to make it clearer that in the event tuition, books and related
training costs are fully met with Pell funds (including any needs-based
payments advanced by the SDA) the trainee is entitled to eny balances
for his own use toward living expenses.

Yhe statement that the Camden SDA requires the trainee to sign
is also acceptable.

No, Jrnri it A it foal Oppilrgunni knipbr,Irr
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!he alternative uf having JTPA pay the tuition while all funds

from Pell be turned over to the individual trainee seems not to be the

best possible use of public funds

The other alternative, which is absence of a specific arrangement

for how Pell funds are handled when received, is clearly inadvisable.
It has in the past led to confusion, misunderstanding, and leaves the
potential for dual payments for tuition.

I would be willing to discusss this matter with you if you wish.

Please accept my apology for the delay in response to your inquiry.

Sincerely,

Mary Jane Meehan
Assistant Commissioner for
Human Resources
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Ms. Kane. We certainly do not
want you to leave beaten down.

Ms. KANE. Renew my faith.
Chairman PERKINS. We want to puff you right up, make you feel

good when you leave today. We are going to give it a shot, too.
Ms. KANE. Okay.
Chairman PERKINS. Last of all, we are going to tux n to Ms. Caryl

Mackin-Wagner, who is the Executive Direct 1r, Focus on Literacy,
Laurel Springs, New Jersey. And Ms. Mackin-WagnerMrs.
Mackin-Wagner, I guess--

MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. That is all right. Caryl is fine.
Chairman PERKINS. Caryl, informal, I like that. We are pleased

to have you with us.
MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. We are looking forward to hearing what tes-

timony you have for us.

STATEMENT OF CARYL MACKIN-WAGNER, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, FOCUS ON LITERACY, INC., LAUREL SPRINGS, NEW
JERSEY.

MEI. MACXIN-WAGNER. Before I start, I just want to thank both of
you for co-sponsoring my national legislation for National Literacy
Day. This will be the sixth year, July 2, as National Literacy Day.
And I just want to thank you, especially, since you have been co-
sponsoring it all along. Mr Andrews, you have only had one year at
it. We will expect it next year.

Chairman PERKINS. I like that. Please proceed.
MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Thank you. I also hope that--
Mr. ANDREWS. She is allowed to say that.
Chairman PERKINS. I agree.
MEI. MACKIN-WAGNER. I would hope so. I hope that you have a

complete form of my testirncay. For some reason, there are only
three pages in the backthere should be six.

Mr. ANDREWS. We do have six.
Ms. MACKIN-WAGNER. Okay, good. All rght. Focus on Literacy is

dedicated to the teaching of adult illiterates, to better improve
their opportunities. One major area of concern that needs to be ad-
dressed is work place literacy. More directly, for today's purposes,
job training and placement.

Too often, low level readers are not even allowed the chance to
work through programs like JTPA. They do not possess the basic
skills necessary to file for assistance with JTPA, and some cannot
even sign their own names. Yet, these individuals have a burning
desire to work, to better themselves and their families.

In our program, the median age is 37.8 years, primarily white
male, with an average of a ninth grade education, and a second
grade reading level. They cannot fill out a job application, read
warnings about machine guarding, read MSDS sheets, or material
given to them about benefits, safety or payroll deductions.

As progress grows and technological advances continued to out-
strip the basic American workforce, just where do employers
expect to find employees capable of comprehending the work place,
if so many cannot even read and write? In the United States, there

14 t4. t)
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are an estimated 27 to 35 million illiterate adults. Additionally,
there are another 25 million low level readers. Of these 50 to 60
million people, many are faced with impending doom at their place
of employment.

This certainly covers the JTPA workforce as well. They need to
be competent enough to comprehend both written and verbal in-
struction. The need for an educationally improved workforce is ev-
erywhere you look in America, as we strive to compete with foreign
markets. Their workers are better educated, more adaptable to a
changing environment, and better able to cope at work and survive
in the world.

What organizations such as Focus on Literacy can do, is provide
needed support, education and assistance to the JTPA client who
needs to improve or learn reading and writing. Additionally, some
individuals who will not qualify for the JTPA training due to lack
of basic skills can be retrained by JTPA, and taught by Focus on
Literacy, Inc., and brought up to an acceptable standard of skills.
What is needed to accomplish this is a partnership between Focus
on Literacy and JTPA. Efforts in the past have not been successful
in this area, principally due to the lack of direction and guidance.

Focus on Literacy, Inc. has always received a warm verbal wel-
come and acknowledgement. Unfortunately, caseworkers are bur-
dened with many in need, and do not have the time to place illiter-
ate or low level job seekers in a literacy program.

Perhaps a screening system could be utilized to identify these po-
tential workers upon entry into the JTPA process. They could then
immediately be directed toward agencies such as Focus on Literacy
for immediate needs, and receive regular assistance in a one-to-one
setting by using trained volunteers from the communiiy.

A recent study shows that of 14,000 people in the Camden,
Gloucester County area who were actively seeking work, 6,924 are
from basic blue collar jobs. Another 5,459 are from clerical, service,
sales and other. Based upon normal projections for illiterates
within New Jersey, approximately 17 percent, or 2,105, of these
two target groups will have low level basic skills.

According to a recent report issued by the Business Council for
Effective Literacy, two-thirds of workers in construction firms
today have skills below those needed on the job. In the past, con-
struction work has relied heavily on young, male workers, and the
pool of young people available for new hire continues to shrink.
Today's workers need a broader range of skills than in the past. To
fill this gap, employers will have to reach out more to minorities,
older workers, and women. Yet many of these individuals lack the
basic skills to even apply for the position. We are wasting these
precious resources, these lives.

TPA has taken the lead, and continues to do so by training and
placing workers. Still, too many are unable to enter the system for
lack of basic skills. And the businessperson, the economy, the con-
sumer, and the countr2 as a whole, are paying the price, and will
continue to do so if action is not taken to integrate basic skills edu-
cation with basic job training education.

An electrician cannot understand the grounding instructions on
a pneumatic drill and receives a shock. A custodian cannot read
the labels on the cleaning fluids, and is overcome by fumes. A

0 7
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master carpenter cannot read the two little tabs in the corner, and
nails go into the wrong place, so the new windows cannot be
opened or closed. A metal worker cannot measure properly, and
cuts a quantity of material too short. In these instances, lack of
basic skills costs productivity, quality of goods, and, perhaps, the
life of the worker, and untold dollars. These are skilled, trained,
competent employees at what thej do. They just cannot read.

Please see to it that workers who come out of federally funded
job programs can read and write. These are a basic survival skills,
both on the job and off. It will enhance the self-esteem of the
worker. It will reduce accidents to the worker. It will substantially
increase the company's bottom line, and it will encourage other to
seek the help. Thank you for your time.

[The prepared statement of Caryl Mackin-Wagner follows:]

4
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Focus On Literacy, Inc:
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P.O. BOX 504, Laurel Springs, New Jersey 08021 8
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Focus On Literacy, Enc. 13 3 i;tate wide noneprofil organization ;
which teaches people to read and write free of charge. We

accomplish this by utilizing nrciinary
volunteers whom ee treln in a e

variety of techniques. We are aware that not everyone comes to U.1

with the rame level of ab:lity ur learne the same way. We aelempe

to recognize that as a reeelt et perceptual problems or a mild e

learning disabillly a person may have not have reLulved the extra 1

attention necessary to enabre him/her to become ptoductive and eeli .

reliant. Tht: mieconception their tne4e types oi Individuals are t

unedueable le a stigma that neede to he dispelled. The emotione of 1

being a failure that stirrer fceat inadequate be:de skills need to be

addressed. We try to instill high self etteem and confidence and

Make potential students realize there is no ehame lc) being 6

illiterate, the shame 13 In not doing something about it. I

We network whenever and whei:o ever possible with cemmunity groupe, 1

Social Service Agenciee as weli as cerrectional facilitiee. This 0

way we are able to reach additional clientele who otherwie. would g
G

not know of out tree and private eervice. One of the biygest e

probleme we encounter next to lueufficlent funding, it the lack of f,

publicity. After all if people aren't aware that help is available i

then they aeen't going to 5,16: it. And uefortunelely we cen only
k

reach theee individual.; oy werd ce mouth ae IL 13 Imperative th.:y

HEAR that they can receive help and theft ie exists. As an X

autonomous agency, we can reach some, but with the cooperation of

others we can help many more.
5

In the past we initiated proiecte in welfare nousing SitCS a3 we

trained literate welfare recipients te work with illiterate welfare k:

reeipientr. Tnie Intl ef pee)ect taeee the reality of the leek of A

traneportation en Hif, part Qt c:i4,ut Ind makee it possible for

him/her to etill receive help. WQ've also provided similar

prograe.s fer eerperationa. We tra:n either volunteers (rom the

outside to week with illiterete eepleyeee, or we ttaln literate

employees te work with co-wcreers who need aesistance. For Our

level of e,:.-e)ieuce, we are L.a reerpiente of the President's
Volueteer Aetion Award eitaticn and given credit for our wore In V

the Congreseional Record,
6

The burden ut illiteracy rest:, 4Ith everyene as we ehare this

defIcier:cy :n our society. For ehose who ran not pull their own
weight anti make o conlributlen are irate:be all of ue ae illiteracy

affects everyone, net lust rhe tndivid,Jal. Illiteracy begeco

illiteracy, and thie is e disservice to all. This Is everyone's

responsibility.
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6

75% of the people incarcerated are illitorate. Therefore because
they are unable to obtain mployment, they tetn to crime for a
meana to eastain themselves. Illiteracy takea its toll on all
sucleo-ecoaomic groups, ayes, and races. What hampers our efforts
15 when an agency or a case worker is neglectful in referring a
student candldete to us. Many times we heat It's too much trouble.
This is a failure within the system to effectively and efficiently
make se of what is there for the benefit of othets. It is a
disgrace not to take the 30 seconds to inform and educate someone
that help Is only a phope call away. Unlike so many bureaucracies,
our help does not require reams of paperwbtk and thetefoxe there 13
no valid excuse not to make referrals to us. Being literate impacte
every facet and aspect of life.

Programs such s JTPA con easily interface wiCa us. While lettetc
and phone calls are made on our end offering our services, they are
frequently ignored. W. hear of programs being under staffed and
uhder funded, yet Wien * helping hand ls eeteeded to relieve the
pressure of work load it is ignorantly ',voided. There Is a lut of
rhetoric regarding literacy funding, but fram eur eeperience it is
all talk. Money IS available for studies, which have been done
over and over. These studies chanee nothing, :hey don't flx the
illiteracy Issue. Money is aveilable for Commissions or for
Neweletters, or to create more paper wore that would entail
programs like ourselves to have to ilte someone Juet to keep up
with the paper work. What good le that? There oes the extta
funding someones paycheck instead of Leine esed to improve the
program, for advertising so we can educate more, provide books and
train mure. Focus On Literacy, Ine. has one employee who recruits,
trains, handles correspondence, day to day activities, fundtaleets,
Publicity, the Resource center ef low level hiee intecest matetials
and matches volunteer, and studente. We operate on undet $50,000.
If anyone is under funded and under staffed, it's literacy
programs. Our work 13 Ct1t1Cal to eettiny peop:e up to standards
so we can channel them into high eehool egulvaleecy clases, and
job training. The Adult Night Sehoole begin on a 9th grade reading
level and out work is the precursor for these f:lke being able to
cope on the 9th gtade level. Tn think our were Ise't neceseary ur
valueble is fool hardy. We're dealieg with those who are afraid of
failure, are embarraseed and dr& fruetrated. Everyone la entitled
to a free education and that's why we are here.

A few year !. ago, thft. ABC Broadcasting networe isinched an in depth
study of the graduating teachers. This etudy :tvealed that the
current graduates wete from the lewest percentil; of their class.
This gives mote credence ty the eayieg that "tUcite who can, do, and
tnose who can't, teach." The unfortunate tealite le that we are
continually ',etting call from parents begging fo: our assiAtance
for their school age children because thPy itE n.: competent in
reading and writing. These ere our adult illiterites of the
future.
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In N.J., the State administered a test to first year college
students and discovered that less than Zet could read and write
wichout any problem. And in another direction, only 32% showed
ability in basic computatioe shills with only 131 could perform
basic algebra.

The mistake here is throwing more money after bad. If our
inexperllnced volucteers can tesch reading and writing, why should
the system which has proven to be a failure be g!ven more funds?

Our own students have publicly discussed on television the lack of
service given to them by remedial classes which Were supposedly
uesigned to help improve their skIlls.

There Is a lot of rhetoric about previding fus for litetacy
needs, except if the State of New Jersey is an example of the rest
of the Country, then few States actually do prcvide money. Hew
Jeraey depends on the Federal Government for literacy funds.

There needs te be consideration oE a reward system or penalty to
require arograms to provide assurance. We must know that every
avenue of service is explored or at least given an opportunity to
assist.

Our success is thnt of which we respect the wishes and goal') of the
clientele. We do not foist our upinions on the individual. We

Have found when they realize the can achieve something, they come
back and ask U3 to teach them more. Some have not only obtained
employmont, but have actually gradeated from college too.

An Interesting point to be made here 13 that it is our pOlicy to
try to get people to be proficient enough 50 they may be removed
from public assistance. We've had an instance wnen an employed
worker who was leJured on the job was denied Social Security
Disability Benefits beeed on the feet that he cculd do another Joh.
However, he was illiterate which made It imposaible for him to
perform satisfactorily. Focus On Literacy, Inc. first proved his
illiteracy to insure his benefits, then we matched him wilt' a tulor
for instruction, and now he is empluyable again.

We've had people who were unable to pass the mil:tory exams, who
after out one to one tutoring was able tc obtaln their goal:
Parents who were illitetate and wanted to set a good example fot
their children, were able to help the kids along. Individuals who
were learning disabled or emotionally unstable at impaired were
given the encouragement to learn. Kids in half eay houses or
vocational rehab were able to maintain Jobs and become eelf
sufficient.

All it takes is commitment, determination and timr.
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FOCUS ON LITERACY, Inc. Is dedicated to the teaching of Adult
Illiterates to better improve their opportunities. one major
area of concern that needs to be addressed is in workplace
literacy, more directly for today's purposes, Job training and
placement. Too often, low level readers aro not even allowed
the chance to work through programs like JPTA. They don't
possess the baaic skills necessary to file for assistance with
JPTA, as some can't even sign their own names.

Yet these individuals have a burning desire to work, to better
themselves and their familiea. In out program, the median age
Is 37.8 years, primarily white male, with an average of a 9th
grade education, and a 2nd grade reading level. They can't
fill out a Job application, read warnings about machine
guarding, read IISDS sheets, or material given to them about
benefits, safety, or payroll deductions.

As progrese grows and technological advances continue to
outstrip the basic American Workforce, Just where do employers
expect to find employees capable of comprehending the
workplace if so many can't even read and write? In the United
States, there are an estimated 27-35 mill'on illiterate
adults. Additionally, there are another 25 million low level
readers. OE these 50-60 million people, many are faced with
impending doom at their place of employment.

This cerhinly covers the PTA workforce aa well. They need
to be competent esiough to comprehend both written and verbal
instruction. The need for an educationally improved workforcu
is everywhere you look in America as w strive to compete with
foreign markets. Their workers 4re better educated, more
adaptable to changing environment, and better able to cOpe at
work and survive in the world.

What organizations such as FOCUS ON L/TERACY, :nc, can do, is
provide needed support, education, and assistance to the JPTA
client who needs to improve or learn reading and writing.
Additionally, 50111* individuals who won't qualify for the JPTA
training due to lack of basic skills, can be retained by JPTA
and taught by FOCUS ON LITERACY, Inc. and brought up to an
acceptable standard of skills. What Is needed to accomplish
this la a partnership between FOCUS ON LITERACY, Inc. and
JPTA. Efforts in tne past have not been successful in this
area, principally due to lack of direction and guidance.
FOaS ON L/TERACY, Inc. has always received a warm verbal
welcome and acknowledgment. Unfortunately, caseworkers are
burdened with many in need, and don't have time to place the
Illiterate or low level jobseeker in a literacy program.

Perhaps a screolny system could be utilized to identify these
potential workera upun entry into the JPTA process. They'
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could then immediately be directed toward agenclea such as
FOCUS ON LITERACY, Inc. for immediate needs, and receive
regular assistance in a one to one Netting by using trained
volunteers from the community.

A recent study shows that of 14,748 people in the Camden-
Cloucenter County area who were actively seeking work, 6,924
ate from basic blue collar Jobs. Another 5,459 are from
clerical, service, sales, and other. Based upon "norpal"
projections for illiterates within New Jersey, approximately
17% or 2,105 of the two target groups will haVe low level or
lack of basic ekills.

According to a recent report issued by the Businees Council
for Effective Litetacy, two-thirds of workers in construction
firms today have skills below those needed on the job. In the
past, construction work hae relied heavily on young male
wotkers, and the pool of young people available for new hire
continues to shrink. Today's workers need a broader range of
skills then in the past. To fill this gap, employers will
have to reach out mote to minorities, oldet workers, and
women. Yet many of these Individuals lack the basic skills to
even apply for the position. We are wasting these precious
resources, these lives.

JPTA has taken the lead and continues to do so in training and
placement of workers. Still, too many people are unable to
enter the system for lack of basis skills. And the
businessperson, the economy, the consumer, and the country as
a whole is paying the price, and will continue to do eo if
action isn't taken to integrate basic skills education with
basic Job training education.

An electrician can't understand the grounding instructions on
a pneumatic drill and receives a shock; a custodian can't read
the labels on the cleaning fluids and is overcome by fumes; a
master carpenter can't read the two little tabs in the cotner
and nails go into tLe wrong place, so the new windows cat t be
opened or closed: a metal worker can't measure properly and
cuts a quanity of material too shert. In Just these instances,
lack of basic skills costs productivity, quality of goods,
health and perhaps the life of the worker, and untold dollars%
These are ekilltd, trained, competent employees at what they
do, they Just can't read.

Fr.ease, see that the workers who come out of Federally funded
job programs can read and write. It is a basic survival
skill, both on and off the job. It will enhance the self-
esteem oE the worker, it will reduce accidents tc the worker,
it will substantially increase the companya' bottom line, and
lt will encourage others to seek the heie.

413
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Caryl. We appreate
that. And you were under five minutes, too.

MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Well, wait, I have more.
[Laughter.]
Chairman PERKINS. Well, with that, I am going to turn to Con-

gressman Andrews, who I am sure wants to put forth some very
brilliant questioning to you. So, please proceed, Congressman.

Mr. ANDREWS. I am going to have to read your questions, then?
[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me thank everyone on the panel. What we try

to do, and I thank Chairman Perkins for his and the staffs coop-
eration on this, and just say as an aside that, one of the most valu-
able lessons I have learned thus far in Washington is that the level
of skill and motivation of the staffs, particularly the committee
staffs, is really outstanding. And the people we have with us today
from the Employment Opportunities Subcommittee do a great job
throughout the year. We are very pleased to have them here in our
district, and we thank them for the good job they do every day, but
particularly today.

I was asked, I voted about 2 weeks ago in favor of the legislative
appropriations bill, which gives money to Congress and related
agencies, to meet our payroll and do the other things. And someone
said, gee, you really should have voted against that, because it is
an easy no vote, to come home and say you voted against bigger
staffs, and more money for the staffs down there, and so forth. And
it is kind of a fun thing to beat up on peopk who work in that
area.

And I was able to say that I voted for that for a very specific
reason, and that is that the people who do the work for us in the
Congress are underpaid and overworked, with the exception of
those on my staff.

[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Are underpaid and overworked, and they do a ter-

rific job. We are very thankful for the good work you did for us
today.

What we tried to do in these panels was to set up in the first
panel, a discussion of the problem that we are trying to solve, and
that is a general economic slow down, and a general lack of growth
in the country. Many of us think in New Jersey, in particular, that
we are faced with an unemployment crisis.

We then tried to talk about ways from the perspective of govern-
ment people, and study group people, that the JTPA law might be
improved to help solve that prololem.

A.nd then, finally in this third panel, to hear from those who are
involved in solving the problem, in giving people job skills, running
schools and programs that attempt to do that.

And it occurs to me in listening to what we have heard today,
that there are really two issues. The first one is, what should we be
doing as a matter of national policy, to create more job opportuni-
ties? And that is a question that we are going to, hopefully, be de-
bating in the weeks and months ahead, with a little more intensity
than we have been doing thus far.

The second question, though, is given the evolution of job oppor-
tunities, or the generation of job opportunities, how can we be sure
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that the JTPA program is properly poised to move people from un-
employment into those job opportunities? The second set of ques-
tions is, given those opportunities, how can we move people toward
them.

And we have heard a number of problems sort of pointed out in
this panel. I would like to focus, briefly, on one problem per wit-
ness, and ask you to respond.

Alan, it strikes me that your story that you tell is kind of a
horror story of what happens when people who are acting in goad
faith and trying to give people job skills get caught in the middle of
ambiguous laws and conflicting bureaucracies, and many other
people, acting in good intentions that are moving in different direc-
tions.

Bill Maguire said something earlier in his testimony about his
belief that the best way for us to simplify the program would be
through the use of a case management model. And what I took him
to mean by that is that, instead of one unfortunate unemployment
person, JTPA participant, trying to figure out for himsel, or herself
which agencies to go to and when, and which papers to file and
when, that that individual would have a broker, would have some-
one whose job it would be to figure out within all of the different
programs that are out there, Pell Grants and JTPA entitlements
and what have you, that person's job would be to figure out how
best to navigate that for the student, for the participant, place
them in the right place.

Your testimony suggests that we ought to be trying to reconcile
the difference that exists between the Department of Education
and the Department of Labor. Do you think that one way we might
do that would be to funnel more JTPA decisions through a case
manager, who would have authority to sort that out on behalf of
the participant? Is that a way that we could begin to address the
problem that you have poirited out?

Mr. HARRIS. In regard to, specifically, the coordination of the dif-
ferent funding programs, I do not know if that is necessarily a solu-
tion, because certainly, for those of us who are in the business of
running schools, we get regulatory changes for the Title IV pro-
grams almost monthly from the Depamment of Education. And I
think it would be very difficult for one person to really develop the
expertise to sit astride a number of governmental agencies, wheth-
er they be Health and Human Services, Welfare, Department of
Labor, Department of Education. I do not think it is possible for
one person to really have or develop the expertise to oversee the
coordination of all of those programs that way.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me put the question a slightly different way,
and I do think that would be very difficult, if not impossible, to do.
I suppose that the reason for this conflict in regulations between
Pell Grants and JTPA funding is a good one, a valid one. And that
is, that we are trying to avoid redundancy, spending money from
both sources on one person.

It has not worked out t,, accomplish that goal, but that, I sup-
pose, was the reason. Would it not make better sense to say to a
case manager that in effect, your client, your participant, has X
number of dollars to spend. And your goal is to get that person
trained and placed and motivated into the job market.
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Now, you can draw upon the bank of Pell Grant money, or you
can draw upon the bank of JTPA entitlement money, but let that
broker, in effect, deal from a bank account set up on behalf of that
one participant, rather than have the school, the participant, the
government agency, everyone else tangled up with this morass.
Does it not make better sense to almost open up like an 2,A,
except we call it an individual training account, an ITA, that
would combine the best elements of Pell and JTPA, and guaran-
teed student loans, and all the other things we have. Does that
make sense to you?

Mr. HARRIS. I would have to think about that. I know that the
Department of Education currently is approaching the whole ques-
tion of reauthorization, and I am sure that all of these questions
are going to be thrown into the mix as, you know, how do we re-
spond to some of these specific questions. I really do not know the
answer. And quite frankly, I do not know whether that would be
solution.

It really depends on the level of commitment that the Federal
Government is really willing to place on the value of an educated
and motivated workforce.

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, that is a pessimistic thought.
[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. To be partisan, but, maybe if we put a big sign

over the unemployment office that said, Savings & Loan Institute,
they might pay some attention to it.

Mrs. Kane, let me ask you a question. Your testimony speaks to
the need to think about some structural reforms in the way private
industry councils are put together, and selected and governed. The
model here is that the Private Industry Council will effectively
have control over the way funds are spent in the program.

How might you suggest that we improve the way the law creates
those councils? How might we make those councils more responsive
in a way that you would like to make them responsive?

MS. KANE. I, to be honest with you, Congressman Andrews, my
problem is not with the law and the Private Industry Council. I
think that the way the law, the JTPA law, addresses the Private
Industry Council is very clear and very concise. It states, you know,
there are two factors. You have your individuals that should be
coming from the private sector, and the individuals coming from
the educational sector.

And they have taken the time out in that law to break down the
educational sector, and say what is meant by educational repre-
sentatives, and state that all education representsall educational
agencies should be represented. And they name them.

The problem as I see it comes within the local level of the Pri-
vate Industry Council, where, in fact, the individuals that are
chosen to sit on the council--of course, we do not have representa-
tion, which I think is a total misrepresentation of the law.

The point, and this goes with what you had asked Alan, tooI
want to digress. I have here a Training Information Notice, and
this is related right to the Pell Grant issue. This was from the De-
partment of Labor.

Mr. ANDREWS. What kind of report?
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MS. KANE. It is called a TIN report, a training information
notice. And it is a directive, right from the Department of Labor,
that should be disseminated from the SDAs to the local PICs. If
this piece of information that I have in my hand had ever gotten to
the Private Industry Council, then their understanding of the Pell
Grants in relation to the JTPA is all written out here by their own
Department of Labor, and there would not have been the problem
that we had in last year's contracts.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that from the State Department of Labnr, or
the Federal?

Ms. KANE. This is from the Federal Department of Labor to the
State Department of Labor. And for example, when it says, in rela-
tion to the Pell Grants, the information is provided to the local
SDAs and PICs and sub-state grantees, so that applying for Pell
Grants can be a prerequisite for qualifying for JTP.16, funding. The
Federal Department of Labor is telling us, this is the law, this is
where it is at between Labor and Education. Follow it, and do what
you have to do.

I do not believe that our Private Industry Council has ever
gotten a copy of that. And if that is true, that is a shame. That is a
real honest to God shame. So, I do not see a problem with the Fed-
eral law the way that it is written for private industry councils. I
see the local interpretation of that law, and what they think that
they can do, and what they cannot do.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mrs. Kane. Debbie Reese, one of the
points that you make is the need for support services around the
basic employment trainingchild care, medical care, transporta-
tion, etc. I know that your agency has been quite successful in put-
ting that together, but I suspect, I have been to your graduations,
and I have heard the success stories and met the people. I suspect
that the reason you have been successful is almost in spite of the
way the law is structured now, not because of it. That it is an ad
hoc process to get the other services in, so your participant can
take advantage of them.

What could we do in the law that would give you more of an op-
portunity to provide that whole network of support services to a
participant that we are not doing right now? How can this law be
improved to do that?

MS. REESE. One of the things that is happeningI talked about
still being on a performance based contract. One of the things that
we are in the process of negotiating right now with our local em-
ployment and training center office is a joint contract with the
State Department of Education, so that the JTPA is picking up all
training related expenses, and no administrative expenses. Those
will be picked up by the Department of Education.

If we can move to some of those kinds of ways of contracting, so
that we are still very performance drivenand, I think we should
be. I think that is the good thing in the JTPA system, compared to
other systems. But I think that if we can move to that kind of con-
tracting, it really frees up a lot of the pressure that is on us as a
local provider to do these kinds of things.

I have to say in fairness to the way the current JTPA system is
right now, with performance based contracting, you actually haw-
fewer restraints on social services than you would with other kinds,

44-241 0 - 91 - 14 4 7
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with a line item, you know, cost reimbursement budget. In that
regard, I have much more flexibility with what I do.

The problem has been, and that was why I was making my pitch
as a non-profit entrepreneur, is that the way the contracting
system has been set up so far, the constraints are so major, that it
is very difficult to be creative. You are spending all your time deal-
ing with very burdensome regulations, and very burdensome con-
tracts. I never got a contract for 11 months, I operatedcan you
believe thison good faith. If I were not on the PIC, I mean, my
board of directors was dying. I was operating for 11 months with-
out a contract, because the contract had gotten this thickit has
gotten this complicated.

So, those are the kinds of things that government can do, Rob.
There is no reason under the sun why, at your level and at the
State level, things cannot be simplified. That is at least what I hear
from the folks at the State level, as well.

Mr. ANDREWS. The Work Group has, what, I would guess, five or
six full time employees?

Ms. REESE. Oh, no. I have 26 people now.
Mr. ANDREWS. Okay. Well, you have grown and been more suc-

cessful. What percentage of time does your staff spend on adminis-
trative work, versus the amount of time, the percentage of time
you spend on dealing with the participants?

Ms. REESE. If you knew the amount of time that I have spent
with my director of administration in the last 6 weeks. I just col-
lapsed for 4 days, because we have workedI have done about 20
different budgets for JTPA, just to survive. Because, one minute, it
is one thing, the next minute, it is another thing. That is full time
for the last 2 months, when I was also in the middle of program
planning.

What I have tried to do is protect my program staff from this
kind of stuff as much as I possibly can. But, I have one gal who is a
job developer, who spends about half of her time just monitoring
all the fiscal stuff around the benchmarks, these intermediate
steps, to get people through the program. And that is what I
meant. I was really criticizing myself when I said I was becoming
finance driven. And you almost are mad if the kid wants to go to
vocational school. Because, how dare they? They are messing up
my finances, I will not balance my budget. I mean, it is crazythe
kid wants to go to college.

Mr. ANDREWS. So, in effect, your performance report is going to
look worse, so you are going to be penalized if one of yourlet us
assumelbne of your graduates says, you know, I like what I did. I
want' to go to Gloucester County College, and get into a medical
technology program. I am going to work part time at K-Mart while
I do that. That is a failure, according to the--

Ms. REESE. That is a failure.
Mr. ANDREWS. [continuing] way the present regulations are set

up.
MS. REESE. And it is also a physical failure. And I am evaluated

against other, I am evaluated against welding schools, and secretar-
ial schools. And they say, gee, how come her placement is not as
high as theirs? So, it sets up a wholemy staff is very productive.

if
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And it sets you up with a whole mentality of failure, which is not
part of getting together and solving the problem.

Mr. ANDREWS. One of the issues that a lot of us have been talk-
ing about, both in this law and in the Higher Education Reauthor-
ization Act, is what we might call degree of difficulty factor. And
that is that all of us want to see output performance based stand-
ards to separate the good from the bad, and the regulated from the
less regulated. But, we want to be very sure that those standards
are based upon a fair evaluation.

And the way I always think about it is that it is a lot easier to
train and place someone who is a 35 year ild employee who may
have lost a job at General Electric, than it is someone who is an 18
year old unwed mother, without a high school diploma. Not to say
it is easy to place the 35 year old, but the likelihood is a lot higher
that man cr woman is going to go on and do something.

We do not want to see a situation where you are evaluated on
the same scale, and because you only place 60 percent of the unwed
mothers, you are compared to somebody who placed 98 percent of
the 35 year old GE workers, because they are a different set of
problems, and a different set of opportunities.

Finally, let me ask Caryl, one of the proposals that has been
made in the context of the education bill reauthorization is that
student financial aid not be available to individuals, until they can
either have a high school diploma, or pass a GED. I assume that, in
order to do either of those, you have to be literate. Although--

Ms. MACKIN-WAGNER. It would help.
Mr. ANDREWS. [continuing] one sometimes wonders what is

coming out of the schools at times. What do you think of that idea?
In other words, let me tell you what the arguments I have heard
for and against it, and see what you think as an expert in this
field.

The argument for it is that, why should we be spending any
JTPA, Pell Grant, guaranteed student loan money on someone who
cannot read and write. If you cannot read and write, you are obvi-
ously going to fail, and it is throwing good money after bad.

The argument against the proposition is that some people will
experience what you might call a chilling effect, or they will be
scared away from some of the ocational training programs, be-
cause they have trouble with academic learning. They have trouble
with the literacy training and learning. And that what we are
going to do is screen out some people who do want to work, but are
somehow scared away, or unable to do the academic work. What do
you think of that idea?

MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. That is a broad-based question. No matter
how you look at it, you are dealing with people's fears, regardless
Self-esteem and ego enter into the picture, and as human beings we
are supposed to be able to acknowledge that kind of a situation,
and encourage, not dissuade, people to come forward.

dlr. ANDREWS. Right.
MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. And let us face it, the United States has

one of the lowest bases as far as education level. We have got
people in other countries who are willing to work longer hours, go
to school many more days of the week, or rather, many more days
of the year, longer school days, than what we have now. We are

4 Hi
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virtually a lazy group of people. We have come to accept certain
benefits that, obviously, we have to realize that just because you
are working 9 to 5, or you have a job, does not always entitle you
to these benefits.

So, therefore, people who are truly dedicated and determined,
would find a way to acknowledge people who we are scaring off,
and get them to get the help which is available, which is free,
which is private. Because, those poor people are unaware that
there is help available to them. And part of our problem is, we do
not have the funding to advertise those kinds of programs.

Mr. ANDREWS. I just want to get this on the record, again. Your
program is free of charge?

MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Free of charge.
Mr. ANDREWS. This is something--
MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Free and private.
Mr. ANDREWS. If I understand the way that this works, if I

cannot read or write, or if I know someone who cannot read and
write and needs help, I can call Focus on Literacy. I will be as-
signed a literacy volunteer--

MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Right.
Mr. ANDREWS. [continuing] who will help me through a program.

And I do not pay for that.
MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Right, absolutely.
Mr. ANDREWS. Okay. So, just, in conclusion, do you think there

should be a literacy requirement or pre-condition to getting this
kind of help for job training or higher education?

MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Yes, I believe that there should be some
sort of penal system which would go through the records to make
sure that programs have turned over every rock of available serv-
ice that iE Out i,:t"-=,re for them, for their clientele.

Mr. ANDREWS. And I would just ask you to think aboutnot
today. because it is too difficult of a questionbut ways that that
requirement might be made more of an aid, and less of a punish-
ment for someone. We do not want to take someone who is 17 years
old, and already scared, in a very difficult life situation, and make
them feel as if they are being thrust into a learning environment
they may have left already, by dropping out of high school. And
not make them feel as if they are being punished somehow.

I know your program does not do that. I have had the chance,
Chris, the last couple of years, to go to the annual awards ceremo-
ny that Caryl's program has. It used to be a luncheon, but with the
funding cut backs, there is no luncheon anymore.

Ms. MACKIN-WAGNER. Nothing.
Mr. ANDREWS. But, at least there is an opportunity to say thank

you to the people who volunteer. And the people who teach literacy
in the program are volunteers. The only money spent in this pro-
gram is the very minimal expenses to administer it.

MO. MACKIN-WAGNER. Yes, well, one of the way that we have
found to obviously stretch that dollar that is contributed to the pro-
gram is by housing it without charging rent, and absorbing all the
utility costs ourselves, personally.

Mr. ANDREWS. In your home?
MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Yes.
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Mr. ANDREWS. SO, I mean, this is something where we spend, you
know, hundreds of millions or billions of dollars on different things
in Washington, and we have proof positive here in our district that
things can work. We have to try to find a way to help it work
better. We appreciate your participation in that.

MS. MACKIN-WAGNER. Thank you for the opportunity.
Chairman PERKINS. Well, having concluded with Rob's questions,

I would like to say I neglected to introduce two of my staff mem-
bers, Deborah Katz, here, who is returning to New Jersey. She
went to college down the road at Princeton.

Mr. ANDREWS. And has overcome that hurdle.
[Laughter.]
Chairman PERKINS. And Pat Fahy, who worked 4 years with Sen-

ator Simon, doing the JTPA amendments, prior to me enticing her
to come over to the House side. I was not sure if it was my sterling
personality, or an $8,000 raise I offered her. But, whatever, we
were able to get her, and we are very pleased that they could join
us today.

I would like to make a couple of brief comments. To Mr. Harris,
apparently, Pat has handed me a note saying that new regulations
are awaiting clearance at the Office of Management and Budget.
These regulations are expected to correct or clarify any conflicting
policies regarding the use of Pell Grants in the JTPA programs.

And she will be pleased to put you in contact with the appropri-
ate department officials.

And in directing my comments to Ms. Wagner, or Mrs.well,
Car yl.

MS. MACK1N-WAGNER. Whatever.
Chairman PERKINS. We are going to try to see that in any JTPA

bill that we put forth this year, that we do try to address the basic
skills deficiencies. That those who have them will be addressed in
so ne fashion or other.

Ms. Reese, I think that the problems with creaming that you
have been talking about are absolutely on target. We understand
that those are something that we are going to have to deal with,
and we are going to try to. It is a very difficult question.

And how do you, realistically? You know, I walked into a JTPA
graduation 3 weeks ago. One of the JTPA directors in my district
comes up and says, Chris, you know, I cream all the time, because
of these performance based contracts. She said, "I feel guilty about
it."

But, what I do is, I take the best and the brightest, and those
most likely to succeed, because I want to make my figures look
good, so I can get another contract next year. And how do we still
have some sort of performance component, but, at the same time,
get away from this kind of demand that drives people in a direction
where they feel they have got to cream? How do you accomplish
that?

Ms. REESE. I really think it can be done if you are comparing
similar populations. For example, and I do not know what the na-
tional standard from the experts would be, but if the reasonable
standard would be that, when you are working with dropouts, 40
percent should be placed, then that should be your minimum base-
line for a group like that, to be set in a contract.
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The other thing you can doI like performance based contracts.
I was raised by a businessman, and I really do like that approach,
even though I am a social worker. What that does not have to
always have attached to it are the fiscal disincentives. Give me an
installment way of paying me. Let me use any surpluses I get if I
exceed whatever this baseline amount is, so that it is a positive in-
centive for me, which she now can use, and I cannot, to do more for
my agency and my program.

So, I think that you have to, just like you would with the mental-
ly ill or anybody else, you can establish baseline minimums for
similar population groups, and I think you should. I would never
want us to do anything else. I really do think it is one of the best
features of JTPA. And I have been in social work a long, long time.
I think it is one of its good things.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, I think those are very good ideas, Ms.
Reese. I appreciate that.

I could continue on, but I think it is time to let everybody go
home. I want to say, I appreciate very much having the opportuni-
ty to join you here in New Jersey. I appreciate the invitation from
my good friend and diligent worker, Rob Andrews, who has allowed
the subcommittee to come here. I think we have been provided in-
valuable new information that we are anxious to take back to
Washington and synthesize into this JTPA bill.

And with that, I am going to let you all go on, and I thank you
for coming. This hearing is now adjourned.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the rabcommittee on Employment

Opportunities, it is my pleasure to submit this testimony on the

Job Training Partnership Act Amendments on behalf of the largest

Service Delivery Area in the nation, the City of New York.

The Job Training Partnership Act offers a second chance,, a

realistic chance, for the hard-to-serve to become productive

citizens. Job training also is essential to the economic growth of

our great nation. Too many of our citizens are ill prepared to

meet our nation's workforce needs as new technologies emerge and

employers require higher level skills of their workforce. Without

the intervention of federal training dollars, the numbers of the

economically disadvantaged will continue to grow, placing

additional burdens on government tax dollars, and businesses will

be unable to fill many of their higher skilled jobs. During its

nine- year history, we have seen JTPA flourish, and with some added

enhancements, we know that the program can continue to be key to

the effort of offering to the most needy a second chance at the

opportunities of our great nation.

In your efforts to ensure the fiscal integrity of JTPA and maximize

dollars for direct oervices, we urge you not to curtail the

capability of the administrative bodies primarily responsible for

making the system work: SDAs. Although some SDAs have been charged

by the U.S. General Accounting Office, the U.S. Inspector General
and the media with not meeting the intent of JTPA, we believe most

SDAs, like tiew York City, have exemplary programs that provide
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extensive services to the hard-to-serve. Our primary concern is

that as Congress addresses the abuses of ome SDAs, it refrains

from legislating requirements that will limit the effectiveness of

SEMI and local service providers as core elements of the job

training aystem. For JTPA to remain viable in workforce

preparation, Congress must address several key issues that impact

on the strength of the SDA network: local flexibility, cost

limitations and the allocation formula.

The success of JTPA has and always will rest with the Service

DeliveryArea, which plans and assures program quality, performance

and compliance. The New York City Department of Employment, as the

SDA subgrantee, is charged with the challenge of directing limited

dollars to a large and diverse eligible population. About

2,500,000 economically disadvantaged persons currently reside in

New York City. Yet each year our funding ls.vels allow us to only

serve approximately 50,000 individuals or two percent of the people

we should be :earthing. The eligible population is growing because

of the sustained economic downturn New York City is experiencing.

Our diverse population of African-Americans, Latinos, Asians,

Haitians and immigrants and refugees from Eastern Europe are

served through a network of ever 200 contractors, including

community colleges, the Board of Educat-on, private for-profit

vendors and community-based organizations. Community-based

organizations are our primary service providers because of their

r
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ability to -4Alot their training approach to the special needs of

their constituencies.

As a subgrantee, the New York City Department of Employment has met

the programmatic and fiscal priorities of the propostgd JTPA

amendments, and we accomplished this through procurement practices

that are the most stringent in the country. Our City's procurement

process is an elaborate mix of safeguards to assure that only the

most responsible organizations with sound fiscal and program track

records are chosen as our service providers.

To more effectively target the hard-to-serve, New York City has

refrained from using economic disadvantage as its sole criterion

for entry in a training program. All contracts are clearly

specified and monitored to assure a demographic mix and that those

served are truly the "hard-to-serve." Presently, 80% of our youth

participants are high school dropouts. The other 20% must read

below an eighth grade level or confront other major barriers to

employment. In our adult programs, 40% of the participants are

public assistance recipients. All others must read below the

eighth grade level or be high school dropouts.

In our efforts to best serve the "hard-to-serve," we realize that

they must be trained for jobs that offer long-term career

opportunities. Our mix of occupational training includes jobs that

are classified as medium to high-skilled occupations by the GAO
Report, "Job Training Partnership Act: Vervices and Outcomes for

Participants with Differing Needs." Only those occupations with
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career potential are selected for training. Our service design has

allowed the hard-to-serve to gain employment in better paid jobs:

over 60% of the adults and over 55% of the youth are placed in

training related jobs at an Average wage of $6.67 per hour and

$5.50 per hour, respectively.

Allocation Formula

The New York City Department of Employment has been in the

forefront in advocating a change in the allocation formula. The

current allocation formula does not give sufficient weight to the

high concentration of persons living below the poverty level.

Unemployment is not a true measure of the incidence of poverty as

evidenced by the fact that New York City's labor force

participation rate is 57.5% as compared to 65.4%, nationwide.

Congress should be mindful that needed changes in JTPA did aot take

place last year becanse of the impasse on correcting the inequities

of the allocation formula.

We believe that the proposed formula in last year's Senate bill

(S.543) weighing 75% on economically disadvantaged and 25% on

unemployment factors still offers the best hope to balance JTPA's

dollars with the incidence of the hard-to-serve We also support

a provision in the Administration's proposed amendments that

requires states to allocate to SDKs those amounts determined by the

Secretary of Labor. This will assure a more equitable distribution

of funds to SDAs with higher concentration of economically

disadvantaged persons that their state.

A I) -1
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Local Flexibility

The JTPA Service Delivery Areas are diverse in their size and

needs. The New York City SDA has a large number of service

providers as compared to smaller SDAs. Our public transportation

network links most of our communities, while commuting large

distances is a problem for participants in suburban or rural SDAs.

The City's funding level, although insufficient to meet the needs

of our residents, allows for the use of a large contractor network.

Smaller SDAs have fewer service providers and many localities must

rely on outside funding to exist.

To meet the unique needs of more than 700 SDAs, JTPA should allow

for maximum local flexibility and not prescribe service levels and

approaches that impair on the SDAs' ability to meet the needs of

its population. Because SDAs are as diverse as their target

populations, we urge Congress to sustain local flexibility in the

set-aside, on-the-job training, and the job search assistance

language in the JTPA amendments.

Set-Asides

New York City has always been opposed to set-asides, because they

have proven to be detrimental to funding levels and local planning

processes, have created delays in funding and imposed another

administrative layer on JTPA. We therefore, cannot support the

Administration's proposal to set-aside 5% of the SDAs allocation

for State Education Coordination and Grants. While coordination

between education and training programs is essential, it can best

be carried uut at the local level.
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A more effective approach would be to require SDAs to fund school-

to-work transition and adult learning opportunity programs. To

achieve realistic coordination and linkages, the SOU and local

education agencies should develop and implement joint funding

arrangements using ot'Iar federal funds. Such an approach would

ensure better linkages and increase performance.

On-the-JOb Training (OJT)

OJT offers SDAs a method to meet both the federal requirement of

limiting training to demand occupations and to address the career

goals and needs of JTPA's eligible population. Historically, it

has offered the largest range of training occupations and has also

allowed hard-to-serve participants, who normally do r-et employer

hiring requirements, to gain employment. Am a training modality,

OJT programs have always exceeded the New York City SDA's JTRA

performance goals and are highly effective in providing services to

males in occupations not suitable for classroom training.

Nationwide, males have always been underserved.

Congress needs to recognize that On-the-Job Training has been an

effective vuhie, in serving special population groups. OJT

service providurs who have developed working arrangements with the

criminal justice system, local economic development agencies, and

agencies serving groups such as public assistance recipLents,

substance abusers and the homeless have found OJT the most

effective mode in serving these groups. To limit the use of
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multiple broker contracts would impact negatively on our service

capabilities for these target groups.

The strongest link between the private sector and JTPA has been,

and should continue to be, OJT. The primary private sector

providers are small employers who usually train one or two

participants. Congress and the U. S. Department of Laboes'concern

about on-the-job training must not result in future guidelines that

will restrict its use and, in effect, discourage employers from

participating in the program.

Job search Assistance

The bill that will soon be before you would also impair local

flexibility by limiting job search training and direct placement

services to only those participants who are enrolled in basic

skills and occupational skills training. The Department of

Employment strongly believes that SDAe need to continue to have the

flexibility to provide job search assistance to clients who do not

need training or who require a job to meet Immediate financial

needs. Not only do our contractors provide a range of services

that are not available through the federally funded State

Employment Services, but our comprehensive centers are located in

neighborhoode where the most needy live. The loss of these

services would be devastating to low-income people in New York

City.
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Youth Opportunity Prograns

The youth of today are the promise of tomorrow. The major

challenge facing the nation's workforce development efforts is to

equip school dropouts, with limited basic and occupational skills,

to meet the growing .kills requirements of the workplace. Basic

ducation and skills training are only a portion of the srvices

they need to make a productive transition. Problems much as lack

of self-esteem, substance abuse, and fear of failure need to be

addressed with a full range of social services, job readiness and

world of work instruction. New York City looks forward to

.upporting the national goals to help youth who have failed to

realise their dreams for tomorrow.

The City of New York support. the administration's propo.al to

create a year-round youth program, provided that summer employment

remains an option for SDAs. However, the proposed requirement that

60% of the service population be out-of-school youth who are

participating in an education o: training program will greatly

reduce the number of youth that could be served in a summer jobs

program. With an estimated local school dropout rate of 32%, it

would be disasterous for Congress to propose reductions in the

summer jobs program.

Contrary to conmon perception, the summer jobs program does have a

long-term impact on in-school youth. It provides the economic

means for poor youth to stay in school and an opportunity to g-in

experience and build a resume. It should be self-evident that low
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income youth with a prior work history are better able to compete

for jobs than those who have never worked.

A service strategy for all in-school youth as a requirement for

participation in the summer program would present problems to New

York City and many NAB. Preparing and collecting upwards of

20,000 strategies for students enrolled in NYC's 300 public schools

would be costly, difficult and time-consuming.

Cost Limitatioes

Probably more than anything else, current and proposed cost

limitations as well as the Labor's Department definitions, coupled

with proposed limitations on fixed-unit-price/performance based

contracts, will have the greatest impact on the ability of SDAs to

effectively administer the JTPA program. It is the SDA, not the

federal or state entity, that must share the proposed 20% limit on

administrative dollars with the services providers, be responsible

for ensuring quality training and comply with JTPA regulations.

Congress and the Department of Labor should be aware that ad-

ministrative costs are a product of a four-to-five tiered ad-

ministrative cost arrangement. Both the federal government and the

states have ample funds to cover their administrative requirements.

However, their role in promoting the quality of the delivery system

is more administrative than programmatic.

The reality is that service provider administration costs, using

current Labor Department definitions,
can range from 15% to 30% and

upwards of 95% of an SDA's administrative budget. Furthermore,

without the use of fixed-unit-price/performance
based contracts,
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the SDA's subgrantees administrative budgets could fall to as low

ae 5% of their grant, if not far below actual administrative costs

allocations. It was a reality in 1983 and even more of a problem

today since overall funding has dropped 5.7% and the cost of living

has risen over 37%. The cost limitations will further immobilize

many SDAA who no longer will be able to supplement the JTPA

administrative budget with local dollars, let alone assume the cost

of administering the grant.

It is also our position that legislative and regulatory cost

limitations can have a negative effect on both the programmatic and

operational capacity of the JTPA system, particularly if fixed-

unit-price/performance based contracts are limited to "off the

shelf" training programs and tuition-based programs. This would

force SDAA to fund a few large contracts at the expense of a

network of smaller, community-based organizations better suited to

meeting the unique needs in their communities.

Legislative proposals claim that changes are needed to serve the

most needy in the general population. Yet they propose to cap

expenses for training related and support services at 30%. These

are contradictory proposals because they only limit the ability of

SDAs to provide services needed by the hard-to-serve and to

adequately support participants in long-term training. The true

cost for training related and support services can range from 35%

to 40%. We disagree with the proposal to include counseling and

job development as a training related cost. Counseling and job

development are as essential to the training of the hard-to-serve
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as is instriction, and should continue to be an allowable training

cont4

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, keep in mind that

JTPA is a partnership with the private sector. Wbat fixed-unit-

price/performance based contracting has done is put mit on a

business-like basis. Rather than reimbursing contractors for their

expenses, regardless of performance, service providers are paid

only when they perform. The impact on performance and cost

effectiveness has been impressive. It has resulted in more

training slots and increased performance. Marginal and failing

contractors are (sassily weeded out, and fixed-unit-priced/

performance based contracts have given service providers added

flexibility to adjust their costs to meet the emerging needs of the

population to be served.

Conclusions

Let me close with what I believe to be the most important lesson

for the future of workforce preparation which came from our

country's recent victory in the Persian Gulf, The United States

won because Operation Desert Storm deployed smart weapons that were

operated by smart forces heavily represented by minorities.

Congress needs to question why our military succeeded in training

its forces in the use of the most sophisticated and advanced

technologies, while American business is crying for a workforce

that cannot nest even the most rudimentary requirements. The

answer is simple. Training has always been the military's first

priority. The military knows the requirement of each and every job
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and spends mIllions in training. It marshalld the resources

required to produce a military force capable of carrying out each

and every assignment. Its method proved that everyone is trainable.

To produce a workforce capable of meeting the economic challenges

and workforce requirements of the '908, Congress must give job

training the same priority given to it by the military. Dollara

must be directed to implementing training approaches for the hard-

to-serve -- individuals who largely have been left behind by our

educational system. This requires strong, viable programmatic

efforts by all of us. I believe the Job Training Partnership Act is

the vehicle to accomplish this important goal. In your eflort to

ensure fiscal integrity and to maximise dollars for direct service,

don't let the administrative details detract from the primary goal

of JTPA: to offer a second chance to the needy of our country to

become part of a well trained, competitive workforce that can meet

the challenges of the international economic battlefield.

435
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HIGHLIGHTS
OF

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT'S
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON

THE U.S. DEPARTMENT or LABOR'S AMENDMENTS TO TUE
JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT

JUNE, 1991

Economically Disadvantaged: Amend definition to include not only
those individuals who receive food stamps but also those who are
eligible for food stamps. This is in line with the recommendation
made by the National Commission for Employment Policy in their
report entitled, "Training Hispanics: Implications for the JTPA
System.",

Performance Standards: Adult employment enhancement outcomes might
be better utilized as extra credi ',slues in determining an SDAs
adult performance, rather than establishing a separate standard.

Hunan Resource Investment Councils: DOE views the proposed
establishment of this council as a positive step to ensure
coordination of services at the state and local level.

Set-Asides: The Department of Employment does not support set-
asides or designated fundilg. Set-asides, particularly those that
are administered by another state agency, have created funding
delays, impaired local planning efforts, limited local funding and
created yet another administrative layer. While coordination with
education programs is essential, it can best be carried out at the
local level.

For these reasons we oppose the 5% set-asides for the State
Education Coordination and designated funding for older workers. We
do support legislation for special target groups that is coupled
with funding

Limitation of Certain Costs: DOE supports an increase in
administrative costs. However, since SDAa must share administrative
costs with service providers (unlike the Federal and State
entities), even with an increase to 20%, the SDAs will be strapped.

JTPA amendments should establish a separate administation cost
limitation of 15% for SDAs and another cost limitation of 15 % for
service providers. The administrative cost of service providers
should be limited to costs generally accepted by the accounting
industry as general and administrative.

Training and technical assistance activities designed for capacity
building should be charged to either a new cost category or to
training.

The proposed 30% lid on training-related and supportive services
will limit support services to the hard-to-serve and the amount of
needs based payments to participants in long term training.
Therefore, we believe that counseling and job development should be
charged to training.

444
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Fixed Unit Cost/Performance Based Contracts: The Department of
Employment opposes language in the legislation that would eliminate
Fixed Unit Price/Performance Based Contracting. The efforts by the
U. S. Department of Labor to further reinforce the March 13, 1989

notice are sufficient to ensure fiscal integrity and cost-

reasonable contracts. Performance Based Contracts should be
maintained as they have improved both the performance and quality
of services.

We also recommend that programs with competency-based curricula
approved by the PIC should not be required to breakdown costs. We
support a provision in the legislation that would give the
Secretary of Labor the authority to disallow the use of these
contracts by Service Delivery Areas who are found by audits to have
misused JTPA funds.

Allocation Formula: New York City strongly supports the language in
the Administration's bill that would have States allocate "to the
services delivery areas within the State such amounts as determined
by the Secretary using the allocation formula." This would
eliminate funding limitations of SDAs with needs indices that are
higheT than that of their state.

The allocation formula for adults and youth should be weighted 50%
oh the relative number of economically disadvantaged, 25% on the
concentration of economically disadvantaged and 25% on the relative
number of unemployed individuals residing in areas of substantial
unemployment.

On-the-Job Training: On-the-Job Training offers SDAs a method to
meet both the federal requirement of limiting training to demand
occupations and addressing the career goals and needs of JTPA
eligible participants. JTPA amendments should refrain from
creating a legislative climate that will result in regulations and
guidelines that discourage firms from participating in OJT.

Job Search Assistance: We oppose the provision that would limit
job search assistance to clients who are or have engaged in either
basic or occupational training.

Youth Flugrans: We propose that Bunmer program enrollment should
be excluded from the 60% out-of-school participation rate.

Because of the size of New York City's summer employment program,
we oppose the requirement of a service strategy for summer youth
employment participants who are not engaged in a year-round youth
program.

Participants who only enroll in the summer program should be
excluded from youth performance standards.

Youth Opportunities Unlimited: We strongly support the inclusion
of this program under Title IV. However, SDAs with a high density
population should be allowed a waiver from the target population
limit of 25,000.

Sunset Provision: The permanent authorization of JTPA must be
maintained. A sunset provision could subject JTPA to periodic
changes in order to insure the program's reauthorization.

4`);
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GAO
United States
General Accounting Office
Washington. D.C. 2060

Human Resolute. Division

August 13, 1991

The Honorable Carl C. Perkins
Chairman, Subcommittee on Employment

Opportunities
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Repre.entatives

Dear Hr. Chairman:

The enclosure to this letter contains our response to a
series of questins submitted by Representative Steve
Gunderson following our May 9, 1991, testimony before your
subcommittee. Our testimony focused on the adequacy of
oversight in the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). The
enclosure contains the questions raised and our responses.
If you or Mr. Gunderson should have any questions or need
additional information please contact Sigurd Nilsen or
Thomas Medvetz of my staff on (202) 323-0701.

Sincerely yours,

Frankl n Frazie
Director, Education and

Employment Issues

Enclosure
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ENCLOSURE ENCLOSURE

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY
REPRESENTATIVE STEVE GUNDERSON

1. When do you expect the report discussed in your testimony to
be released:

Our report, entitled job Training Partne/ship Act:
Inadequate Oversight Leaves Program Vulnerable to Waste,
Abuse, and Mismanagement (GAO/HRD-91-97) was issued in
prepublished form on July 30, 1991. We are enclosing a copy
for your use. The printed version of this report will be
issued in the next few weeks and we will provide you with a
copy at that time.

2. In your testimony, you mentioned significant probloms with
OJT contracts in the JTPA system. The Department of Labor
issued non-mandatory policy guidance on OJT in 1989. Has
your study shown any impact from this issuance? Had the
policy been mandatory, would this impact have been
different? Would it have addressed the problems you
identified?

Labor's policy guidancc, issued on March 13, 1989, primarily
focused on acceptable fixed unit priced, performance-based
contracts. A portion of this guidance permits the use of
one general OJT contract with a public agency, community
based organization, or other service provider in order to
facilitate providing OJT contracts for individual or small
groups of participants and for large, less populated service
delivery areas. The vast majority of OJT contracts we
reviewed were not of this type. Furthermore, the problems
we noted with OJT contracts concerned the excessive length
of such contracts, lengthy contracts for those with
significant experience in the occupation for which they were
being trained, and OJT contracts for persons already
employed by the company. Labor's guidance does not provide
directio for determining the appropriate length of
training nor does it address the other problems we noted.
Therefore, it appears that these guidelines had little
impact on the problems we identified and that making them
mandatory would not alter this outcome.

3. Would the DOL draft proposal (to amend JTPA), if adopted,
address the OJT problems you have found? Would adoption of
the OMB Circulars similarly address the problems? What
gaps, if any, would be left by the two approaches which
Congress should consider?
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Labor's legislative propo,:al for OJT would be a positive
step. However, we believe that it needs to be modified.
With respect to the length of training, the proposal merely
suggests that consideration be given to recognized reference
material, such as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
While we believe that SDAs should have flexibility in
determining the length of OJT training, we also believe that
they should provide their basis for extending such training
beyond that specified in the above reference material.
Furthermore, we believe that Labor and the states should be
directed to include as part of their monitoring efforts, a
review of OJT contracting to prevent and detect waste and
abuse in this training activity.

We have not performed an assessment of the impact that the
OMB Circulars would have on JTPA, in general, and OJT in
particular. Labor's Office of Inspector General has,
however, looked at the issue of subjecting JTPA to the
requirements of the OMB Circulars, in general. The IG's
past audit work has disclosed persistent and pervasive
problems predominantly in the areas of procurement, profits,
cost accountability, contractual procedures and financial
reporting. According to the IG, these findings exist, in
part, because Labor's controls and uniform guidance are weak
or nonexistent. It is the IG's opinion that the adoption,
or at least application, of the OMB Circulars to the JTPA
program, and more control and specific direction for program
design and performance standards, would establish uniform
requirements throughout the JTPA system and address most of
the deficiencies it has reported.

Labor's IG has not focused spLcifically on the issues we
identified with respect to OJT. It would appear that these
issues are so narrowly focused and JTPA program specific
that the Circulars would be applicable only in a very
general way and would probably not adequately address these
issues.

4. Are there other areas of concern to GAO in JTPA which are
not addressed by the Administration's proposal? Would these
areas be addressed through adoption of the Circulars?

There are several areas that remain a concern to us in spite
of Labor's legislative proposal. Its proposal provides that
program costs be charged to one of three cost categories
including the training related and supportive services
category. We believe that combining training related costs
with supportive services will obscure the amount that is
actually spent on each and particularly on supportive
services, which are needed by many potential participants to
receive JTPA training services.
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Furthermore, the 20 percent limitation placed on
administrative costs is based on the amount of funds
"available." Our work, as well as that of Labor's Inspector
General, has shown that the use of "available" funds makes a
determination of the amount that can be charged to the
administrative cost category extremely difficult because the
commingling of multiple year carryover funds obscures the
permissible limit on administrative costs. Therefore, we
support the language contained in H.R. 3033 that bases such
limitation on the amount of funds annually allocated.

Another issue, that you recognize in your questions, is that
the vast majority of JTPA participants already have at least
one of the employment barriers to be targeted under Labor's
legislative proposal. Thus, Labor's targeting proposal may
have little impact on who is served. As we pointed out in
our May 9, 1991, testimony, if the intent of this provision
is to place greater emphasis on training hard-to-serve
irdividuals, then a more effective approach might be to
concentrate on those facing more than one employment
barrier.

The last area of concern relates to the provision requiring
state on-site monitoring of each SDA and substate area to
ensure compliance with procurement standards. Our
conclusion that JTPA oversight is inadequate is based on
more than just procurement-related problems and includes
inappropriate classification of costs, failure to adhere to
cort limitations, and lack of proper inventory control.
Thus, while we strongly support the requirement for on-site
monitoring, we believe that it needs to be expanded to
include other areas of weaknesses, such as those revealed by
our recent work.

Based on our limited knowledge of the OMB Circulars, it does
not appear that the Circulars would adequately address the
above issues, if adopted.

5. In your testimony, you have stated that GAO does not support
expanding adult competencies to include acquisition of basic
skills. Would you support such an expansion if the
acquisition of skills were not a stand-alone measure, but
must be in combination with either an increase in employment
and earnings or a decrease in welfare dependency?

GAO does not object to JTPA providing participants with the
skills needed to attain adult competencies but we are
opposed to the use of competencies as a performance measure.
As we stated in our testimony on May 9, 1991, we believe
that basic and other skills can significantly contribute to
an individual's employability, but that adulL competencies
should be considered as a means to an end -the end being a
quality job placement--and not an end itself. Therefore, we
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would support as an acceptable outcome measure the
attainment of an adult competency when combined with another
performance indicator, such as a job placement. Labor's
legislative proposal now contains such a provision.

6. To follow up, if the principal outcome m4asure of
performance in the system continues to be simply job
placement, won't SDAs be further encouraged to "cream"
rather than increasing targeting to the hard-to-serve,
especially given your estimates that about 71% of current
JTPA participants already have an additional barrier to
employawnt?

Retaining job placement as the principal performance measure
could encourage SDAs to "cream" if the characteristics of
the targeted population are not taken into consideration.
We recognize that individuals with one or more employment
barriers are more difficult to place in unsubsidized
employment even after training. However, the act permits
the states to modify performance standards, within
parameters established by Labor, based on individual state
and SDA factors including the characteristics of the
population to be served. Thus, under this provision the
states can adjust performance standards so that SDAs can
target services to the hard-to-serve and still meet
established performance standards.
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